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Abstract
We are living through a time of major political changes due to the rise of populist leaders and the resurgence of extreme
ideological movements. The emergence of this phenomenon is due, to a large extent, to the easewith which these political
actors can disseminate and spread their messages without any limits through social networks, leaving aside the former
“fourth power” of the media as filterers and reinterpreters of information. Generally, the formula used by these leaders
andmovements is usually based on symbolic social division and polarization through hate speeches that allow demonizing
their adversaries while antagonizing the issuers: a discursive “us” against “them” based on verbal violence to dehumanize
an “exogroup.” We want to discuss the importance of understanding the process of communicational transfer—which
begins with hate speech and evolves into demonization and social polarization—as a strategic basis for creating an ideal
scenario for the growth and strengthening of populist discourse, which is reductionist and simplifying in nature.
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1. Introduction

Discussions around prejudice and rejection concern‐
ing an “exogroup” are extensive and long‐standing in
the social sciences (e.g., Brewer, 1999; Peherson et al.,
2011). There is an intense connection between the use
of language and the spread of prejudice toward “the
other” (Maass et al., 1989). However, contrary to the
paradigm of the intergroup linguistic bias theory hypoth‐
esis (Gorham, 2006; Whitley et al., 2016), in the trans‐
mission of prejudice through social networks, the most
recent empirical evidence shows that descriptions of an
exogroup cease to be vague or abstract to become spe‐
cific, observable, and measurable when they are shel‐
tered in official discourses (Crandall et al., 2018) or

networks that allow one’s identity to remain hidden
(Arcila‐Calderón et al., 2020, 2022; Fox et al., 2015).

Throughout history, there aremany examples of how
hate speech has been used from the discursive podium
to demonize and astutely devalue different social groups
and minorities. Verbal violence has served to dehuman‐
ize “otherness” and eliminate or diminish any empathy
that may exist towards a group of “outsiders,” symboli‐
cally stripping them of their humanity and rights and cre‐
ating a scenario of forced polarization: an “us” versus
“them” narrative that has even historically caused and
justified genocide.

In this process, twophenomena implicitly occur: First,
the demonization of the “other” becomes necessary to
understand it as an enemy, to generate hatred towards
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otherness, and place the other at the margins of the
interests of the majority. The second phenomenon is the
sacralization of the “we,” unifying and uniting the hetero‐
geneous group against the “symbolic enemy,” giving a
halo of heroism to the cause. This generates a “closing
of ranks,” a reification of “the other,” and contributes to
the feeling of exceptionality in attitudes and measures
against the other. This has been the logic of the dehu‐
manization process of almost all wars and the current
basis of populist discourse, regardless of its ideology.

In this sense, populism, polarization, demoniza‐
tion, and hate speech are socio‐political phenomena
closely connected. They are based on conceptual sim‐
plifications that offer society a series of communica‐
tively effective fallacies of causality, since simplis‐
tic dichotomies like bad/good, protagonist/antagonist,
the people/enemies—without grey areas—have never
ceased to be effective in the popular mobilization of feel‐
ings, especially the most effective ones of anger and fear.

Not surprisingly, recent research (e.g., Garzia &
Ferreira Da Silva, 2022; Nai et al., 2022) has shown that
affective‐emotional polarization generates a stronger
mobilization against a candidate (moved by rejection)
rather than in their favor (moved by approval). This is
a phenomenon called “negative voting,” which is under‐
stood as a rational choice, a product of cognitive disso‐
nance and/or retrospective evaluations. Voters may be
reasoning less in favor of the best political alternative,
instead seeking to avoid the one they deem to be worse.
The more voters are flooded by predominantly nega‐
tive information about someparties, candidates, and vot‐
ers rather than others, the clearer it becomes that this
information, which is readily accessible, “manipulates”
their vote; when in doubt as to whom someone should
vote for, they are triggered by negative information and
moved by negative voting.

With the rise and popularization of the internet and
social networks, since the beginning of this century there
has been a process of disintermediation, or apomedia‐
tion, in communication that makes it impossible to limit
the spaces for the dissemination of this type of dis‐
course, a role once played by the media as information
filterers. This reticular and decentralized digital ecosys‐
tem has provided the perfect breeding ground for max‐
imizing the visibility and scope of polarizing and demo‐
nizing arguments, which is why the emergence of pop‐
ulist movements, the growth of political disaffection and
anti‐politics, and the rise of intolerance towards those
who do not think the same way are not trivial.

2. Hate Speech and Demonization: The Genesis of
Social Polarization

Hate speech involves the promotion of messages that
encourage the rejection, disparagement, humiliation,
harassment, discrediting, and stigmatization of individu‐
als or social groups based on very diverse attributes such
as nationality, ideology, social class, race, creed, gender,

or sexual orientation (Civila et al., 2020). In a context in
which digital media and social networks facilitate the fast
creation and dissemination of these messages, the rele‐
vance of hate speech derives, above all, from its role as
a trigger for hate crimes. As several researchers suggest,
there is a significant relationship between hate speech
and physical violence (e.g., Muller & Schwarz, 2018).

Demonization, on the other hand, consists of the
process by which the ideas and values of the orator
(the source of the hate speech) are made sacred with
dialectic and discursive resources, promoting a symbolic
construction of reality based on the conceptual simplifi‐
cation of protagonist/antagonist where the “antagonist
other” cannot be culturally accepted and is honestly infe‐
rior or inconsiderate. This “antagonist other” encapsu‐
lates hate paradigms, discriminations, and stereotypes
that devalue it morally and perceptively, damaging
its social identity and even its self‐recognized identity
(Goffman, 1963).

Through antagonization, demonization leads to an
attitude of distrust against otherness among the pub‐
lic opinion. By turning “outsider” groups into morally
inferior groups, criminalizing their opinions and all the
while distracting and polarizing society, moral restric‐
tions among the public are eliminated. On the other
hand, the ideas of the orator (a sort of self‐appointed rep‐
resentative of the majority) are exposed as correct and
justified (Romero‐Rodríguez & Römer‐Pieretti, 2016).

The discursive process of demonization is composed
in the following way (Romero‐Rodríguez et al., 2015):
The “demonizing” orator explores the interests of the
audience, relating to them and gaining their empathy;
they confront the interests of the “antagonist group,”
building on disagreement points between the latter and
their target audience; they defend the interests of their
audience and accuse the “antagonist group” of going
against them; they use disqualifying adjectives, usually
short, blunt, and easy to memorize, and repeat them fre‐
quently in their speech—repetition is the key to persua‐
sion and “institutionalization” of realities; finally, they
take their attacks to a radical extreme to mark out and
stigmatize their opponent (Figure 1).

Continuous exposure to demonization generates
polarization, which, from a sociological perspective, is a
phenomenon that appears when individuals align their
beliefs in extreme and conflicting positions while other
individuals hold more moderate or neutral opinions
(Isenberg, 1986; Sunstein, 2002).

Symbolic power, as it has a great scope of diffu‐
sion, increases the capacity of an individual or insti‐
tution to construct realities (Searle, 1995; Watzlawick,
1976) and even imposes order on these constructed real‐
ities (Bourdieu, 1989). When an individual or institution
vested with symbolic power uses rhetoric to construct
a “should be unique,” adequate or pertinent on pain of
being illegitimate, it eliminates any possibility of alterna‐
tive ways of thinking, crystallizes a stereotype typified
as normal—even sacralized—while institutionalizing,
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Figure 1. Process of communicational transfer of hate speech–demonization–polarization.

through discursive violence, the “other,” disqualifying,
trivializing, and rendering its social needs invisible.
Society is divided into at least two opposing symbolic sec‐
tors, while the people’s real problems are pushed into
the background by the constant distraction allowed by
the mediatized confrontation.

The conflict of polarization is rarely evaded, even if
one does not want to enter into the discursive issues
of political struggle (Prada Espinel & Romero‐Rodríguez,
2018). One’s positioning in a polarized scenario is com‐
pelled by social pressure—due to the so‐called “spiral
of silence” (Noelle‐Neumann, 1993) or the “bandwagon”
effect (Goidel & Shields, 1994)—to adapt to the group
and reduce tensions. In this way, away from all reason
and focused only on emotional management, it is in the
fragmentation of the social fabric that common sense
breaks down, and automatic solidarity appears, even
with those leaderswho operate against themost elemen‐
tary human rights.

3. Political Social Responsibility: A Pending Matter for
Stakeholders

Political actors, such as parties, candidates, citizen move‐
ments and activists, social media, among others, have
a pending and unpostponable task on behalf of society:
to lessen discursive confrontation, seekmoderation, and
return to politics as a means to solve people’s problems.

No one can deny that polarization and demoniza‐
tion have become very useful and effective stratagems
to distract society from the problems that affect them
and mobilize the vote out of fear, anger, or extreme
rejection. Therefore, the current situation of discursive
confrontations in many Western countries such as the
United States, the United Kingdom, Spain, Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Peru, and Venezuela, among
others, have very identifiable responsible parties who
should be exhorted to moderation and ethics in the exer‐
cise of politics and social conciliation.

On the one hand, through legislative efforts, states
must establish mandatory regulations to consider hate
speech as a criminal offense while regulating and reduc‐
ing as far as possible the demonizing and polarizing
messages that political parties, electoral movements,
activists, or other people with broad social reach in the
media and social networks share. These efforts in creat‐
ing laws that regulate hate speech must, of course, take
care of the limits of freedom of expression, in the under‐
standing that not every criticism against a group (ideolog‐
ical, economic, etc.) should be classified as a hate crime,
so it is essential to be very accurate in these typifications
to avoid that these laws can become a dictatorship of
political correctness.

On the other hand, based on the premise that any
information that society consumes has a political or eco‐
nomic interest behind it and that many political actors
seek to divide society for electoral mobilization or mere
emotional distraction, education should provide citizens
with media and digital skills that will enable them to
acquire critical and reflective analysis skills when con‐
suming informative and opinionated content.Media edu‐
cation should be mandatory in primary and secondary
schools since citizens are not usually taught how to con‐
sumemedia and messages (Pérez‐Rodríguez et al., 2019;
Romero‐Rodríguez et al., 2021).

Finally, but no less importantly, political parties
should establish programs for the ethical training of their
bases and youth, as well as internal disciplinary mea‐
sures against the use of hate speeches and demonizing
or polarizing messages, both to their militants and their
leaders. Understanding that the responsibility (political
and legal) of political parties, as institutions for social
organization, is to promote coexistence and not hatred
is fundamental. Unfortunately, in many countries, hate
speech, demonization, and polarization are becoming
the modus operandi of campaigning, either because of
the ease of construction of reductionist messages or
because this type of content generates fear and anger
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in audiences, which facilitates the negative vote or rejec‐
tion vote.

In this thematic issue, we wanted to open a space
for plural debate on the triangulation between hate
speech–demonization–polarization and populism, so
that researchers from around the world could show the
path of these phenomena in various scenarios such as
racism, islamophobia, russophobia, hate speech against
LGTBI groups, the rejection of economic elites, the
nationalist discourse against immigration, the discourses
on Europeanization, and the social responsibility of jour‐
nalism in the face of social confrontation.

Many spaces and social phenomena are currently
continuously demonized by hate speeches, so any
research intention from the social sciences can be reduc‐
tionist and simplifying in itself. However, researchers
must focus on building spaces for debate and reflection
on social polarization to be agents of change toward har‐
mony and citizen coexistence.
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Abstract
Social media and their participatory characteristics promote the construction of meanings that differ from those emitted
by mainstream media outlets, becoming a tool that enables a reconfiguration of the dominant discourses. TikTok offers
unique possibilities to confront the neoliberal imaginary and open a space for debate, incorporating political viewpoints
and establishing itself as a new communication scenario. Regarding news about jihadism,many researchers have observed
that those who practice Islam are classified as a monolithic entity, and this entire religious group is generalized as a threat
to modern societies. The main objective of our research is thus to know the discourses used on TikTok to respond to the
binomial Islam = terrorism spread bymainstreammedia and the affordances of this platform used to challenge this miscon‐
ception. Using the snowball method, a multimodal analysis was conducted by identifying TikTok videos with the hashtags
#yihadista, #yihad, and #islamterrorismo (in its English and Spanish versions) to explore the uses of the TikTok platform.
The resulting selection criteria included: (a) content related to mainstream media discourses on jihadism, (b) discussion
of a topic related to Islam and terrorism, and (c) where the content creator declares him/herself to be a Muslim. In addi‐
tion, in‐depth interviews were conducted to provide an enhanced understanding of how the media promote the need to
generate a counter‐narrative on TikTok. The results reveal that discourses fromMuslims that combat Islam = terrorism dis‐
courses are constructed within the spiral of the dominant narrative, thus visualizing the negative discourses about Islam.
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1. Introduction

This article analyzes the discourses of the Muslim com‐
munity in relation to the messages transmitted in main‐
stream media about Islam and its association with the
concept of terrorism. Specifically, we evaluate in depth
their use of TikTok as a platform to respond to these dis‐
courses and how they take advantage of the affordances
offered by this platform to question them and share
their viewpoints. In this sense, we understand main‐
streammedia as conventional news sources (newspaper,
television, radio) that “are trapped within entrenched
norms and values that predispose a certain perspec‐

tive of the world” (Jean‐Kenix, 2011, p. 2). In addition,
mainstream media are considered credible, serious, and
influential, so they could have a strong effect on view‐
ers (Gondwe & Bhowmik, 2022). We thus explore the
potential of TikTok as a medium that favors expres‐
sion and allows bidirectional discourses, thereby open‐
ing a debate on religious, political, cultural, and social
issues. This goes beyond approacheswhere the audience
simply consumes information passively from the main
agents (political leaders and mainstream media), turn‐
ing them into prosumers who generate content and par‐
ticipate in conversations through TikTok. Using a qual‐
itative approach, we carry out a multimodal content
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analysis of TikTok videos shared by Muslims that specif‐
ically address discussions on topics related to Islam, ter‐
rorism, and jihadism. We also conducted semistructured
interviewswith subject‐expert journalists, thus providing
an enhanced understanding of the phenomenon.

Currently, Islam is the first‐most widely practiced reli‐
gion in the world with approximately 1.6 billion follow‐
ers (Statistics and Data, 2022), whichmeans that one out
of four people in the world is Muslim (Merino, 2020).
The representation of this religion in the media can
directly influence the public’s perception of and attitudes
toward Muslims as a group as well as Islam as a religion
(Akbarzadeh&Smith, 2005). In this regard, previous stud‐
ies have shown that the representation of Muslims in
the media has an eminently negative focus. The Muslim
community is often typecast as a terrorist group and as a
threat to democratic systems and freedom of expression
(Rahman, 2022).

Against this backdrop in which popularmedia culture
has linked Islam to a negative representation in theWest
(Farooqui & Kaushik, 2022), social media have become a
space that allows Muslims to counter such negative dis‐
course regarding their religion and consolidate their iden‐
tity and self‐image (Deroo & Mohamud, 2022). Indeed,
these platforms offer an opportunity for users to cre‐
ate their own content, which implies a greater diversity
of media representations. Therefore, citizens have more
information and viewpoints to better understand per‐
sonal experiences and social events surrounding a given
phenomenon. Given the narrative possibilities offered by
social media, in this research we focus on TikTok, whose
popularity has increased exponentially in recent years,
becoming the most downloaded app worldwide (Sensor
Tower, 2022).

We intend to understand how the Muslim commu‐
nity thrives on TikTok following two research questions:

RQ1: What are the discourses used by the Muslim
community to respond to the binomial Islam = terror‐
ism on TikTok?

RQ2: How are TikTok affordances used to challenge
misconceptions spread by mainstream media?

Through this analysis, we contribute to understanding
how theMuslim community uses TikTok to express them‐
selves and to challenge misconceptions. According to
Pearce et al. (2020), knowing how people express them‐
selves on socialmedia helps to design better socialmedia
communication experiences.

To address this approach the theoretical background
includes discussion about the representation of Muslims
in Western mainstream media, Islam on social media,
and the TikTok affordances offered to challenge miscon‐
ceptions. We then specified the methodology used and
present the findings. The results enable us to identify
the discourses used on TikTok to respond to the binomial
Islam = terrorism. And, to understand the needs and con‐

cerns of theMuslim community about this phenomenon.
Furthermore, it provides a wider view of how they thrive
and represent themselves in social media spaces.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. The Representation of Muslims in Western
Mainstream Media

The relationship between the West and Islam has been
categorized as conflictive by many researchers over
the years (Canclini, 2004; Miles, 1989; Said, 1978).
The expansion of the West results in the generation of
an antagonistic dichotomy between the West and East,
which maintains that the culture of Islam is not compat‐
ible with European values and is presented as a threat
(Said, 1978). According to Miles (1989), there are two
clear examples of this polarization: first, the definition
of “others” as “blacks” and “savages,” which results in
situations of exclusion, since Westerners are considered
white, logical, delicate, and virtuous (Donald, 1992); and
secondly, culture, where the European representation of
the Islamic world is associated with terrorism and bar‐
barism. To achieve the aims of the current work, oth‐
erness is understood as a discursive process where the
“other” is represented as a stranger (Iqbal, 2020), relat‐
ing Islam to terrorism through the news frames of main‐
stream media.

According to Casteleiro‐Ruiz‐de‐Azcarate (2015), the
frames used to present terrorism‐related news are full of
cliches and simplifications, contributing to the identifica‐
tion of religion with terrorism and driving a state of igno‐
rance about Islam and its nature (Villepin, 2003). Studies
conducted during the last twodecades have provided evi‐
dence that such news framing has focused on the repre‐
sentation of Islam as monolithic, sexist, homogeneous,
fanatical, and terrorist (Civila et al., 2020; Ewart, 2012;
Ibrahim, 2010; Korteweg, 2008). This results in demo‐
nization, stereotyping, and negative feelings toward the
Muslim community (Akbarzadeh & Smith, 2005).

Along the same vein, in his bookOrientalism, Edward
Said argues that there is a particular discourse in Europe
that promotes the differences between the familiar
(Europe, the West, or “us”) and the foreign (the East or
the “others”; Said, 1978, p. 19). These discourses are
promoted by the mainstream media, limiting Islam to
a series of misconceptions that do not represent real‐
ity and that polarize societies (Poole, 2002). Brown and
Levision (1987), as well as Lee and Pinker (2010), state
that broadcasters use ambiguity, indirect discourses, and
other strategies to inform, especially when the topic is
about the “other,” and even substantiate statements
with personal experiences (Galasin’ska & Galasin’ski,
2003; Giglietto & Lee, 2017). However, most of the news
is written from a non‐Muslim perspective. Such cover‐
age does not illustrate what Muslims consider about
this phenomenon (Gabsi, 2015), but rather adopts a
Western perspective.
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When these negative discourses promoted by the
media relate Islam and terrorism, they can be labeled
as “Islamophobia” (Poole, 2002). The term has been dis‐
cussed by many scholars but is too broad to provide a
tight definition. According to Ross (2014), Islamophobia
constitutes an understanding of Islam as a threat
to Western societies and intolerance to those who
practice this religion. Meanwhile, Acim (2019) defines
Islamophobia as the representation of Muslims as
“others.’’ As well as the prohibition of Islam cultural ele‐
ments in theWest, such as the hijab in France or the con‐
struction of mosques in Switzerland.

Nowadays, social media offer a space for minorities
to express themselves (Echchaibi, 2013), thus reflect‐
ing how Muslim people fight against the discourses
issued by mainstream media, which are considered to
be hegemonic. Following many studies demonstrating
how Western media demonize Islam by relating it with
terrorism (Ahmed & Matthes, 2017), we focus on deter‐
mining how the Muslim community challenges such dis‐
courses on TikTok. Thus, we contribute to understanding
how theMuslim community uses this platform to express
themselves and challenge misconceptions spread by
the media.

2.2. (De)Construction of Islam on Social Media

Social media have changed how we communicate by
allowing people to create their own content. It is not
only communication unidirectional, but users can par‐
ticipate in media debates and adopt positions in rela‐
tion to their contexts, thus challenging dominant dis‐
courses (Jaramillo‐Dent et al., 2022). The Internet and
thereby social media offer the opportunity to repre‐
sent the diverse identities that are present in the con‐
temporary world as well as the autonomy to share
beliefs and values with other users (Campbell & Evolvi,
2020). This helps minority groups express themselves,
breaking misconceptions associated with their group
and challenging hate speech (Gómez‐García et al., 2021).
According to Campbell and Evolvi (2020, p. 8), minority
groups include those who are stigmatized by society, for
example, Muslim people living in non‐Muslim countries.
Therefore, in the present article, Muslim people as rep‐
resented in Western media are considered to belong to
a minority group.

Minorities, in different contexts, are forced to chal‐
lenge the discrimination they suffer from the dominant
culture, which limits their opportunities to relate to and
participate in somemainstream conversations. However,
social media can be a tool to combat these threats and
make their culture and identity visible (Abidin, 2021).
We thus identify a generation of Muslim individuals
in the West who are publicly committed to negotiat‐
ing their religious values with modern societies and
altering Western narratives by promoting the relation‐
ship between Islam and modernity (Echchaibi, 2013;
Göle, 2002). Through this engagement, we observe pro‐

files on blogs and social media whose mission is to
challenge the representation of Islam in mainstream
media, such as the Muslimah Media Watch or Yallah
blog (Echchaibi, 2013; Evolvi, 2017). It is also remarkable
the emergence of movements such as #Noenminombre
(#Notinmyname in English) or #MuslimsareNOTterrorist
following the waves of attacks that occurred in Europe
during 2016–2018.

Studies related to “digital religion,” a discipline that
emerges from the combination of religion and Internet
studies (Campbell, 2017), have examined how Islam is
represented by Muslims on social media, claiming gen‐
erally that they respond to dominant narratives and
associations aimed at their collective (Echchaibi, 2013;
Evolvi, 2017; Looy, 2015; Wheeler, 2014). This supports
previous research finding that Muslim creators often
create content to refute misconceptions about their
religion (Mosemghvdlishvili & Jansz, 2012). Accordingly,
some authors, such as El‐Haj and Bonet (2011), question
whether Muslim people represent themselves in social
media exclusively in relation to controversies about their
religion or, in contrast, for their own interests.

In this case, in line with Hoover and Echchaibi (2014),
social media would act as a “third space,” a term that
arises in relation to evolving media discourses and that
has been used in studies on digital religion. This third
space refers to a hybrid space that offers new forms for
the reconstruction, expression, and questioning of reli‐
gion, as well as new possibilities for the construction of
meanings: It describes an alternative space to the dom‐
inant ones. In this study, hybridization occurs between
the discourses broadcasted by the mainstream media
and those shared by TikTok users. This theory is thus
applied to understand the discursive practices used on
TikTok to challenge misconceptions about Islam, as pre‐
viously applied to analyze aspects concerning Islam in
Facebook groups (Al‐Rawi, 2016; Illman & Sjö, 2015),
memes (Aguilar et al., 2017), and other social media
(Bahfen, 2018).

According to Mirra et al. (2018), young people today
engage critically with the media and challenge miscon‐
ceptions about Islam. Therefore, digital contexts can
modify the perception of reality and generate con‐
versations outside mainstream narratives. In this case,
we focus on TikTok, the most downloaded app, with
188 million downloads during the first half of 2022
(Statista, 2022).

2.3. TikTok as a Tool to Challenge Mainstream Media
Discourses

Since its inception, TikTok has been growing and has
now become one of the most popular social media in
the world, shaping engaged communities that respond
to the app’s affordances (Zhao & Wagner, 2022). In our
research, we consider the affordances of TikTok as tools
offered by this social media platform (audios, challenges,
trends, hashtags, filters, virality, etc.) that allow users to
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express themselves creatively (Kaye et al., 2021). TikTok
confers power and opportunities for expression to users
who acquire the role of the sender, which favors mass
self‐communication (Castells, 2013) and bi‐directionality
in the messages issued by conventional media. This
social media platform is becoming a space for debate,
incorporating a political viewpoint, and establishing itself
as a new communication scenario (Cervi & Marín‐Lladó,
2021). Users can thereby actively participate in social
and political debates, taking advantage of TikTok’s affor‐
dances and its particularities.

TikTok allows users to share short videos (although
the option to create videos lasting up to ten minutes has
been added in March 2022), which can be edited in the
app itself adding filters, effects, or stickers. The innova‐
tions offered by this platform in terms of content dis‐
tribution and discovery have established it as one of
the most highly valued platforms. It includes recommen‐
dation algorithms aimed at the interests of the users
themselves and its famous “For You” page which attracts
and retains users (Zhao & Wagner, 2022). According to
Vijay and Gekker (2021) and Literat et al. (2022), TikTok’s
affordances additionally favor content that responds
to mainstream media and encourage users to inter‐
act with other videos (through options such as “green
screen,” “paste from,” or video responses to comments
from other accounts). Previous studies have shown that
TikTok users employ the affordances offered by this plat‐
form to question media representations of “others” in
the news, criticize the media framework, and expand
narratives by offering new viewpoints (Literat et al.,
2022). In this sense, TikTok becomes an environment for
self‐expression and sense‐making of others and other‐
ness (Schellewald, 2021).

This convergence between traditional and emerging
media leads to a new media ecology in which communi‐
cation is no longer the exclusive remit of classical actors
(parties, political leaders, and the media); rather, social
media break into the discussion, significantly influenc‐
ing social mobilization and facilitating the democratiza‐
tion of dialog thanks to their interactivity and immedi‐
acy (Islas, 2015; Piñeiro‐Otero & Martínez‐Rolán, 2020).
According to Şot (2022), users take advantage of TikTok’s
technological and practical features to create content
that is tailored to their audience to generate an intimate
and safe space for both them and their followers.

3. Method

3.1. Sample and Inclusion Criteria

The present analysis, conducted during May and
September 2022, provides a case study with a qualitative
design, mainly adopting two methods: (a) a multimodal
content analysis that aims to explore the intersection
between misconceptions of Islam in mainstream media
and discourses on TikTok; and (b) interviews, a qualitative
analysis technique with an exploratory and explanatory

nature whose purpose is to understand the studied phe‐
nomenon in depth (Hernández‐Sampieri et al., 2014).

For sample selection, a new TikTok profile was cre‐
ated, to avoid algorithmic contamination and obtain
objective results. Once the account had been opened,
we applied the snowball method, a qualitative data col‐
lection technique to reach difficult‐to‐access samples
(Naderifar et al., 2017), and the sample was identi‐
fied. To achieve this, the hashtags #yihadist, #yihad, and
#islamterrorismo were searched for in the “explore” sec‐
tion of the app (in its English and Spanish versions),
applying the filters “last 6 months” and ordering by
“relevance.” A total of 2,546 videos were then viewed
and those that met the following criteria were selected:
(a) content related to the discourses of mainstream
media about jihadism, (b) discussion topics related to
Islam and terrorism, and (c) where the content creator
declaredhim/herself to beMuslim. The final sample com‐
prised 62 videos. The files were downloaded by using
the SnapTik app and collated in Excel using the video
description and the numbers of likes, comments, and
views. Finally, the data were analyzed using Atlas.ti 8,
which allows qualitative analysis (Figure 1).

The data were examined utilizing a multimodal
approach, which allows for the comprehension of both
verbal and nonverbal data as well as the exploration
of several representative modes (Dicks, 2019). TikTok’s
audiovisual, textual, interactive, and the way these
modes are combined are all included in the multimodal
analysis (Korhonen, 2010). Iterative analysis was used
to categorize the data developing a codebook. In the
first round, we analyzed the discourses spread by the
Muslim community. Then, we related the affordances
(audios, challenges, trends, hashtags, filters, virality, etc.)
of TikTok with their discussion.

Moreover, to understand the content created by
Muslim users on TikTok and how the media participates
in the construction of the Islam = terrorism binomial in
more depth, semistructured interviews were conducted
during June and July 2022. Two main themes were
addressed in the interviews: the use of terms and the
stigmatization of Muslims. To obtain a diverse sample,
seven journalists (who preferred to remain anonymous)
were selected from different local, national, and inter‐
national media outlets (Table 1). This number of jour‐
nalists was selected because it was found that no new
information was being collected thereafter, thus reach‐
ing what is known as thematic saturation (Guest et al.,
2020). The following process was applied for data col‐
lection: (a) The interview was carried out according to
previous research related to the object of study; (b) jour‐
nalists with expertise in the subject were selected and
contacted online to schedule an interview; (c) permis‐
sion was requested to use the interviews for research
purposes and their transcription; (d) the interviews were
transcribed and summarized to identify the most impor‐
tant and relevant data obtained in terms of the object of
study; (e) data analysis was performed by using Atlas.ti 8.
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Figure 1. Data analysis procedure.

3.2. Codebook and Data Analysis

The data analysis was carried out using inductive–
iterative reasoning, to identify the topics of interest for
the current research. This approach enabled findings to
be extracted from the data and allowed us to increase
our knowledge about the subject (Vives‐Varela & Hamui‐
Sutton, 2021). Three rounds of analysis were carried out,
yielding a total of 30 codes. Finally, a total of seven of
these were considered relevant to answer the research
questions these codes are now presented in Table 2.

3.3. Ethical Considerations

Any reference to private persons or companies has been
removed from the examples and images in this article,

both to protect their identities and to avoid copyright
infringement (Boyd & Crawford, 2012).

4. Results and Discussion

The results are described according to the research ques‐
tions presented above. We also describe the conversa‐
tions with journalists, which enable us to delve into the
construction of this meaning and the understanding of
the discourses created by Muslim users on TikTok.

4.1. Discourses Used by the Muslim Community to
Respond to the Binomial Islam = Terrorism

The most relevant discourses propagated by the Muslim
community about the Islam = terrorism binomial include

Table 1. Interviewees’ characteristics.

Name Nationality Type of media outlet

EN1 Argentinean International
EN2 Spanish National
EN3 Moroccan National
EN4 Spanish International
EN5 Italian International
EN6 Spanish Local
EN7 Spanish National

Table 2. Codebook for content analysis.

Codebook Definition

DIS This code helps us to classify the discourses used to challenge the idea that Islam = terrorism.
OTHER This code helps us to identify them versus us discourses (otherness).
OPIN This code describes the opinion of users regarding the news published by mainstream media.
STOP This code allows us to identify discourses against islamophobia.
AFFOR This code helps us to analyze the affordances used to challenge misconceptions spread by

mainstream media.
STRA This code allows us to classify content creation strategies to respond to the binomial Islam = terrorism.
LANG This code describes the use of multimodal elements such as captions, hashtags, icons, gifs, etc.
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the explanation of their religion, its terminology, and
the dismantling of dominant discourses. Thus, we iden‐
tify two main issues: the simplistic presentation of Islam
and the representation ofMuslims in theWesternmedia.
Following Echchaibi (2013), it is thus observed how the
possibilities offered by social media platforms promote
the desire of modern participants to subvert the main‐
stream discourses and become actively involved in polit‐
ical discourses. The formation of unconventional dis‐
courses related to religion on TikTok by this collective
shows, according to Hoover and Echchaibi (2014), that
digital platforms act as a third space that allows the nego‐
tiation of the values of Islam in contemporary societies
and a deconstruction of the established social imaginar‐
ies regarding this religion. The third space becomes a
place where not only can religious practices be exercised
but also alternatives to the hegemonic narratives can be
constructed. This locates the present study in the fourth
wave of digital religion, which emphasizes the political
and social aspects of research on religions (Campbell &
Evolvi, 2020).

As stated by Jaramillo‐Dent et al. (2022) in their
research on the creative practices of migrant TikTokers,
content creation enables minorities to express them‐
selves and construct alternative meanings to the prevail‐
ing conversations. In the case of TikTok, its affordances
offer a space to develop involvement and engagement
in politics, helping users tomobilize (Cervi &Marín‐Lladó,
2021; Galpin, 2022) and generating new forms of expres‐
sion that enable the social empowerment of the Muslim
community. Moreover, presenting such discourses on
TikTok amplifies a narrative that lacks visibility in other
spaces (Echchaibi, 2013). The present analysis revealed
four main types of discourses that are used to challenge
social‐political conceptions about Islam: (a) explanatory,
(b) controversial, (c) demystifying, and (d) performative.

Firstly, we identified content aimed at explaining
and deepening knowledge of what Islam is and clarify‐
ing different concepts that sometimes are used indif‐
ferently (Ahmed & Matthes, 2017). These concepts are
Arab, Muslim, Islamic, Islamist, and jihad(ist). Owing to
the relationship between jihad and terrorism, there is
an ongoing desire to explain the meaning of the word
“jihad,” whose translation would actually be “effort.”
However, two strands can be detected. The first defends
that the word “jihad” indeed means “effort,” despite
the appropriation of the term by the ISIS terrorist group.
On the other hand, other TikTokers accept this appro‐
priation and, when explaining concepts, argue that jihad
is indeed related to terrorism. This disparity of opinions
indicates that, contrary to its presentation inmainstream
media (Ahmed & Matthes, 2017), the Muslim commu‐
nity is not a monolithic entity. However, according to
Campbell and Evolvi (2020), such disparate contributions
on social media can lead to amisrepresentation of identi‐
ties rather than to social change, despite the appearance
of a collective purpose, in this case, to convey that Islam
is a religion of peace.

The journalists’ responses reveal the need to take
advantage of this third space to raise awareness of these
different terms, which could break the misconceptions
about Islam (Pearce et al., 2020). According to the inter‐
views conducted, content creators thus need to explain
them and improve their understanding by the major‐
ity. According to Romero‐Rodriguez et al. (2021), knowl‐
edge of those considered to be different avoids falling
into the traps of stereotyping and polarization. From
the interviews:

IN2: In a society of immediate consumption, the tra‐
ditional media tends to draw a broad picture and
tell things in general terms, without differentiating
between terms.

IN4: When writing, in order to avoid repetition, we
sometimes use terms as synonyms whereas, actually,
they have their own nuances and differences.

Secondly, the discourse classified as controversial refers
to those publications aimed at questioning mainstream
media. This content is focused on expressing opposi‐
tion to news frames, highlighting howmainstreammedia
use terrorist attacks to drive the concept that Islam
is a threat to Western values. Moreover, as part of
this type of discourse, TikTokers aim to raise awareness
among the majority population that the mainstream
media are politically biased sources (Jean‐Kenix, 2011;
Poole, 2002). These discourses agree with Ahmed and
Matthes (2017), who support that western media demo‐
nize Islam by relating it to terrorism. Despite numerous
studies (Casteleiro‐Ruiz‐de‐Azcarate, 2015; Miles, 1989;
Said, 1978) have demonstrated that news frames applied
to Islam are stigmatizing, our data evidence how this is
currently undergoing a process of change and improv‐
ing the representation of Islam in the media. From
the interviews:

IN3: I am aware, both due to the changes made
in the media I work and in which other colleagues
work, that work is being done to not link Islam with
a political and military ideology in a generalized way.
More and more specialized journalists in newsrooms
and international organizations are reviewing news
of this nature.

IN4: The change is growing, and although a Muslim
is rarely the protagonist of a positive news story, the
activism of the collective on social media is promot‐
ing change in the traditional media.

These responses related to representation in the media
reveal how the pressure exerted by this minority group
on social media is shaping the hierarchies of power
and diminishing the weight of the media in public opin‐
ion as observed by Echchaibi (2013) and Evolvi (2017).
Platforms such as TikTok facilitate the dissemination of
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minority opinions and challenge hegemonic discourses
(Literat et al., 2022), allowing them to make their culture
and identity visible (Abidin, 2021).

Furthermore, the demystifying discourse, which
refers to content focused on emphasizing the positive
aspects of Islam, promotes not only visibility but recog‐
nition. We observed how the creator demystifies the
religion and encourages its recognition by relating Islam
to love and peace, thus seeking common ground with
“them.” However, according to Gray (2013), this need
not necessarily promote real recognition, as it may
be a neoliberal technique to celebrate diversity rather
than a recognition of the structural problems associated
with Islam.

In the videos focused on demystifying the symbols of
Islam, it is mainly argued that they are not terrorists, and
that the Muslim community is the main victim of the ter‐
rorism that is classified as jihadist. This is evidence that
they’re committed to negotiating their religious values
with modern societies and altering Western narratives
by promoting the relationship between Islam andmoder‐
nity (Göle, 2002). Interaction with the dominant culture
and common ground is sought to reduce polarized dis‐
course, which, in accordance with Vizcaíno‐Verdú and
Aguaded (2022), enhances opportunities to build new
social relationships and reinforce recognition. On the
other hand, according to the analysis conducted by
Hamid et al. (2022), for messages to have an impact they
must transmit new narratives, construct discourses on
what we have in common, and not focus on differences
(them versus us), to enable a feeling of identification in
the audience and promote real recognition. The results
obtained from the interviews show the pressure they suf‐
fer to create demystifying discourses and promote action
to make their voice heard. From the interviews:

IN5: In investigative reporting on jihadist terrorism,
they wheel out Muslim people from the neighbor‐
hood to make themselves look good, but the main
message is still “beware that a neighbor may be a
potential terrorist.”

IN6: The voice of the Muslim collective only appears
in the media when there is a terrorist attack.

IN7: Themedia generates ignorance about Islam since
we often work under the dictates of political groups.

Finally, we identify the performative discourse which
refers to those narratives constructed through mimesis
helping users express themselves creatively and connect
with their collective (Kaye et al., 2021). This content is cre‐
atedusing audio and videos that are constantly copiedon
the platform with the addition of new meanings (Literat
et al., 2022; Vijay & Gekker, 2021). The use of these
trends reveals an intention to get visible and challenge
polarization by using the vernacular language spoken on
the Internet.

4.2. TikTok Affordances Used to Challenge
Misconceptions Spread by Media

After analyzing the discourses, we correlated the codes
focused on the discoursewith those focused on the affor‐
dances in the sample units. We identified that the most
relevant affordances used by these content creators on
TikTok are audio, hashtags, text, embedded text, and
visual elements. In this section, we delve into the use of
TikTok affordances to challenge misconceptions spread
by media. This will allow us to better understand how
they deploy the discourses to respond to the binomial
Islam = terrorism.

Our analysis revealed that the use of original audio
in combination with visual affordances such as embed‐
ded texts and images—that visually strengthen the
message—enables us to explain and argue the dif‐
ferent concepts (see Figure 2): Arab, Muslim, Islamic,
Islamist, and jihad(ist). Furthermore, the use of the
hashtags #aprendeconTikTok (learningwithTikTok),
#curiosidadesenTikTok (curiositiesonTikTok), or #edu‐
cación (education) is also observed, reflecting the
explanatory aim of such posts. Previous research has
shown that activist political practices on social media
are more effective when followed by an explanation and
intellectual argument, thus strengthening the message
and enhancing the critical level of society (Raley, 2009).

On the other hand, the embedded text and captions
are themost used affordance to express their annoyance
with the media’s treatment of Islam. However, visual ele‐
ments such as embedded image carousels are also iden‐
tified, being used to highlight the positive aspects of
Islam and reinforce the textual argument (Figure 3). This
evidence that TikTok users employ the creative options
offered by this platform to question media represen‐
tations of “others” and expand alternative narratives
(Literat et al., 2022). These affordances are accompa‐
nied by hashtags such as #islam or #muslims, as well as
music that is trending on the platform and thus extends
the reach of the transmitted message and the num‐
ber of views (Zhao & Wagner, 2022). This reflects new
approaches for campaigning in the face of otherness
and power structures, supporting the theory proposed
by Bossetta et al. (2018) that political participation is
improved and increased using social media. According
to Echchaibi (2013), the propagation of these discourses
allows the topic of Islam to be located at the center of
modern society, promoting its acceptance and recogni‐
tion in the society to which it belongs. However, recent
research conducted within the MAGIC project (Muslim
women and communities Against Gender Islamophobia
in soCiety; see Hamid et al., 2022) indicates that, despite
the importance of challenging mainstream media on
social media to change the dominant discourse, one
should go further and contact the media to raise aware‐
ness of the message transmitted.

These affordances are also used to demystify the
discourse about Islam. TikTok offers a space for debate
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Figure 2. Use of visual and oral affordances to explain religion.

and to combat these threats (Abidin, 2021) helping to
challenge the misconception that Muslims are terrorists.
These affordances facilitate action and offer an opportu‐
nity to justify their religious values to be understood by
others. The hashtags most used to demystify Islam are
#allah, #hijabi, #muslim, and #islam, followed by posi‐
tive ones such as #love and #peace, thus relating Islam
with peace (Figure 4). At this point in the analysis, it can
thus be seen how TikTok offers a space to deconstruct
misconceptions and promote acceptance and recogni‐

tion, whereas the use of this platform by this collective
does not promote total change. Gray’s (2013) theory, i.e.,
that social media increase the visibility but not neces‐
sarily the actual recognition of minority groups, holds.
This drives us to support the idea that marginalized peo‐
ple are between risk and opportunity on social media
(Pearce et al., 2020).

Our analysis evidence how TikTok facilitates the cre‐
ation of content based on popular trends to reach a
wider audience (Kaye et al., 2021), and offers a space for

Figure 3. TikTok affordances used to challenge hegemonic discourse.
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Figure 4. Uses of TikTok to demystify the discourse about Islam.

sense‐making of “other” and “otherness” (Schellewald,
2021). It notes the use of hashtags such as #viral,
#followme, #goviral, #FyP, and #Foryou, to extend the
reach and thereby improve the visibility of the post (Klug
et al., 2021). Moreover, the discourses to increase visi‐
bility are created from trending audios and videos, lack‐
ing original audio and generally presenting visual argu‐

ments. In the case of the two most used trends, what
the West thinks of Islam is presented using embedded
text, while the corresponding replies, which are consid‐
ered to be “the reality,” are presented with images that
reflect the positive values of Islam. The arguments with
embedded text are accompanied by a sad face emoji,
reflecting the Muslim community as a victim. The use

Figure 5. Uses of TikTok trends to increase the visibility of religion.
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of humorous strategies with hashtags such as #humor
or #joke to challenge oppressive structures is also iden‐
tified. It is found that the struggle of otherness is not
handled in a positive way, emphasizing the differences
between “us” and “them” rather than the empowering
aspects of differences, which is fundamental to promote
recognition (Romero‐Rodriguez et al., 2021).

5. Conclusions

The analysis of TikTok content created by the Muslim
community about the binomial Islam = terrorism spread
bymainstreammedia reveals this platform as an environ‐
ment to challenge prevailing misconception narratives.
In this sense, it appears that Muslim minorities need to
motivate discourses in a way that penetrates societies,
thus promoting social change and challenging miscon‐
ceptions. TikTok allows this community to seek recogni‐
tion as well as to generate discourses that make their
culture visible (Abidin, 2021). However, the way these
creators use TikTok highlights the misconceptions about
Islam spread by the mainstream media. This does not
promote the construction of an alternative narrative as
evidenced by Hamid et al. (2022).

Regarding our first research question, the discourses
used to address the dichotomy Islam = terrorism made
negative misconceptions about Islam and Muslims more
visible. Instead of constructing new discourses, the argu‐
ments used to challengeWestern mainstream narratives
and take part in political debate are based on nega‐
tive narratives. Thus, the reconfiguration of dominant
discourses on TikTok is constructed within the spiral of
the prevailing narrative. However, according to the jour‐
nalists interviewed, we found that messages posted by
this collective destabilize Western narratives, promot‐
ing the relationship between Islam and modernity (Göle,
2002). As supported by El‐Haj and Bonet (2011), these
discourses deployed on TikTok are a result of the pres‐
sure and need to constantly challenge power structures.
They intend to be recognized by others and to valuewhat
is considered contrary.

In response to the second research question, the
results show that TikTok affordances encourage political
participation (Brown et al., 2022) and provide tools to
foster social empowerment (Vizcaíno‐Verdú & Aguaded,
2022), providing a space to challenge the discursive
soapbox and the holistic construction of the counter‐
narrative. However, the use of affordances does not
necessarily contribute to diminishing the difference
between “us” and “them.” This means that textual and
visual elements are used to highlight the differences
between what “we are” versus what “they are,” while
other affordances such as “duo” or “green screen” do
not encourage the challenging of opinions, according to
Zulli and Zulli (2020). Following Civila and Jaramillo‐Dent
(2022), the spread of such content, beyond empower‐
ing the Muslim collective, provides visibility and recogni‐
tion of discriminatory practices, which reinforces Gray’s

(2013) theory of recognition. As a result, it seems that the
affordances of the platform have an impact on the con‐
struction of otherness, while TikTok potentially fails to
provide a space for these groups to confront established
mechanisms of domination.

The study limitationswere presented in terms of sam‐
ple and platform. Although the sample provides answer
to our research questions, we acknowledge that accord‐
ing to the TikTok algorithm, our location and search
term could limit the results shown by this platform
(Jaramillo‐Dent et al., 2022). Furthermore, our study is
focused on one platform, which could be amplified in
further research. Accordingly, we suggest that further
research approaches interview the users to have a bet‐
ter understanding of how they represent themselves in
social media spaces.
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1. Introduction

Research on user comments has flourished across dif‐
ferent disciplines over the last few years (Schindler
& Domahidi, 2021), including studies specifically con‐
cerned with the increased use of hate speech online
(Ernst et al., 2017), commenters’ motivations, and how
they relate to the increasingly polarized political environ‐
ment (see Almoqbel et al., 2019). Citizens’ comments
can be used as cues by other readers regarding the
stance they should take on an issue (Springer et al.,
2015) and can counter more accepted or socially accept‐
able viewpoints (Weber et al., 2017), particularly when
they are viewed as the “authentic voice” of the ordinary
person. Hence, and as per previous studies of online user

comments, we view these comments as instrumentalist
interactions (Lilleker & Bonacci, 2017; Zurutuza‐Muñoz
& Lilleker, 2018). Comments, from this perspective, are
made by users to express their views and gain reactions
from others.

Comments within spaces on social media platforms
can be homogenous, in which case this space acts as
an echo chamber (Auxier & Vitak, 2019), or heteroge‐
neous and antagonistic. However, more extreme views
are most likely shared in spaces populated by like‐
minded individuals with a specific ideological perspec‐
tive. Research suggests that these types of spaces seem
to be breeding grounds where polarisation, hate, incivil‐
ity, and conspiracy theories become prevalent in online
discourse (Bolsover, 2020). While it is unclear the extent
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to which content from within these spaces infects the
wider discourse on any social media platform, there
are concerns that this might be the case (Bennett &
Livingston, 2018). Evidence shows that holding strong
affectively polarised and extremist positions is mostly
caused by obtaining news from social media (Nguyen
& Vu, 2019). In particular, when there is a strong link
between identity and a political position, it is more likely
for discourse to lead to the use of othering and hate
speech (Wasilewski, 2019). The discourses within these
spaces often represent a rejection of political correctness
and reflect a raw emotional response towards a target
deemed as the “other” (Hamed, 2020).

Using framing analysis, this article explores, com‐
paratively, user comments regarding migrants on social
media platforms that are popular both in the UK and
Spain. The main purpose of this research is to identify
the predominant frames used by users whose comments
contained hate speech against migrants on party pages.
These spaces are largely unmoderated, with groups only
being closed sporadically and when identified as engag‐
ing in illegal activity. Hence, they may appear as spaces
where the true views of users can be expressed and
so provide research insights into currents of thinking
within societies.

2. Hate Speech and Othering

Hate speech is a term that is used widely, sometimes
weaponised to silence certain viewpoints (Gelber &
McNamara, 2016). However, despite attempts to pre‐
vent its spread (see Jougleux, 2022), definitions of hate
speech remain loose and open to interpretation. Hate
speech is used to encompass language or discourse
that expresses strong dislike and discrimination, encour‐
ages violence or any kind of attack, or diminishes a per‐
son, group, or institution. This broad definition includes
expressions used to attack or threaten others or their
rights (e.g., other commenters, journalists, politicians, or
specific races, ethnicities, etc.) but to attack ideas that
are damaging to their image as a member of a group.

Wardle and Derakhshan (2017) set out a broad tax‐
onomy to help researchers frame hate speech along‐
side the post‐truth communication phenomenon. They
suggested three types of “information disorder,” which
describe the extent the content is intended to cause
harm (Wardle & Derakhshan, 2017, p. 20). Firstly, they
classify disinformation as content that is false and delib‐
erately created to harm a person, social group, organiza‐
tion, or country (e.g., by creating a false connection using
misleading or manipulated content). Secondly, they clas‐
sify misinformation as false but not created deliberately
to cause harm (e.g., satirical content). Thirdly, they clas‐
sify malinformation as content based on reality but used
to inflict harm on a person, organization, or country (e.g.,
leaks, harassment, or stereotyping). Based on this taxon‐
omy, hate speech can fall into any category as it exag‐
gerates threats intending to violate norms and attack

a group due to a specific identity factor such as race,
gender, religion, ethnicity, or nationality, among others
(Emcke, 2019; Rossini, 2020). Rossini (2020, p. 6) argues
in this vein that hate speech is a subtype of intolerance
because the termproves “too narrow in scope to address
intolerant expressions that occur in relatively public digi‐
tal spaces.” Regarding online hate speech, Rossini (2020)
emphasizes the need to tackle complex or abusive forms
of online discourse. The most overt hate speech is sim‐
ple to identify; that being said, though false stories or
loaded articles that question the fitness of women to
govern (Sheckels et al., 2012) or suggest children grow‐
ing up with same‐sex parents could be mentally or even
sexually abused (Strand & Svensson, 2019) are clearly
forms of hate speech, they are not always classified
as such and remain prevalent despite platform moder‐
ation. Hence, many types of hate speech are explicit
and relatively unequivocal as they explicitly cause harm
to victims, for example, dehumanizing people by com‐
paring them to animals or vermin (Williams, 2021). Yet,
hate speech can also be implicit, as in arguments that
reinforce negative stereotypes and can lead society to
develop negative impressions of groups (Rieger et al.,
2021). In fact, a widely used form of hate speech, which
is not in itself directly threatening, is the use of neg‐
ative stereotypes, low‐level insults, micro‐aggressions
towards individuals, groups, or institutions, and/or dis‐
criminatory and/or negative content based on character‐
istics, such as race, nationality, religion, gender, physi‐
cal attributes, ideas, ideologies, etc. Such arguments can
move the Overtonwindow, the range of acceptable view‐
points within a society, to encompass xenophobic or
misogynistic perspectives (Lilleker & Ozgul, 2021). These
forms of discourse should be classified as hate speech
as they spread the impression that the targeted other is
inferior, less than human or evil, and so represents an
existential threat that is harmful to society. However, the
challenge in identifying all forms of hate speech is that
not all hate speech involves a direct attack or threat and
so the hateful nature of the speech is only visible if one
takes into account the full context of an argument.

Hence, to understand how hate speech academics
should work with a broader definition that includes the
context encompassing terms that become weaponised
for political purposes. The negative connotation that
has become attached to the term “woke” exemplifies
an example of implicit hate speech. The term woke
was originally popularised by Black Americans in the
early 20th century to highlight the importance of being
empowered to recognise and overthrow racism and
oppression in society. The word gained prominence
again with the rise of the Black Lives Matter movement,
campaigns in support of legalizing same‐sex marriage,
and the #Metoomovement in the 2010s. However, woke
has recently been adopted among social conservatives
as a pejorative term employed to dismiss the arguments
of those classified as “woke.” The “woke” are thus classi‐
fied as extremists who promote progressive social justice
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policies which run counter to traditional values. Hence,
woke went from a social justice concept to a pejorative
term weaponised by the alt‐right in an attempt to dis‐
credit or silence progressive voices (Cammaerts, 2022).
The context here is crucial and relates to how a frame
is constructed with clear negative connotations. Framing
refers to how a shared understanding and meaning is
constructed within a wider social context within which
a group can be positioned, for example, the moral ver‐
sus immoral frame is found to be common within the
use of hate speech (Armstrong & Wronski, 2019). Those
using hate speech are defenders of the values of a soci‐
ety and so are involved in a moral crusade against those
who undermine those values; those framed as immoral
can be migrants with different cultural backgrounds or
the “woke” who call out anti‐immigration campaigners
as racist. But frames are complex constructions that may
not involve overtly pejorative terms. Consequently, hate
speech can only be understood by analysing how terms
are used in context; a term may not be in itself deroga‐
tory but can be used in a way to define members of
an outgroup and connote their exclusion from the main‐
stream. As Lynch (2022) notes, due to the framing of an
argument, terms can develop a fixed meaning which can
signal the othering and exclusion of individuals of certain
backgrounds or political opinions, the process of other‐
ing can shape attitudes which underpin affective polari‐
sation and the dehumanisation of groups.

Framing research dates back to sociology (Goffman,
1974; Sádaba, 2006) and psychology (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1981), and has become a reliable method
in communication research (Cappella & Jamieson, 1996),
media studies (Herrero‐Diz & Pérez‐Escolar, 2022), and
political studies (Fenoll & Rodríguez‐Ballesteros, 2017).
For Entman (1993, p. 52), framingmeans to “select some
aspects of a perceived reality and make them more
salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to pro‐
mote a particular problem definition, causal interpreta‐
tion, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommenda‐
tion for the item described.” The frame emphasizes or
gives salience to certain characteristics of a subject and
forms the central idea that structures and organizes the
information (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989). In this sense,
frames act as cognitive filters that determine how the
receiverwill interpret and understand the complexworld
they inhabit (Lippmann, 1922). Hence, to understand the
framing strategy within a text it is important to analyse
the discourse, the terminology used, the linkages made
between different items, the stereotypes employed, etc.
These are all common heuristic devices used when fram‐
ing an argument during social interactions to imply neg‐
ative and positive associations, as strategically these aid
audiences understand the wider context surrounding
the specific event and its implications (Lakoff & Johnson,
2001). Thus, the frame is designed to determine the per‐
spective that represents the shared understanding of a
situation or problem (Takeshita, 1997). In the field of
communication, authors have divided frames into two

general categories: media frames and audience frames
(Lin, 2016; Scheufele, 1999). However, in the current
digital ecosystem, it is difficult to clearly distinguish
between media and audience frames, as they can com‐
bine both elitemessages and representations of how the
individual or a collective perceives, organizes, and inter‐
prets (cognitive processes) a topic, event, or situation
(Goffman, 1974; Lin, 2016). As Qin (2015, p. 169) sug‐
gests, “a major challenge is whether the frames in social
media are media or audience frames in nature, given
that social media are a mixture of institutional accounts
and individual accounts.” Therefore, in this study, it has
been deemed appropriate to adopt the perspective of
audience frames because individual users and commu‐
nities actively produce content (user‐generated content)
on the analysed social platforms.

There is significant evidence that hate speech is a
feature of online discourse (Rossini, 2020), and this has
led to its prioritisation in discussions regarding the reg‐
ulation of online environments with little impact on its
prevalence. Rieger et al. (2021) suggest five reasons why
hate speech is particularly problematic online. The first
one is continuity: As Gagliardone et al. (2015) note, mod‐
erators can remove hateful content but this may have
already been reposted to the same or different plat‐
forms. This highlights the second reason: Hate speech is
spreadable. Due to its contentious and emotive nature,
hate speech gains visibility quickly within an ecosystem
designed for sharing and spreading content (Jardine,
2019). Thirdly, and most relevant to certain platforms,
users tend to be more aggressive or extreme when they
feel they are anonymous. Anonymity makes users feel
less accountable, which empowers them to “be more
outrageous, obnoxious, or hateful” (Brown, 2018, p. 298)
either to gain rewards from other users or because they
feel they are free to say what they really think. Mondal
et al. (2017) found anonymity fuels hate in online media
environments, particularly concerning race or sexual ori‐
entation, and that, in turn, this can lead to further and
more extreme expressions. Fourthly, using hate speech
is seen, instantly, as victimless as the actual target tends
to be an invisible other unlikely to be present in the space
where hate speech is expressed (Rieger et al., 2021). This
leads to a disinhibition that is often absent in real‐life
contexts. Finally, hate speech can be “memeified” and
mixed with satire or humour (Rieger et al., 2021), mak‐
ing it evenmore spreadable. Memeification is a common
practice amongmembers of alt‐right movements (Rieger
et al., 2021) with sharing denoting membership of a user
community with specific knowledge which delineates
them from “clueless outsiders” (Tuters & Hagen, 2020).

Attempts to monitor and exclude such forms of lan‐
guage have proven largely ineffectual (Jougleux, 2022).
Some terms can be detected automatically (e.g., swear
words, obscenities) however it is a simple process for
commenters to use acronyms, symbols, or substitute
words to offend or affront others and go undetected by
automated moderators. Artificial intelligence can only
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detect certain words and phrases or styles of argumen‐
tation which are likely to correlate with the use of hate
speech. They can detect demeaning and negative lan‐
guage, words in capital letters (indicating yelling), mock‐
eries, and insults. However, the full range of language
forms encompassed by definitions of hate speech can‐
not be detected and often the context of an argument
matters. Hence the diverse ways language online clearly
violates social norms of conversation and politeness and
is consistent with racist, xenophobic, misogynistic, and
discriminatory language remains highly visible and preva‐
lent (see Suhay et al., 2017). The detection and under‐
standing of hate speech is important. Firstly, revealing
such strains of argumentation sheds light on currents
of thought within a society (Lilleker & Bonacci, 2017;
Zurutuza‐Muñoz & Lilleker, 2018), if not their strength.
Secondly, in understanding what attitudes exist, strate‐
gies can be developed to counter those attitudes. Blunt
methods such as censorship are limited in their ability
but also come under attack for placing limits on free‐
dom of speech despite it being recognised that caution
is needed when allowing hate speech under the aegis of
free speech. In the paradox of tolerance, Popper (1996)
highlighted the inconsistencies of extending freedom of
speech to extremism as their discourse by nature threat‐
ens core democratic values of pluralism and inclusivity.
As Popper (1996) noted, if extremists gained power they
would immediately silence dissenting voices. Thus, those
who cry foul when their freedom of speech is restricted
are likely the same individuals who would advocate
its extinction. However, while moderation is valid, its
imperfection as a tool means alternative approaches are
required. Radical behaviours and extremist ideological
polarization have become a global concern, substantially
affecting social relationships and impacting public under‐
standing of the world (Pérez‐Escolar & Noguera‐Vivo,
2022). Hence, it is far more important to findways to pre‐
vent people from using hate speech, to stop its spread,
and to ensure prejudiced and discriminatory attitudes do
not become normalised within society.

3. The Context of Hate Speech: Migration and the
Far‐Right in the UK and Spain

Hate speech that targets immigrants tends to be the
preserve of far‐right political parties and groupings that
adopt an exclusionary populist discourse (Jessoula et al.,
2021). Hence, we analyse discourse within user com‐
ments on the pages dedicated to the UK Independence
Party (UKIP) and VOX. Both parties have been at the
forefront of increasing the visibility of immigration as an
issue, causing more mainstream and centrist parties to
adopt tougher policies.

3.1. UK

In the UK, Enoch Powell, then a prominent Conservative,
made immigration a political issue in 1968 when warn‐

ing of “rivers of blood” flowing through the streets in the
coming conflict between the white British and growing
Black populations (Atkins, 2018). Powell’s speech gave
succour to a growing far‐right that brought violence to
the streets of many UK cities leading to a backlash from
immigrant communities (Renton, 2018). These tensions
calmed, but residual xenophobia remained despite dec‐
larations that the UK was a truly multicultural nation
(Wetherell, 2008). The bombings of the London tube
by Islamist extremists in 2007, the increase of migra‐
tion from Eastern European countries after the accession
of Poland to the EU in 2004, and that of Bulgaria and
Romania in 2014, giving themaccess to freedomofmove‐
ment, and the migration of refugees across the English
Channel, which emerged as an issue in 2018, kept immi‐
gration on the agenda from the 2010s onwards. As early
as 2005, Conservatives had an election pledge to “con‐
trol immigration” in response to migration from Poland.
Pressure from UKIP, who claimed 30 million Bulgarians
and Romanians would have open access, aligned immi‐
gration with EU membership, partially leading to the
close vote to leave the union in 2016. In the lead‐up to
the referendum, UKIP was found to have a large and very
active following on social media (Lilleker & Jackson, 2017)
and their controversial discourse allowed them to gain
significant attention from mainstream media (Murphy
& Devine, 2020). The referendum was widely seen as
a largely successful attempt by the Conservative gov‐
ernment to head off the electoral challenge from UKIP
(Smith, 2018) although the 2015 election victory meant
the promise of a referendumhad to be honoured. The ref‐
erendum result saw an initial backlash against any per‐
son perceived to be of a non‐British heritage, but focus
was recently placed upon refugees attempting to make
their way to the UK via dangerous crossings of the English
Channel by small boats. The numbers are reported to
have increased from 299 in 2018 to 28,526 in 2021
according to official figures reported by Sky News (Scott,
2022). UKIP’s prominence declined after the referen‐
dum and its charismatic leader Nigel Farage left to form
the Brexit party. However, it built a following amongst
working‐class white males with an angry disposition
towards liberal values by positioning itself as a defender
of Britishness. UKIP’s anti‐immigration discourse, focus‐
ing onboth refugees andeconomicmigrants also infected
political discourse with a number of news outlets as
well as leading ministers being called out for fuelling
anti‐immigrant sentiment (Creighton & Jamal, 2022).

3.2. Spain

Immigration has not featured among the top concerns
of the Spanish public but has been placed onto the
agenda by far‐right party VOX repeatedly making state‐
ments and messages vilifying immigrants, specifically
those from Muslim countries. This political strategy
has incited extremist attitudes in some circumstances.
On November 4, 2019, in Sevilla, Rocío Monasterio,
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VOX’s leader, visited a centre for unaccompanied minors
in La Macarena to condemn young immigrants as pro‐
voking “insecurity,” generating “huge problems” for the
neighbourhood and creating an “unsustainable” situa‐
tion. Although some traditional media and fact‐checking
platforms, such as Maldita.es (“Los bulos que ha usado
VOX,” 2019) and Newtral (González, 2019), denounced
Monasterio’s falsehoods, her hate speech fuelled xeno‐
phobic attacks in some neighbourhoods where migrant
populations resided. The Office of the Prosecutor is yet
to declare whether Monasterio’s speech constituted an
incitement to racial hatred.

In early 2021, VOXplacedposters inside thePuerta del
Sol station (Madrid), claiming: “An unaccompaniedminor,
[earns] 4,700 euros per month. Your grandmother’s pen‐
sion, [is] 426 euros per month.” Even though the claim is
untrue and could incite hatred, the Spanish justice system
dictated it was not a hate crime as it was political propa‐
ganda. For these reasons, organizations such as UNICEF
or International Amnesty (Equipo de Migración y Refugio
de Amnistía Internacional, 2021), have alerted that unac‐
companiedminors have been targets of disinformation in
Spain, enabling hate speech and discrimination. Even the
term “MENA” (aftermenor extranjero no acompañado, or
unaccompanied foreign minors in English) has become a
pejorative term due to its framing by VOX as a synonym
for criminality (Rubio Hancock, 2019).

Through their strategy, VOX has become the third
force in the Spanish Congress (Martín Plaza, 2019) and
gained popularity on social networks (Aladro Vico &
Requeijo Rey, 2020). VOX’s followership on Instagram
overtook Podemos and has four times the numbers of
Ciudadanos, PP, and PSOE. Although currently experienc‐
ing an internal crisis (López Agudín, 2022), VOX’s popu‐
larity among particular societal groups is growing,mainly
white males of the millennial generation, indicating they
attract voters disenchanted with the political establish‐
ment (Morillo, 2022). Immigration, income, and conser‐
vative traditions are the party’s central issues (Aragó,
2019) and it gains support in cities and townswith higher
rates of immigration from outside the EU. Indeed, VOX
has become ingrained in areas that have not developed
their own political identity, e.g., Murcia, Almería, and
Castilla‐La Mancha (Aragó, 2019), though it struggles to
gain supporters where there is a consolidated political
identity, such as Catalonia, the Basque Country, Navarra,
or Galicia. VOX also lure voters away from the PP as well
as Ciudadanos (Lerín Ibarra, 2022). In addition, VOX’s vot‐
ers are usually Catholics and frequent churchgoers who
strongly identify with the Spanish national state; they
also have lower education levels but a higher income
(Lerín Ibarra, 2022). Therefore, VOX appears to gain sim‐
ilar supporters to former US President Trump.

4. Methodology

We conducted a qualitative analysis involving the close
reading of comments of posts that attracted the most

intense discussion (multiple comments by different
users) on pages set up to be supportive of UKIP and
VOX on social media platforms (Facebook and Reddit
in the case of the UK; Forocoches and Reddit for the
Spanish context). These pages are public: In the case of
Reddit they are accessible to anyone visiting the site; for
Facebook groups you can view the posts independently
or if you are a member of a group. While we recognise
that a minority of social media users follow any politi‐
cal organisations—few of them follow parties and fewer
follow more extremist parties—their discourse is argued
to gain high traction due to the shareability of their con‐
tent (Bennett& Livingston, 2018). Hence, focusing on the
content of the pages of these parties provides insights
into the more extreme content that might be available
online. Given the debates around immigration in both
countries and high‐profile cases where politicians have
been accused of utilising pejorative language, it is use‐
ful to detect how supporters of the most extreme par‐
ties construct arguments that may filter into online dis‐
course. Hence our qualitative analysis of discourse is
designed to identify the predominant frames in user com‐
ments that contained hate speech against migrants on
these party’s pages on popular platforms. All posts refer‐
encing migrants, immigrants, or immigration in English
or Spanish were collected from the pages of the par‐
ties on both platforms from January 2020 to December
2022. Posts were selected purposefully (based on them
receiving more than 100 comments) and then a ran‐
dom sample of 50 per party and per platform, a total
of 200 posts and comment threads, was selected for dis‐
course analysis, which determined the most common
terms and narratives used referring to immigrants (Laver
et al., 2003). Although there were intuitive expectations,
we did not develop hypotheses regarding the frames that
would be discovered. Instead, we chose to assess the
patterns that existed within the discourse of these users
without developing predetermined categories. The rea‐
son for this strategy is that language is an essential ele‐
ment that allows us to conceptualize everyday life. This
implies, therefore, that commenters innately introduce
their convictions and perceptions in the construction of
even the most straightforward arguments (Lind & Salo,
2006). Hence, the analysis is a reflection of how these
users interpret their reality and construct shared frames,
in particular how their framing meant them “identifying
a type of object or experience by emphasising certain
properties, delocalising others, and obscuring others’’
(Lakoff & Johnson, 2001, p. 205). Due to the selection
of the overall sample of posts by topic and then ran‐
dom selection of posts due to user comments, we can‐
not make claims about their representativeness of the
attitudes of the supporters of these parties. But, our
analysis allows us to understand the dynamics of dis‐
course, which is triggered by the topic of immigration in a
way that cannot be reliably determined using automated
text analysis programmes (Angus et al., 2013). The qual‐
itative approach enables us to develop an analytical
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narrative regarding references to immigrants as well as
offer examples of the discourse produced by the more
highly engaged followers of these parties. We set out
the results in a thematic narrative identifying the preva‐
lent common frames prior to drawing the data together
within our conclusion. To comply with research ethics
policies, no names are used to attribute quotes despite
the pages being publicly viewable.

5. Results

The pages we draw our data from are vibrant commu‐
nities. UKIP’s Facebook page has 484,000 followers and
VOX 491,000. Across the posts selected, there were over
800 unique usernames who left comments, suggesting
many followers monitor the pages, or the posts that
are made visible through the Facebook algorithm, and
given the nature of the commentsmany of them respond
when the posts trigger an emotional reaction. UKIP’s
Facebook page has declined in support since Brexit and
the departure of its leader and main publicist Nigel
Farage. The page is almost entirely dedicated to commen‐
tary on the UK border, the relationship between the UK
and the EU, and the nature and composition of UK soci‐
ety. Tellingly one of the highest‐rated posts is a screen‐
shot of a list of ethnic groups arranged alphabetically
with the accusation that “white” being last is an exam‐
ple of “woke” culture. There is also a degree of trans‐
phobia andmisogyny expressed by some commenters as
part of a general anti‐woke campaign which references
the evils of cancel culture that those designated as woke
are imposing on society. These terms are used widely as
criticisms of events that are described without context.
Reddit discussions are less easy to locate, with the UKIP
community page having been dormant for some years.
However, references to the party, which often combines
them with more fringe far‐right groupings such as the
British Democrats and English Democrats, suggest the
far‐right represents the only voices of truth and common
sense. The frames that are found within the selected
posts across both sites and nations are set out below.

5.1. Framing Immigrants: Leaches and Criminals Who
Do Not Belong

The least tendentious frame used when immigration
relates to them being a drain on resources. Posts will
frame the housing of migrants as an injustice and com‐
ments will then be supportive of that frame. Initially,
comments can use a measured town and highlight rea‐
sonable concerns regarding the strains on public services.
But there is a clear juxtaposition between the unde‐
serving outsiders and the deserving British or Spanish.
The latter group is framed as increasingly marginalized—
economically or socially—because “the system” is biased
in favour of outsiders who should not have rights.
Hence criticisms couched within valid concerns incite
other users to inflame the argument using pejorative

terminology. Immigrants are described as taking jobs
away fromBritishworkers or taking advantage of Spanish
public services, such as health assistance or educa‐
tion. Anecdotal evidence is used widely to reinforce
these points. Stories are told of “a friend who lost his
job” or “a friend who knows someone” who did not
receive urgent hospital care because doctors were treat‐
ing migrants instead. On the VOX Reddit page users com‐
plained that Spanish families did not receive aid to buy
school textbooks, while the children of immigrants, who
“spurn Spanish education and not even go to classes”
(desprecian la educación española y no van ni a clase),
receive free books. The comments relating to this frame
are mixed, some promote hostility by framing immi‐
grants as competitors for resources who are advantaged
by the system, but some comments do include pejo‐
rative terms. “Leeches” is a common term, suggesting
immigrants “suck” resources out of society but give noth‐
ing back. Some claim immigrants actively seek to steal
resources. Hate speech is used in both VOX communities
displaying anger and indignation when claiming Spanish
citizens lack decent housing because the state suppos‐
edly gives away houses to illegal immigrants; or for not
having work because immigrants steal jobs. VOX com‐
munities argue that immigrants arrive to claim benefits
or take money from the system to send to their home
countries are often referenced as facts with minimal evi‐
dence. There is also evidence of prejudice against immi‐
grants of colour. Some commenters question the hous‐
ing of Ukrainian refugees as further stretching resources,
but this policy is defended on the grounds their stay is
temporary as well as claiming Ukrainian refugees arrive
with values closer to those of the host nation as this argu‐
ment suggests:

A second‐generation African who fails at school and
cannot get a job ismore likely to join the ranks of BLM
and other radical leftist organisations in the belief
that he has been the victim of discrimination, than
will a second‐generation Ukrainian who will be more
likely to attribute his failure to either his level of abil‐
ity or the amount of effort he has made to succeed.

The frame, however, emphasizes the notion that only
those who “belong” in each nation should be entitled
to societal benefits and, therefore, cutting immigrants’
rights to access public services is necessary. The notion
of immigrants deliberately arriving to “steal” benefits
they have not earned is made explicit at points, as in the
argument that should the state “cut their benefits...they
won’t come.”

The second prevalent frame involves arguing that
immigrants do not possess the same values as the British
or Spanish and so they will not follow recognised norms
and laws of society. On one level their lack of loyalty
to the nation positions them as willing to exploit the
benefits of being in the nation, at another it frames
all immigrants as potential criminals. The claim is most
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explicitly made in comments on VOX’s pages. Consistent
with the party line, users claim illegal migrants “invade”
Spain to commit serious crimes; therefore, Spain must
“expatriate them to guarantee that Spanish people live
safely.” In the UK and Spain criticism is levelled at the
European international cooperation, users claim it is a
mechanism that encourages illegal immigration mafias
which encourage massive illegal migratory flows and act
as recruiters for jihadist groups. On Reddit communities,
conspiracy theories and disinformation usually feed hate
speech. There are claims that illegal immigrants who
arrived in dinghies, pateras in Spanish, were guilty of
spreading coronavirus all over the country. Forocoches
users offer anecdotes describing crimes committed by
MENA. These are presented as evidence that the Spanish
Criminal Code must be revised urgently so there is
harsher sentencing. In Ceuta and Melilla, it is argued
that it is imperative to “build a wall” to prevent people
fromMorocco from invading Spanish territories. OnUKIP
pages, any stories of people of colour committing crimes
are deployed as evidence of the dangers of migration
independent of the actual backgrounds of those accused
and/or convicted. Any evidence is used to promote an
anti‐immigration and xenophobic narrative, with com‐
ments on shared news items adhering to an exclusionary
line. As one user exclaimed regarding a story about two
shop owners with Asian names who were found guilty of
sexually assaulting an underage boy in their storeroom:
“Dirty fucking scum!!! Then peoplewonderwhywe don’t
want them here.”

There is clear evidence that isolated incidents involv‐
ing individuals that can be identified as having non‐
British origins are used to tarnish the reputations of
all from similar backgrounds. Within this frame, there
are also claims that certain areas of cities, in particu‐
lar London, have become ghettos for immigrant commu‐
nities where “it is no longer safe for white people to
go.” Claims that parks can no longer be used “unless
you’re a n*****r” offer the impression that there are
deep racialised divides within cities with communities
co‐existing antagonistically as opposed to integrating.
This theme, which focuses on a lack of shared norms
and values, is most prominent on Reddit and Forocoches.
Alongside evidence of criminality, there are comments
that immigrants violate a range of norms, and claims that
they are uncivilised and likely to abuse women and chil‐
dren. This frame also incites the strongest forms of hate
speech. There is frequent use of terms such as “dirty,”
“plague‐ridden,” or “scum,” there are frequent examples
of dehumanisation, comparing them to rats, plague rats,
vermin, etc.

The third common frame explores the notion of the
clash of civilisations, is largely Islamophobic but sug‐
gests most migrants of colour are from a homogenous,
alien culture which links to a longstanding conspiracy
theory that coloured races are attempting to replace
white European populations. Some stories seem ano‐
dyne, such as the post reporting the closure of a British

public house and conversion to aMosque. But comments
quickly reference the conspiratorial metanarrative, for
example: “Typical, they want to destroy every aspect of
white British culture.”

Similarly focusing on the clash of cultures, many
users comment negatively about the cruelty of prepa‐
ration of halal meat, cultural norms, around arranged
marriages, and gender segregation practised inMosques
presenting these as evidence Muslims pose an existen‐
tial threat to European society. Hence a key feature is
an Islamophobic discourse and the expression of strong
Islamophobic attitudes. It is common to find pejorative
expressions on Forocoches and Reddit such as moros
de mierda (“shitty Moors”) or in the UK to suggest all
Muslims are potential rapists or terrorists. The notion
of a new “Moorish” invasion is discussed in Reddit com‐
munities, referencing the Reconquest of Spain in 1492.
Comments such as “We Spaniards did not reconquer
Spain for nothing” (Los españoles no reconquistamos
España para nada) highlight some feel a new “recon‐
quest” is needed, giving strength to the motto “Make
Spain great again!” (Hagamos España grande otra vez!),
echoing Trump’s and VOX’s electoral propaganda.

The Islamophobic narrative links to a wider rejection
of multiculturalism. Forocoches users criticize all other
ethnic groups, their language, customs, and religion.
Consistent with VOX campaign themes they promote the
homogeneity of the nation and like many populist far‐
right groups claim all foreign influence to be a threat
(Carter & Pérez, 2015; Mudde, 2000). These influences
range from Brussels and the European Parliament as
well as themore nebulous forces of multiculturalism and
globalism. The discourse indicates an aspiration that all
citizens must share the same national origin and ethnic
features favouring ethnic Hispanicism. These statements
of preference encompass expressions like “Spanish peo‐
ple first” (los españoles primero) but do not necessar‐
ily involve offensive language or insults toward migrants;
they can however incite tensions between communities.

An interesting example of how ethnicity and culture
become prominent was found across the UKIP pages dur‐
ing the September 2022 Conservative leadership cam‐
paign with the final choice being between British Asian
Rishi Sunak and White British female Liz Truss. Beyond
the comment that Britain was “no longer a place for
whitemen,” concernswere raised overwhat Sunakmight
legalise. The comment “will I be allowed loads of wives”
was tongue in cheek but indicative of the notion Sunak
might impose non‐British norms on UK society. Despite
being of Indian Hindu descent, some asked whether
Sunak would open the door to imposing Sharia law in
Britain,when challenged on that commenters responded
“they’re all the same, that lot” suggesting any person of
colour has alien values. Similarly, arguments suggested
that people of colour stick together and support one
another, so disadvantaging the white British. This frame
exacerbates perceptions of racial differenceswhile at the
same time offering no differentiation of people of colour
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independent of their background. In this vein, it was
expected that such figures would be softer on immigra‐
tion, although many commenters referenced the intro‐
duction of harsh environmental policies by former Home
Secretary Priti Patel, including a plan to remove illegal
immigrants and house them in Rwanda. But racial soli‐
darity was even referenced in this case, as her policies
“only involved Africans…bet she opens the door if they’re
Pakis”; despite the fact that Patel is Ugandan‐Indian and
not Pakistani. The heritage of Patel and Sunak is correctly
labelled by one commenter, claiming they were part of a
“Hindu mafia taking over our country.” The outsider nar‐
rative remains strong and users consistently questioned
the motives of any person of colour, promoting a culture
of suspicion of those of non‐British racial heritage by clas‐
sifying them as un‐British.

6. Conclusion

The study of hate speech towards immigrants in
extremist online communities has provided a valu‐
able framework for understanding the ideological
paradigm of these groups. Results show that hate speech
towards migrants in the UK and Spain share keyframes.
Immigrants are framed as a drain on resources, illegal,
potential, or actual criminals, and discourse is coloured
by the worship of traditional social norms and national
customs—conventionalism. The strident language used
represents an aggressiveness towards otherness which
leads to homogenous thinking (Rogers & Kincaid, 1981),
the need to transfer strength to the nation and the com‐
munities or leaders who are like‐minded and defend
traditional homeland values, and a closed or dogmatic
mentality (Rokeach, 1960). These attitudes and beliefs
may be expressed in such bold forms in ghettoes within
the social media environment, but likely reflect a wider
current of thinking within both societies. These ideas can
also be transferred out of these communities and spread
more widely across social media platforms and in some
cases become tropes in somemainstreammedia outlets.
Evidence suggests that exposure to negative stories relat‐
ing to immigration can lead to the development of more
extremist attitudes as users view increasingly extreme
content (Mihelj & Jiménez‐Martínez, 2021). Research
suggests that the attitudes that lead to the use of hate
speech can become more widespread normalising the
attitudes and potentially the use of hateful frames when
referencing any individual perceived as being of another
race, ethnicity, or culture.

It may seem surprising that extreme language can
be found on social media platforms. However, as
noted, even where automated systems prevent such
expressions they can be circumnavigated. Moderation
remains valuable and proved crucial in fighting disinfor‐
mation during the Covid‐19 pandemic (Pérez‐Escolar &
Herrero‐Diz, 2022); however, it is a blunt instrument
that is limited both by the constraints of automated text
detection as well as by the implementation policies of

platform owners. Therefore, legislation on social media
platforms can only have a limited impact. Censorship,
such as the bans imposed on Trump and other individu‐
als, can only push such attitudes to the fringes, although
the less visible such arguments are the less they can be
normalised. Avoiding normalisation is crucial as it can
lead to widespread societal rejection of any representa‐
tions of groups which are routinely framed as the other.
Censorship can also, to some extent, ensure the claims
of far‐right voices do not feature in mainstream media
reporting. If their voices do not appear on mainstream
channels they are less likely to be seen, shared, or pro‐
moted by bots, and so remain ghettoed. But, to prevent
hate speech requires an eradication of both the attitudes
and conditionswhich provide succour to such arguments.
Firstly, this means correcting xenophobic and other dis‐
criminatory attitudes within society. Our data suggest
these attitudes exist and that there is a strong emotional
attachment to the frames constructed around certain
migrant groups, hence these societies would appear to
contain a serious threat tomulticulturalism and inclusion.
Secondly, however, it is important to develop strategies
that will correct the societal inequities that fuel anger
and which can be channelled and given a voice by right‐
ist extremists. Without these corrections it is hard to see
a way by which the attitudes that are expressed in hate
speech can be eradicated.
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1. Introduction

Controversial political issues have been on the rise dra‐
matically in recent years. For example, after the US
Supreme Court struck down abortion rights in the US
last June, many US companies (Apple, Microsoft, Meta,
Yelp, Netflix, Uber, Warner Bros, Levi Strauss, Bumble,
etc.; Duffy & Korn, 2022) took a stand, offering to pro‐
vide support and financial assistance for their employees
if they needed this procedure. Such immediate actions
would have been unthinkable a few years ago, as compa‐
nies did notmeddle in controversial issues. However, cur‐
rently, companies are increasingly called upon to speak

out on polarising issues such as immigration, gun con‐
trol, climate change, and LGBTQ rights (Kotler & Sarkar,
2018). These are issues of interest to millennials, who
see that the current political system does not meet their
demands, and therefore disengage from the political pro‐
cess (LaCombe& Juelich, 2019) by shifting their demands
to private companies. According to the 2021 Edelman
Trust Barometer (Edelman, 2021), 86% of consumers
expect brands to take actions beyond their core business
instead of governments. This strategy is known as corpo‐
rate activism and consists of a “company’s willingness to
take a stand on social, political, economic, and environ‐
mental issues to create societal change by influencing
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the attitudes and behaviours of actors in its institutional
environment” (Eilert & Nappier Cherup, 2020, p. 3).

Adopting corporate activism initiatives involves a risk
for the company because taking the wrong stand on
a controversial issue, that is, a stand not aligned with
consumers’ attitudes, values, and opinions, produces a
public backlash and a lack of consumer brand identifi‐
cation (Mukherjee & Althuizen, 2020). These partisan
actions cause uncertainty for shareholders, too, as these
actions move investors away from profit maximisation
and change strategic priorities (Bhagwat et al., 2020).
Thus, shareholders still are not clear on how to perceive
and value the effects of corporate activism on financial
results (Villagra, Monfort, & Méndez‐Suárez, 2021).

In fact, even though corporate activism is attracting
growing attentionwithin themarketing research commu‐
nity and professional discourse (Villagra et al., 2022), the
gap between this strategy and corporate finance results
is not clear. In previous research, authors have viewed
corporate activism as part of strategic issuemanagement
and have discussed its importance to companies (Dodd
& Supa, 2014).

Some authors have pointed out the possibility that
there may be an impact on financial results if a com‐
pany takes a stand on a controversial issue (Korschun
et al., 2019; Mukherjee & Althuizen, 2020). Other
authors have gone a step further and reported a link
between corporate activism and financial results, find‐
ing abnormal returns in different contexts (Bhagwat
et al., 2020; Dodd, 2018; Dodd & Supa, 2014, 2015;
Villagra, Monfort, & Méndez‐Suárez, 2021; Weinzimmer
& Esken, 2016). Previous studies do not agree on the
results of this relationship and the aforementioned arti‐
cles have found positive investor reactions to corporate
activism actions (Haq et al., 2022; Weinzimmer & Esken,
2016), negative investor reactions (Bedendo & Siming,
2021; Bhagwat et al., 2020; Glambosky & Peterburgsky,
2022; Villagra, Monfort, & Méndez‐Suárez, 2021), and
non‐significant investor reactions (Villagra, Monfort, &
Méndez‐Suárez, 2021).

This research empirically demonstrates the positive
or negative financial effect of corporate activism on cor‐
porations. Using the Fama–French modelling framework
from the field of finance, it is demonstrated that organisa‐
tions that have implemented corporate activism actions
are associated with changes in the stock market com‐
pared to companies not using an activist strategy.

The article will be divided as follows: Section 2 offers
a more detailed review of the principles of corporate
activism. Section 3 offers a summary of the existing
studies, indicates gaps in the existing literature, and
explains this study’s contribution. Sections 4 and 5 pro‐
vide the empirical evidence for the association between
corporate activism and firm performance through the
Fama–French methodology using a sample of the stock
market performance of 96 US companies, and the final
section includes conclusions, limitations, and future lines
of research.

2. Principles of Corporate Activism

The phenomenon of corporate activism has been stud‐
ied from different perspectives such as communication
and public relations, and it is related to several concepts
such as corporate social advocacy (CSA), corporate polit‐
ical activity (CPA), corporate social responsibility (CSR),
and so on (Bhagwat et al., 2020).

The previous literature shows us that corporate
activism is an evolution of CSR (Kotler & Sarkar, 2018)
and is differentiated from CSR by the partisan nature of
the causes supported (whether progressive or conserva‐
tive) and by its focus on company values rather than the
consequences for sales or other variables (Vredenburg
et al., 2020). Consequently, corporate activism has much
higher levels of risk than CSR actions (Bhagwat et al.,
2020) and as a result, controversial issues have an impact
on financial outcomes (Dodd & Supa, 2014).

These authors (Dodd, 2018; Dodd & Supa, 2014)
define CSA as controversial corporate socio‐political ini‐
tiatives beyond CSR actions in which firms or their CEOs
take a stand alignedwith their values, whether intention‐
ally or not. This concept arises due to changes in soci‐
ety’s expectations whereby instead of demanding these
social changes from governments, they demand them
from companies and their leaders (Dodd, 2018; Hoppner
&Vadakkepatt, 2019). This concept has been increasingly
developedover the past fewyears and it is often included
within public relations, bringing together different key
areas: CSR, problem management, and strategic issue
management (Dodd & Supa, 2014). Thus, CSA is linked
to strategic business planning and social responsibility
practices, which affect companies’ stakeholders (Heath
& Palenchar, 2008).

Another theoretical approach related to corporate
activism is CPA. CPA is defined as public support for indi‐
viduals, groups, ideals, or values that seek to persuade
others to do the same (Wettstein & Baur, 2016) and is
therefore similar to the concepts described above: CSR
and CSA. However, CPA has amore radical purpose, aban‐
doning consensus in communication and transcending
the economic commitments of the organisation (Ciszek
& Logan, 2018; Ferguson, 2018), because it is focused
on actions that are seen as a driver of social change
(Ciszek & Logan, 2018). Like the previous concepts, it has
an important relationship with public relations and can
be considered a form of activism. Furthermore, politi‐
cal activity acts as a buffer mechanism for companies
developing CPA strategies, preventing them from enter‐
ing into agreements with external social activists who try
to influence their business policies (Hadani et al., 2019).

For their part, business leaders are increasingly
involved in corporate activism by taking stances on mat‐
ters of current social or political debate, with the pri‐
mary aims of visibly weighing in on the issue and influ‐
encing opinions in the espoused direction (Hambrick &
Wowak, 2021, p. 34). This is known as the CEO activism
approach and it can be beneficial to companies (Chatterji
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& Toffel, 2016; Krebel Chang, 2017). Research on CEO
activism is growing rapidly (Branicki et al., 2021). For
example, Korschun et al. (2019) analysed the relation‐
ship between CEO activism actions and consumer per‐
ception, finding a positive relationship betweenwhether
consumers’ valuesmatched those supported by the com‐
pany. Other research classified different types of CEO
according to their degree of morality and the level of
corporate self‐interest related to the issue and studied if
CEO activism is a genuine ethical practice or not (Branicki
et al., 2021). Additionally, Hambrick and Wowak (2021)
presented a CEO activismmodel that explores whether a
CEO’s position is motivated solely by their values or if it
is also moderated by employees’ and customers’ values.
Lastly, Bedendo and Siming (2021) explored the relation‐
ship between CEO activism and the evolution of compa‐
nies’ shares.

In summary, previous empirical literature has
focused on the relationship between corporate activism
and purchase intention (Corcoran et al., 2016; Krebel
Chang, 2017; Overton et al., 2021; Robinson et al.,
2012), changes in consumer attitudes (Atanga et al.,
2022; Parcha & Kingsley Westerman, 2020), the impact
on brand equity (Korschun et al., 2019; Vredenburg
et al., 2020), reputation (Den‐Hond et al., 2014), or
both (Villagra, Clemente‐Mediavilla, et al., 2021), as
well as understanding the antecedents of the concept
(institutional and corporate credibility and authentic‐
ity) from the consumer’s point of view (Villagra et al.,
2022). Moreover, the relationship between corporate
activism and financial performance is receiving research
attention (Bhagwat et al., 2020; Dodd, 2018; Dodd &
Supa, 2014; Glambosky & Peterburgsky, 2022; Villagra,
Monfort, & Méndez‐Suárez, 2021; Weinzimmer & Esken,
2016), which is closely related to the principal objective
of this research.

3. The Relationship Between Corporate Activism and
Firm Performance

There are currently not many articles that focus on
analysing how corporate activism can affect the finan‐
cial performance of companies (Bhagwat et al., 2020;
Villagra, Monfort, & Méndez‐Suárez, 2021). Some stud‐
ies have focused on theoretical approaches that have
had no subsequent empirical application (Eilert &
Nappier Cherup, 2020; Vredenburg et al., 2020) and
others have not provided conclusive results (Parcha &
Kingsley Westerman, 2020).

One of the ways to analyse this type of relation‐
ship is to take consumer behaviour as a reference. Thus,
to analyse how corporate stances on social or politi‐
cal issues affected the financial performance of compa‐
nies, Dodd and Supa (2014) conducted an experimental
study based on consumer purchase intentions, as they
have a subsequent impact on sales and, therefore, on
the economic performance of companies. To do so, they
identified six companies (Starbucks, Chick‐fil‐A,Walmart,

Whole Foods, Hobby Lobby, and Nike) that had publicly
taken various stances on three controversial social issues:
gay marriage, healthcare reform, and emergency con‐
traception. Study participants were randomly exposed
to these companies’ messages and asked how these
stances affected their purchase intentions, and whether
their attitudes were congruent with what the companies
had said. They then ranked the participants according
to whether their attitudes were congruent or incongru‐
ent with the organisations’ messages on these three top‐
ics and analysed whether this had significantly affected
their purchase intentions. The results showed that partic‐
ipants had a higher purchase intention when they were
exposed to messages that matched their own attitudes
towards the social issues advocated by the organisations;
therefore, a company’s economic outcomes could be bet‐
ter in this situation, and worse if the messages did not
match consumer attitudes.

Shortly thereafter, these same authors (Dodd &
Supa, 2015) developed an article along the same lines,
in which they again studied the impact of companies’
social stances on consumers’ purchase intention and,
therefore, on their economic performance. In this case,
the researchers identified two organisations that had
taken public stances on same‐sex marriage (Starbucks in
favour, and Chick‐fil‐A against), and found that partici‐
pants’ purchase intention was more favourable toward
companies that had a stance akin to their own, which
generated better financial results. Subsequently, Dodd
(2018) put forward research based on a theoretical
conceptualisation of the role of corporate involvement
in controversial socio‐political issues within democratic
societies. His work argues that the erosion of traditional
institutions has led to companies playing an increas‐
ingly relevant role in decision‐making on issues affecting
society; therefore, companies are becoming increasingly
politicised and this, in turn, affects their communications,
which become of public interest.

On the other hand, Villagra et al. (2022) used a sample
of 1,521 consumers to propose a theoreticalmodel on the
antecedents of corporate activism; these authors showed
that institutional and corporate credibility and authen‐
ticity act as antecedents of this phenomenon, thus con‐
ditioning and explaining which circumstances contribute
to the use of corporate activism. They also found that
the higher the perceived credibility and authenticity of
companies, the more positively their corporate activism
actions will be regarded. In addition, Villagra, Clemente‐
Mediavilla, et al. (2021) found that consumers’ political
ideology could act as a moderating variable of the effects
of corporate activism. On the one hand, consumers with
a more conservative ideology do not consider that the
activist actions of companies will have positive conse‐
quences on their reputation and brand value. However,
consumers with a more liberal ideology do consider that
activism can have positive effects on both aspects so
that companies should be involved in this type of activist
actions that transcend their traditional functions.
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Furthermore, Weinzimmer and Esken (2016) stud‐
ied how taking a particular stance on a sensitive social
issue could affect companies’ financial performance.
According to these authors, this type of action by compa‐
nies can confuse employees and can also impact corpo‐
rations’ image and influence the consumers’ purchasing
behaviour. In their work, Weinzimmer and Esken (2016)
evaluated the advantages and disadvantages of adopt‐
ing corporate positions on sensitive social issues, find‐
ing that sometimes what is important is not the posi‐
tion taken by the leader but the way in which the leader
defends it. They also argued that before a company takes
a stand on a social issue, it must use a strategic approach
and understand the legal implications of its behaviour.
However, such a stance on a controversial issue, and the
way a leader defends it, can be significant and, therefore,
the financial outcome could be positive.

Other authors have also studied how CEO activism
can affect the value of corporate stocks. Thus, Bedendo
and Siming (2021) analysed the resignation of a group of
business leaders as advisors to President Trump. In this
case, shareholders feared that their company would
have less political influence, so they reacted negatively.
On the other hand, the results of this work revealed that
CEOs’ public stances were driven to a greater extent by
their personal ideology, while their companies’ involve‐
ment was of lesser importance in such public stances.

Similarly, Bhagwat et al. (2020) confirmed that
investors react unfavourably to companies that engage
in controversial socio‐political issues, as they move away
from profit‐oriented objectives towards risky activities
with uncertain outcomes. The authors identified two
moderators in this relationship: on the one hand, the
deviation of these controversial actions from stakeholder
values and brand image; on the other hand, the charac‐
teristics of the implementation of these actions, which
can affect investor and customer responses. In their
study, Bhagwat et al. (2020) analysed 293 controversial
socio‐political actions, in 149 companies from 39 differ‐
ent sectors, and their effects on several variables: the
value for their audiences, the company’s brand image,
the size of the company, the actions or statements
related to such socio‐political issues, whether there was
any specific statement from the CEO, or whether any
communication on these issueswas disseminated. These
authors found that investors react unfavourably to com‐
panies that engage in controversial socio‐political issues
and that these investor reactions areworse if: (a) the con‐
troversial actions deviate from stakeholders’ political val‐
ues, (b) they take the form of actions (rather than state‐
ments), (c) they are announced by the CEO (rather than
someone else in the company), (d) they do not explic‐
itly communicate any business interests, and (e) it is an
action by a single company (rather than a coalition with
other companies).

Also, Glambosky and Peterburgsky (2022) studied
how investors reacted to companies taking a stand
against the Russia–Ukraine conflict by leaving the

Russian country, which is a political corporate activism
action. These authors found that markets react nega‐
tively to the company’s announcement of divestment
from Russia, but these activist companies recover their
losses over the following twoweeks. Furthermore, these
authors showed that early activist companies lose more
stock price declines than company followers, so the key is
the timing of the announcement of its corporate activism
action, according to these authors.

Moreover, Villagra, Monfort, and Méndez‐Suárez
(2021) analysed the impact of corporate activism on
company value; these authors used Facebook and the
“Stop Hate for Profit” campaign as a reference; on
June 17, 2020, this campaign, launched by six organisa‐
tions, accused Facebook of passivity in the face of vio‐
lent or racist content on its platform, and invited adver‐
tisers to withdraw their ads until the company changed
its stance. Many of them discontinued their advertis‐
ing, and Facebook’s shares fell. Villagra, Monfort, and
Méndez‐Suárez (2021) used a descriptive study in which
they analysed the reaction of 33 companies to this partic‐
ular event, and their results showed that there is a signifi‐
cant negative effect on the stockmarket for the company
subject to the boycott; however, there is no effect on the
sponsoring companies.

Another article that explores this question in more
depth is Haq et al.’s (2022), who used the event study to
analyse the reaction of investors to corporate activism of
a socio‐political nature, focusing specifically on racial dis‐
crimination; to do so, they considered 197 statements
issued by companies after the assassination of George
Floyd, an event that caused great social stir on the issue.
Their results showed that investor reaction is more posi‐
tive for companies that engage in more intense activism.
In such a case, investors perceive that the public will
reward to a greater extent companies that take a radi‐
cal stance in advocating socio‐political issues that involve
broad social change (in this case, in relation to racial dis‐
crimination); therefore, sometimes issuing a statement
can be beneficial to company performance, at least in the
short term.

Although the influence of corporate activism on
firm performance is theoretically appealing, its empirical
application poses some challenges. In the academic liter‐
ature, especially in the field of finance, this type of prob‐
lem has been successfully addressed using the method‐
ology proposed by Fama and French (1993). The model
uses three factors to evaluate the return of certain eco‐
nomic assets, such as stocks: (a) market risk premium,
which captures the additional return of an asset rela‐
tive to another risk‐free asset; (b) the size of the organ‐
isation; and (c) the value derived from stocks with a
high book‐to‐market ratio, versus the value derived from
stocks with a low book‐to‐market ratio. Among these
three factors, the first one is the most useful for assess‐
ing the risk of corporate activism, while the other two
allow us to isolate some effects that may affect the cor‐
poration’s stock value. For example, Chan et al. (2001)
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state that, especially in the more developed economies,
corporations have very important intangible assets, such
as their brand image, patents, or the know‐how of their
employees, and criticise the fact that they are rarely
taken into account in their strategic evaluation. To show
the relationship between these intangible assets and a
corporation’s performance, they use the Fama–French
model using R&D investment. Similarly, Madden et al.
(2006) apply the same model to assess the impact of
brand equity, as defined by Interbrand, on corporate
performance. Their results empirically show how strong
or better‐valued brands have a lower associated risk
that provides them with competitive advantages such
as lower volatility, better resistance to crises, or less
uncertainty regarding their performance in the market.
Therefore, the measurement of the risk associated with
intangible assets is not new in the literature, but its
application to corporate activism is a novel contribution.
As mentioned above, due to corporate activism’s own
dynamics, this phenomenon can be seen as a source of
risk for the corporations that put it into practice.

In short, and having analysed the previous research,
the direction of the relationship between corporate
activism actions and corporate finance results is not
clear and previous authors have not taken into account
the company risk associated with the use of corporate
activism as a strategic tool. So, the following hypothesis
is proposed:

H1: Companies that engage in corporate activism
have a lower investment risk than companies that
do not.

4. Methodology

4.1. Data

After reviewing the literature on corporate activism and
its possible effects on the financial value of companies
that incorporate it into their strategies, is it possible that
this type of initiative affects the risk of these companies?
In our study, we have adopted a methodology followed
in similar comparative studies (see Madden et al., 2006)
based on the three‐factor model of Fama and French
(1993) which, in essence, tries to compare a portfolio of
companies with some distinctive feature in the way they
operate on themarket, versus the portfolio of companies
that make up the rest of the market.

To test the hypothesis, the entire portfolio (not a
sample) of US companies listed on the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) that had adopted activist initiatives
from 2014 to June 2022 was selected and compared
with the portfolio comprised of the rest of the NYSE
companies. The FACTIVA database, newspaper libraries,
and other historical news archives were used to locate
the portfolio of activist companies. Stock data for each
company was obtained from the Thompson Reuters
Datastream database, and the final number of activist

companies included in this portfolio was 96 (4% of
the NYSE).

4.2. Modelling Approach

The Fama–French three‐factor model (Fama & French,
1993) is an extension of the capital asset pricing model,
which incorporates additional components tomore accu‐
rately assess the risk associated with a stock (Black et al.,
1972). Specifically, the Fama–French model postulates
the relationship between the expected return E(Rit) and
its associated risk, which it measures using three risk fac‐
tors: (a) the market return R, (b) the difference between
the return of large companies and the return of small
companies (SMB = small minus big), and (c) the dif‐
ference between the return of companies with a high
book‐to‐market ratio and the return of companies with
a low book‐to‐market ratio (HML). If Rft is the risk‐free
interest rate, then:

E (Rit) = Rft + 𝛽iM [Rt − Rft] + 𝛽iSMBSMBt + 𝛽iHMLHMLt

This specification of the Fama–French model estimates
whether the difference between a safe asset is higher or
lower than the expected return of other types of invest‐
ments. To operationalise this estimate, the usual practice
is to calculate this difference using the following expres‐
sion (Madden et al., 2006):

Rit − Rft = 𝛼it + 𝛽iM [Rt − Rft] + 𝛽iSMBSMBt + 𝛽iHMLHMLt + 𝜀it

If 𝛽iM > 1, this means that the asset receiving the invest‐
ment shows a higher risk than expected, and in the oppo‐
site direction if it is less than 1. The rest of the indi‐
cators (𝛽iSMB and 𝛽iHML) provide additional measures of
an asset’s risk; values close to zero indicate its associ‐
ated risk coincides with the expected risk of other bench‐
mark assets in the market. To estimate the model more
robustly, a system of two simultaneous equations was
designed. The first used the portfolio of activist compa‐
nies as the dependent variable, and the second used
the general index of the reference market. This specifi‐
cation allows for an understanding of the possible corre‐
lation between the residuals of the different equations,
and estimates more consistent parameters (Zellner &
Huang, 1962).

5. Results

The estimation of the system of equations shows a high
fit (r2 = 0.95), and all parameters are significant and
with the expected sign. Of particular interest is the value
obtained for the parameter 𝛽iM. The estimated coeffi‐
cient corresponding to the activist companies is 0.851,
which is significantly different from the estimated coeffi‐
cient for the companies that make up the reference mar‐
ket (F = 142.35; p < 0.000). Table 1 shows the results of
the estimation of the system of equations.
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Table 1. Seemingly unrelated regression estimation results.

Dependent variable

Activist corporations Reference market

M 0.851*** 0.998***
(0.006) (0.004)

SMB 0.105*** 0.056***
(0.011) (0.008)

HML 0.249*** 0.288***
(0.007) (0.005)

(Intercept) 0.000 0.000
(0.000) (0.000)

Observations n = 1,756 n = 1,756
R2 0.941 0.967
SSR 0.016 0.008
Correlation of residuals 0.439
System R2 0.953
Notes: *** p < 0.01; standard errors in parenthesis.

Therefore, according to these results, companies
that engage in activist initiatives present a lower risk
than companies that make up the reference market.
These results are in line with the findings from previ‐
ous research by Haq et al. (2022) and Weinzimmer and
Esken (2016).

6. Conclusions

6.1. Theoretical Conclusions

Corporate activism is a business strategy that has
recently becomewidespread due to the demands of con‐
sumers today (Atanga et al., 2022). The theoretical argu‐
ments of this article are based on the concepts of CSA,
CSR, and CPA studied from the point of view of commu‐
nication and public relations. On one hand, research on
corporate activism is recent but the literature review has
shown that if corporate activism is used as a business
strategy (aligning company values, activist messages or
actions and stakeholders’ values) it has effects on com‐
panies’ results. On the other hand, social change is a fun‐
damental aim of corporate activism (Vredenburg et al.,
2020) so that in addition to its impact on stock mar‐
ket performance, corporate activism opens a way to
examine the social impact of this strategy in relation to
investors and other stakeholders (customers, employees,
media, lobbies, government, etc.). Thus, does this cor‐
porate activism promote stakeholders from taking real
action for social change?

This research has shown that companies that use cor‐
porate activism have lower market risk than companies
that do not engage in this type of strategy. These results
allow us to evaluate the possible advantages of using cor‐
porate activism as a business strategy and draw compar‐
isons to those that do not use it. But, to what extent

might corporate activism that targets one clear segment
while alienating other segments be more effective than
other business strategies? This work shows that corpo‐
rate activismmay not be associatedwith the investor risk
predicted by some authors related to customer boycotts
or employee strikes. Along this same line of argument,
this research has demonstrated that organisations that
have implemented corporate activism actions are associ‐
ated with change in the stock market compared to com‐
panies not using an activist strategy.

6.2. Managerial Implications

One of the main managerial implications should be that
managers should be aware of their customers’ values in
order tomake thedecisiononhow to engage in corporate
activism. This would lead to sales growth because of the
impact that corporate activism can have on companies in
a lasting way as customers continue to remember com‐
panies long after the implementation of this type of ini‐
tiative (Bhagwat et al., 2020). Likewise, companies should
think about how they should communicate their activism
actions and emphasise to their investors that it is a strate‐
gic activity with much lower risk than they think, in fact
much lower than companies that do not engage in cor‐
porate activism as a business strategy. In addition, other
implications that can be deduced from this research have
to dowith companies that do not currently engage in cor‐
porate activism. This research shows that these compa‐
nies aremissing the opportunity to align themselves with
the needs and expectations of their customers and this
is not the time to remain neutral on controversial issues.
As for the investors of non‐activist companies, a good
internal public relations and communications strategy is
necessary for them to understand the strategic impor‐
tance of good use of corporate activism.
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6.3. Limitations and Future Research

In line with the above, further research should be aimed
at replicating the results of the analysis described here
on other stock exchanges with companies from around
the world in order to verify whether these results can
be generalised, as only 96 US companies on the NYSE
were analysed in this study. Furthermore, another limi‐
tation of this study is that variables such as cultural dif‐
ferences, political tradition, and investor ideology have
not been considered; these variables could affect these
results and future results if the research is expanded to
other regions or countries. Complementarily, it would be
also pertinent to analyse the authenticity or type of cor‐
porate activism initiatives to knowwhether those factors
affect how investors respond to corporate activism in
this study. Lastly, this study only analyses the short‐term
financial consequences of single corporate activism
events, but it does not examine the potential long‐term
effects of a corporate activism strategy on investors or
other stakeholders.
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Abstract
On March 11, 2022, Russia opened a criminal case against Meta, the parent firm that owns Facebook, Instagram, and
WhatsApp. It alleged that Facebook had modified its community standards, broadening its concept of freedom of speech
to allow alleged hate speech against Russian citizens, amid the conflict in Ukraine. Reuters (2022, para. 1) refers to a
“temporary change in the company’s hate speech policy,” according to confidential Facebook documents. The Office of
the High Commissioner for Human Rights called the change “worrying” (“Rusia y Ucrania,” 2022, para. 11). In this context,
this article addresses two objectives: (a) to explore and comment on the state of the art on freedom of expression in
social networks and its deontological limitations to prevent hatred against nationalities (EU legislation, scientific research,
Twitter, and Instagram deontological limitations); and (b) to study the emergence of possible cases of Russophobia, in a
mediatized form, through the news of Spanish media and the comments they generated on their Facebook and Instagram
sites. A triangular methodology is used: analytical and longitudinal commentary on EU definitions and standards on hate
speech; quantitative analysis of news items in Spanish media on Russophobia, on Facebook and Instagram, published
between January 1, 2022, and October 20, 2022; and mixed analysis of the engagement of these news items, thanks to
the Fanpage Karma tool. The media coverage of Russophobia is scarce, with an average of one news item per media and,
exceptionally, with two news items in very few cases. It is also striking that in such a long period, only six hashtags are used.
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1. Introduction

On March 11, 2022, Russia opened a criminal case
against Meta, the parent company that owns Facebook,
Instagram, and WhatsApp. It alleged that Facebook had
modified its community standards, broadening its con‐
cept of freedom of speech to allow alleged hate calls
against the Russian citizenry, in the heat of the war
against Ukraine. The Investigative Committee of the
Russian Federation described Meta as an “extremist
organization” (“Rusia abre una causa,” 2022). And the

Tverskoy court in Moscow, through a communiqué on
Telegram, banned the activity of the US multinational in
the federal territory (“La Justicia rusa,” 2022).

After learning the news, Meta did not want to
make statements about the accusation, nor about its
inclusion in the Rosfinmonitoring or Federal Service for
Financial Monitoring list as “organizations and individu‐
als about which there is information about their involve‐
ment in extremist activities or terrorism” (“Russia’s finan‐
cial monitoring agency,” 2022, para. 4). However, two
weeks after the opening of the criminal case, a Meta
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spokesperson unofficially stated that Facebook had only
temporarily relaxed its rules on political speech, allowing
some words and comments that previously would have
been censored (“Rusia abre una causa,” 2022).

The United Nations’ Office of the High Commissioner
for HumanRights (OHCHR) described the change as “wor‐
rying” (“Rusia y Ucrania,” 2022, para. 11) even though
“freedom of expression is a fundamental human right,
enshrined in Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights” (OHCHR, 2022, para. 1). The main rea‐
son for this concern is not an attack on Russian leaders,
but attacks on those born in that country, even if they
reside elsewhere in the world. It is Russophobia or irra‐
tional fear or hatred of Russia or Russian citizens. Russian
identity is put in the bull’s eye (Correyero‐Ruiz & Sánchez
Martínez, 2022; Soto Ivars, 2022) and this cancellation
generalizes and harms the same Russians who protest
against the war in Ukraine.

In Spain, this Russophobia materialized against some
Russian companies, products, and citizens (Gómez Díaz,
2022). According to the Instituto Nacional de Estadística
(2022), on January 1, 2021, there were officially 79,485
Russian citizens living in Spain (52,829 women and
26,656 men). There are no subsequent official data,
as they are published only at the beginning of each
new year. Catalonia, Valencia, and Andalusia are the
autonomous communities with the most Russians per
inhabitant, in decreasing order: 25,093, 22,264, and
14,172, respectively (Instituto Nacional de Estadística,
2022). The president of the Casa de Rusia in Alicante,
Aleksandr Chepurnoy, denounced Russophobia in
schools, in an intervention in the TV show Noticias 8
Mediterráneo (Osuna, 2022). Ximo Puig, president of
the Generalitat Valenciana, defended any blockade of
Putin without falling into Russophobia (García, 2022).
In the cultural aspect, the Russian Museum of Malaga
remains open but does not renew its exhibitions (RNE,
2022) and the Teatro Real de Madrid canceled the per‐
formances of the Bolshoi Ballet, scheduled forMay 2022,
due to “the war conflict unleashed by Russia in Ukraine,
which is causing a serious crisis in the world and a painful
humanitarian emergency” (Teatro Real, 2022, para. 1).

2. Methodology

In this context, this research work addresses two main
objectives: (a) to explore and comment on the state of
the art on freedom of expression in social networks and
its deontological limitations to prevent hatred against
nationalities (EU legislation, scientific research, Twitter,
and Instagram deontological limitations); and (b) to
study the emergence of possible cases of Russophobia,
in a mediatized form, through the news of Spanish
newspapers and the comments they generated on their
Facebook and Instagram sites. This second objective is
related to the first one, as we want to show a tangible
and real case study, whose successes and errors serve
as an exemplary study that can be extrapolated from

Spain to other countries in Europe and the world. A tri‐
angular methodology is employed: analytical and lon‐
gitudinal commentary on the definitions and commu‐
nity standards on hate speech; quantitative analysis of
news in Spanish media, on Russophobia on Facebook
and Instagram, published between January 1, 2022, and
October 20, 2022; andmixed analysis of the engagement
of such news, thanks to the Fanpage Karma tool.

For the first step (a longitudinal, analytical, and syn‐
thetic literature review), we studied the concepts of
freedom of expression, hate speech, and deontologi‐
cal limitations in social networks. The term “longitudi‐
nal” is understood as the chronological bibliographic ana‐
lysis, from the appearance of the concept or of the
first research, in reverse chronological order, up to the
present day. The term “analytical” comes from decom‐
position, which moves from the whole to the parts,
seeking a detailed analysis of all the above‐mentioned
terms. Coming from the philosophical current of the
same name, it emphasizes the importance of precision in
language. The term “synthetic” refers to reasoning ana‐
lysis that seeks the essential, reintegrating all the investi‐
gated parts, abstracting what is important (found in the
analytical part), and updating it.

The literature review has been carried out through
first‐level bibliographic sources, and with articles of max‐
imum impact and prestige, from publications indexed
by the Journal Citation Reports and Scimago Journal &
Country Rank. As a literature review, it seeks to describe
the qualities of the context in which this research is
framed to support the validity of the sample and period
chosen. The aim is not to prove to what degree a certain
quality is found in this study context, but to discover as
many qualities and orientations as possible, based on the
most recent and prestigious studies (Rodríguez‐Vidales
& Padilla‐Castillo, 2018). Therefore, it pursues in‐depth
understanding, rather than the accuracy of purely quan‐
titative research, as the context of social networks
is rapidly changing in terms of data (Bernárdez‐Rodal
et al., 2021; Caldevilla‐Domínguez et al., 2021a, 2021b;
Díaz‐Altozano et al., 2021; Padilla & Rodríguez, 2022).
Precisely because of the longitudinal, analytical, and syn‐
thetic review, any literature review on social networks
can quickly become outdated if it focuses on descriptive,
quantitative, or situational aspects. For this reason, we
opt for research that does not focus solely on quantita‐
tive aspects, but rather on the search for the profound
reasons that give rise to these numbers or situations.

For the second step, which addresses the objec‐
tive of studying the emergence of possible cases of
Russophobia—in a mediatized form, through the news
of Spanish media and the comments they generated
on their Facebook and Instagram sites—the Fanpage
Karma tool is employed. It was founded by Nicolas
Graf von Kanitz and Stephan Eyl in 2012, in Berlin,
Germany (Fanpage Karma, 2022), and is one of the most
comprehensive platforms for social network analysis.
It offers four solutions for social media work and analysis:
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analytics, engagement, publishing, and discovery. This
research has only employed discovery, which allows
studying trends, topics, and influencers, on Twitter and
Instagram, with unlimited analysis of profiles (Fanpage
Karma, 2022). It offers top posts, the posts with themost
interaction on the two mentioned social networks, top
influencers with the most active profiles, and a precise
search by region, language, category, keyword, and hash‐
tag, in eligible and customizable periods, from the last
hour to the last year.

The validity of Fanpage Karma rests on three pillars
relevant to the objectives of this work: It collects only
public information, meaning that there is no concern
about confidential data or privacy violation (Gmiterek,
2021; Trunfio & Della Lucia, 2019); it has a quantitative
nature by using data, although it offers common char‐
acteristics that allow to compare, establish origins, and
consequences (Martínez‐Sánchez et al., 2021); and only
analyses business or professional social media profiles
(Barrios‐Rubio & Pedrero‐Esteban, 2021; Manca et al.,
2022), which ensures that the publications obtained
come from official media accounts. Specifically, only
accounts that Fanpage Karma categorizes as “media” or
“news” were used. It also allows filtering by language (for
this work, the Spanish language was chosen), by coun‐
try (the search was only in Spain), and by date (for the
sample to be valid, the period of the first 10 months
of the year, between January 1, 2022, and October 20,
2022, was chosen to collect comments before and dur‐
ing the conflict).

3. Freedom of Expression in Social Networks and Its
Deontological Limitations

Social media has grown exponentially in the num‐
ber of users, during and after the international socio‐
health confinement (Abuín‐Penas & Abuín‐Penas, 2022;
Demuner Flores, 2021), as well as in influence (Martínez‐
Fresneda Osorio & Sánchez Rodríguez, 2022). Studies
conducted during 2021–2022 point to an unprece‐
dented increase in the use of social networks and in
the number of users who use them. Major reports
from IAB Spain (2022), Statista (2022), The Social
Media Family (2022), and We Are Social (2022) high‐
light Instagram and TikTok as the fastest‐growing net‐
works. According to the data, society would tend to be
informed about a topic, for much longer, on social net‐
works before traditional media (Calderón‐Garrido et al.,
2019; Gong et al., 2022; Hernandez‐Cruz, 2021; Padilla‐
Castillo & Rodríguez‐Hernández, 2022; Ryzhova, 2022;
Segura‐Mariño et al., 2020).

These social networks should not evade the legis‐
lation under which information is disseminated in tra‐
ditional media. Because information, whatever its plat‐
form, has an ethical nature and its extreme complexity
can carry perverse stereotypes, including those towards
certain nationalities (S. Chen et al., 2019; Y. Chen et al.,
2021; Matamoros‐Fernández & Farkas, 2021; Rodríguez‐

Pérez et al., 2022; Tsuriel et al., 2021). Hate crime
in Europe has been ethically contemplated for several
decades (Padilla‐Castillo, 2020). According to the origi‐
nal classical Greek definition, legislation will be under‐
stood as part of ethics, following the treatises of Socrates
and Descartes. Deontology, on the other hand, is a part
of ethics, which deals with the rules for the practice of
a profession or with the rules laid down autonomously,
when it includes the community rules of social networks.
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(UnitedNations, 1966), in its Article 2, dictates the impor‐
tance of respecting and guaranteeing to all individu‐
als the recognized rights, without distinction as to race,
color, gender, language, religion, political or other opin‐
ions, national or social origin, property, birth, or another
status. Its Article 18 refers to the freedom of thought,
Article 19 refers to the freedomof opinion, and Article 26
protects non‐discrimination (United Nations, 1966). And
the internet has become a kind of fertile breeding ground
formaliciously altered information (Almendros & Rojano,
2022; Quintana‐Pujalte & Pannunzio, 2021).

In 2000, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union was ratified. In Articles 1, 10, 21, and
47 it was established that the EU guarantees the right to
human dignity, freedom of conscience, religion, thought
non‐discrimination, and the protection of an impartial
judge (Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European
Union, 2000). The next milestone after the European
Constitution was the 2003 constitutional treaty, which
was signed in Rome by the heads of government of
the member countries and ratified by the European
Parliament in 2005. Part II of the European constitution
deals with the fundamental rights of the EU and names:
dignity, freedoms, equality, solidarity, citizenship, and jus‐
tice (Treaty Establishing a Constitution for Europe, 2004).

Following EU legislation, it is essential to comment on
Directive 2012/29/EU of the European Parliament and of
the Council of October 25, 2012, establishing minimum
standards on the rights, support, and protection of vic‐
tims of crime, that replaced Council Framework Decision
2001/220/JHA. It specifies that hate crime encompasses
any violence directed at another person, because of their
“property, birth, disability, age, gender, gender expres‐
sion, gender identity, sexual orientation, residence sta‐
tus, or health” (Directive 2012/29/EU of 25 October
2012, 2012, p. 2, para. 9). It is also important to men‐
tion the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human
Rights of the Organization for Security and Co‐Operation
in Europe (OSCE) and the Helsinki Final Act (1975), as
the outcome of the third phase of the Conference on
Security and Co‐Operation in Europe. Today, the OSCE
brings together 57 states from Europe, North America,
and Central Asia and “provides support, assistance and
expertise to participating States and civil society to pro‐
mote democracy, rule of law, human rights and tolerance
and non‐discrimination” (OSCE, n.d., para. 1).

In 2022, the European Commission opened a pub‐
lic consultation, claiming that “recent developments in
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some EU countries affecting the ownership, manage‐
ment, or operation of certain media point to increas‐
ing interference in this sector” (European Commission,
2022, p. 2, para. 1). This consultation, open between
January 10 and March 25, 2022, wanted to “ensure a
better functioning of the EU media market by increas‐
ing legal certainty and removing obstacles to the inter‐
nal market” (European Commission, 2022, para. 2).
The Commission’s proposal for regulation, published on
September 16, 2022, is in the process of receiving com‐
ments as this article is being published. Until then, we
know that one of its central thrusts is to protect free‐
dom of expression, where the role of themedia as actors
in democratic systems based on the rule of law is devel‐
oped (European Commission, 2022).

Reviewing the deontological or community stan‐
dards of the two studied social networks, created and
modified according to the use and abuse of users
(Segado‐Boj et al., 2020), we see that Twitter says in
its safety chapter: “Violence: You may not threaten vio‐
lence against an individual or a group of people. We also
prohibit the glorification of violence”; “Terrorism/violent
extremism: you may not threaten or encourage terror‐
ism or violent extremism”; and “Hateful conduct: You
may not promote violence against or directly attack or
threaten other people on the basis of race, ethnicity,
national origin, caste, sexual orientation, gender, gender
identity, religious affiliation, age, disability, or serious dis‐
ease. We also do not allow accounts whose primary pur‐
pose is inciting harm towards others on the basis of these
categories.” (Twitter, 2022, paras. 2–6). However, numer‐
ous studies focus on criticizing the social network, which
would allow hateful tweets (Eriksson, 2018; Jacobs et al.,
2020;Wang & Ding, 2022), shielding behind the fact that
“the purpose of Twitter is to be in the service of public
conversation” (Twitter, 2022, para. 1).

For its part, Instagram offers two fundamental lines
for this research: “There is no place on Instagram
for people who support or praise terrorism, organ‐
ised crime or hate groups” (Instagram, 2022, para. 11)

and “We remove any content that includes credible
threats or hate speech, content directed at individuals
for the purpose of humiliating or embarrassing them,
personal information used to blackmail or harass some‐
one, and repeated unwanted messages” (Instagram,
2022 para. 14). However, like Twitter, it receives crit‐
icism for not censoring some posts in the interest of
being a “a diverse and positive community” (Instagram,
2022 para. 14). Numerous articles have analyzed how
Instagram has focused too much on censoring suppos‐
edly erotic photographs (for example, female nipples,
breastfeeding, breast cancer surgery), rather than pur‐
suing quasi‐pornographic, violent, or covert advertising
posts (Chung & Wihbey, 2022; Ging & Garvey, 2018;
Kermani & Hooman, 2022; Savolainen et al., 2022).

4. Results

Following the methodology, the second objective of the
research is to study the emergence of possible cases of
Russophobia, in a mediatized form, through the news of
Spanishmedia and the comments they generated on their
Facebook and Instagram sites. In accordance with the tri‐
angular methodology, after analytically commenting on
the definitions and community standards on hate speech,
we proceed to the quantitative analysis of news about
Russophobia in the Spanish media, which was published
on their official Facebook and Instagram accounts, in the
10 months covered by the study. The quantitative ana‐
lysis, under the spirit of the research, is completed with
a mixed analysis of engagement, thanks to the Fanpage
Karma tool (likes, comments, sharing, and reactions).

The first search focuses on “media,” which are official
Spanish and Spanish‐language media accounts. Table 1
collects the name of the account, the number of “likes,”
the number of public comments, the number of times
the post was shared, and the number of overall reac‐
tions (the sum of “like,” “love,” “haha,” “sad,” “angry,”
and “wow,” in the case of Facebook; and “like” in the case
of Instagram).

Table 1. Spanish media posts about Russophobia on Facebook and Instagram.

Order of Number of Number of times Number of total
priority Account Number of “likes” comments shared reactions

1 El País 2008 1000 186 3194
2 20minutos.es 2372 431 296 3099
3 ABC.es 920 413 33 1366
4 La Vanguardia 735 501 65 1301
5 El País 941 224 76 1241
6 Telecinco 446 362 24 832
7 La Voz de Galicia 320 480 16 816
8 Público 315 420 30 765
9 20minutos.es 468 246 15 729
10 El Mundo 353 267 34 654
11 Ultima Hora Mallorca 225 209 16 450
12 Público 124 259 20 403
13 Antena 3 Noticias 241 132 8 381
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Table 1. (Cont.) Spanish media posts about Russophobia on Facebook and Instagram.

Order of Number of Number of times Number of total
priority Account Number of “likes” comments shared reactions

14 Cuatro 209 144 11 364
15 ABC.es 134 162 15 311
16 Antena 3 Noticias 129 155 7 291
17 La Razón 206 43 0 249
18 elDiario.es 119 72 23 214
19 El Mundo 78 119 9 206
20 RTVE 102 69 3 174
21 El Independiente 132 15 27 174
22 Levante‐EMV 147 18 7 172
23 elDiario.es 100 50 8 158
24 Público 98 28 21 147
25 infoLibre 56 61 26 143
26 Crónica Global 38 74 5 117
27 20minutos.es 36 77 0 113
28 El Confidencial 50 50 13 113
29 Público 24 59 6 89
30 elDiario.es 57 16 9 82
31 La Nueva España Digital—LNE.es 59 15 2 76
32 NAIZ 53 11 9 73
33 Gigantes del Basket 30 22 1 53
34 laSexta Noticias 15 27 0 42
35 Espejo Público 6 21 1 28
36 Diario de Avisos 17 5 3 25
37 El Español 11 14 0 25
38 Esquire Spain 13 3 4 20
39 La Opinión de Murcia 9 6 2 17
40 Larazon.es 4 12 0 16
41 Más Vale Tarde 6 8 0 14
42 El Periódico de Aragón 3 5 2 10
43 La Voz de Galicia, Edición Lugo 2 4 0 6
44 Diario Córdoba 3 2 0 5
45 RTVE Noticias 4 1 0 5
46 Informacion.es 3 1 0 4
47 El Periódico Extremadura 4 0 0 4
48 Larazon.es 0 2 2 4
49 El Día 3 0 0 3
50 Diario de Sevilla 2 1 0 3
51 Diario de Navarra 1 2 0 3
52 El Periódico Extremadura 1 2 0 3
53 eldiariocv.es 2 0 0 2
54 Leonoticias Diariodigital 2 0 0 2
55 El Periódico de Aragón 2 0 0 2
56 The Objective 1 0 1 2
57 The Objective 1 1 0 2
58 EC Cultura 1 0 1 2
59 Larazon.es 2 0 0 2
60 Crónica Global 0 2 0 2
61 eldiariocv.es 1 0 0 1
62 Leonoticias Diariodigital 1 0 0 1
63 Diario SUR 0 0 1 1
64 La Opinión de Zamora 1 0 0 1
65 Huelva Información 0 0 0 0
66 Economía Digital 0 0 0 0
67 El País Cat 0 0 0 0
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Table 1. (Cont.) Spanish media posts about Russophobia on Facebook and Instagram.

Order of Number of Number of times Number of total
priority Account Number of “likes” comments shared reactions

68 Crónica Global 0 0 0 0
69 La 8 Mediterráneo 0 0 0 0
70 El País Cat 0 0 0 0
71 Madridiario.es 0 0 0 0
72 El País 2008 1000 186 3194
73 20minutos.es 2372 431 296 3099
Note: Own elaboration based on data from Fanpage Karma.

A total of 73 publications were obtained for the
period studied. For space reasons, it is not possible
to transcribe all of these publications, but they are
placed in the Supplementary Files, with the complete
post of each publication. These media publish only
on Facebook, except for post number 17, from the
newspaper La Razón, which was made on Instagram.
There are national newspapers that are disseminated in
print and digital (ABC, El Mundo, El País, El Periódico,
La Razón, La Vanguardia), those that are published
only in digital (El Confidencial, El Español, infoLibre,
Público, The Objective), and those that have regional
circulation (El Periódico de Aragón, Diario Córdoba,
Diario de Navarra, Diario de Sevilla, Diario SUR, El Día,
El Periódico de Aragón, El Periódico Extremadura,Huelva
Información, La Opinión de Murcia, La Opinión de
Zamora, Levante, La Voz de Galicia,Madridiario.es, etc.).
There are also television channels (Antena 3, Cuatro,
La Sexta, RTVE), which publish posts from their news
programmes and, in the case of Antena 3’s Espejo
Públic, also from their TV shows. In the free press,
20minutos.es stands out, with several publications on
social media, and as for the magazines, only Esquire
Spain and the EC Cultura supplement of the digital news‐
paper El Confidencial have a presence in social media.

Regarding the content of the posts, we found
seven quotes in the headlines from interviewees refer‐
ring to that Russophobia: two quotes from Putin; two
opinion letters or editorials; and three allusions to
expressions, in quotation marks (“social justice,” “polit‐
ical formula,” and “evil Russian”), referring to tele‐
vision fiction, specifically to the stereotypes in the
Netflix series Stranger Things. Furthermore, there were
only five hashtags (from most to least engagement):

#TrincheraCultural, #Hearstforpeace, #Esquireforpeace,
#pensamiento, and #opinión.

Only half of the posts have significant engagement,
as interactions decline to insignificance from post 40
onwards. Regarding the nature of these interactions, the
most used is the “like,” doubling and tripling the number
of interactions per comment, in all cases. The number of
times posts are shared is also strikingly low, and only in
the first two posts is it more than a hundred. The most
important post is from El País:

It can’t be that people here hate us just because we
are Russians. The big problem is that they identify
Russians with Putin and we are not to blame for his
decisions. Least of all the children. The Russian com‐
munity in Catalonia denounces insults against them
and even death threats.

It refers to an article with interviews with several Russian
people living in Catalonia, which, as mentioned, is home
to the largest Russian community in Spain.

The second search focuses only on “news” and its
results are collected in Table 2. Some posts coincide
with those in Table 1 (“media”), but new ones are
now incorporated as Fanpage Karma cataloged them
exclusively as “news” and not as entertainment prod‐
ucts. It is important to point out that we differenti‐
ate and use both categories—“news” and “media”—
because “media” includes accounts dedicated to news,
entertainment, analysis, and fiction, amongothers,while
“news” refers only to accounts that disseminate informa‐
tion. Similarly to Table 1, the name of the account, the
number of “likes,” the number of public comments, the
number of times the post was shared, and the number of

Table 2. News publications in Spanish and Spain, on Facebook and Instagram.

Order of Number of Number of times Number of total
priority Account Number of “likes” comments shared reactions

1 El País 2008 1000 186 3194
2 20minutos.es 2372 431 296 3099
3 ABC.es 920 413 33 1366
4 La Vanguardia 735 501 65 1301
5 El País 941 224 76 1241
6 La Voz de Galicia 320 480 16 816
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Table 2. (Cont.) News publications in Spanish and Spain, on Facebook and Instagram.

Order of Number of Number of times Number of total
priority Account Number of “likes” comments shared reactions

7 Público 315 420 30 765
8 20minutos.es 468 246 15 729
9 El Mundo 353 267 34 654
10 Ultima Hora Mallorca 225 209 16 450
11 Público 124 259 20 403
12 Antena 3 Noticias 241 132 8 381
13 ABC.es 134 162 15 311
14 Antena 3 Noticias 129 155 7 291
15 La Razón 206 43 0 249
16 elDiario.es 119 72 23 214
17 El Mundo 78 119 9 206
18 RTVE 102 69 3 174
19 El Independiente 132 15 27 174
20 Levante‐EMV 147 18 7 172
21 elDiario.es 100 50 8 158
22 Público 98 28 21 147
23 infoLibre 56 61 26 143
24 Crónica Global 38 74 5 117
25 20minutos.es 36 77 0 113
26 El Confidencial 50 50 13 113
27 Público 24 59 6 89
28 elDiario.es 57 16 9 82
29 La Nueva España Digital—LNE.es 59 15 2 76
30 NAIZ 53 11 9 73
31 Gigantes del Basket 30 22 1 53
32 Diario de Avisos 17 5 3 25
33 El Español 11 14 0 25
34 Esquire Spain 13 3 4 20
35 La Opinión de Murcia 9 6 2 17
36 Larazon.es 4 12 0 16
37 El Periódico de Aragón 3 5 2 10
38 La Voz de Galicia. Edición Lugo 2 4 0 6
39 Diario Córdoba 3 2 0 5
40 RTVE Noticias 4 1 0 5
41 Informacion.es 3 1 0 4
42 El Periódico Extremadura 4 0 0 4
43 Larazon.es 0 2 2 4
44 El Día 3 0 0 3
45 Diario de Sevilla 2 1 0 3
46 Diario de Navarra 1 2 0 3
47 El Periódico Extremadura 1 2 0 3
48 eldiariocv.es 2 0 0 2
49 Leonoticias Diariodigital 2 0 0 2
50 El Periódico de Aragón 2 0 0 2
51 The Objective 1 0 1 2
52 The Objective 1 1 0 2
53 EC Cultura 1 0 1 2
54 Larazon.es 2 0 0 2
55 Crónica Global 0 2 0 2
56 eldiariocv.es 1 0 0 1
57 Leonoticias Diariodigital 1 0 0 1
58 Diario SUR 0 0 1 1
59 La Opinión de Zamora 1 0 0 1
60 Huelva Información 0 0 0 0
61 Economía Digital 0 0 0 0
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Table 2. (Cont.) News publications in Spanish and Spain, on Facebook and Instagram.

Order of Number of Number of times Number of total
priority Account Number of “likes” comments shared reactions

62 El País Cat 0 0 0 0
63 Crónica Global 0 0 0 0
64 El País Cat 0 0 0 0
65 Madridiario.es 0 0 0 0
66 El País 2008 1000 186 3194
67 20minutos.es 2372 431 296 3099
Note: Own elaboration based on data from Fanpage Karma.

overall reactions (the sum of “like,” “love,” “haha,” “sad,”
“angry,” and “wow,” in the case of Facebook; and “like”
in the case of Instagram) are collected.

A total of 67 publications were obtained for the
period studied. For space reasons, it is not possible to
transcribe all of these publications, but they are placed
in the Supplementary Files, with the complete post of
each publication. As in Table 1, themedia publish only on
Facebook, except for post number 15 (post number 17
in Table 1), from the newspaper La Razón, which was
made on Instagram (an opinion article titled “The non‐
sense of Russophobia”). Just as in Table 1, there are
national newspapers that are distributed in print and dig‐
ital, those that are published only in digital, and those
that have regional circulation. As for the television chan‐
nels, this time only posts from their news programs and
not from other entertainment shows were considered.

About the content of the posts, we find four quotes
in the headlines from interviewees referring to that
Russophobia: two quotes from Putin and two allusions
to expressions in quotation marks (again, “social jus‐
tice” and “evil Russian”). There are also six hashtags,
although not entirely the same as in the first table
(from most to least engagement): #TrincheraCultural,
#Hearstforpeace, #Esquireforpeace, #pensamiento,
#opinión, and #madridiario.

Only about half of the posts have significant engage‐
ment, as interactions decline to insignificance from post
39 onwards. Regarding the nature of these interactions,
the most used is once again “like,” always multiplying
the number of interactions per comment. The number of
times posts are shared is also low, although the first five
posts exceed one thousand reactions. When compared
to Table 1, the news stories generate more engagement
than entertainment products. Themost important post is
the same that occupied the first position in Table 1, from
El País. The second and third most important posts are
also the same. The one from 20minutos.es is a Facebook
Watch post, with a video (1 minute and 10 seconds long)
of Putin presented with the text “Putin’s tough message
to the West about sanctions that harm Russia.” ABC’s is
a Facebook post with the text “The French brand, after
the closure of its stores in Russia, has blocked themarket‐
ing of its products to Russian customers who intend to
take them to their country,” two photographs of Russian
women smashing a Chanel bag, and the link to the arti‐

cle of the same newspaper, with the headline “Russian
influencers smash their Chanel bags of 8,000 euros after
the ban on sale: ‘This is Russophobia.’ ”

5. Conclusions and Discussion

The first objective of this research was to explore and
comment on the state of the art on freedom of expres‐
sion in social networks and its deontological limitations
to prevent hatred against nationalities (EU legislation, sci‐
entific research, and Twitter and Instagramdeontological
limitations). The analysis was divided between a detailed
study of European legislation, as the geographical and
political scope of the corpus of the work, and the most
recent and cutting‐edge research on the ethical prob‐
lems of Twitter and Instagram, the two social networks
owned by Meta. Regarding European regulations, the
wide tradition of directives, recommendations, and insti‐
tutions, with more than 80 years of experience, before
and after the European Constitution, has been identi‐
fied and commented on. Considering the dynamic and
changing nature of communication and new technolo‐
gies, the range is closed in a consultation of European
citizens, currently awaiting their comments and in the
spirit of continuing to ensure a pluralistic, transparent,
and democratic media spectrum in the countries of the
EuropeanUnion (European Commission, 2022). It is clear
that, although the legislation is numerous and has a long
tradition in time, it needsmore speed to adjust quickly to
changes and social problems, and thatmore institutional
and media publicity is also needed, so that the public, of
all strata, is aware of it and does not comply with the
hatred that continues to exist in social networks.

Regarding Twitter and Instagram, the main lines of
their community rules have been commented on, cit‐
ing freedom of expression and hate speech, although,
in parallel, the two networks openly state their desire
to promote dialogue and freedom (Instagram, 2022;
Twitter, 2022). At the same time, the academic tradi‐
tion of the last five years focuses on certain forms of
unnecessary censorship, especially on Instagram, which
would unfairly allow certain inappropriate posts and
censor publications. Progress on this censorship comes
from social denunciation and originates advances, albeit
slow, in social networks, which would still need more
monitoring and surveillance by Meta, and more digital
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literacy on the part of users so that they detect hate and
can proactively denounce and expedite these changes
(Bernárdez‐Rodal et al., 2021; Díaz‐Altozano et al., 2021;
Kermani & Hooman, 2022). This theoretical analysis
also shows a broad, rigorous, and adequate academic
tradition to the problems of each moment: Academic
texts do cover many problems and details, even before
ethics or legislation. But academic texts also recommend,
in many of their conclusions, a greater monitoring by
social networks, that, under the guise of promoting dia‐
logue, sometimes allow hateful publications that no one
denounces and that should not exist.

The second objective of the work was to study the
emergence of possible cases of Russophobia, in a medi‐
atized form, through the news of Spanish media and
the comments they generated on their Facebook and
Instagram sites, thanks to the digital analysis platform
Fanpage Karma. The results have been offered in two
tables (Tables 1 and 2), one on “media” and the other
on “news,” in Spain and Spanish, published between
January 1, 2022, and October 20, 2022. The resulting
posts have been very similar and it is striking that for
such a long period, the number of posts on Russophobia
did not reach a hundred units. Accordingly, and consid‐
ering the number of media analyzed, the media cov‐
erage of Russophobia is scarce, with an average of 1
news item per media, and with 2 news items in very
few cases. One might think that this coverage does not
help to raise awareness of the problem, thinking quanti‐
tatively, in terms of the number of news items. However,
given the public’s trust in the regional media, this idea
would require another full in‐depth study just to address
this issue. The reason for the potential value of such a
study is the ample existence of news and testimonies in
Spanish regional media. According to Instituto Nacional
de Estadística’s (2022) official data, the Russian pop‐
ulation in Spain is mostly divided between Catalonia,
Valencia, and Andalusia, and numerous media from
these communities do appear in the two tables, showing
a greater commitment than the national media.

Analyzing the posts in‐depth, it is also striking that
in such a long period, only six hashtags are used. This
circumstance leads us to conclude that the contents of
the posts are very similar, in their language, to the news
or article they refer to. Only in exceptional cases does
the post innovate compared to the informative content
that it intends to share and that has been previously
published in a newspaper, television channel, or maga‐
zine. This being so, and thinking about Facebook’s audi‐
ence, it can be guessed that the media targets an audi‐
ence of adult generations (millennials, generation X, and
boomers). The centennial and alpha generations, as dig‐
ital natives, consume and write publications with more
hashtags and emojis, and these barely have a place in
the Facebook posts detected and analyzed. Thus, these
posts are designed for young adults and adults, and
the language is adapted to their uses and customs. This
fact is backed by the unique appearance of a single

post on Russophobia on Instagram (from the newspaper
La Razón), while all the others are from Facebook.

As for limitations and prospects in this study, there
are numerous possibilities that this work cannot cover
because it is framed within specific spatial and temporal
guidelines. The first limitation comes from the Fanpage
Karma tool, which only allows the analysis of the last
year at the time of access. It would therefore be inter‐
esting to compare this analysis with another study from
years before 2022, to detect whether the problem of
Russophobia already existed and, if it did, it received
media coverage at the time. Another limitation is that
Fanpage Karma only offers its free Discovery tool for ana‐
lyzing Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. Only with a pro‐
fessional account, with a high paid fee, can one access
the analysis of more social networks, including TikTok.
However, this analysis of more social media is only
offered on the profiles of the account holder or owner
of that social media, while Discovery allows for the ana‐
lysis of accounts that are not owned by the searcher,
i.e., public accounts, as also discussed in the method‐
ological framework. This limitation could lead to other
prospective research, comparing the results of this work
with other research that would also analyze YouTube and
TikTok. However, as these social networks more typically
target alpha and centennial audiences, it can be argued
that their sample would still be much smaller.

Another limitation refers to the reality of
Russophobia in Spain. This article has dealt with how
Russophobia appears in the Spanish media, but it would
be very interesting to know whether this Russophobia
does exist and what crime rates are involved.
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1. Introduction

The invasion of Ukraine by Russia in February of 2022
once again underscored the role of social networks in
modern wars, as the conflict was to be fought both
physically and digitally. The Ukraine war is, in fact, the
first viral war, broadcasted in real‐time through frag‐
ments of images disseminated in social networks. Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and TikTok have become
a battlefield in which battles and threats from both sides

of the war are being reported instantaneously. Thus, for
example, when the invasion was first detected by Google
Maps, the newspaper The Washington Post tracked the
first movement of the Russian troops by using videos
uploaded to TikTok by users in Ukraine, and Twitter was
the medium selected by president Zelensky to dissem‐
inate a video in which he announced that he was not
leaving the country. The phrase “We are here. We are in
Kyiv. We are protecting Ukraine” (Applebaum, 2022) was
found on his Twitter profile.
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Social networks have also echoed the general pub‐
lic’s rejection of this war, as the polarized discourse of
the West vs. Russia seems to have increased to levels
similar to those during the Cold War period (Bluhm,
2023; Schwartz, 2022). “Hate speech” has also been used
as a tool to shape the image of the invading country:
At the international level, Russia faced the fast condem‐
nation by many world leaders, and EU and NATO allies,
and many Western companies stopped operating in the
country; Vladimir Putin was personified as the “bad guy”
(Garner, 2022), becoming the person with the worst rep‐
utation on the internet in 2022 (Observatorio Español de
Internet, 2022). According to Milosevich‐Jurasti (2022),
a turning point in the current West–Russia relationship
was the definition of the Russian leader as “a war crimi‐
nal” byWestern observers. The first ones to qualify Putin
in this manner were the American President Joe Biden
and the High Representative of European Union Foreign
Policy Josep Borrell.

As opposed to “the villain,” the international commu‐
nity qualified Zelensky as “the hero” (González‐Martín,
2022; Pereira & Reevell, 2022) and, in this sense, Spanish
public opinion during the first 30 days of the war was
aligned with the positions of the EU and the national
government. According to a poll published in April by
the Spanish Center for Sociological Research (Centro de
Investigaciones Sociológicas [CIS], 2022a), the Spanish
people gave a score of 7.1 to acts perpetrated by Ukraine
in the conflict, while Russia scored theworst, 1.5 points—
on a scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 10
(strongly agree). Spain obtained a simple pass (5.06), as
only 39.7% of the population mentioned being “very” or
“strongly” in agreement with the position of the Spanish
government on the conflict (CIS, 2022b).

As for the role of world leaders in the conflict, the
Ukrainian president obtained the best score (7.35) and
the Russian leader the worst (1.35). The leader of the
Spanish government, Pedro Sanchez, was found second‐
to‐last, ahead only of the Chinese president Xi Jinping
(3.44) and Putin himself (CIS, 2022b).

Considering that Spain is the most polarized country
in Europe (Gidron et al., 2019) and that political ideol‐
ogy is the third highest cause of discrimination and hate
crimes in the country (right after “racism and xenopho‐
bia” and “sexual orientation and gender identity”; see
Ministerio del Interior, 2021), the present article aims to
uncover up to what point communication from Spanish
political parties on Twitter contributed to fomenting
polarization associated to the Russian‐Ukrainian conflict
in the first few months of the war, and to analyze if it
promoted hate speech.

The phenomenon of political polarization is
widespread across many democratic countries due
to the predominance of “post‐truth communication”
(Waisbord, 2018), in which reality is often distorted
and emotion prevails over reason, as a way of argu‐
ing (Pérez‐Escolar & Noguera‐Vivo, 2022). This increase
in hate was observed in the last report from the

Anti‐Defamation League (2022), at both the interna‐
tional level and in the case of Spain, the latter within
the results from the second national poll of affective
polarization (Centro de Estudios Murcianos de Opinión
Pública [CEMOP], 2022).

Since January 2020, the government of Spain has
been based on a coalition between the Spanish Socialist
Workers Party (PSOE), with a center‐left ideology, and
Unidas Podemos (UP), with a left‐to‐extreme‐left ideol‐
ogy. The government is currently led by Pedro Sanchez,
leader of the PSOE and president of the country since
2018, who, after winning the elections in November
2019, came to an agreement with UP that resulted in the
first central government coalition in present‐day Spanish
democracy. Until then, Spanish governments had either
been led by the PSOE or the Popular Party (PP), the lat‐
ter with a center‐to‐center‐right ideology. The PP is, in
fact, the main opposition party, followed by Ciudadanos
(center‐to‐center‐right), VOX (right‐to‐extreme right) far
behind, and lastly, regional and nationalist parties of var‐
ied ideologies. Therefore, we can conclude that, as of
today, the Spanish government is tied to a leftist ideol‐
ogy (with the inclusion of members of the Communist
Party among its ranks for the first time), while the par‐
liamentary opposition maintains an ideology tied to the
right. Table 2 shows specific information on the ideologi‐
cal position of the rest of the parties with representation
in the Spanish parliament.

It must bementioned that all Spanish political parties
manifested their opposition to the Ukrainewar, although
not fully agreeing with some of the measures taken
by the government. Thus, for example, the largest vol‐
ume of tweets of the selected sample corresponded to
those published on March 2nd (as shown in Figure 1),
the day it was first announced that Spain would send
weapons to Ukraine. This decision was met with strong
opposition from the leftist parties and generated contro‐
versy in the coalition government due to the opposition
of the Minister of Social Rights, Ione Belarra, and the
Minister of Equality, IreneMontero, bothmembers of UP
(“España envía armas,” 2022). Belarra qualified the par‐
ties who agreed to send weapons as “war parties,” and
criticized, in a video disseminated on social networks,
that the decision could lead to “an uncertain and dan‐
gerous scenario of world war” (Podemos, 2022).

The political tension felt during these early days
of the conflict can be summarized in tweets such as
those from VOX leaders (with their catchphrase: “Putin’s
allies are in the government”; see VOX, 2022), as well
as from the Government Action Secretary of Podemos
Pablo Echenique:

Listening to editorials and talk‐show speakers from
some media, there’s the feeling they have not yet
decided if the enemy is Putin (who assassinates
Ukrainians) or Unidas Podemos (who works for the
cease‐fire and peace). Or evenworse—that they have
decided. (Echenique, 2022a)
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Comments such as these show that the greater the
ideological polarization—understood as the distance
between the ideological positions of the parties—the
greater the affective polarization—that is, the distance
between the affection we feel towards those with whom
we share our political ideas and positions, and feelings
of rejection towards supporters of other parties who
defend opposing positions (Egea & Garrido, 2022, p. 17).

To set the context of the present research study
we can highlight the boycott led by the leftist politi‐
cal parties of President Zelensky’s intervention in the
Congress of Deputies on April 5, 2022, the day in which
the greatest volume of tweets was observed (n = 117)
in that month (see Figure 1). On their social networks,
two deputies from UP announced they would not attend
the event due to their “antifascist conscience.” Also, the
General Secretary of the Communist Party in Madrid
Álvaro Aguilera called out Zelensky on Twitter as a “dan‐
ger against peace” (Aguilera, 2022). These strategies
of confrontation on social media are directly linked to
strategic motivations to promote hate speech.

Hate speech can be defined as denigrating language
towards people or collectives motivated by race, gender,
religion, ideology, etc. (Nockleby, 2000; Waldron, 2012;
Whillock & Slayden, 1995). Gagliardone et al. (2015)
expand the concept to expressions that promote preju‐
dices, as these can indirectly contribute to the creation
of a climate of hostility and polarization that can lead to
the use of language at the same level, resulting in a toxic
spiral (Amores et al., 2021; Guerrero‐Solé & Philippe,
2020). In this sense, the Pyramid of Hate created by the
Anti‐Defamation League is a useful tool for understand‐
ing how hate advances through a continuum, as already
mentioned by Allport (1954). Thus, the normalization of
biased or prejudiced behaviors (creation of stereotypes,
micro‐aggressions, insults, etc), can evolve and become
the seed ofmore severe problems such as discrimination,
violence based on prejudices, or even genocide. Using
the base of the pyramid as the starting point for this
study, our research used the following four categories
as indicators of hate speech: threats, criticism, ridicule,
and insults. Many other tools and lines of research for
the detection and analysis of hate speech can be found
in the literature (Amores et al., 2021; Pereira‐Kohatsu
et al., 2019).

Studies have described the role of social platforms
as environments that promote hate speech—especially
Twitter—due to their active role in the creation of public
opinion (e.g., Campos‐Domínguez, 2017; Colleoni et al.,
2014; Himelboim et al., 2013; Parmelee & Bichard, 2012;
Soedarsono et al., 2020). The work presented here pro‐
vides a point of view centered on Spain, for the study of
the use of Twitter in the Russian‐Ukraine conflict (Chen
& Ferrara, 2022; Donofrio et al., 2022; Morejón‐Llamas
et al., 2022; Polyzos, 2022; Shevtsov et al., 2022; Smart
et al., 2022). An additional aim is to analyze the influence
of Twitter on parliamentary communication, a topic that
has been the object of analysis in many contemporary

studies (e.g., Campos‐Domínguez et al., 2022; Dubois &
Gaffney, 2014; Esteve Del Valle et al., 2021; Martínez‐
Rolán & Piñeiro‐Otero, 2016).

2. Objectives and Method

The objective of the present study is to identify and
categorize the communication of political parties repre‐
sented in the Spanish parliament on Twitter and to dis‐
cover to what extent it has promoted hate speech and
polarization about one of the most important interna‐
tional events of 2022: the Russian invasion of Ukraine on
February 24. The selected timeline comprised the first
60 days of the invasion, from February 24 to June 24, and
a total of 67 official accounts from the different political
groups and their main leaders (secretary, president, or
speaker) were analyzed. In line with this general aim, our
specific research objectives were:

Objective 1: To identify messages on Twitter related
to the Ukraine invasion published by the political par‐
ties represented in the Spanish parliament and their
main leaders, and to determine their temporal distri‐
bution during the first 60 days of the war.

Objective 2: To code these Twitter messages regard‐
ing tone, subject areas, and the type of engagement
created—understood as the “index of responses of
the users to the comments sent through social net‐
works” (Fontenla‐Pedreira et al., 2020, p. 4), that is,
the analysis of the replies, quotes, and retweets.

Objective 3: To identify hate speech indicators
(threats, criticism, ridicule, insults) in these Twitter
messages.

To obtain this data, the free software t‐hoarder
(Congosto et al., 2017) was used, as well as the set of
keywords shown in Table 1. The final sample consisted
of 3,186 tweets published during the period analyzed in

Table 1. List of keywords.

Keywords

arkov moscu
árkov moscú
bucha odesa
dombá odessa
donb otan
donet putin
guerra rusa
invasi rusia
kiev ruso

kremlin russ
kyiv ucran

mariupol ukra
mariúpol zelen
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all the official languages of Spain, containing the afore‐
mentioned keywords. The texts were coded following
a double‐verification method to guarantee the inter‐
coder reliability between two raters, with an average
Cohen’s kappa coefficient of 0.83. The IBM SPSS v27
program was used for data analysis. Table 2 shows the
distribution of the 3,186 tweets from our sample for
each of the 67 accounts analyzed during this period,
regardless if theywere originalmessages, replies, quotes,
or retweets.

3. Results

Starting with Objective 1, we can observe a decrease in
the temporal distribution of tweets about the Russian
invasion of Ukraine during the period analyzed, as shown
in Figure 1; nevertheless, 37.9% of the publications
were concentrated in the first 10 days, and this number
reached 59% when we look at the first 20 days. In any
case, it is also observed that this trend fluctuated down‐
ward on a daily basis week after week, without consid‐
ering if this was due to relevant or newsworthy events
associated with the evolution of the conflict. An excep‐
tion, however, was day 41 of the period analyzed (April 5,
when Ukraine President Zelensky addressed the Spanish
Congress remotely).

Arranged by political party (see Table 3), we see
that the ruling party PSOE was the most active party
on Twitter, responsible for 20.8% of these messages.

The PSOE was followed by Ciudadanos (15.2%), the
center‐to‐center‐right Basque Nationalist Party (or PNV,
responsible for 7.4% of these messages), VOX (5.9%),
and the left‐to‐extreme left EH Bildu (5.8%). The main
opposition party, PP, was only responsible for 3.7% of
these tweets, a percentage similar to that of other par‐
ties with a minority representation in the Spanish parlia‐
ment. UP was not very active on Twitter on this subject,
accounting for only 5% of these messages.

Objective 2 of our research was to characterize com‐
munications on Twitter about the Russian invasion of
Ukraine during the first 60 days of the conflict in terms
of the tone of the messages, subject area, and the type
of engagement they created. In this respect, we were
limited to the type of tweets and we did not consider
their engagement rate. To characterize the tone of the
messages, a differentiation was made between informa‐
tive, opinionated, and mixed tweets: Informative mes‐
sages were defined as messages in which the Twitter
user—political party or political leader—presented or
recounted events about the Russian invasion of Ukraine;
opinionated messages were those in which the user
offered his or her assessment or position about the
events. Thus, it must be clarified that the mere presence
of an assessment or opinion did not imply an opinion‐
ated message (tone), as long as the opinion did not cor‐
respond to that of the user, who only disseminated it
for informative purposes (for example, when a political
party publishes a declaration or an opinion from a third

Table 2. Twitter accounts of the parties and politicians analyzed.

Account N % Account N % Account N %

@CiudadanosCs 461 15 @NestorRego 41 1.3 @prcantabria 15 0.5
@PSOE 457 14 @Santi_ABASCAL 36 1.1 @andoniortuzar 13 0.4
@eajpnv 168 5.3 @Ortega_Smith 35 1.1 @FeijooGalicia 13 0.4
@socialistes_cat 157 4.9 @KRLS 31 1 @Pdemocratacat 13 0.4
@ehbildu 113 3.5 @cupnacional 30 0.9 @EnComu_Podem 12 0.4
@PabloEchenique 103 3.2 @gabrielrufian 30 0.9 @MarinaBS_Cs 12 0.4
@CristinaNarbona 99 3.1 @ionebelarra 29 0.9 @mariadolorsa 11 0.3
@JuntsXCat 83 2.6 @TeresaRodr_ 29 0.9 @InesArrimadas 10 0.3
@populares 82 2.6 @FClavijoBatlle 27 0.8 @upn_navarra 8 0.3
@Esquerra_ERC 81 2.5 @Yolanda_Diaz_ 27 0.8 @ArnaldoOtegi 7 0.2
@vox_es 77 2.4 @anioramas 24 0.8 @AdelanteAND 6 0.2
@aramateix 65 2 @compromis 24 0.8 @josep_rius 6 0.2
@MertxeAizpurua 65 2 @cucagamarra 24 0.8 @Elisendalamany 5 0.2
@obloque 62 1.9 @EnComun_Gal 23 0.7 @adrianpumares 4 0.1
@coalicion 58 1.8 @enricmorera 22 0.7 @davidbonvehi 4 0.1
@AITOR_ESTEBAN 55 1.7 @salvadorilla 22 0.7 @junqueras 4 0.1
@Hectorgomezh 54 1.7 @ierrejon 20 0.6 @navarra_suma 4 0.1
@Adrilastra 53 1.7 @Ferran_Bel 17 0.5 @TeruelExiste_ 4 0.1
@monicaoltra 52 1.6 @FOROAsturias 16 0.5 @JoseMariaMazon 3 0.1
@Nueva_Canarias 45 1.4 @joanbaldovi 16 0.5 @SobiranistesCat 3 0.1
@ivanedlm 41 1.3 @anaponton 15 0.5 @CarmenMoriyon 2 0.1
@jessicaalbiach 41 1.3 @MasPais_Es 15 0.5 @jordisanchezp 1 0

@RevillaMiguelA 1 0

TOTAL 3186 100
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Figure 1. Temporal distribution of the publication of tweets.

Table 3. Distribution of the tweets per political party.

Denomination Acronym Ideological position N %

Partido Socialista Obrero Español PSOE center‐left 663 20.80%
Ciudadanos CS center to center‐right 483 15.20%
Partido Nacionalista Vasco PNV center‐right to center‐left 236 7.40%
VOX VOX right to extreme right 189 5.90%
EH Bildu EHB left to extreme left 185 5.80%
Partido de los Socialistas de Cataluña PSC center‐left 179 5.60%
Unidas Podemos UP left to extreme left 159 5.00%
Junts per Catalunya JXC center‐right 121 3.80%
Partido Popular PP center‐right to right 119 3.70%
Bloque Nacionalista Galego BNG left 118 3.70%
Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya ERC center‐left 115 3.60%
Compromís COMPR left 114 3.60%
Coalición Canaria CCAN center to center‐right 109 3.40%
Candidatura de Unidad Popular CUP left to extreme‐left 106 3.30%
En Común Podem ECPOD left 53 1.70%
Nueva Canarias NCAN center‐left to left 45 1.40%
Más País MASP center‐left to left 35 1.10%
Adelante Andalucía AAND left 35 1.10%
Partido Demócrata Europeo Catalán PDCAT center to center‐right 34 1.10%
Galicia en Común ECGAL left 23 0.70%
Foro Asturias FORO center‐right to right 22 0.70%
Partido Regionalista de Cantabria PRC center to center‐left 19 0.60%
Sobiranistes SOBIR left 8 0.30%
Unión del Pueblo Navarro UPN center‐right to right 8 0.30%
Teruel Existe TER combined 4 0.10%
Navarra Suma NAVSUM center‐right to right 4 0.10%

TOTAL 3186 100.00%
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party between quote marks). The “mixed” category was
used for messages in which the presentation/recounting
of events and the assessment or positioning of the broad‐
caster were combined in a single message. Our conclu‐
sion was that the tone of the tweets was more opin‐
ionated (45.6%) than informative (41%), also consider‐
ing that, in the remaining 13.4% of the “mixed tweets,”
the aim of the user went beyond providing informa‐
tion (they also often provided their opinions), and that
some form of opinion or assessment could already be
found in plenty of informative tweets. When separat‐

ing the data according to political party, the differences
were substantial.

When we take into account the 10 political parties
with the greatest representation in the Spanish parlia‐
ment, it can be clearly observed that some of them kept
their messages informative in tone, while others used a
more opinionated tone (see also Table 4). For the PSOE,
51.1% of its tweets were informative (as compared to
the mean of 41% for all parties). The PSOE was followed
by the main opposition party, the PP (51.3%), and the
PNV (68.2%). A more opinionated tone was found in the

Table 4. Tone of the tweets.

Tone

Party Informative Opinionated Mixed Total

UP N 22 119 18 159
% PART_NUM 13.80% 74.80% 11.30% 100.00%
% TONE 1.70% 8.20% 4.20% 5.00%

PP N 61 54 4 119
% PART_NUM 51.30% 45.40% 3.40% 100.00%
% TONE 4.70% 3.70% 0.90% 3.70%

VOX N 50 132 7 189
% PART_NUM 26.50% 69.80% 3.70% 100.00%
% TONE 3.80% 9.10% 1.60% 5.90%

ERC N 45 64 6 115
% PART_NUM 39.10% 55.70% 5.20% 100.00%
% TONE 3.40% 4.40% 1.40% 3.60%

PSOE N 339 247 77 663
% PART_NUM 51.10% 37.30% 11.60% 100.00%
% TONE 25.90% 17.00% 18.00% 20.80%

CS N 128 235 120 483
% PART_NUM 26.50% 48.70% 24.80% 100.00%
% TONE 9.80% 16.20% 28.10% 15.20%

EHB N 82 67 36 185
% PART_NUM 44.30% 36.20% 19.50% 100.00%
% TONE 6.30% 4.60% 8.40% 5.80%

PNV N 161 63 12 236
% PART_NUM 68.20% 26.70% 5.10% 100.00%
% TONE 12.30% 4.30% 2.80% 7.40%

MASP N 8 23 4 35
% PART_NUM 22.90% 65.70% 11.40% 100.00%
% TONE 0.60% 1.60% 0.90% 1.10%

JXC N 49 57 15 121
% PART_NUM 40.50% 47.10% 12.40% 100.00%
% TONE 3.70% 3.90% 3.50% 3.80%

Other parties N 362 391 128 881
% PART_NUM 41,09% 44,38% 14,53% 100,00%
% TONE 27,80% 27,00% 30,20% 27,70%

Total of all parties N 1307 1452 427 3186
% PART_NUM 41,00% 45,60% 13,40% 100,00%
% TONE 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00%
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more ideologically‐extreme parties, such as UP (74.8%
as compared to a mean of 45.6% for all parties) and
VOX (69.8%). Ciudadanos deserves special mention, as
it usedmixed tweets to the detriment of merely informa‐
tive tweets (24% as compared to the mean of 13.4% for
all parties). Through a simple correspondence analysis, a
visual representation was obtained of the informative or
opinionated tones of all the involved parties, as shown
in Figure 2.

In terms of subject, the tweets were categorized as
international, national, or mixed. International tweets
were centered on worldwide politics or realities, refer‐
ring to the war in the international arena or the conse‐
quences of the conflict beyond Spain. National tweets
were focused on Spanish national politics, or the Spanish
reality, and addressed the consequences of the war as
they were felt in Spain (on many occasions from the eco‐
nomic point of view or referring to national issues that
were somehowassociatedwith the conflict). The “mixed”
category was reserved for tweets that combined both
national and international dimensions. The results from
the top 10 Spanish political parties (see Table 5), point
out that the subject area was predominantly interna‐
tional: 79.2% of the cases, as compared to 19.7% of
the tweets referring to national matters, and a marginal
1.1% with a mixed focus. No significant differences were
found in the subject area of themessages regarding tone.
Also, no great differences were found in the subject area
addressed by the tweets from each political party ana‐

lyzed, although the parties that addressed the national
reality to a greater extent were PP, VOX, PSOE, and
EH Bildu, while the ones that frequently focused their
messages on the international arena were Ciudadanos,
Más País (center‐left to left), Esquerra Republicana de
Catalunya (center‐left), and PNV.

With respect to the type of engagement created, it is
possible to observe that 57.7% corresponded to retweets
and 36.2% to original messages, with the remaining
responses or cited tweets only reaching 6.2%. Likewise,
regarding tone, we found that, in the original messages,
the informative tone was more frequent than the opin‐
ionated one and, conversely, the opinionated tone was
more frequent on the retweets. Lastly, the results indi‐
cated that when correlating the type of engagement
and subject area of the tweets (see Table 6), retweets
were less frequent formessages centeredon the national
reality (46.0% of the cases, as compared to 57.7% of
the mean) and that, on the contrary, original messages
were more predominant than the mean in the case
of tweets focused on the national arena (46.8% and
36.2% respectively).

Objective 3 of the present research was to identify
hate speech indicators in Twitter communications from
political parties with representation in the Spanish parlia‐
ment during the first 60 days of the conflict. To this end,
the following four indicators were considered: threats
(speech that states the desire to harm someone or some‐
thing); criticism (messages that speak badly of someone
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Table 5. Subject area of the tweets.

Area

Party National International Mixed Total

UP N 32 121 6 159
% PART_NUM 20.10% 76.10% 3.80% 100.00%
% AREA 5.10% 4.80% 16.70% 5.00%

PP N 28 90 1 119
% PART_NUM 23.50% 75.60% 0.80% 100.00%
% AREA 4.50% 3.60% 2.80% 3.70%

VOX N 44 138 7 189
% PART_NUM 23.30% 73.00% 3.70% 100.00%
% AREA 7.00% 5.50% 19.40% 5.90%

ERC N 19 96 0 115
% PART_NUM 16.50% 83.50% 0.00% 100.00%
% AREA 3.00% 3.80% 0.00% 3.60%

PSOE N 152 504 7 663
% PART_NUM 22.90% 76.00% 1.10% 100.00%
% AREA 24.20% 20.00% 19.40% 20.80%

CS N 42 438 3 483
% PART_NUM 8.70% 90.70% 0.60% 100.00%
% AREA 6.70% 17.40% 8.30% 15.20%

EHB N 39 145 1 185
% PART_NUM 21.10% 78.40% 0.50% 100.00%
% AREA 6.20% 5.70% 2.80% 5.80%

PNV N 43 192 1 236
% PART_NUM 18.20% 81.40% 0.40% 100.00%
% AREA 6.80% 7.60% 2.80% 7.40%

MASP N 4 31 0 35
% PART_NUM 11.40% 88.60% 0.00% 100.00%
% AREA 0.60% 1.20% 0.00% 1.10%

JXC N 6 115 0 121
% PART_NUM 5.00% 95.00% 0.00% 100.00%
% AREA 1.00% 4.60% 0.00% 3.80%

Other parties N 219 652 10 881
% PART_NUM 24,86% 74,01% 1,14% 100,00%
% AREA 34,90% 25,80% 27,80% 27,70%

Total all parties N 628 2522 36 3186
% PART_NUM 19,70% 79,20% 1,10% 100,00%
% AREA 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00%

or something, inflicting damage, but without insults or
ridicule); ridicule (speech ridiculing someone or some‐
thing mockingly, but without using insults); and insults
(messages that offend someone or something, with
hurtful expressions or words). Considering the mean‐
ing granted to these four indicators in the coding pro‐
cess, the presence of ridicule was found in 2.5% of the
tweets, insults in 1.8%, criticism in 1%, and threats in
0.2%. Thus, the presence of hate speech was small, with‐
out these indicators being found in 94.5% of the 3,186
tweets about the Russian invasion of Ukraine dissem‐

inated by political parties with representation in the
Spanish parliament.

When separating the data according to the tone of
the messages (see Table 7), it was observed that in infor‐
mative and mixed tweets, there was a smaller presence
of hate speech indicators than in opinionated ones; if
these indicators were not found in 94.5% of the total
messages, in the case of the opinionated ones, this
value was reduced to 89.5%. As for hate speech indi‐
cators per subject area, no significant differences were
found; a higher percentage of these indicators were
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Table 6. Engagement and subject area of the tweets.

Area

Engagement National International Mixed Total

Original N 294 848 11 1153
% ENG 25.50% 73.50% 1.00% 100.00%
% AREA 46.80% 33.60% 30.60% 36.20%

Reply N 29 64 8 101
% ENG 28.70% 63.40% 7.90% 100.00%
% AREA 4.60% 2.50% 22.20% 3.20%

Quote N 16 78 1 95
% ENG 16.80% 82.10% 1.10% 100.00%
% AREA 2.50% 3.10% 2.80% 3.00%

Retweet N 289 1532 16 1837
% ENG 15.70% 83.40% 0.90% 100.00%
% AREA 46.00% 60.70% 44.40% 57.70%

Total N 628 2522 36 3186
% ENG 19.70% 79.20% 1.10% 100.00%
% AREA 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

found in messages that were mixed in nature, although
wemust consider the small number of this type of tweets.
Likewise, we must also take into account that we can‐
not confirm that the use of hate speech indicators led
to a greater or lesser level of engagement, specifically
due to the reduced number of tweets with these indica‐
tors, which could not provide us with conclusive results
(see Table 8).

The indicators of hate speech according to its use by
political parties can be found in Table 9. The political par‐
ties with the smallest percentage of hate speech indica‐
tors in their tweets were the following, in descending
order: PSOE (98.6% versus a mean of 94.5%), EH Bildu
(97.8%), Más País (97.1%), PP (96.6%), PNV (96.6%), and
Junts Per Catalunya (95.9%). On the contrary, the ones

that published a smaller number of tweets without hate
indicators (always below the total mean), were the fol‐
lowing, in ascending order: VOX (74.1%), UP (83.6%), and
Ciudadanos (91.3%).

Through a simple correspondence analysis, a visual
representation was obtained for each of the four hate
speech indicators analyzed (threat, criticism, ridicule,
and insult), and each of the political parties in the
Spanish parliament, independently of the number of
seats (see Figure 3). This figure confirms, in general
terms, what was previously mentioned about the scarce
presence of these indicators, thereby adding amore qual‐
itative perspective. However, it must be pointed out that
UP and Sobiranistes were closer to ridicule, while VOX
was closer to insult and criticism.

Table 7. Hate speech indicators according to the tone of the messages.

Speech

Tone Threat Criticism Ridicule Insult None Total

Informative N 0 0 1 7 1299 1307
% TONE 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.50% 99.40% 100.00%
% SPEECH 0.00% 0.00% 1.30% 12.30% 43.10% 41.00%

Opinionated N 0 30 77 46 1299 1452
% TONE 0.00% 2.10% 5.30% 3.20% 89.50% 100.00%
% SPEECH 0.00% 96.80% 96.30% 80.70% 43.10% 45.60%

Mixed N 6 1 2 4 414 427
% TONE 1.40% 0.20% 0.50% 0.90% 97.00% 100.00%
% SPEECH 100.00% 3.20% 2.50% 7.00% 13.70% 13.40%

Total N 6 31 80 57 3012 3186
% TONE 0.20% 1.00% 2.50% 1.80% 94.50% 100.00%
% SPEECH 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
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Table 8. Indicators of hate speech according to engagement.

Speech

Engagement Threat Criticism Ridicule Insult None Total

Original N 3 3 25 13 1109 1153
% ENG 0.30% 0.30% 2.20% 1.10% 96.20% 100.00%
% SPEECH 50.00% 9.70% 31.30% 22.80% 36.80% 36.20%

Reply N 0 3 7 1 90 101
% ENG 0.00% 3.00% 6.90% 1.00% 89.10% 100.00%
% SPEECH 0.00% 9.70% 8.80% 1.80% 3.00% 3.20%

Quote N 0 4 8 7 76 95
% ENG 0.00% 4.20% 8.40% 7.40% 80.00% 100.00%
% SPEECH 0.00% 12.90% 10.00% 12.30% 2.50% 3.00%

Retweet N 3 21 40 36 1737 1837
% ENG 0.20% 1.10% 2.20% 2.00% 94.60% 100.00%
% SPEECH 50.00% 67.70% 50.00% 63.20% 57.70% 57.70%

Total N 6 31 80 57 3012 3186
% ENG 0.20% 1.00% 2.50% 1.80% 94.50% 100.00%
% SPEECH 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Table 9. Indicators of hate speech according to its use by political parties.

Speech

Party Threat Criticism Ridicule Insult None Total

UP N 0 1 21 4 133 159
% PART_NUM 0.00% 0.60% 13.20% 2.50% 83.60% 100.00%
% SPEECH 0.00% 3.20% 26.30% 7.00% 4.40% 5.00%

PP N 0 0 2 2 115 119
% PART_NUM 0.00% 0.00% 1.70% 1.70% 96.60% 100.00%
% SPEECH 0.00% 0.00% 2.50% 3.50% 3.80% 3.70%

VOX N 0 13 24 12 140 189
% PART_NUM 0.00% 6.90% 12.70% 6.30% 74.10% 100.00%
% SPEECH 0.00% 41.90% 30.00% 21.10% 4.60% 5.90%

ERC N 0 0 3 3 109 115
% PART_NUM 0.00% 0.00% 2.60% 2.60% 94.80% 100.00%
% SPEECH 0.00% 0.00% 3.80% 5.30% 3.60% 3.60%

PSOE N 2 1 4 2 654 663
% PART_NUM 0.30% 0.20% 0.60% 0.30% 98.60% 100.00%
% SPEECH 33.30% 3.20% 5.00% 3.50% 21.70% 20.80%

CS N 3 9 11 19 441 483
% PART_NUM 0.60% 1.90% 2.30% 3.90% 91.30% 100.00%
% SPEECH 50.00% 29.00% 13.80% 33.30% 14.60% 15.20%

EHB N 0 4 0 0 181 185
% PART_NUM 0.00% 2.20% 0.00% 0.00% 97.80% 100.00%
% SPEECH 0.00% 12.90% 0.00% 0.00% 6.00% 5.80%

PNV N 0 1 3 4 228 236
% PART_NUM 0.00% 0.40% 1.30% 1.70% 96.60% 100.00%
% SPEECH 0.00% 3.20% 3.80% 7.00% 7.60% 7.40%

MASP N 1 0 0 0 34 35
% PART_NUM 2.90% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 97.10% 100.00%
% SPEECH 16.70% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.10% 1.10%
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Table 9. (Cont.) Indicators of hate speech according to its use by political parties.

Speech

Party Threat Criticism Ridicule Insult None Total

JXC N 0 1 1 3 116 121
% PART_NUM 0.00% 0.80% 0.80% 2.50% 95.90% 100.00%
% SPEECH 0.00% 3.20% 1.30% 5.30% 3.90% 3.80%

Other parties N 0 1 11 8 861 881
% PART_NUM 0,00% 0,11% 1,25% 0,91% 97,73% 100,00%
% SPEECH 0,00% 3,40% 13,50% 14,00% 28,70% 27,70%

Total all parties N 6 31 80 57 3012 3186
% PART_NUM 0,20% 1,00% 2,50% 1,80% 94,50% 100,00%
% SPEECH 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00%
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Figure 3. Simple correspondence analysis of the hate speech indicators according to the parties.

4. Conclusions

Our analysis shows that the Twitter debate on the
Russian‐Ukrainian conflict, between Spanish political
parties, had a low level of toxicity during the first 60 days
of the war (Guerrero‐Solé & Philippe, 2020). Therefore,
it can be deduced that most Spanish political lead‐
ers/forces, including the governing party, showed a high
level of social responsibility to avoid tensions.

Spanish political parties used Twitter with a greater
intention to opine than inform. All of these political par‐
ties took to Twitter to express their opposition to the
war in Ukraine, although at the same time defending

their different ideological positions. Thus, the main par‐
ties in the country granted more importance to shar‐
ing informative messages on Twitter, while parties with
the most extreme ideologies attributed greater signif‐
icance to sharing opinion pieces, which demonstrates
the positive association between ideological polariza‐
tion and affective polarization: Greater ideological polar‐
ization results in greater affective polarization (Orriols,
2021; Torcal & Comellas, 2022). Most of the tweets ana‐
lyzed tended to offer a negative image of Russia, given its
conflicting positioning against European and democratic
interests. Those who openly identified their position did
so in favor of Ukraine. Most of the messages analyzed
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also addressed the humanitarian component of the con‐
flict and argued for the need to end the confrontations
through a peace agreement.We can conclude, then, that
the opinion of politicians was mostly aligned with that
of Spanish society in general (CIS, 2022a). These types
of dichotomous discourses were also observed in other
studies that analyzed the dissemination of political mes‐
sages in armed conflicts (Moreno‐Mercado et al., 2022;
Orhan, 2020). We also concluded that Twitter messages
published by the more extreme parties focused on mat‐
ters adjacent to the war itself, which mostly dealt with
national political polarization.

In general, Spanish political parties with more
extreme ideologies promoted hate speech to a greater
degree, although the study revealed that these types
of messages did not generate a greater level of engage‐
ment as compared to those that did not promote that
type of speech; citizens for whom these messages were
intended also wagered for moderate and socially respon‐
sible communication.

More than 80%of the tweets analyzed referred to the
international arena (these messages created the great‐
est engagement), and only 17% alluded to the national
impact of the war. Although correlations were not found
between the national/international dimension of the
messages and each of the political parties, some signif‐
icant differences were observed, especially when refer‐
ring to the national character of specific events—as a
result of the ideological position of each party—which
shows how different parties and their leaders bid for
framing public interest matters through ideology and the
use of social networks.

The results obtained also demonstrate that Spanish
polarization was less related to partisanship than to ide‐
ological blocs, which translates into aversion or animos‐
ity towards the parties of the opposite bloc (Garrido
et al., 2021, p. 277), as shown in tweets that tended to
disseminate unverified rumors or accusations between
political adversaries (see, e.g., Echenique, 2022b; VOX,
2022). Thus, the polarizing discursive mechanisms that
were observed in the sample of tweets analyzed cor‐
respond to some of the seven strategies proposed
by Marín‐Albaladejo (2022), namely: dichotomous sim‐
plification; demonization; victimization; reporting of
conspiracies; disinformation; and promotion of sub‐
jects that contribute towards increasing tension. These
strategies of confrontation on the internet encourage
hate speech.

Although the present article did not address all the
possible indicators of hate speech, as it only reflected
on four of them (threats, criticism, ridicule, and insult),
the study could be broadened to encompass other types
of parameters addressed in other methodologies. This
would help us to more strongly corroborate the scarce
presence of hate speed in the sample analyzed.

As for the extent to which communication from
Spanish political parties on Twitter contributed towards
promoting polarization associated with the Russian‐

Ukrainian conflict in the first 60 days of the war, the
results obtained were very reasonable, especially if
we consider the international dimension of the event.
The months following these first 60 days should also be
analyzed, especially considering the impact of thewar on
Spain—on the national economy, as a recurring subject
in the media, and in the Spanish political agenda. Future
studies should be conducted to draw meaningful infer‐
ences on foreign policy matters.
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1. Introduction

The current development of technologies, aswell as their
potential, provides great advances and benefits that can‐
not be ignored in almost any field, including the media
(Tuesta‐Panduro, 2021). However, the media has been
expanding and continues to expand its contact chan‐
nels to provide information and, especially within the
framework of web 2.0, this has led to harmful effects
such as the creation and subsequent viralization of fake
news and the emergence of hate messages (Rani et al.,
2022). Such pernicious information is created by com‐
bining typographic and visual elements that accentu‐
ate the manipulative intention (Rodríguez Ferrándiz &
Sorolla‐Romero, 2021).

However, disinformation is not only framed from the
point of view of the media; it extends to other areas
such as corporate communication, institutional commu‐
nication, and political communication (Mut Camacho &
Rueda Lozano, 2021). What sets a common pattern in
all the aforementioned areas is the possibility of build‐
ing communicative strategies that favor disinformation,
boost hate speech, and contribute to the polarization
of public opinion (Gidron et al., 2020; López del Castillo
Wilderbeek, 2021). Thus, new ecosystems of information
manipulation are generated where society is unaware of
reality and fixes the framework through pernicious mes‐
sages (Larrondo‐Ureta et al., 2021).

When polarization occurs, the center of the board
is usually emptied, and a great deal of stress is put on
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the ends. It occurs in any aspect where a communi‐
cation strategy is developed, but due to its impact on
public opinion, it reaches higher levels in political com‐
munication (Romero‐Rodríguez et al., 2021). Through
messages that demonize opponents and hate speech,
society becomes fragmented and self‐realities are con‐
structed in which only those with the same opinion have
a place. The stereotype is transformed into a normative
element that is cultural, social, and religious in nature,
cornering the political opponent through disqualifica‐
tions and making them an enemy in all the previously
mentioned areas (Baptista et al., 2021).

It is at this point that hate speech emerges.Moreover,
it has found social networks an excellent space to
become visible and expand exponentially. These two cir‐
cumstances mean that, in this aspect, web 2.0 stands
as a particularly sensitive loudspeaker when it comes to
political issues (Urcola Eceiza & Elezgarai Ibañez, 2021).
Groups of individuals, sometimes acting in a coordinated
fashion, give value to hate messages that include aggres‐
sive, violent, and discriminatory terms. The low quality
of information on social networks is a complex issue for
society as it affects certain groups and weakens democ‐
racy (Abdullah et al., 2022).

While there is no universal definition of hate speech,
given the moral and legal implications it may have, it
refers to expressions that foster prejudice or intolerance
and indirectly contribute to a hostile climate that may
ultimately foster discrimination or even violent behav‐
ior or attack (Civila et al., 2021). These discourses single
out a group of individuals based on certain character‐
istics by attributing to their addressee a set of con‐
stitutive qualities that are considered highly undesir‐
able. They tend not necessarily to resort to violence
but may also use more refined forms, such as jokes,
insinuations, or ambiguous images (Romero Rodríguez
et al., 2021).

Spain is the most polarized country in Europe, with
high ideological polarization but low emotional polariza‐
tion. More than two‐thirds of citizens believe that tradi‐
tional political parties and politicians do not care about
people like them (Alonso, 2021). In this sense, it has been
observed that the degree of polarization of citizens is
often associated with belonging to certain social groups
and the consumption of political news, which may occur
due to contagion effects and polarization of acceptance
by political actors (Jaráiz et al., 2021).

Hate speech is also one of the most important
discursive tactics used by populist movements to pro‐
mote their actions and agendas (Alonso‐Muñoz &
Casero‐Ripollés, 2021; Bartha et al., 2020; Olivas Osuna,
2021). As such, elites are at the center of hate speech in
far‐left parties in Europe (Marcos‐Marne, 2021). In the
Spanish case, the attack focuses on discrediting the busi‐
ness class as a social agent, attacking its political repre‐
sentatives, which are identified with the right wing or
radical right, and denying the violence of the authoritar‐
ian and populist states of the far left (Coll, 2021; Fischer,

2020; Iglesias, 2022; Ruiz Coll, 2022). It is also worth not‐
ing that Twitter’s activity on the issue of caste has had
a lot of activity and interactions, as recent studies have
shown, helping to link issues such as the alleged link
between elite, caste, business, and disenfranchisement
(Montessori & Morales‐López, 2019; Tierno, 2019).

A theoretical assumption of this study is that fre‐
quent contact between voters and people belonging to
the elite classes can lead to changes in their beliefs
and behaviors. In essence, this model adopts the con‐
tact hypothesis, one of the most effective strategies
in social psychology for reducing prejudice (Brown &
Hewstone, 2005). The contact hypothesis states that con‐
tact between members of different groups can generate
positive intergroup relations and a noticeable decrease
in prejudice and negative stereotypes (Allport, 1954).
The literature has shown that the quantity and quality
of contact positively affect perceptions when the person
with whom contact is maintained is perceived as repre‐
sentative of their outgroup (Brown & Hewstone, 2005).

1.1. Use of the Political Discourse Analysis

As a socio‐political phenomenon, social polarization has
aroused the interest of a number of social science
researchers. In this framework, some research has inves‐
tigated electoral scenarios: elections in Germany and the
US (Barberá, 2015). They have also focused on analyz‐
ing political and party divisions, such as those between
left and right in Spain (Barberá, 2015; Ben‐David &
Fernández, 2016). These studies highlight how politi‐
cal, economic, and social conjunctures become a fertile
space for the emergence and study of polarization (Banks
et al., 2021; Pérez‐Escolar & Noguera‐Vivo, 2022).

Other studies have investigated voter perceptions
from various perspectives. One of these analyzes them
through the strategies implemented by political parties
(Nasr, 2020). However, other research focuses on the
analysis of these perceptions focused on the figure of
the party leader and candidate (Fernández‐Vázquez &
Somer‐Topcu, 2019). Recent studies delve into the lat‐
ter line with new variables such as segmentation by race
(Chirco & Buchanan, 2023) and the entry of new leaders
into traditional parties that had previously enjoyed sta‐
ble leadership (Bridgewater, 2023).

Other studies warn of the need to establish the sub‐
tle difference between social polarization and society’s
simple use of ideological stereotypes (such as left or
right) tomake sense of reality from established referents.
That is, not all people who use ideological labels to des‐
ignate political events are polarised; some only find in
these labels a way of signifying experiences from social
frameworks (Banks et al., 2021; Schmid et al., 2022).
However, when it is indeed polarisation, it is associated
with ruptures in the social fabric and naturalized vio‐
lence in everyday relationships, as suggested by previ‐
ous research in Spain (Ben‐David & Fernández, 2016;
Pérez‐Escolar & Noguera‐Vivo, 2022).
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Themedia are important because they are themeans
by which the parties involved in the conflict present
a positive image of themselves and a devalued image
of others. They deploy tactics such as disinformation,
propaganda, and explicit social control mechanisms to
manipulate information, preventing a diverse range of
perspectives on the phenomenon from being explored.
Moreover, they can promote mobilizations in favor of or
against one of the parties, exacerbate emotions, mold
patriotic attitudes and identifications with a group of vic‐
tims, and be shapers of the construction of subjective
reality (Dunmire, 2012).

Other authors argue that the media directs public
opinion’s attention towards particular issues and objects
on the political and social scene, setting public agendas
and manipulating the political scene by influencing pub‐
lic behavior to create a certain climate for action (Wang,
2016). In this sense,media influence shifts attention, con‐
versations, and political decisions from a socio‐political
to a socio‐psychological level, where the focus is on citi‐
zens’ attitudes. Emotions are mobilized, and it is hoped
that, based on these emotions, people will support or
oppose a political project (Xu & Ballena, 2022).

Other authors do not reach definitive conclusions
regarding how the media can influence the configura‐
tion of attitudes, beliefs, or narratives regarding political
actors (Brown & Klein, 2020). However, other research
concludes that, while the media do not make people
more polarized, they do increase the rigidity of those
who are. Thus, people are drawn closer to information
that reinforces their beliefs and affiliation to a political
group in a selective exposure that solidifies the polar‐
ization of the general public, not only of their television
audience, but also in those who receive those messages,
both personally, in discussions and conversations, and
through their social networks (Shokrollahi et al., 2021).

Moreover, media reports that have taken sides in
political situations are not primarily intended to com‐
municate facts but to help people make sense of the
world, given particular predispositions that are beyond
the possibility of dialogue with divergent arguments.
Polarization is built by reaffirming these acquired posi‐
tions and beliefs through the messages that are broad‐
cast and strengthened in the absence of counterargu‐
ments. This pushes people toward ideological extremes
and polarises attitudes (Pavlichenko, 2022; Rachman &
Yunianti, 2017).

For his part, Manheim (2004) states that the main‐
stream media, controlled by large economic groups,
replicate the ideological alignments of civil society with
the elites. This allows for control, homogenization of the
narrative, and construction of public events in general, to
the detriment of pluralism of information. In the same
sense, Fanoulis and Guerra (2021) define them as ideo‐
logical apparatuses that have the capacity to determine
the thinking, behavior, and action of the audience, cre‐
ating semantics that focuses on a single enemy, causing
civil society to take sides. This handling of information

influences the construction of citizen attitudes in order
to mobilize possible endorsement and legitimization or,
on the contrary, rejection and delegitimization. Thus, the
media are not just mere informants but active actors
that construct realities and, in some cases, have become
polarising agents contributing, through their discourses,
to the construction of the enemy imaginary (Eroğlu Utku
& Köroğlu, 2020).

1.2. Hate Speech and Its Relation to Disinformation
Against the Elite Classes

Most of the works that analyze the political identity of
far‐left parties in Spain through their discourse give it
one main characteristic: that it is populist because it is
based on the people–elite dichotomy (Barbeito Iglesias
& Iglesias Alonso, 2021; Custodi, 2021; Stoehrel, 2016).

Until 2021, the representation at the national level of
these formations fell to Podemos. A formation founded
in January 2014,with the immediate objective of running
in the European elections of May 25th. Unexpectedly, it
gained almost 8% of the votes, causing a political com‐
motion (Stobart, 2014). In those elections, the combined
vote of the Partido Popular and Partido Socialista did
not reach 50% of the votes for the first time. Podemos’
discourse, especially in televised debates, went on the
offensive, setting the political agenda and introducing
new terms in everyday political language, such as caste,
to refer to the elites. However, in renewing his mes‐
sage against the elitist classes, Podemos positioned the
new‐lower democracy in opposition to the old‐arrow oli‐
garchy (Brandariz Portela, 2021).

The hate speech is emphasized from the first declara‐
tions of the leader of the purple party, Pablo Iglesias, who
affirms before the media that corruption makes this sys‐
tem work since it allows the economic elites, “incapable
and predatory,” to use the political elites for their inter‐
ests. More than a political system, this order is a regime,
a closed system dominated by a caste that excludes the
majority (Ivaldi et al., 2017; Podemos València, 2014).

Podemos will associate the homeland with the
defense of the people and the welfare state, of what
equalizes and unites, opposing the right, which it identi‐
fieswith divisive symbols: the flag, the Castilian language,
or traditions. The right does not defend the public but
privatizes, evades taxes, and hoards capital in tax havens
(Manetto, 2014). The far‐left party proposes an up–down
axis that represents the dichotomy between democracy
as the government of the people and democracy as com‐
petition between elites. The elites and their representa‐
tives appear in the discourse as a source of hatred since
they are constituted as usufructuaries of institutions for
their interests andwhich are not representative of reality
since they are in other locations physically (Europa Press,
2021; Fernández Holgado et al., 2022). This presupposes
that these institutions are radically favorable to the elites
and conducive to the hijacking of democracy (Jansa &
Vilasero, 2015).
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The concept of homeland is redefined to pit some
Spaniards against others. They construct a narrative
where stereotypes about elites in general and the right
wing, in particular, are supported by calling themunpatri‐
otic (Fernández Vázquez, 2022). The leaders of the splits
within the extreme left amplify their discourse by pro‐
viding misinformation about who is patriotic and who
should not be. In this sense, national identity excludes
the elites who decide what happens in Spain without
going through the ballot box (Errejón, 2021; Mudde &
Rovira Kaltwasser, 2013).

2. Objectives and Hypotheses

Assuming, therefore, the existence of an increasingly
intense bias of hatred towards the elite classes on the
part of the extreme‐left parties and that it is polarized in
the receivers of the messages, who have the possibility
of exercising their right to vote, the present research has
the following objectives:

• O1: To analyze the implicit bias in the reception
of messages emitted by politicians of the Spanish
extreme left that demonize the elite classes;

• O2: To make a significant contribution to the study
of hate speech as an informational disorder, pro‐
viding an assessment of the prejudices, stereo‐
types, and affections perceived by voters about
the elite classes.

The three starting hypotheses are:

• H1: Left‐wing voters, when receiving messages
through heuristics, exhibit more implicit attitudes
toward people in the elite classes compared to
right‐wing voters.

• H2: Left‐wing voters will show more negative
biases, stereotypes, and affection toward the elite
classes compared to their right‐wing peers.

• H3: Voters who report more contact, both in quan‐
tity and quality, with people belonging to the elite
classes will show less explicit negative attitudes
toward this group.

3. Materials and Methods

A 2 × 2 quasi‐experimental design was used to frame
the discourse of extreme left‐wing political parties in
Spain (left‐wing voters vs. right‐wing voters) × type of
stimulus (photos of messages on Twitter from the elite
classes [ingroup] vs. photos of messages on Twitter by
extreme left‐wing politicians [outgroup]). Tomake up the
sample, a non‐probabilistic method was used to count
40 right‐wing and 40 left‐wing voting subjects. Their ages
ranged from 18 to 75 years (A = 44.3), 67.5% being
women (n = 54) and 32.5% men (n = 26).

On arrival at the experiment, all participants declared
whether they were left‐ or right‐wing voters and this was
recorded in the software used. All participants signed
an informed consent form at the start of the study.
All were informed that the objective was to evaluate
voters’ perceptions of different social classes and dis‐
courses produced about them, assuring them that their
responses would be anonymous. After the study, they
were thanked for their collaboration.

The research focused on the study of public conver‐
sation on the social network Twitter. The most represen‐
tative terms from previous research (caste, homeland,
rich) were used to search the messages of the extreme‐
left politicians. For the messages of the elite classes,
we searched for the messages of corporate events that
had the most interaction. The FreeIAT program was
used for the design and, to carry out the measurement,
each subject was placed in front of a laptop computer.
The stimuli were: six photographs of Twitter messages
by people from the elite classes, six photographs of
Twitter messages by politicians of the extreme left (see
Figure 1), seven words related to honesty, and seven

Figure 1. Examples of the Twitter stimuli used in the implicit association test (IAT).
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words inciting hatred from the messages or speeches of
extreme left‐wing politicians.

The subjects of the elite class were chosen through
their inclusion in the Merco (2022) ranking and the
extreme left‐wing politicians as the members with the
highest number of followers in social networks of the
Podemos andMás País formations since their foundation
andwho had obtained a seat in the Congress of Deputies.
For the choice of words, we used the Diccionario de
Sinónimos y Antónimos María Moliner (Moliner et al.,
2012; see Figure 2). The scheme was structured in seven
blocks, with five training blocks (1, 2, 3, 5, and 6) with
20 stimuli each; and two central blocks (3 and 6) com‐
posed of 24 stimuli.

Figure 2. Examples of words used in the IAT. Notes:
Honrado, íntegro, and decente translates to honoured,
upright, and decent, respectively; corrupto, inmoral, and
sinvergüenza translates to corrupt, immoral, and shame‐
less, respectively.

In Block 1, the task consisted of discriminating between
photos of people belonging to the elite classes and politi‐
cians of extreme left‐wing parties. In Block 2, words
related to honesty and those related to hate were clas‐
sified. In Block 3, the preceding stimuli were combined
as a test. The purpose was to choose between pairs of
combined categories: pictures of people belonging to
the elite classes and words related to honesty, and pic‐
tures of extreme left‐wing politicians and words related
to hate. The same stimuli were responded to in Block 4,
but these responses were taken for the final analysis.
In Block 5, the order of presentation of the stimuli from
Block 1 was altered, the task consisting in discriminat‐
ing between photos belonging to people from the elite
classes and politicians from extreme left‐wing forma‐
tions. Blocks 6 and 7 again presented combinations of
categories, but in inverted order. Block 6 presented pho‐
tos of extreme left‐wing politicians and words related
to honesty, and photos of people from the elite classes
and words related to hate. Finally, in Block 7, this pat‐

tern was repeated, but the responses were considered
for the final analysis. In each of the seven blocks, partic‐
ipants responded to test items that were not computed
in the final analysis. The interval between the individ‐
ual’s response and the appearance of the next stimulus
was 250 ms.

At the culmination of the IAT application, subjects
were asked to complete a questionnaire with differ‐
ent self‐report scales with items adapted from differ‐
ent instruments. The scales were: prejudice, stereotypes,
and affection. A total of 15 statements (five for each
scale) from Twitter messages of extreme‐left politicians
were used, and the response was measured by a seven‐
point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to
7 (strongly agree). The alpha for prejudice was 0.72, for
stereotypes 0.73, and for affection 0.79. To assess the
quantity and quality of the scale “contact with people in
the elite classes” (𝛼 = 0.71), five other statements were
established and alsomeasured using a seven‐point Likert
scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much).

Before proceeding with statistical analyses to deter‐
mine the presence or absence of implicit bias, a purifica‐
tion of the database obtained by the IAT was performed.
Extremely fast or very slow responses were reconverted,
and the percentage of erroneous responses was cal‐
culated. The response times were subjected to a log‐
arithmic transformation to normalize their distribution.
Following the strategy of Greenwald et al. (1998), very
fast responses (below 300 ms) appear when the partic‐
ipant presses the key before the stimulus appears on
the screen, and very slow responses (above 3,000 ms),
that correspond to brief periods of participant distrac‐
tion, were recategorized (Nosek et al., 2007).

4. Results

Table 1 shows the IAT reaction times of subjects of
both political tendencies. To test the hypothesis refer‐
ring to right‐wing voters not evidencing implicit attitudes
towards far left‐wing politicians compared to left‐wing
voters, a repeated measures ANOVA was performed.
The data allowed us to accept the working hypothesis
since one sample showed an implicit bias toward the
elite classes (F = 1.104; sig. = 0.003). On the other hand,
themain effect referred to the political tendency was sig‐
nificant (F = 1.054; sig. = 0.004), and also the interaction
between the IAT and the persons shown (F = 1.078;
sig. = 0.03).

Table 1. Average reaction times.

Type of persons Associations Incompatible associations Compatible IAT effect

Elitist class people 873.43 801.11 72.32
(213.25) (132.65) (187.84)

Far‐left politicians 187.85 160.32 27.53
(254.47) (231.32) (175.01)

Notes: N = 80, p < 0.05; standard deviations are shown in parentheses.
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Table 2 shows the results for all the scales used in this
study. The results show that the two samples present dis‐
parate results. First, it can be seen that left‐wing voters
were characterized by expressing a great deal of preju‐
dice towards people from the elite classes, while no dif‐
ferences were found, however, in the prejudice shown
towards extreme left‐wing politicians. Differences were
found in the stereotype variable, in which right‐wing
voters rated far left‐wing politicians less strongly in this
regard compared to the sample of far left‐wing voters
regarding people from the elite classes. In the affec‐
tions towards the outgroup, differences were found in
the group of left‐wing voters, who expressed less affec‐
tion towards people from the elite classes compared to
right‐wing voters.

Table 3 records the correlations between explicit and
implicit measures for each sample. First, the correlations
between the IAT and the explicit measures were signif‐
icant. In the sample of left‐wing voters, it stands out
that affection is negatively associated with stereotypes
toward people in the elite classes. Similarly, affection is
negatively associated with prejudice toward people in
the elite classes. In the sample of right‐wing voters, a
striking result is observed: a weak correlation of affec‐
tion with the perception of stereotyping, as well as with
a weak attitude of prejudice towards extreme left‐wing
politicians. It is also interesting to note that stereotypes
correlated positively with prejudice.

Multiple regression analyses were performed to
assess the impact of contact variables and voters’ ide‐
ological orientation on implicit (IAT score) and explicit
(prejudice, stereotypes, and affection) attitudes toward
people in the elite classes. A single index was computed
for stereotypes and affection toward people in the elite
classes. The hate (stereotypes) and aversion (affection)
scores were inverted to align them in a positive direc‐

tion. Initially, the Durbin‐Watson statistic was checked to
evaluate the assumption of independence of the errors.
In all cases, the values were close to two, verifying the
fulfillment of this assumption. Furthermore, it was veri‐
fied that the explanatory variables had a variance infla‐
tion factor of less than three, which ruled out the pres‐
ence of multicollinearity. The predictors were centered
before fitting the regression model.

The data indicated that, on the one hand, voter type,
hate, aversion, and prejudice, independently, and, on the
other hand, the hate‐by‐aversion interaction, showed sig‐
nificant effects on some of the criterion variables. Left‐
wing voters presented greater prejudice (𝛽 =0.34, t =2.00,
p < 0.05) and greater hatred (𝛽 = 0.75, t = 2.93, p < 0.05)
toward people in the elite classes. On the other hand,
it was observed that participants who reported having
hatred toward people in the elite classes expressed more
dislike toward members of this group (𝛽 = 0.46, t = 1.37,
p < 0.05). Likewise, left‐wing voters who indicated hav‐
ing more prejudice toward people in the elite classes
felt more dislike toward these people (𝛽 = 0.28, t = 1.91,
p < 0.05). Finally, voters who reported greater prejudice
toward the elite classes attributed greater amounts of
hatred toward them (𝛽 = 0.65, t = 3.45, p < 0.05).

5. Discussion and Conclusions

These findings do not contradict other studies on hate
speech and its impact on society (Amores et al., 2021;
Correcher Mira, 2021; Montero et al., 2022; Verloo,
2018), but they do complement them from a differ‐
ent point of view. First, the study of perception using
neuro‐communication tools is innovative and allows us
to assess the impact of these discourses on implicit and
explicit attitudes toward elite classes. In this way, the
framework of the political discourse of extreme left‐wing

Table 2. Averages, standard deviations, and ANOVA tests for both types of voters.

Left‐wing voters (n = 40) Right‐wing voters (n = 40)
Scales Average Standard deviation Average Standard deviation F

Prejudice 3.56 0.32 1.22 0.33 15.84
Stereotypes 5.02 0.83 2.35 1.02 9.84
Affections 4.65 1.13 1.89 0.78 65.53
Note: p < 0.05.

Table 3. Correlations between the IAT and the scales according to voter type.

IAT Prejudice Stereotypes Affections

IAT — 0.521 0.635 0.532
Prejudice 0.560 — 0.621 −0.531
Stereotypes 0.488 0.839 — −0.403
Affections 0.653 0.137 0.139 —
Notes: Correlations above the diagonal belong to left‐wing voters and correlations below the diagonal to right‐wing voters (n = 40 for
each sample, p < 0.05).
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parties in Spain is constructed, taking into account all the
participating agents.

The first hypothesis tested in this research was
that left‐wing voters when receiving messages through
heuristics would present more implicit attitudes towards
people from the elite classes compared to right‐wing
voters. The analyses point to the presence of differences
between the groups, so it can be affirmed that the pres‐
ence of implicit bias is not independent of the group
of voters to which one belongs. This finding leads this
research towards the question of whether these nega‐
tive implicit associations had already been internalized by
left‐wing voters, even before being subjected to the com‐
municational impacts present on Twitter. The literature
on implicit social cognition indicates that from an early
age and through various sources of socialization, peo‐
ple harbor simplified representations of minority groups
(Serrano Villalobos& Cuesta Díaz, 2017). Thus, in the face
of implicit experimental techniques such as the IAT, neg‐
ative associations regarding these groups often emerge
(Berberena &Wirzberger, 2021). As several authors point
out (Cox & Devine, in press; Huber, 2020), a long time
must elapse and profound societal changes must occur
for these implicit attitudes to be substantially altered.

As the results at the implicit level show differences,
one should not lose sight of the discussion on whether
most of the decisions humans make tend to be ratio‐
nal and deliberative (Ross, 1981; Turiel, 2010). Thus, the
scrutiny of implicit and explicit attitudes allows us to
observe what could be the dangers of hate speech gener‐
ated toward the elite classes in this attitudinal dimension.
In this sense, the hypothesis that left‐wing voters would
show a more negative implicit and explicit evaluation of
people from the elite classes compared to right‐wing vot‐
ers was fully accepted.

In general, left‐wing voters obtained high levels of
prejudice, stereotypes, and negative affection toward
people from the elite classes. These data are not sur‐
prising since extreme left‐wing parties in Spain have
displayed hate‐related terms such as privileged caste,
corrupt, and unpatriotic among their communicative
policies. However, differences were found in two affec‐
tive variables on which we wish to focus the analysis:
hate and aversion. Research shows that hatred is a very
important affective variable in the prediction of preju‐
dice (Gonzálvez Vallés, 2013). In general, whenmembers
of the majority interact with people who possess some
stigma, one of the most notorious affective reactions is
usually hatred, which can result in a brake for a positive
interaction with people who do not correlate with their
ideology (Amores et al., 2021; Rodríguez Terceño et al.,
2016). The results reveal that there is a greater pres‐
ence of hatred among left‐wing voters associated with
the attribution of more aversion towards people from
the elite classes.

In terms of prejudice, it was observed that left‐wing
voters showed more prejudice towards people belong‐
ing to the elite class. This result could appear intu‐

itive in the first instance; however, the interpretation
changes when weak correlations between prejudice and
affection are observed in right‐wing voters. This belief
would be expressing an ambivalent content of prejudices
towards people of the elite classes. In this regard, several
authors (Escobar Beltrán, 2016; Gomes Barbosa, 2022)
have pointed out that many social groups are described
in positive and negative terms at the same time. When
interacting with social groups perceived as warm but
not competent, people do not usually express openly
hostile stereotypes, but rather these appear mixed with
attributes linked to pity and compassion. In this sense,
the right‐wing voters in the study would be attributing
these co‐religionist stereotypes to people from the elite
classes, as compared to their left‐wing voting peers, and
according to the messages by which they have been
impacted. On the other hand, the latter, having a more
biased view towards the elites, may judge them as an
enemy or adversary.

Finally, the hypothesis that analyzes the contact
dimensions (quantity and quality) was also accepted.
Left‐wing voters have less contact with the elites, and
more prejudice and hatred towards these types of sub‐
jects were seen. However, it could not be established
which aspects of the contact could be causing this hate
effect. These data are consistent with other studies con‐
ducted in sociological contexts, in which it has been
shown that the quantity, first, and then the quality of
contact contributes to the generation of attitudes com‐
patible with hatred and aversion (Tropp et al., 2022).

A result that confirms the hypothesis was the inverse
relationship between the perception of greater contact
with the category and the attribution of stereotypes
toward people in the elite class. This data possibly reflects
the responses of voters who do not regularly interact
with the elite. In general, it has been observed that
when there is partial knowledge of individuals in an out‐
group, in‐group dynamics can contaminate the contact
situation by invoking negative reactions (Meleady, 2021).
Supporting the above, it is observed that when there is a
high quantity of quality contact, it is possible to general‐
ize stereotypes tomembers of the category as awhole, as
posited by Brewer and Gaertner’s (2001) contact model.

The limitations of this study include the use of a cross‐
sectional design, which prevents us from clarifying the
causal direction of contact toward attitude change. Also,
no data was available to ascertain the previous attitudes
of voters toward the elite classes; such data would have
allowed us to know the extent to which contact with
elites affects intergroup attitudes. The tendency toward
social polarization may have affected the data in both
samples (Kingzette et al., 2021). However, the more fre‐
quent contact with elites among right‐wing voters may
have generated responses based on a more accurate
understanding of this class’s characteristics,making them
feel that they better understand this class as a whole.

This research is the first to use the IAT to measure
implicit attitudes toward the elite classes generated by
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the demonizing discourse produced by extreme left‐wing
parties in Spain. Although these results are framed in the
area of intergroup knowledge and are not intended to be
generalizable to all voters of both tendencies with very
different realities, this research presents useful elements
to guide the identification of hate speech coming from
the extreme left in Spain.
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1. Introduction

The proposal of the law for the real and effective equality
of trans people and for the guarantee of the rights of les‐
bian, gay, trans, bisexual and intersex people (hereinafter
LGTBI; popularly known as the Trans Law) is framed
as one of the most controversial legislative actions in
recent years due to the public debate it has generated.
In Spanish society, progress has been made in the rights
and protection of LGBTI people, but achieving real equal‐
ity is a challenge. Discrimination based on sexual ori‐
entation and gender identity or expression continues
to be a cause for concern, especially in the workplace,
which can lead to verbal attacks, in the form of hate
speech and physical violence, which can lead to hate
crime (Córdoba, 2021).

With this in mind, we developed the following
research questions:

RQ1: Does the public support the processing of the
Trans Law, and if so, do the people who show their
support for the law also support its main points?

RQ2: Does greater support shown for the proposed
Trans Law result in less hate speechon social networks?

In addition, a second research question (RQ2) leads us
to consider whether society’s support for the processing
of the Trans Law may be related to the presence of hate
speech on social networks.

There is a wide range of opinions from the differ‐
ent sectors of Spanish society: Supporters of the Trans
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Law consider that free gender self‐determination is
essential to end discrimination against trans people
(Rodríguez‐Ruiz & Mestre i Mestre, 2021), while critics
express anti‐trans rights opinions thatmay be precursors
of hate speech and violent actions (Carratalá, 2020).

The main objective of this work is to analyze public
opinion on the processing of the Trans Law proposal and
its main statements, with special attention to age, gen‐
der, and political ideology, and compare it with the pres‐
ence of hate speech messages regarding gender identity
or expression on the social network Twitter. This work
aims to fill a gap, studying the relationship between the
perception of a controversial and polarizing issue, the
approval of the Trans Law, and the public expression of
said polarization through social networks.

2. Theoretical Background

The Trans Law is promoted by the Ministry of Equality
and aims to protect the rights of LGTBI people and their
families. The Council of Ministers approved the law on
June 29, 2022, allowing it to go through the legislative
process and be approved in December 2022. The pro‐
posed law aims to comply with the principle of for‐
mal equality, proclaimed in Article 14 of the Spanish
Constitution (Cortes Generales, 1978), the principle of
real and effective equality (Art. 9.2), and the considera‐
tion of the dignity of the person and the free develop‐
ment of the personality as the foundation of the political
order and social peace (Art. 10.1).

The Trans Law proposes an establishment of a mini‐
mum system of protection against discrimination based
on sexual orientation and identity, gender expression,
or uniform sexual characteristics throughout the state
territory, which protects equality laws; prohibits conver‐
sion therapies; allows access to assisted reproduction
services for trans people with the ability to gestate; legis‐
lates for intersex human rights, avoidingmedical‐surgical
interventions during the first year of life when their
reproductive anatomy has characteristics of both sexes
(except for health reasons); promotes the employment
for trans women; and includes other important subjects
for the protection of LGTBI people and their environment.
The law also defines other elements aimed at improving
the quality of life of LGTBI people, such as requiring that
companies withmore than 50workers have action proto‐
cols for addressing harassment or violence against LGTBI
people. It also includes measures to prevent homeless‐
ness among LGTBI people andmeasures on adoption and
foster care. Concerning rural Spain, it includes the term
“sexilio” (exile for reasons of gender) and indicates that
LGTBI people from rural environments must be able to
access the same resources under the same conditions as
in big cities.

The public receives information about this type of
legal procedure that depends to a large extent on the
media, public opinion, and the conversation around the
issues that make up the current agenda. Citizen par‐

ticipation is challenging in our societies (Naser et al.,
2021). Knowing how citizens perceive the proposed law
and its content is relevant to understanding the sup‐
port that should be offered and how it can affect future
decisions by government entities (Bayo Fernández et al.,
2018). Some previous studies have made advances in
analyzing public support for government actions, espe‐
cially in the case of the health crisis (Chon & Park, 2021;
Jørgensen et al., 2021). For this reason, we put forward
a first hypothesis:

H1: The higher the level of information declared
about the Trans Law, the greater the support shown.

According to data from the Centro de Investigaciones
Sociológicas (2021), 93.9% of Spaniards declare them‐
selves to be heterosexual. However, in the younger age
group, 18–24 years old, only 82.7% identify as hetero‐
sexual, while 16.4% identify with other sexual orienta‐
tions. The Instituto de la Juventud (2020) also points in a
similar direction: 16% of young people (15–29 years old)
declare themselves to be non‐heterosexual, and around
75% identify with one of themasculine or feminine poles,
while 25% identify with non‐binary positions. That is why
it can be understood that young people are more likely
to show support for the Trans Law, so we state the follow‐
ing hypothesis:

H2: The younger the person, the more support they
show for the proposed Trans Law.

In the first decade of the 21st century, Spain achieved
substantial progress in LGBT rights. The legislation
governing family formation, filiation, and marriage
included LGBT families, which meant the visibility of
non‐heterosexual nuclear family structures and new
models of parenthood (Imaz, 2017). Calvo and Trujillo
(2011) reported that changes in the Civil Code allowed
homosexual couples to marry, and full adoption rights
were also granted in 2005. Platero‐Méndez (2008) indi‐
cates that, historically, the center and the left‐wing polit‐
ical ideologies have made a greater effort to legislate
toward the rights of sexualminorities. The left‐wing polit‐
ical groups have included gender identity issues in their
politics and haveworked to achieve social improvements.
We can therefore propose a new hypothesis:

H3: The stronger the leftist ideology that a person
has, the greater their support for the proposal of the
Trans Law.

By conducting a review of the main points of conflict
and controversy in Spanish public opinion, we can check
whether, compared to people who do not support the
Trans Law, peoplewho do express support for it will show
agreement with the approval of these points individually.

Regardless of the important advances with Law
03/2007, the LGTBI+ organizations continued to point
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out the limitations to trans people’s rights, such as
the previous professional diagnosis to the legal gen‐
der change and the limitation by age (only in 2019
were minors considered mature enough to change
their legal gender). Therefore, the inclusion of gender
self‐determination in the law represents a substantial
improvement in the situation of transgender people
in Spain, and it is an old demand of LGTBI people
(Esteve‐Alguacil & Nonell i Rodríguez, 2021). Despite
being one of the most controversial issues in the bill,
14 autonomous communities have already recognized
free gender self‐determination before the debate on the
Trans Law. However, the results of a prior public consul‐
tation carried out by the Ministry of Equality between
June 26 and July 15, 2020, in which 1,044 contributions
from citizens were received, revealed that 58% of the
contributions submitted rejected the principle of gender
self‐determination. That is why it is a point of conflict,
and the following hypothesis can be stated:

H4: Compared to people who do not support the
Trans Law, those who support it will be more likely
to agree with trans people legally changing their
gender without the need for a medical diagnosis
(self‐determination).

Conservative sectors of Spanish politics have attacked
gender self‐determination. For example, the president
of the extreme‐right party VOX, Santiago Abascal, signed
an opinion article published in the newspaper El Mundo
declaring that if the Trans Law were approved, any
citizen (rapist or abuser) would be able to choose
their legal sex, which would be a threat to the lives
of women and children (Abascal, 2021). On the other
hand, there is an evident conflict between some rad‐
ical feminist groups, who consider that free gender
self‐determination erases women, and trans groups,
who consider that pathologization and the bureaucratic
process is a stigma (Corral‐Díaz, 2021); they tend to
disagree with the trans‐exclusionary radical feminism
(TERF) groups because of their opposition to transsexual
theses (Álvarez‐Rodríguez, 2022). Within the framework
of public discussions about the Trans Law, the use of the
hashtag #ContraElBorradoDeLasMujeres has been reaf‐
firmed as the position contrary to the autonomous iden‐
tity of transsexual people (Ferré‐Pavia & Zaldívar, 2022).
Since it is another controversial point, we state the fol‐
lowing hypothesis:

H5: Compared to people who do not support the
Trans Law, those who support it will agree that fem‐
inism, in general, should be inclusive toward trans
women.

Some LGBTI+ organizations have also criticized the Trans
Law, but in this case, despite recognizing that the law
presents significant advances for LGBTI rights, such as
gender self‐determination, they have concerns that cer‐

tain limitations have yet to be considered. According
to prominent organizations such as FELGTBI+, Chrysallis,
and Fundación Triángulo (FELGTBI+ et al., 2021), one of
these claimswould be a third box on the national identity
document so that non‐binary people can mark it. Similar
policies have been adopted in the Catalonia Autonomous
Community. In 2019, the Catalan Department of Labor,
Social Affairs, and Families announced that official docu‐
ments in Catalonia would include “non‐binary” as a third
option. In 2022, Catalonia incorporated the reference to
non‐binarism, referring to “sense” and family diversity in
administrative documents. Based on this point, we estab‐
lish the following hypothesis:

H6: Compared to people who do not support Trans
Law, those who support it will agree that non‐binary
people’s rights should be included.

The public discussion about the legislation on sexual
orientation and gender identity generates such polar‐
ized opinions that public demonstrations, in support and
rejection of the law, are observed during legislative pro‐
cessing, which open new spaces for extreme discourses
and, therefore, for harmful content targetting this his‐
torically vulnerable group. Sponholz and Christofoletti
(2019) point out that the media system, with strong
commercial ties, especially television and the internet,
can empower public figures who give speeches that con‐
tain violence against minority groups to guarantee their
presence and media prominence. It is of great impor‐
tance on the internet since homogeneous discussion
spaces, echo chambers, and intentional misinformation
contribute to creating a toxic atmosphere (Cinelli et al.,
2021). Torregrosa et al. (2020) conclude that extremist
political groups use violent discourse to maintain their
relevance in the networks and amplify their opinions fol‐
lowing an echo chamber effect.

In addition, it is important to highlight that the Trans
Law was proposed in a context of concern about the
increase in hate crimes against the LGTBI community.
According to the report on the evolution of hate crime
in Spain 2021, published by the Ministry of the Interior
(López Gutiérrez, Sánchez Jiménez, et al., 2021), the cat‐
egory of sexual orientation and gender identity is the
subject of the second largest number of registered hate
crimes (466 cases), 25.86% of the total cases. It repre‐
sents an increase of 68.23% compared to the previous
year (277 cases in 2020). On the other hand, the same
report indicates that 87.10%of the victims of hate crimes
based on sexual orientation/gender identity did not file a
complaint, meaning that the real number of hate crimes
against the LGBTI population may even be higher than
those registered and that the volume of under‐reporting
is high. On the other hand, data from the European
Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (2020) show that
transsexual and intersex people suffer themost violence,
intolerance, and discrimination in Spain. Forty‐one per‐
cent of LGTBI people suffered some type of harassment
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due to their condition, and 8% of those had suffered
some physical or sexual assault in the last five years.
However, harassment affects 51% of transgender people
and 52%of intersex people in Spain, while physical or sex‐
ual assaults affect 15% and 19%, respectively.

Hate speech is any form of expression that spreads,
incites, promotes, or justifies any form of hate based on
intolerance (Arcila‐Calderón et al., 2021). It can be trans‐
mitted throughmany forms of expression, language, and
media. Furthermore, in the context of public discussion,
hate speech can provoke, attract, and empower people
who oppose socially rejected individuals. Beyond the dis‐
semination of discriminatory perspectives, hate speech
can also evolve into behaviors that give rise to other
types of violent acts (Allport, 1954) and political radical‐
ization (Abuín‐Vences et al., 2022; Bilewicz & Soral, 2020;
Soral et al., 2018).

We are currently immersed in a context where the
creation and dissemination of content in digital media
and social networks are growing ever faster. Under
this circumstance, hate speech can trigger hate crimes
(Arcila‐Calderón et al., 2020). Müller and Schwarz (2020)
suggest that there is a significant relationship between
online hate speech and offline violent attacks. Consistent
with this thesis, Regehr (2022) concludes that the inter‐
net’s echo chamber can contribute to creating a loop that
transforms digital hatred into physical violence. In addi‐
tion, there is evidence that if a group receives great
support from society, the level of hate speech online is
inversely proportional (Arcila‐Calderón et al., 2022). For
all these reasons, we pose RQ2.

3. Methods

The methodology presents a public opinion survey
among citizens, which will serve to answer RQ1.
The methodology uses computational methods and con‐
tent analysis to analyze Twitter messages with an auto‐
matic learning algorithm that classifies them as hate or
non‐hate, and that will answer RQ2.

3.1. Public Opinion Survey

A telephone survey was carried out on November 12,
2021. An anonymous questionnaire survey was carried
out by a trained team and applied to Spanish citizens
between 16 and 89 years old, according to the seventh
article of the organic law on personal data protection
and guarantee of digital rights (Jefatura del Estado, 2018).
People under 16 or who did not live in Spanish territory
were not considered for the interview. The data was col‐
lected from a sample of participants using Diet Random
Diary (a prefix 6xx and adding five random numbers).
The total sample was n = 181. Regarding the gender of
the participants, 52.5% were women, and 45.9% were
men. The most represented autonomous communities
in the study case are Andalusia, with 21% of the respon‐
dents; Madrid, with 18.8%; and Catalonia, with 17.7%.

The research is not representative. The total sample
was n = 181. A power analysis indicated that the sample
size was adequate. Specifically, the a priori analysis using
G*Power 3.1.9.7 (Faul et al., 2009) determined that a
medium effect size of 0.3 (Cohen, 1988) can be detected
with at least 67 individuals (assuming 1 – B = 0.80 and
alpha level 𝛼 = 0.05), which means that our sample was
satisfactory. Regarding the gender of the participants,
52.5% were women and 45.9% were men.

The survey was divided into two sections. The first
included the following sociodemographic categories:

• Gender (male, female, non‐binary);
• Age (in years);
• Region of residence in Spain;
• Political ideology (measured on a scale from
1 = extreme left to 10 = extreme right);

• Level of information declared about the Trans Law
and its content (measured on a scale from 1 = little
information to 5 =much information).

In the second section, the following variables and mea‐
sures were used:

• Support for the Trans Law: Do you agree with the
approval of the law for the real and effective equal‐
ity of trans people and for the guarantee of the
rights of LGTBI people, known as the Trans Law?
Yes, No, I prefer not to answer.

• Support for transgender people to legally change
their gender without the need for a medical diag‐
nosis: Do you agree that transgender people can
legally change their gender without the need for
a medical diagnosis (self‐determination)? Yes, No,
I prefer not to answer.

• Feminism should include trans women: Do you
agree that feminism, in general, includes trans
women? Yes, No, I prefer not to answer.

• Support for the incorporation of non‐binary peo‐
ple into the Trans Law: Do you agree that
non‐binary people are included in the Trans Law?
Yes, No, I prefer not to answer.

The responses obtained were anonymized. Data were
analyzed using the IBM SPSS program, performing
an exploratory and descriptive analysis, including
cross tables and correlation for independent variables.
A hypothesis contrast of relationships between two vari‐
ables was performed, using chi‐square tests.

3.2. Computational Methods and Content Analysis

In the second stage, hate speech detection was car‐
ried out on Twitter. The work was divided into two
main phases, one to create a training corpus and
another to generate predictive models. The creation of
a specific corpus for the study allows us to overcome
the limitations of previously developed prototypes that
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used dictionaries or general databases (Arcila‐Calderón
et al., 2020).

To create the training corpus, data collection was
carried out between July 1 and November 30, 2021,
dates selected as they were closest to the publication
of the Trans Law. The download of the messages from
the social network Twitter was carried out in the inte‐
grated environment Pycharm, connected to the appli‐
cation programming interface. The downloaded mes‐
sages were filtered by the Spanish language and the
keywords: #NoLeyTrans, #NoALaNiñezTrans, #Transfobia,
#Homofobia, #LaLeyTransEsMisoginia, #NOalaLeyTrans,
#TERF, #Transodio, #20Nov, #LeyTransAlCongreso,
#LeyTrans, #LGTBI, #Feminismo. The database was
cleaned, and all tweets that used the keywords in
another context or language, those that contained
incomplete messages, or did not directly refer to the
topic were manually deleted. Although a large number
of messages were downloaded, the final sample con‐
sisted of 5,000 tweets, which were thenmanually sorted
by a team of trained coders.

The definition of hate speech used for coding was
based on the three levels of cyberhate included in the tax‐
onomy proposed by Miró‐Llinares (2016) and included
all types of hate based on gender and sexual orienta‐
tion that could constitute a crime. The description and
classification procedures for hate speech developed by
Arcila‐Calderón et al. (2021) were followed.

All tweets were manually classified into subsamples
of 500 tweets by two human coders, indicating whether
they contained hate (1) or no hate (0) in a binary way
and discarding all those that did not meet the estab‐
lished requirements. To check the reliability of the inter‐
coders, only the classifications with total agreement
were accepted; the rest were discarded.

From the initial sample of 5,000 tweets, 3,756
(75.12%) were validated, while 1,244 messages (24.88%)
did not meet the validation parameter and were dis‐
carded. Of the validated messages used to create
the training corpus, 3,394 tweets were classified as
non‐hate (90.36%), and 362 were classified as hate
(9.64%; Table 1).

The generated corpus was then used to train the pre‐
dictive model with machine learning algorithms based
on the prototype for the automatic detection of hate
speech on Twitter in Spanish specifically motivated by
gender and sexual orientation from Arcila‐Calderón et al.
(2021). The machine learning algorithm was used to
detect hate speech on Twitter based on a stance for

or against trans laws. Examples were provided to the
model (70% training, 30% test), and eight predictive
models were validated; six of them were generated by
using surface learning algorithms (original Naïve Bayes,
Naïve Bayes for multinomial models, Naïve Bayes for
Bernoulli’s multivariate models, logistic regression, lin‐
ear classifiers with stochastic gradient descent train‐
ing, and support vector machines), another model was
generated from feedback from previous models, and a
final model was generated using deep learning. For the
evaluation of the predictive model, evaluation metrics
for supervised machine learning were applied. This val‐
idation returned acceptable quality evaluation metrics
for the hate class, with the following results: accu‐
racy = 0.8510, precision = 0.7124, recall = 0.6979, and
F1 score = 0.7051. To provide a metric calculated from
precision and recall, we use the ROC‐AUC score = 0.8688,
which defines the threshold classificationmodel function
(0.70) and a loss of 0.4066.

4. Results

4.1. Public Opinion Survey

In this section, we will address the first research ques‐
tion (RQ1), which asked whether the public support the
processing of the Trans Law and, if so, whether its sup‐
porters also support the Law’s main points. In addition,
in a second research question (RQ2), we will review the
level of social support for the Trans Law and address all
the established hypotheses.

Taking the total sample, the results indicate that
80.1% of those surveyed agreed with the approval of
the Trans Law (of which 42.1%were women, 55.9%were
men, and 2.1% did not declare their gender), 14.4% dis‐
agreed, and 5.5% preferred not to declare. As for the
level of support for the issues related to the law that have
been the subject of discussion, we can see that it is lower
than the general support for the law, but they are mostly
supported by more than half of those surveyed: 61.9%
agreed with gender self‐determination, 58% agreed with
the inclusion of non‐binary people in the law, and 67.4%
agreed with trans‐inclusive feminism (Table 2).

Regarding the level of information, on a scale from
1 (little information) to 5 (much information), 48.6%
of the participants stated that they had “little informa‐
tion” on the subject; 19.3%, “neither much nor very
little information”; 14.4%, “some information”; 11.6%,
“enough information”; and 6.1%, “a lot of information.”

Table 1. Sample of tweets.

Total sample of tweets Discarded Validated sample

5,000 1,244 3,756

No hate Hate

3,394 362
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Table 2. Public opinion survey general results.

Question Yes No Did not answer

Do you agree with the approval of the law for the real and effective equality 80.1% 14.4% 5.5%
of trans people and for the guarantee of the rights of LGTBI people, known
as the “Trans Law’’?
Do you agree that transgender people should be able to make a legal gender 61.9% 30.9% 7.2%
change without the need for a medical diagnosis (self‐determination)?
Do you agree that feminism, in general, should include trans women? 67.4% 13.3% 19.3%
Do you agree that non‐binary people should be included in Trans Law? 58% 19.9% 22.1%

The mean is 2.12, which shows a low level of informa‐
tion about the law. We can verify the level of support
for the law in each group of respondents with differ‐
ent levels of information. Regarding the participants who
stated that they had “little information” on the subject,
72.7% agreed with the approval of the law and 17% dis‐
agreed. As for those surveyed who claimed to have “nei‐
ther much nor little information,” 85.7% agreed with
the law’s approval, while 11.4% disagreed. Considering
the respondents who said they had “some information,”
92.3% agreed with the approval of the law and 7.7% dis‐
agreed. Regarding the respondents who stated that they
had “enough information,” 90.5% of them agreed and
9.5% disagreed. Of the respondents who stated that they
had “a lot of information,” 72.7% agreed and 27.3% dis‐
agreed. Responding to H1, the higher the level of infor‐
mation declared about the Trans Law, the greater the sup‐
port shown for the law; there is no statistically significant
relationship between the support for the Trans Law and
the level of information declared about the law and its
content (𝜒2[1, N = 171] = 4.095; p > 0.05).

Considering age, the mean of those surveyed was
54 years (M = 54.01, SD = 17.44). The age variable was
recoded as an ordinal variable in order to make group
comparisons, grouping the observations into three age
groups made up of a group of young people and young
adults from 16 to 46 years old (30.4% of the partici‐
pants); another group of adults, from 47 to 60 years old
(30.4% of the participants); and a third group made up
of older adults, from 60 to 89 years old (39.2% of the
participants). The group made up of young people and
young adults (16 to 46 years old) had the least favor‐
able opinion: The results show that 74.5% of this group
agreed with the approval of the Trans Law, 18.2% dis‐
agreed, and 7.3% preferred not to answer. In the next
group (47 to 60 years old), 81.8% of adults agreed, 12.7%
disagreed, and 5.5% preferred not to answer. The group
of older people had the most favorable opinion: 83.1%
agreed, 12.7% disagreed, and 4.2% preferred not to
answer. This data shows that the youngest age group
is the one that disagreed the most with the approval
of the law. There is no statistically significant relation‐
ship between support for the approval of the Trans Law
and age (𝜒2[1, N = 171] = 56.374; p > 0.05). Therefore,
H2, stating that the younger the person, the greater the
support they show for the Trans Law proposal, can be

rejected. In addition, regarding other issues (legal recog‐
nition of gender by self‐determination, the inclusion of
non‐binary people in the Trans Law, and the inclusion
of trans women in feminism), we observed that these
groups of different ages also behaved similarly. The differ‐
ences observed when comparing the opinions expressed
by the three age groups regarding the approval of the law
do not present statistically significant results.

Paying attention now to the declared political ideol‐
ogy, the average of those surveyed is 4.54 (SD = 2.10),
which implies a slight tendency to the left. The polit‐
ical ideology variable was recoded as an ordinal vari‐
able, in order to make group comparisons, extracting
three groups by ideologywith the following distributions:
38.1% left (from 1 to 4), 35.4% from the center (5 and 6),
and 12.2% from the right (from 7 to 10). However, a con‐
siderable group of people (14.4%) did not answer the
question. The leftist group had the most favorable opin‐
ion towards the Trans Law. Of the left‐wing participants,
88.4% agreed with the approval of the law, 8.7% dis‐
agreed, and 2.9% preferred not to answer. Of the centrist
participants, 79.7% agreed, 14.1% disagreed, and 6.3%
preferred not to answer. The group least favorable to the
Trans Law was the right: 63.6% agreed, 31.8% disagreed,
and 4.5% preferred not to answer. This trend extends to
the rest of the themes (see Table 3). To respond to H3,
which stated that themore of a leftist ideology an individ‐
ual has, the greater their support for the Trans Law pro‐
posal, we observed a statistically significant relationship
(p < 0.05) between support for the Trans Lawandpolitical
ideology. The relationship is weakly positive (r = 0.171);
that is, the greater their support for the Trans Law, the
greater the probability that an individual will identify as
left‐wing (𝜒2[1, N = 148] = 20,100; p < 0.05). Therefore,
we can accept our second hypothesis.

We next review H4, which stated that compared to
people who do not support the Trans Law, people who
express their support for the Trans Law will be more
likely to agree with trans people legally changing their
gender without the need for a doctor’s diagnosis (self‐
determination). Although self‐determination has gener‐
ated much controversy and has been criticized by civil
society groups, 61.9% of all respondents agreed with
transgender people legally changing their gender with‐
out the need for a medical diagnosis. Considering only
the group that supports the Trans Law, 71% supported
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Table 3. Support to the Trans Law topics (divided by ideology groups).

Left‐wing Centrist Right‐wing
Subject (support in %) (support in %) (support in %)

Approval of the Trans Law 88.4% 79.7% 63.6%
Gender self‐determination (no medical requirements) 73.9% 62.5% 45.5%
Inclusion of non‐binary people in the Trans Law 63.8% 65.6% 36.4%
Inclusion of trans women in feminism 81.3% 68.8% 45.5%

self‐determination, 23.4% did not support it, and 5.5%
did not answer. There is a statistically significant relation‐
ship (p < 0.01) between support for the Trans Law and
support for gender change without a medical diagnosis.
The relationship is positive on average (r = 0.433); that is,
the greater the support for the Trans Law, the greater the
probability of support for gender change without a med‐
ical diagnosis (𝜒2[1, N = 163] = 30,600; p < 0.01) which
allows us to accept this hypothesis.

Most of the people who supported the law also
agreed with the inclusion of trans women by feminism
at levels even higher than the general population: 67.4%
of all the participants said they agreed. Considering only
the group that supported the Trans Law, 76.6% sup‐
ported the inclusion of trans women within feminism,
compared to 7.6% who disagreed, and 15.9% who pre‐
ferred not to answer. Responding to what was stated
in H5, that, compared to people who do not support
the Trans Law, those who support it will agree that fem‐
inism, in general, should incorporate and be inclusive of
trans women, there is a statistically significant relation‐
ship (p < 0.01) between support for the Trans Law and
support for feminism to be inclusive of trans women.
The relationship is positive on average (r = 0.500); that is,
the greater the support for the Trans Law, the greater the
probability of support for the inclusion of trans women
by feminism (𝜒2[1, N = 141] = 35,301; p < 0.01).

To revise our last hypothesis (H6, compared to people
who do not support Trans Law, people who express sup‐
port for Trans Law will show agreement with the incor‐
poration of non‐binary people’s rights in the law), con‐
sidering only the group that supports the law, 65.5% also
agreedwith the inclusion of non‐binary people in this leg‐
islation, compared to 15.9% who disagreed and 18.6%
who did not answer. There is a statistically significant
relationship (p < 0.01) between support for the Trans Law
and support for the inclusion of non‐binary people in the
law. The relationship is weakly positive (r = 0.366); that
is, the higher the support for the Trans Law, the greater
the probability of support for non‐binary people to be
included in the law (𝜒2(1, N = 136) = 18.186; p < 0.01).

4.2. Computational Methods and Content Analysis

Finally, to answer RQ2, on whether greater support
shown for the proposed Trans Law results in less hate
speech on social networks, we analyzed the messages

collected on Twitter. Of themessages obtained in the first
process, 75.12% met the validation criteria. Considering
the results obtained, added to the review of the quali‐
tative analysis, we observe that most of the tweets col‐
lected in the sample have a favorable tone regarding the
recently approved law for real and effective equality of
trans people and for the guarantee of rights of LGBTI peo‐
ple. Of the validated messages, 90.36% were identified
as not hateful and 9.64% as hateful. The percentage of
hatemessages found in the sample is still high. If we com‐
pare it with the general support for the Trans Law that
declares citizenship, we can see that there is still work to
be done. Although the level of support found is high, the
presence of hate speech on the social network Twitter
continues to be important. It is convenient to continue
preparing new analyses and to analyze a direct relation‐
ship between the variables of support and the presence
of hate speech.

However, we have identified that of the hateful mes‐
sages, themajoritywere directed at transwomen,where
they were classified as “disguised men” or accused of
being dangerous to cisgender women or even of wish‐
ing to mutilate and give hormones to underage children.
Below are some examples translated into English as accu‐
rately as possible:

Men are NOT women, not even disguised as cabaret
dancers norwearingwomenunderwear….It is imposi‐
ble that men feel like women.

About the minors whose hormones and mutilation
you are going to legalize with your abject law.

Only women can gestate. Woman is the human
female. Sex is immutable.

Boys and girls: Eating chocolate and chopped
pork sandwich—NO, BAD, INSANE. Boys and girls:
Hormones andmutilations from the age of 10 to calm
your parents’ #homophobia and #lesbophobia—
VERY GOOD, HEALTHY. Alberto Garzón and Irene
Montero are a plague for #Childhood.

5. Conclusions, Limitations, and Future Studies

Comparing the data obtained by the public opinion sur‐
vey and the classification of Twitter messages, both
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methodologies pointed to a high level of support for the
Trans Law; 80% of the respondents agreed with the law’s
approval and 90% of the messages collected were clas‐
sified as non‐hate. These numbers are consistent with
other data regarding the Spanish population’s percep‐
tion of the LGBTI community in general. According to
the special report Discrimination in the European Union
(Eurobarometer, 2019), Spain is considered the third
most tolerant European country towards LGBT rights:
91% of its population agrees that homosexual or bisex‐
ual people should have the same rights as heterosexual
people. The high acceptance rate places the country in
third place at the European level, behind Sweden (98%)
and the Netherlands (97%).

In general, data from Spain are more LGBTI‐
friendly than the rest of Europe. Also, according to
Eurobarometer (2019), we can see that the Spanish pop‐
ulation supports other topics that dialogue with the
Trans Law. Such as that, school lessons and material
should include information about diversity in terms of
sexual orientation (84%), being transgender (81%), and
being intersex (80%). In addition, most of the Spanish
population is favorable to non‐binary people’s rights:
63% of Spanish people believe that official documents
should have a third option besides male and female.
This data is close to that obtained by our public opin‐
ion survey, in which 58% of the participants stated that
non‐binary people should be included in the Trans Law.
The rights of the non‐binary population are supported
by around 60% of the sample.

Although the Spanish population seems tolerant, our
study and official data evidence that LGBT phobia is
still a problem. Regarding crimes committed against the
LGBTI population through the internet and social net‐
works, although our data analysis indicates that 9.7% of
the messages analyzed were classified as hate, official
data suggests that this subject has increased significantly.
In 2019, there were 17 cases of cybercrimemotivated by
a victim’s sexual orientation or gender identity; by 2020,
that number rose to 32 cases; by 2021, it had risen to
60 cases (López Gutiérrez, Sánchez Jiménez, et al., 2021),
an 87.50% increase. Hate speech on social networks has
affected a large part of the Spanish population, over half
of whom have received offensive, discriminatory mes‐
sages or threats on social networks or the internet in
the last five years, and almost 60% perceive that this
type of crime has increased (López Gutiérrez, Fernández
Villazala, et al., 2021).

Our work also points to the need to discuss subjects
related to the law in addition to its approval. For exam‐
ple, gender self‐determination, pointed out as a highly
relevant issue by LGTBI+ organizations, appears in many
of the hate comments we studied. Notably, the level of
support for the issues raised (gender self‐determination,
trans‐inclusive feminism, and the rights of non‐binaries)
is lower than the declared support for the law itself.
Lower levels of support for specific issues may reflect
a lack of information regarding the law. More than half

of the responses (67.9%) stated having “little informa‐
tion” or “neither too much nor too little information”
about the bill, which may mean that although the sub‐
ject is on the media agenda, it may be being discussed in
a very superficial manner, without delving into the sub‐
stantive points.

This study had some limitations that are important to
highlight. The use of social media in scientific research
has certain obstacles, including the type of sampling
used. In this study, considering the composition of the
social network Twitter, certain sociodemographic groups
are not represented. So, using this methodology, we can
identify hateful speech, but we cannot study the char‐
acteristics of its producers nor compare them to the
respondents to identify how the recoded social groups
behave on social networks. Meanwhile, the fact that
Spain’s equality minister Irene Montero (member of
the left‐wing political party Podemos) was mentioned
in some hateful messages steps up the historical trend
also verified by our survey results that sexual minorities’
rights are traditionally associatedwith the left and center
political ideologies. Considering the difficulty of getting
the answers and the high average age, we question the
telephone interview as a tool for this specific topic. It is
pertinent to use othermethodologies to continue explor‐
ing public opinion perception, such as a virtual ques‐
tionnaire, which would allow access to a greater num‐
ber of people from all autonomous communities and all
age ranges.

Finally, the proportion of hateful tweets detected is
less than those belonging to the regular class—in our
study case, less than 10% of themessages analyzed were
hateful content—but its potential harm should not be
underestimated. Having compared this datawith the offi‐
cial data, we found some new possible hypotheses that
deserve further investigation in future research. The first
is that this percentage can grow if this methodology
is replicated in a year since online hate crimes against
the LGBTI population are known to be a growing trend.
The second is that the public perceives that hateful con‐
tent on social networks is even higher. That is why it is
interesting to develop new qualitative and quantitative
methods to effectively compare the perceptions of the
population with the official data and the debate carried
out on social networks.
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1. Introduction

There are approximately 21 million immigrants of Latin
American origin in the United States; of these, close to
7.4 million are undocumented (Millet & Pavilon, 2022).
The political climate in recent years has been character‐
ized by the Trump administration’s stern policies estab‐
lishing all forms of immigration as a threat to American
society, hardening the United States’ approach to immi‐
gration (Pierce & Selee, 2017). Meanwhile, the Biden
administration has attempted to undo someof these poli‐
cies, especially accepting refugees and reducing depor‐
tations (Krogstad & Gonzalez‐Barrera, 2022). Historically,

the social construction of Latin American immigrants in
the United States has been shaped by perceptions of
them as a monolithic group of “disposable strangers”
regardless of their immigration status (Oboler, 2021).

This article analyses the live debate between two
Latin American immigrant influencers: Izzy Lagüera
and Carlos Eduardo Espina on TikTok and Instagram.
The 90‐minute debate in Spanish took place on
September 25, 2021 and resulted from months of dis‐
putes between the two creators, who have conflict‐
ing political ideologies. On the one hand, Carlos is a
Uruguayan immigrant, as well as a pro‐immigration and
human rights activist and a law student who supports
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immigrants by providing important information about
laws, requirements, and fundraising initiatives. He has
also organized events such as Un Día Sin Inmigrantes
on February 14, 2022, across 13 cities in the United
States. On the other hand, Lizzy Lagüera is a Mexican
immigrant who politically supports the republican party,
especially Trump. She defends the right of immigrants
to support the conservative party and periodically joins
forces with a community of republican Latin American
immigrants who support conservative ideologies and
counter the community of liberal immigrant influencers.
Moreover, the comments on the debate video reflect an
audience profile as a group of people who are mostly
Carlos’ followers, speak Spanish, have a migration back‐
ground, lean toward pro‐immigration opinions, are from
Latin American countries, and live across the United
States according to the locations they mentioned when
prompted by Carlos.

Both creators can be considered examples of minor‐
ity celebrity, which has been conceptualized as:

Fame and recognition founded on commodifying and
representing a usually marginalised and stigmatised
demographic of society, built upon the validation and
celebration of minoritarian values, with the political
agenda of making public and critiquing the systemic
and personal challenges experienced by the minority
group in everyday life. (Abidin, 2021, p. 600)

In this case, mainstream metrics of influence such as
the number of followers are not as relevant, as these
creators target minority communities, but the levels of
interaction and content creation are significant for the
marginalized communities they target. The difference
in followers between them at the time of the debate—
where the liberal influencer has significantlymore follow‐
ers than the conservative creator—reflects the ideologi‐
cal profile of the Latin American community in theUnited
States, with 60% considering that the Democratic party
represents their interests better compared to 34% who
lean toward the Republican party (Krogstad et al., 2022).

The present study aims to bring light to how minor‐
ity celebrities who have a personal stake in certain polit‐
ical issues discuss these issues and the understudied
phenomenon of political polarization and deliberation
amongminorities. It also aims to understand the viewers’
reactions to the arguments and perspectives presented
in terms of their heterogeneous discussion or polariza‐
tion possibilities.

The article starts with an overview of political polar‐
ization on social media and immigration as a key topic
of contention. Then, an explanation of the role of immi‐
grant content creators and influencers on social media
follows, contextualizing it within the existing literature
on influencers and their followers, while positioning the
uniqueness of social media as a space for ideological and
political deliberation and polarization. This is followed
by a description of the digital ethnography and qualita‐

tive multimodal analysis carried out. The findings reflect
the value of the ongoing relationship between content
creators and their followers in the personal support and
acceptance Carlos receives. In contrast, Lizzy is largely
rejected and attacked, but a few of her arguments res‐
onate with viewers. Comments about the debate itself
are mostly negative due to the perceived low quality of
the arguments, the mocking attitude of both debaters,
and the need for a moderator to control the times.
Finally, comments that are critical of the debate often
describe expectations of amore civil discussion and path‐
ways to improve future debates.

2. Immigration, Online Political Polarization, and the
Potential of Social Media for Political Deliberation

It is relevant to define the different types of polarization
that apply to political deliberations online such as the
case explored in this article. In this sense, Jost et al. (2022,
p. 562) differentiate between high “ideological polariza‐
tion” as polarization that takes place when groups move
toward extreme views on an issue, and “partisan issue
alignment” which refers to situations where groups are
divided but agree among themselves on various issues.
Moreover, Yarchi et al. (2021) explore three modes of
polarization that are relevant to online spaces: “interacto‐
rial polarization”—referring to homophily versus hetero‐
geneity in online interactions—“positional polarization,”
which describes how online polarization is diverse and
dependent on the platform itself, and “affective polariza‐
tion”, which refers to intense feelings expressed toward
perceived members of the outgroup. Research on social
media and polarization has found the phenomenon of
echo chambers—understood as the process where peo‐
ple seek out like‐minded individuals and information that
is compatible with their opinion (Jost et al., 2022)—as
key to understanding online opinion formation and dis‐
agreement. Research on echo chambers has been con‐
flicting, with authors arguing that exposure to informa‐
tion on digital platforms can increase polarization (Bail
et al., 2018), while others assert that selective exposure
online has been overestimated (Barberá et al., 2015).

On the other hand, literature on the potential
of social media to promote political deliberation has
emphasized the importance of robust discussion charac‐
terized by civility and diversity to strengthen the quality
of deliberation (Papacharissi, 2004). Moreover, Halpern
and Gibbs (2013) describe the differences between the
two platforms to enable a more equal deliberation and
the relevance of sensitive topics in the emergence of
impolitemessages. Schäfer et al. (2022) explain how indi‐
viduals aremore likely to participate in online discussions
if comments include evidence, which makes them feel
more knowledgeable on the topic. This is important for
the case explored in this article, as this is a topic that is
highly personal and sensitive for the audience who have
first‐hand knowledge of the issue, and thus, it presents a
unique context for political conversation.
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In this sense, it is important to consider the relevance
of immigration as a key issue in the North American polit‐
ical ecosystem. In January 2022 the Pew Research Center
found that 67% of Republicans and 35% of Democrats
considered immigration a top issue, and almost half of
Americans (49%) considered immigration a priority for
the year. Moreover, a Gallup poll in 2022 found that
75% of Americans consider immigration to be good for
the country, with undocumented immigration being con‐
sidered by the majority as a threat to national security
(Gallup, 2022). Meanwhile, in a March 2021 survey, 39%
of Latino adults mentioned their concern that a person
close to them could face deportation and 84% of Latin
American adults in the United States support a pathway
for undocumented immigrants in the country to become
documented, compared to 68% of the general United
States population (Schaeffer, 2022). The significance of
the Latino population in theUnited States hasmeant that
these second, third, and fourth‐generation migrants are
considered a powerful political force in the country and
one that gives voice to vulnerable immigrants who are
unable to vote or even speak about the difficulties of the
documentation process.

In this context, the case of immigrants is unique
because research suggests that this community is noto‐
riously voiceless in issues that affect them (Chouliaraki
& Georgiou, 2019; Georgiou, 2018). Meanwhile, stud‐
ies on polarization and public opinion have often men‐
tioned immigration as a key political issue (e.g., Bail et al.,
2018; Jost et al., 2022) but immigrants seem to be consid‐
ered only when they become political subjects who can
vote (Krogstad et al., 2022). In this sense, this exploratory
article fills this gap in the literature by considering the
opportunity of digital social media to get a glimpse of
the political profile of Latin American immigrant commu‐
nities online.

3. TikTok and Instagram as Spaces for Political Debate

Although the debate was recorded and uploaded to
Instagram, the creators studied in this article gained
their following on TikTok, and the debaters are active on
both platforms. These platforms are relevant as spaces
that have gained great popularity and become increas‐
ingly political in recent years. Instagram has become a
space of visual (self)representation and very specific aes‐
thetics and templates that generated unique digital cul‐
tures (Leaver et al., 2020). In the political realm, specifi‐
cally related to immigration, studies have focused on the
multimodal characteristics of #MigrantCaravan posts on
Instagram (Jaramillo‐Dent&Pérez‐Rodríguez, 2021; Rosa
& Soto‐Vásquez, 2022).

Although the scholarly exploration of political con‐
tent on TikTok is still emerging, the political nature of
the platform cannot be denied. In recent months, the
Ukrainewar has played out on the platform as a space for
resistance (Specia, 2022). Moreover, in the recent Italian
elections, candidates turned to TikTok in an attempt

to reach undecided voters (Pianigiani, 2022). Moreover,
this platform has been pointed as key in shaping politi‐
cal communication and partisanship through cocreation
functionalities such as the duet and overlaid text to
express political and partisan content in the United
States (Carson, 2021;Medina Serrano et al., 2020). These
recent uses of the platform and analyses of political
polarization are relevant for the present exploration of
TikTok as a space for political discussion and polarization
among immigrant influencers.

4. When Influencers Go Political: Personal Attacks and
Social Media Wars

The political practices of influencers have been explored
from different perspectives. For instance, a recent study
on Finnish influencers found that many of them avoid
political topics due to fear of the comments and attacks
they could receive, this study also found that influencers
are more likely to discuss politics when they receive pos‐
itive reinforcement from their followers and the sup‐
port they expect to receive from their followers in the
case of a crisis (Suuronen et al., 2022). This shows the
importance of follower‐creator interactions for political
engagement and the key role of followers in promot‐
ing and continuing to discuss political issues on social
media, specifically within the context of social media
influencers and their communities of support and/or
opposition. Other studies have focused on the relation‐
ship between influencers and followers; this is the case
of Zhang’s (2022, p. 1) exploration of #stopasianhate
on Instagram, which highlights followers’ five types of
responses: (a) educated, (b) feelings‐based, (c) support‐
ive, (d) resonating, and (e) seeking reasons.

The impact of influencers’ personal characteristics in
political debates has also been explored in previous liter‐
ature. For instance, a study on Czech female influencers
engaging in political debates found that they tend to feel
that it is harder for women to be respected as political
influencers. They also report feeling that the attacks they
receive often refer to aspects unrelated to the political
topic at hand such as their appearance, their mood, their
disposition, or their wit. These creators feel that men do
not receive such comments while expressing their politi‐
cal opinions in debates and that this happens across ide‐
ological lines (Vochocová, 2018).

5. Methods

To understand this instance of political debate, the analy‐
sis followed aqualitative approach andwas guidedby the
followers’ comments and their responses to the debate
to respond to the three research objectives set out:

RO1: Identify the multimodal and discursive charac‐
teristics of viewers’ comments about the debater/
argument/ideology they explicitly support.
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RO2: Identify topics of interest and arguments within
the debate that prompt discussion among viewers.

RO3: Explain how these comments and topics of inter‐
est reflect processes of heterogeneity/deliberation or
polarization from the viewers toward the debaters
and their arguments.

A 24‐month digital ethnography was part of a larger
study exploring immigrant content creators and influ‐
encers on social media residing in the United States
and Spain. In this process, the researcher observed the
ideological conflict between two Latin American immi‐
grant TikTokers/Instagrammers in the United States as
well as the attacks between them and their followers.
The ethnographic method followed Pink et al.’s (2016)
asynchronous presence approach as the fieldnotes were
taken through observations of online content that was
broadcast and commented live and then archived by the
creators. The analysiswas also informed by previous field
notes from the extended observation of the community
of Latin American creators that enabled the identifica‐
tion of these two immigrant influencers.

The 90‐minute video was downloaded and viewed
four times to inductively identify and code the topics
discussed by the debaters. The entirety of the com‐
ments (1200) by 933 unique viewers was extracted in
Excel format using the paid version of Export Comments
(https://exportcomments.com). The video was coded
based on the topics discussed in the debate as described
in Table 1.

ATLAS.ti (version 22.2.3) was used to organize and
code the comments and video. After translating com‐
ments that were originally in Spanish and categorizing
them according to eight categories, open coding was
carried out to identify emerging themes within each of
the opinion‐based categories of codes (Charmaz, 2000).
The coding process focused on the commenter’s perspec‐
tives about the issues discussed by the two debaters

and their perspective of the debate itself. Figure 1
describes the coding process followed in this study for
the comments.

The analysis was carried out between March–June
2022 through an iterative coding process that com‐
bined inductively derived codes—from the data, through
an interpretative process—and deductive approaches—
comparing the data with existing literature about online
deliberation, where Zhang (2022) emerged as a relevant
study to explore this case. The video and commentswere
coded separately but at a later stage, the topics thatwere
discussed the most by viewers of the debate were iden‐
tified. To maintain the commenters’ anonymity, com‐
ments were translated from Spanish and slightly para‐
phrased without losing the original tone and intention to
avoid identification. The findings are organized based on
the three research objectives proposed and presented in
the next section.

6. Results

6.1. Multimodal and Discursive Characteristics of
Viewers’ Comments

The analysis suggests that viewers expressed a closer
relationship with and preference toward Carlos and dis‐
tanced from Lizzy and her stance, as reflected in their
language and the emojis used. This was expected con‐
sidering the ideological profiles of both debaters and
the significant difference in popularity between them—
Carlos with 3million versus Lizzy with 28 thousand at the
time of the debate, as well as the fact that the debate
was broadcast in Carlos’ profile. Thus, it is likely thatmost
of the viewers/commenters belonged to Carlos “commu‐
nity.” Various discursive markers of interest support this.
Comments such as “not even God knows this woman”
point to Lizzy’s status as an outsider. Meanwhile, Carlos
is someone they know and support, as reflected in com‐
ments such as “let’s all support Carlos so this fool sees

Table 1. Topics discussed in the debate.

Debate topics Definition

Immigration reform Points to discussions related to legislation or ideological stance regarding immigration reform,
and specific immigration policies.

Political stance Describes creators’ mention of a politician, political party, or political leaning.

Attention economy Labels instances when creators mention indicators related to the attention economy such as
views, likes, monetization, or followers.

Personal attack Signals attacks that target personal features of the opponent but not the issues discussed.

(Self)representation Designates instances when creators describe their self‐perception or who they are.

Debunk falsehoods Indicates that the creator is attempting to discredit statements by the opponent by providing
alternative information or asserting it is false.
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Figure 1. Coding procedure for comments.

that the people are behind him” reflecting his influence
among these viewers/followers, which is relevant when
considering the selection and preference for certain
political information on social media (Anspach, 2017).

Lizzy’s status as an outsider is also reflected in the
prevalence of comments that speak directly to Carlos,
both when speaking against her “Carlos, you wasted
your time with this woman” and in instances of sup‐
port toward her “sorry Carlos, I support you, but you
did badly in comparison to her.” In contrast, very few
commenters speak to Lizzy in the first person. This differ‐
ence reflects a longstanding relationship with him and a
sort of ongoing, imaginary “conversation” between fol‐
lowers and the creator they follow. The comments sup‐
porting her arguments while specifying a preference for
Carlos are relevant in the study of polarization, as some
of these viewers reflect their openness toward alterna‐
tive perspectives on the issue of immigration even when
these perspectives come from a person perceived as an
outsider. These instances reflect that, although they are
a minority, some viewers can overcome ego and group
justification which may lead to more polarized groups
(Jost et al., 2022) by crossing the ideological aisle in spe‐
cific topics that resonate with them.

Multimodally, the use of emojis reflects the viewers’
preference for Carlos and their distance from Lizzy and
her arguments. The use of emojis throughout the dataset

is reflected in Figure 2, an emoji cloud where the size of
the emoji illustrates its prevalence and its position in the
cloud reflects the debater toward whom the emoji was
directed, the figure is based on the cooccurrence analysis
feature of ATLAS.ti.

Figure 2 illustrates viewers’ acceptance and sup‐
port for Carlos during the debate. It is noteworthy that
although Carlos received most of the supportive mes‐
sages and emojis, most of themwere general and did not
reflect a specific argument or statement. Comments such
as “excellent work on behalf of the immigrant commu‐
nity” reflect ongoing forms of support for Carlos rather
than the ideas he put forward during the debate. This
was in stark contrast with the personal attacks Lizzy
received, as reflected in Figure 3.

Some of the insults toward her refer to her age,
political allegiance, and intelligence. Most of the com‐
ments she receives are attempts to minimize her politi‐
cal arguments as trivial and uninformed. This is similar
to Vochocová’s (2018) findings about female influencers
engaging in political discussions and receiving comments
unrelated to their political stance.Moreover, her support
for Trump and his conservative, anti‐immigrant agenda
may also contribute to this type of verbal abuse consider‐
ing the audience and their political leaning. On the other
hand, some commenters attempt to distance themselves
from Lizzy as a female Mexican immigrant in response
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Mocking

Figure 2. Emojis used by commenters toward both debaters.

to a key moment in the debate—when Lizzy stated:
“I speak loudly because I am a Mexican woman”—as
her comment reflects a stereotype of ethnic minori‐
ties and specifically female Latinas (Ghavami & Peplau,
2013). In response, viewers explained that she doesn’t fit
Mexican culture: “I am ashamed that she said that she is
from Mexico”; “I am a Mexican woman, and I am not as
vulgar as her.” These commenters reflect different forms

of gatekeeping of who is Mexican and what Mexican cul‐
ture looks like as reflected in Figure 4.

In turn, viewers attempt to make sense of her immi‐
grant background and her position against some forms of
immigration with comments such as “got her papers and
thinks she is a gringa” and other variations that reflect
the perception that some immigrants in the United
States discriminate against others once they become

uneducated

moron

stupid

bimbo

oldasshole

trashirrational

unrefined
crazy

rude

dumb

mediocre
ridiculous

ignorant
daughter of Trump

bitch

Figure 3.Words used by commenters to refer to Lizzy during the debate. Note: Translated from Spanish by the author.

not like me

shame

not Mexican
support Trump

Mexican women are not loud

worst enemy

Figure 4.Words used by commenters to refer to Lizzy throughout the debate. Note: Translated from Spanish by the author.
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documented. This reflects the horizontal forms of hier‐
archization, discrimination, and control that exist among
immigrants online as described by Jaramillo‐Dent et al.
(in press).

6.2. Topics of Interest in the Debate According
to Commenters

6.2.1. Potential for Deliberation in Support of
Arguments While Rejecting the Speaker

As mentioned in previous sections, the audience was
biased toward Carlos and his influencer/activist profile.
However, one of the arguments that resonated with
viewers the most throughout the debate was Lizzy’s
contention of “false hope” and perceived unfairness in
the immigration process. In several instances during the
debate, Lizzy identifies false hope as the key problem
in Carlos’ content related to immigration and the lib‐
eral agenda. Lizzy describes the rhetoric of false hope
as “unfair to people who already live here, people who
came as undocumented 20 or 30 years ago.” Her rhetoric
is vague and dispersed, as she does not provide any
specific examples but only general observations about
her perception of the situation at the border. The sen‐
sitive nature of the topic and the viewers’ personal expe‐
rience are reflected in their support for this argument
which is never accompanied by an acceptance of her
but of one of her arguments as part of a shared migra‐
tory experience. To Carlos’ question “so why do you sup‐
port a political party that doesn’t want to legalize immi‐
grants?” Lizzy also responds with a “false hope” argu‐
ment, noting that Democrats (and Carlos)make promises
that are never realized. Within academic texts, the idea
of false hope for immigrants in Democrats’ rhetoric has
not been explored but recent news articles describing
recent policies by Democrats mention the notion of false
hope (Rappaport, 2022) that has led to confusion at the
border (Kriel, 2021).

As the debate continues, Carlos attempts to discuss
the need for immigration reform. Both debaters agree
that immigration reform is necessary, but they disagree
as to who is responsible and how this type of legisla‐
tion should be proposed. As the conversation advances,
Lizzy offers an argument giving reasons why immigrants
should care about the situation at the border when
she states:

Any person whether they are legal, or illegal is affect‐
ing the system because the same system processes
legal and illegal visas. It doesn’t affect me person‐
ally because I have my citizenship but people who
are home, waiting for those papers, who did it
legally.…There is a way to do it, what is happening at
the border is not the correct way.

Lizzie repeats this argument several times throughout
the debate and in response to different arguments by

Carlos. Her stance follows well‐established perspectives
that argue that immigrants should migrate “the correct
way” following the misconception that immigrants can
just gain documented status in the United States by
applying. The American Immigration Council clarifies this
misconception by explaining that many undocumented
immigrants have no pathway to becoming legal resi‐
dents or citizens in the United States and that even
those who pay taxes and contribute are not able to gain
documented status unless a new immigration reform
is passed to provide them with legal status (American
Immigration Council, 2019). What is rare is that this
debater is an immigrant herself, who has gone through
the system and doesn’t seem to understand the diffi‐
culties faced by many immigrants entering the United
States. In this sense, the debate provides a simplistic per‐
spective about a very complex issue involving the lives of
millions of people living in the United States and enter‐
ing the country, who are unable to obtain a legal sta‐
tus due to a series of issues in the country’s immigra‐
tion processes.

On the other hand, Carlos argues for an approach
that emphasizes human rights when he asserts:

I support giving papers to all who are already here,
do you support this?…The issue at the border is not
as you paint it, they are people whowant a better life,
just like you and me.…I support the right of people to
migrate, and some laws are unfair, so I want to work
to help immigrants.

Carlos’ perspective relies on the idea that borders and
immigration legislation are often unfair in line with argu‐
ments for the abolition of borders. These arguments con‐
sider borders as symbols of inequality, that systemically
constrain and render some individuals inferior to oth‐
ers due to their immigration status. Supporters of this
perspective call for more humanitarian immigration pro‐
cesses (Anderson et al., 2009).

This is a key moment in the debate, as viewers also
weigh in about the reality of the immigration system, a
commenter asserts:

NoCarlitos, she is right about that, that’swhy the peo‐
plewho are here never see a light, because thosewho
are entering are the priority, all the programs are for
those who enter, and for those of us who have 10,
20 years here nothing.

This comment resembles Zhang’s (2022) “resonating”
reactions by commenters in the #stopasianhate conver‐
sation on Instagram. This comment reflects that regard‐
less of her status as an outsider within this community,
Lizzy’s argument resonates with their experience or their
perception of the immigration system.

In the next section, the attempts by both influencers
to force the other to accept a political allegiance are
explored.
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6.2.2. Forcing a Political Allegiance

Throughout the debate, there are several instances
where both participants attempt to corner the other
within an established political stance. They do this by
referring to the opponent in relation to a politician
(such as Trump vs. Biden), a political party (Democrat vs.
Republican), or a political stance (open borders vs. bor‐
der control). They do this with statements such as “your
president,” “your political party,” or “the ones you sup‐
port.” Carlos clearly establishes his perspective, as well
as his political stance toward Democrat politicians and
immigration issues:

I can guarantee that very few or none of the peo‐
ple within the Democratic party support open bor‐
ders….I don’t consider myself a Democrat. I vote for
Democrat candidates because they are the closest
to my ideals but there are many Democrats that
I don’t support.

He reflects a critical and informed political posture and
one that mimics many immigrant activists and mem‐
bers of the immigrant community who assert that the
Democratic party has once and again betrayed the immi‐
grant community. This stance also enables him to dis‐
tance himself from some policies that the Democratic
party brings forward concerning immigrants—such as
criticism from progressive groups who have called on
Democrats to “lean in” on issues of immigration, rather
than evade them and let Republicans appropriate this
issue (Bernal, 2022). This stance also allows Carlos to
offer an alternative pathway that evidences his activism
and support for immigrants without fully supporting a
politician or political party. Conversely, Lizzy responds
to this push toward a political ideology differently. She
seems comfortable supporting Trump and his policies,
stating that she believes that “Donald Trump won the
2020 elections” and defending his immigration policies
by asserting:

So, if finally, the Republicans had reached an agree‐
ment, when Trump was in office, they wanted to give
some immigrants a pathway to citizenship.

The debate falls into an “all or no one” exchange where
both debaters interrupt each other and do not let each
other speak. Carlos responds by shifting his attention to
the current legislation in congress that has not passed
due to the lack of support by the Republican party, Lizzy
deviates attention to topics that are unrelated and avoids
answering the question.

In balance, Carlos attempts to discuss issues rather
than politicians, although he prefers the Democratic
party. Lizzy is comfortable openly supporting Trump
throughout the debate and defending his administration
and his policies. It remains unclear how Lizzy supports
the immigrant community as she asserts. Moreover,

commenters overwhelmingly reject Lizzy’s support for
Trump, as can be seen in Figures 3 and 4. As a result,
her Trump‐related arguments generate a wave of com‐
ments and attacks toward her and against the former
president’s discriminatory migration policies (Pierce &
Selee, 2017).

6.2.3. Debunking False Statements

Much of the debate is spent attempting to debunk false
statements by the opponent with no concrete evidence
to differentiate fake from fact. Although clarifying data
and information can be a great way to enrich the cred‐
ibility and reliability of the issues discussed, both cre‐
ators refer to the other’s videos and their perception of
the other’s general approach to politics and immigration.
This is problematic considering that both these creators
have had their accounts temporarily blocked by TikTok,
and viewers may not be able to find the videos they
are discussing. It becomes a “he said she said” situation
rather than a clear and solid debate on the serious issues
that affect immigrant communities. As they discuss false‐
hoods, Carlos points to a few inconsistencies:

First, when you say you don’t use your platform to
promote your half‐crazed agenda on Trump,well, you
surely know you are lying. Second, it is funny that you
come to a Live event where thousands of people are
watching to say that you support reform for undoc‐
umented people when we know that is not true,
because there is a proposal right now in congress.
In your videos, you have said: “Oh we don’t need
more illegals.”

Lizzy’s debunking style focuses on what she perceives
as flawed sources of information Carlos uses such
as Telemundo:

You rely on sources such as Telemundo and Univision,
hahaha….Your content is based on people’s feelings,
you have taken advantage of people’s feelings and
emotions. You have given people misleading informa‐
tion. You are telling them you are with them and sup‐
porting them, but you are not doing it.

Both debaters try to debunk theother’s arguments based
on the credibility of their statements and their sources.
Lizzy’s perspective that Telemundo and Univision—two
of the main news channels in Spanish serving the Latin
American communities in the United States—are unreli‐
able sources follows a general trend among Republicans
to doubt mainstream news and prefer to find alternative
media for information (Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017). In the
case of Carlos, he refers to her general political approach
and her videos, which deviates from the debate itself and
makes it hard to distinguish reliable information during
their exchange.
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6.2.4. The Attention Economy and Mutual Surveillance

The conversation between them falls into a series of dis‐
cussions about the value of views/social media metrics
and monetization as an inauthentic form of aid towards
immigrants. In these conversations, Carlos defends the
creation of videos to make visible the work he does for
the immigrant community, and Lizzy argues that real
help doesn’t need as many views. Such an exchange is
illustrated in the following:

Lizzy: You care about views; you have been losing fol‐
lowers and supporters and you really care about that.
People are not dumb, and they know what you are
doing…you often have 70K views and only 5K likes.

Carlos: I uploaded a video yesterday that has more
than 700K views and if it doesn’t [have views], I don’t
really care. Lastweek I had five videoswithmore than
amillion. If I was searching for views Iwould do itwith
someone who is worth it; you have like 10K followers,
I don’t understand what is the problem with creating
videos to evidence the work that is being done in the
community….I think what hurts you is that nobody
cares or identifies with your videos, your only com‐
menters make fun of you.

This exchange reflects an additional dimension for online
political discussion and participation, the issue of attract‐
ing engagement in the attention economy. The attention
economy refers to the shift from an economic system
based on material goods to a system that relies on atten‐
tion as proposed by Goldhaber (1997). This exchange
also brings to light the mixed reactions these two cre‐
ators receive from their commenters and the fact that
both creators are surveilling each other’s videos to assess
their opponent’s level of engagement. Lizzymentions his
lack of engagement as evidence of his failure to support
immigrants. He responds with his argument that she has
fewer followers and most of their comments make fun
of her. This reflects the platformed dimension of the
debate, where ideological opponents engage in attacks
that relate to their success within the attention econ‐
omy and whether they are relevant to the community.
However, viewers’ comments reflect a rejection of the
discussion about likes and views:

God, this idiot is focused on likes and views, seriously,
she has no gray matter at all🧠🙄

Omg! So much for the debate only for views or likes
🤦🤦 omg😒 how boring

We all like Carlos and she only wants fame

Many commenters perceive her motivations as
attention‐based and her participation as an attempt to
gain visibility through Carlos. Many of the viewers lose

interest when the two speakers start talking about popu‐
larity, which happens at different points in the conversa‐
tion. This reflects the interest of many commenters and
viewers in the issues rather than personal and superfi‐
cial exchanges.

In the next section, the discussion about the debate
itself is analyzed as a reflection on the audience’s percep‐
tion of healthy, valuable deliberation.

6.2.5. The Debate and Its Characteristics as Issues
of Contention

In relation to the debate itself, comments mentioning
the quality of the debate reflect the perception of worth‐
lessness and a waste of time, hindering the possibility
of healthy deliberation from the viewers in line with
previous research on online deliberation (Halpern &
Gibbs, 2013; Papacharissi, 2004). There are only a few
comments that engage with migration‐related topics in
depth, focusing more on the personal attacks (toward
Lizzy) and personal support (toward Carlos). However,
there are a few “educated” comments that are critical
of the debate itself and provide additional dimensions
for consideration:

It was not a debate, it seemed more like a personal
dispute with a lack of legal knowledge. I agree that
immigrants should come and that they should be
gradually regularized. But there needs to be a pro‐
cess…if you agree to open the doors of your coun‐
try without question is like opening the doors of
your house!

All opinions are valid but when they are imposed,
they lose value and even more if they do not have
good reasonable arguments.

As shown in these quotes and the previous results regard‐
ing the debate, many viewers expressed their desire
for a more informed exchange, in line with Zhang’s
(2022) proposal of “educated” and “seeking reasons”
comment typologies that question and provide criti‐
cal perspectives about immigration while rejecting the
debaters’ vendetta. This suggests that there is poten‐
tial and desire for a more deliberative discussion among
viewers and that they are aware of the characteristics
of a more robust/deliberative discussion about immigra‐
tion as noted in the examples of their comments.

Comments that described the debate as “good” did
not offer any details about the aspects that made the
exchange good. Conversely, critical comments identified
aspects that would have made it better such as a com‐
menter who stated:

I really expected more. I would like it to be repeated,
having a moderator in charge, and keeping track
of time.
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no respect
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stupid

emotional

The worst debate

More preparation needed
not worth it he does not let her speak

there was no debate

tie

mocking

personal dispute

Figure 5. The language used in comments to describe the debate. Note: Translated from Spanish by the author.

Such comments reveal the importance placed by view‐
ers on the imbalance in speaking time (Figure 5), which
reflects their understanding of equal participation as
key to healthy political deliberation online (Halpern &
Gibbs, 2013).

6.3. Implications for Deliberation Versus Polarization
Among Viewers

The analysis throughout Section 6.2 emphasized the
parallel development of the issues discussed in the
debate and viewers’ comments. This analysis provides
isolated but valuable insights about the opportunity of
such exchanges online for healthier deliberation among
viewers and debaters. Moreover, the comments over‐
whelmingly reflect a debate that fails to discuss issues
in a structured way and a polarized viewership that has
intense affective responses to the topics and debaters
due to their personal experiences and the sensitive
issues/stances discussed. Although it could be argued
that the viewers feature forms of “affective polarization”
(Jost et al., 2022; Yarchi et al., 2021) toward the debaters
and some of the issues mentioned, the unique case of
immigrants calls for a nuanced analysis of a community
that is personally affected by and have unique knowl‐
edge of the issues discussed (Schäfer et al., 2022).

Moreover, the perception of Lizzy as an outsider and
Carlos as the preferred debater, as reflected in the com‐
ments, is relevant in terms of the possibility for a more
heterogeneous deliberation. In this sense, Lizzy’s lack of
acceptance among viewers limits their openness toward
the alternative views on immigration she presents. Thus,
the personal contempt they express against her may
drive viewers toward amore extreme and polarized polit‐
ical position as described by Jost et al. (2022). Moreover,
the personal traits of the viewers, as reflected in their
comments, suggest a group of Spanish‐speaking Latin
American immigrants living in the United States, who
express support and allegiance to Carlos. This suggests
that the required ideological diversity to achieve a health‐
ier deliberation is not present in this online commu‐
nity, as the ideological majority is well‐defined toward
the left.

The topics analyzed and mentioned by com‐
menters, including the role of the “attention economy”
(Goldhaber, 1997) driving part of the conversation, are
relevant to the analysis of social media platforms as
unique spaces for deliberation and polarization. In this
case, the perception of Lizzy as a less popular cre‐
ator who engages in this conversation in a quest for
increased celebrity deviates from the migration issues
at hand and reflects a unique form of minority celebrity
(Abidin, 2021) where the debater seems to engage in
an extreme attempt to reflect her integration into the
United States society and herself as a “good migrant” in
line with previous research on the self‐representation of
immigrants as deserving (Georgiou, 2018; Jaramillo‐Dent
et al., in press).

7. Conclusions

This study brings light to how niche influencers and their
followers discuss issues that are personally relevant to
them and their potential for deliberation or polariza‐
tion. First, the issues and conversations that frame these
exchanges reflect the need to further theorize political
opinion, deliberation, and polarization amongminorities
who are directly affected by the issues discussed. In this
sense, mainstream studies exploring issue, party, and
affective polarization (e.g., Jost et al., 2022; Yarchi et al.,
2021) versus effective online deliberation (e.g., Halpern
& Gibbs, 2013; Papacharissi, 2004) have traditionally
focused on the general population. More research is
needed to understand the processes of deliberation and
polarization that take place among communities that
have a personal interest in the issue. This research may
illuminate the unique nature of grassroots political dis‐
cussion among minorities.

The cultural sensitivity reflected by viewerswho gate‐
keep Mexican culture and identity in comments against
Lizzy is also relevant as an aspect that shapes the pos‐
sibilities for political discussion. This reflects horizontal
forms of policing and control among the immigrant com‐
munity to establish the “correct” ways to be an immi‐
grant (Jaramillo‐Dent et al., in press) which in this case
extends to ideological and behavioral aspects of her
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profile. However, the presence of educated and critical
comments by viewers about the quality of the debate
sheds light on the interest of the community and their
desire for a political discussion that focuses on issues
that are unique to immigrants, and their interest in differ‐
ent perspectives on these issues, rather than only receiv‐
ing information that supports their previous ideas. This
uncovers the potential of the study of disenfranchised
communities online to understand heterogeneous con‐
versations among groups that share certain political,
demographic, and life experiences such as immigrants.

The limitations of this study include the specificity
of the case analyzed and the ever‐changing nature of
the platforms under study. In terms of future lines of
research, it is necessary to carry out analyses and explo‐
rations of political conversations and opinions among
racial, national, and ethnic minorities in an increasingly
globalized and diverse world shaped by human mobility.
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In a new communication context, factors such as the rise of hate speech, disinformation, or a precarious financial and
employment situation in the media have made discursive menaces gain increasing significance. Threats of this kind chal‐
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of Southern European journalists of the threats that they encounter in their work and the factors that help explain them.
To this end, a survey of 398 journalists in Spain, Italy, and Greece was conducted to learn what personal or professional
factors influenced their views and experiences of discursive and non‐discursive menaces. Results show that discursive
threats, such as hateful or demeaning speech and public discrediting of one’s work, are the most frequent to the safety
of journalists, while expressions of physical violence are less common. Younger and more educated journalists tended to
perceive themselves as having been victims of discursive menaces more often, although not many significant differences
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1. Introduction

Spain, Italy, and Greece are three of the most impor‐
tant and influential countries of Southern Europe and the
Mediterranean area. They share multiple sociocultural
similarities and were some of the most affected coun‐
tries by the 2008 financial and economic crisis, suffering
particularly from high unemployment rates—especially
among young people—as well as severe debt problems.
In demographic terms, this crisis led to the emigration
of large numbers of mostly young highly‐educated peo‐
ple, leading to a general trend of older populations and
negative net growth rates. However, these countries
are also the three main gateways for immigration into

the South of Europe, having similar migration patterns—
what some have called the “Southern European migra‐
tory regime” (Arango, 2012; King, 2000). Furthermore,
they share very complex political scenarios. Not only
do they face economic and migratory challenges, but
are strongly polarized in political terms, and populist
and extremist parties have gained a significant presence
in the government and parliamentary powers in recent
years. Overall, Southern European countries share socio‐
demographic, cultural, political, and economic features
that differentiate them from other European countries
(Hall, 2007; Reher, 1998; Rhodes, 2015).

The connections between these three countries are
obvious, but they also have many similarities in the
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journalistic field. According to the theoretical model
developed by Hallin and Mancini (2004), they belong to
the Mediterranean media system. This model is defined
by weaker professionalization, strong state intervention
in the media, and high political parallelism between par‐
ties and news outlets. Even though this model has limita‐
tions and many changes have taken place since its aca‐
demic formalization, the main patterns persist. In fact,
the similarities are not only in journalistic production—
on which this model focuses—but also in consumption,
as stated in the Reuters Institute’s Digital News Report
2022 (Newmanet al., 2022). In this sense, the three coun‐
tries are similar in what concerns the growing impor‐
tance of online news outlets and sharply decreasing print
media consumption, whereas social media are frequent
sources of news (71% of Greeks, 56% of Spaniards, and
47% of Italians claim to access news on social media).
Trust in the news is rather low (35% in Italy, 32% in Spain,
and 27% in Greece), following a clearly decreasing trend
in recent years, andwith significantly lower levels of trust
in the news posted on social media. Moreover, the pro‐
cess of hybridization (Chadwick, 2013) and technologi‐
cal saturation (Harambam et al., 2018) are raising simi‐
lar challenges for news media that often entail homoge‐
neous efforts of adaptation within media systems that
already have many features in common. All this makes
it advisable, or even necessary, to go beyond a national
approach and treat these three Southern European coun‐
tries as a single entity.

Our research sought to understand the challenges
and threats faced by journalists in Southern Europe
because the current communication environment has
given rise to a continuous discursive challenge to the
legitimacy of institutional news media and professional
journalists (Hanitzsch & Vos, 2017; Koliska et al., 2020).
Many actors within, or on the borders of, the journalis‐
tic and political communication fields derive authority
by delegitimizing news media (Van Dalen, 2021). This
study makes an unprecedented effort to understand
what perceptions journalists have about those discur‐
sive and non‐discursive menaces to their work and what
factors might explain those perceptions. Mediterranean
journalism is particularly interesting because of its tra‐
ditionally low level of professionalization and high level
of political parallelism, but also because the serious eco‐
nomic crisis—not only the one in 2008, whose effects
are not completely over, but also the ones that have
followed, including the ones produced by the pandemic
and the war in Ukraine—is especially affecting journal‐
ism in Southern Europe. The analysis that follows there‐
fore aims to understand what factors make journalists
feel that they are not legitimated and protected in their
independent production of information.

1.1. Professional Journalism in Southern Europe

In recent years, journalism has undergone a profound
transformation caused by new technologies, in particu‐

lar, the irruption of social media (Carlson, 2018; Hermida,
2013) and the overall process of digitalization (Steensen
& Westlund, 2021). This new paradigm has had a strong
impact also at a professional level, generating new
professional roles and backgrounds (Salaverría, 2016;
Splendore, 2017; Splendore & Iannelli, 2022).

This new context has raised new challenges, and pre‐
cariousness, for instance, is one of the most important
ones. The financial weakness and the sales decrease of
big media companies have led to redundancies, making
the jobs of professionals more insecure (Blanco‐Herrero
et al., 2020; Figueras et al., 2012; Spyridou et al.,
2013). This insecurity increases due to the lack of will‐
ingness to pay for journalism in the previously men‐
tioned countries—around 12% are willing to pay for
journalism, according to the Digital News Report 2022
(Newman et al., 2022)—which makes the financial sit‐
uation of many news outlets more difficult because
they have to compete with free (sometimes partisan
or low‐quality) sources of information. These economic
and labor aspects are also among the causes cited in
some studies (Bakir & McStay, 2018; Blanco‐Herrero &
Arcila‐Calderón, 2019) for the onset of another of the
main challenges that journalism currently faces, namely
disinformation, given that less time to compare sources
or verify information often leads to a careless journalistic
praxis. Additionally, a precarious employment situation
also relates to a lack of formation or specialization, the
need to cover multiple topics, or the need for immedi‐
acy, which are factors that affect the coverage of news
by journalists (Solves‐Almela & Arcos‐Urrutia, 2021).

Disinformation is affecting the credibility of media
as a whole, while also becoming a problem for democ‐
racies and societies in general (McNair, 2017). Closely
connected with disinformation (Grambo, 2019) and
the current situation, hate speech has also become a
growing concern in the new communication scenario.
Following the Council of Europe (1997) or the European
Commission Against Racism and Intolerance (2016), we
can define hate speech as any message whose objective
is to spread discrimination, rejection, exclusion, humil‐
iation, harassment, loss of prestige, and stigmatization
of certain groups or people for belonging to a social
group (identified by their national origin, ethnicity, color,
religion, sexual orientation, etc.). The traditional targets
are minorities and vulnerable groups, such as migrants
(Arcila‐Calderón et al., 2020). Journalists have also been
targeted (Charitidis et al., 2020; Obermaier et al., 2018),
not onlywhen they belong to a specific stigmatized social
group but also because of their exposure as public figures
(Koliska et al., 2020; Van Dalen, 2021). Greek journalists
identify hate speech as a recurrent problem in participa‐
tory spaces where they have to manage user‐generated
content (Saridou et al., 2019). At the same time, even if
less commonly, hate speech has also been spread from
within news outlets themselves (Sindoni, 2018), adding
another dimension—though not a predominant one—to
the phenomenon.
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All these new challenges take place in a context in
which the rise of social and digital media and, in general,
online communication, have not necessarily created new
problems but have increased the magnitude of existing
ones. For example, anonymity or the use of pseudonyms
(Anderson, 2007; Kim& Lowrey, 2015) offer users a sense
of impunity and security when spreading content or per‐
forming actions that can be considered discursive men‐
aces, given the difficulty of identifying and prosecuting
them. Current threats like online harassment cannot be
separated from the reality that is being depicted here
(Relly, 2021).

Overall, the current scenario combines journalists
made more vulnerable and insecure by precarious‐
ness with new tools and communication patterns that
make discursive menaces more common. However, not
only discursive menaces and threats arising from the
new communication scenario are matters of concern.
The worldwide score of the World Press Freedom Index
(Reporters Without Borders, 2022), decreased in 2022,
and the particular cases of the countries studied wors‐
ened as well. Spain dropped from position 29 to 32, Italy
from 41 to 58, and Greece from 70 to 108.

Given all these factors, it is important to fur‐
ther explore the perceptions of Spanish, Italian, and
Greek journalists, who represent the main Southern
European countries, about the threats—both discursive
and non‐discursive—they face, and to analyze what fac‐
tors help explain them. This is why we posed our first
research question as such:

RQ1:What perceptions do Spanish, Italian, andGreek
journalists have about the potential discursive and
non‐discursive menaces they face? What factors can
help explain these perceptions?

Moreover, to furnish a more detailed analysis, it is
necessary to go beyond discursive and non‐discursive
menaces and seek to understand each of the poten‐
tial threats independently. This explains our second
research question:

RQ2:What perceptions do Spanish, Italian, andGreek
journalists have about the specific threats they poten‐
tially face? What factors can help explain these
perceptions?

2. Method

2.1. Sample and Procedure

To answer these questions we surveyed journalists in
the three countries. The survey was distributed by local
researchers in each country using the Qualtrics software.
The distribution started in June 2021 in Spain, in July
2021 in Greece, and in August 2021 in Italy. It was com‐
pleted by September of the same year. The question‐
naire was originally drafted in English and translated

into each of the corresponding languages. The different
amounts of time needed to complete the translation and
ensure the quality of the survey explain why it was pos‐
sible to start distribution earlier in Spain and Greece; in
Italy, the delay is explained by the fact that our question‐
naire was distributed together with a larger one as part
of a broader project.

Different strategies were used to distribute the ques‐
tionnaire. In Greece and Spain, the distributionwas done
through professional associations of journalists, trade
unions, and similar organizations, and to media of all
types to be shared in their networks. Moreover, individ‐
ual journalists were contacted using a snowball strategy.
E‐mail was used for this purpose or, when not possible,
social media. When no answer was received, the team
sent up to two reminders with an interval of around
one month between them. The response rate was very
low in Greece and Spain—less than 10%, not including
the journalists contacted by other journalists or organiza‐
tions in a snowball procedure. It was equally low in Italy,
where the distribution was made within the Worlds of
Journalism Study (WJS) fieldwork, but the collection of
data followed a more systematic and representative pro‐
cess specifically designed for this project. The difference
between Greece and Spain, on the one hand, and Italy,
on the other, is that, in the latter, a complete list of jour‐
nalists exists, and the researchers were able to send each
of them an e‐mail.

The final sample comprised a total of 398 journal‐
ists. Using a confidence level of 95% and a 5% margin
of error, and considering an estimated population of
around 50,000 active and full‐employed journalists in
total in the three countries, the sample size should have
been at least 381 people, which means that the sample
had an acceptable sample size. However, even though
the total sample size was adequate, the sample size in
each country was not large enough. Given the difficulties
of mapping a profession like journalism, a convenience
sample was used in each country. Previous relevant stud‐
ies had also used convenience samples of around 100
journalists per country (Hanitzsch et al., 2011; Pellegata
& Splendore, 2017). Furthermore, exploratory analyses
were conducted to evaluate whether the distribution of
the sample was normal and descriptive information on
the demographic variables was observed to evaluate the
demographic representativeness of the sample.

2.2. Measures

The questionnaire used for the research was designed
ad‐hoc based on the one employed by the WJS project,
modifying it to fit the goals of the project.WJS is themost
significant international attempt to determine the state
of journalism and journalists across the world. Among its
many topics, safety issues and threats to the profession
are of great importance. The questionnairewas validated
by a group of experts in the field before being launched.
Although it included a larger set of variables, the ones
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used for the analysis reported in this article are shown
in Table 1. Together with the dependent variables on the
perceived threats, the variables studied focused on var‐
ious factors: three sociodemographic, two educational,
and five professional. These measures were taken into
consideration because the different sociodemographic,
educational, and employment conditions of journalists
may influence their exposure to different threats, mostly
due to their more or less precarious situation, but also to
their different levels of awareness of different issues.

2.3. Analyses

After the construction and validation of the discursive
menace and non‐discursive menace indexes, various

tests were conducted. First, we carried out, with an
exploratory purpose, a descriptive analysis that also
tested the normal distribution of the responses. Then,
we first used the two scales specifically constructed for
the analysis, studying how significant discursive men‐
aces were perceived and their potential differences from
other forms of threat to journalists, so that RQ1 could
be answered. Afterward, tests were conducted in amore
general way with all 10 potential threats to answer RQ2.
For each of these cases, inferential statistics tests were
conducted, trying to understand the factors that could
help explain the potential differences: correlations for
continuous variables (age, political ideology, and expe‐
rience as a journalist), student’s T‐tests for two indepen‐
dent samples (gender, specialized education in the field,

Table 1. Variables used in the analysis.

Variable name Description

Age Continuous variable measured in years.

Gender Although the option of “non‐binary” was possible, all answers were either “male”
or “female.”

Political ideology Continuous variable between 0 (far left) and 10 (far right).

Education level Educational level reached by the journalist (without secondary education;
secondary education; some unfinished university studies; undergraduate degree
or equivalent; master’s or equivalent; doctorate).

Specialized education in the field Whether or not the journalist had completed studies in the field of journalism
or communication.

Level of responsibility Decision‐making capacity of the journalist (no decision‐making; operative
decision‐making; strategic decision‐making).

Level of specialization Whether the journalist worked on a specific newsbeat or as a generalist journalist.

Experience as a journalist Continuous variable measured in years.

Funding of the news outlet How the news outlet for which the journalist worked was financed (private
company; public service/state‐owned; different structures, such as community
platforms, non‐for‐profit media, etc.).

Scope of the news outlet Scope of the news outlet for which the journalist worked (local; regional; national;
transnational).

Perceived experience of threats Using a Likert scale from 1 (never) to 5 (many times), the respondents were asked
(dependent variable) whether, in the last five years, they had experienced different types of risky

situations in the context of their work: demeaning or hateful speech; public
discrediting of their work; stalking; other threats or intimidation; surveillance;
hacking or blocking of social media accounts or websites; arrests, detentions or
imprisonment; legal actions against them because of their work; sexual assault or
sexual harassment; and other physical attacks.

Perceived experience of discursive To test the potential differences between discursive menaces and other types of
and non‐discursive menaces threats, two scales were constructed, following an exploratory factorial analysis.
(dependent variable) Discursive menaces comprised four items (demeaning or hateful speech, public

discrediting of the work, stalking, and other threats or intimidation; Cronbach’s
alpha = 0.829). Non‐discursive menaces comprised six items (surveillance, hacking,
or blocking of social media accounts or websites, arrest, detention or
imprisonment, legal actions because of the work, sexual assault or sexual
harassment, and other physical attacks; Cronbach’s alpha = 0.638).
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and specialization in a specific newsbeat), and one‐way
ANOVA tests for multiple independent samples (coun‐
try, education level, level of responsibility, funding of the
news outlet, and scope of the news outlet).

3. Results

Before proceeding with the presentation of the results,
let us look at the composition of the sample. 51.8% of
the surveyed journalists were male, 36.9% were female,
and 11.3% did not state their gender. The mean age was
49.39 years (SD = 12.47) and the median was 49 years.
The majority of the journalists worked in Italy (55.8%),
followed by Spain (28.9%), and Greece (15.3%).

The above values show the adequacy of the sample.
Journalism still tends to be a rathermasculine profession,
while the average age is not far from that observed in
other studies, such as the Worlds of Journalism Study.
Regarding the country of origin, there is a lack of balance,
given that the Italian answers were collected together
with a larger project, which made it easier to achieve
a larger sample. The values for Spain and, especially,
Greece, are lower. Another factor that justifies this par‐
ticular result is that the population of journalists is the
largest in Italy, followed by Spain and, finally, Greece.

The journalists surveyed tended to show a rather
progressive ideology (M = 3.82; SD = 2.268), to have
higher education qualifications (80% of them had a uni‐
versity degree), and 68.5% held specialized education
in the field of communication or journalism. Regarding
their careers, 40% had no management role, 37.1% had
some operative decision capacity, and 22.9% had strate‐
gic decision capacity. Moreover, they had long experi‐
ence in the field (M = 21.67; SD = 11.429) and they
worked more frequently on general topics (60.7%) than
on a specific newsbeat (39.3%). They mostly worked for
private news outlets (68%) than for national (42.2%) or
regional (21.7%) ones.

3.1. Journalists’ Perceived Experience of Discursive and
Non‐Discursive Menaces

First, it is important to underline that we are focusing
on the journalists’ perceptions. We do not check—and
methodologically there is no way to do so—if those
threats were real. This is important because the same
experience might be perceived differently by different
journalists. However, the main effect of threats is their
capacity to be perceived as such by the journalist, poten‐
tially affecting their conduct. In other words, if the jour‐
nalist perceived that they had been a victim of any of
the mentioned threats, their conduct might have been
affected, no matter whether that threat can be officially
considered as such (Hanitzsch & Vos, 2017).

Using the two scales created for this study, it is pos‐
sible to compare the perceived experience of discursive
threats and other kinds of threats. First of all, we can see
that discursive menaces were obviously perceived more

often (M = 1.95; SD = 0.878) than non‐discursive ones
(M = 1.33; SD = 0.449). Furthermore, 80.3% of all jour‐
nalists claimed that they had experienced some form of
discursive threat to some extent. This percentage fell to
58% regarding non‐discursive threats.

No significant differences were perceived between
male and female journalists. However, a significant and
negative correlation was detected between age and
having experienced discursive threats (R(326) = −0.208,
p < 0.001), which means that the younger the journal‐
ist, the greater the likelihood that they had experienced
some form of discursive threat.

Regarding ideology, there was a significant correla‐
tion between having experienced non‐discursive men‐
aces and political ideology (R(312) = 0.12, p < 0.05). Given
that the higher values of the ideology scale corresponded
to the right, this positive correlation means that more
conservative journalists claimed that they had experi‐
enced such threatsmore often. No significant correlation
was observed regarding the discursive menace.

The highest educational level obtained by the jour‐
nalist seemed to be significant, both for the per‐
ception of having experienced discursive menaces
(F(5, 19.304) = 5.597, p < 0.01) and for non‐discursive
menaces (F(5, 18.502) = 3.298, p < 0.05). The post‐hoc
tests showed that those journalists with some under‐
graduate studieswere those experiencing the lowest per‐
ception of threats in both cases. These differences were
only significant when the respondents with less educa‐
tional level were compared with those who had com‐
pleted undergraduate studies and those with master’s
degrees. No other relevant trend was observed.

The differences related to the completion of studies
in the field of communication or journalism were also
significant according to the student’s T‐tests conducted
for the independent sample. Thus, the journalists with
specialized studies (M = 2.07; SD = 0.899) had expe‐
rienced more discursive menaces than those without
(M = 1.72; SD = 0.830; t(329) = −3.375, p < 0.001, d = 0.41).
The same was observed regarding non‐discursive men‐
aces (t(303) = −2.703, p < 0.01, d = 0.34), since
those respondents with specialized studies (M = 1.38;
SD = 0.433) perceived more threats of this kind than did
those without specialized studies (M = 1.22; SD = 0.493).

The years of experience working as a journalist, the
decision‐making capacity, and the fact they worked on
a specific newsbeat or as a generalist journalist, did not
play a significant role in the perception of having expe‐
rienced these two forms of threat. Neither the type
of funding of the news outlet for which the journalist
worked nor its scope, showed significant effects either.

3.2. Journalists’ Perceived Experience of Risky Situations

Each of the 10 analyzed threats can be observed indepen‐
dently to furnishmore detailed information. Being the vic‐
timof hate or demeaning speechwas themost commonly
experienced threat (M = 2.36; SD = 1.206), followed by
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public discrediting of one’s work (M = 2.30; SD = 1.211).
More violent situations, such as arrest or imprisonment
(M = 1.05; SD = 0.328), other physical attacks (M = 1.15;
SD = 0.483), or sexual assault or harassment (M = 1.17;
SD = 0.617), were very rare. Table 2 summarizes all the
average values of the 10 situations studied.

Comparing the perceived experiences based on gen‐
der using student’s T‐tests shows that men (M = 1.46;
SD = 0.867) experienced legal actions more often than
women (M = 1.24; SD = 0.604; t(328.948) = 2.655,
p < 0.01, d = 0.29). However, women (M = 1.32;
SD = 0.825) had experienced sexual assault or harass‐
ment significantly more often than men (M = 1.06;
SD = 0.354; t(168.169) = −3.480, p < 0.01, d = 0.41).

Considering the influence of age on these experi‐
ences, we see a significant and negative correlation
with having experienced hate speech (R(329) = −0.168,
p < 0.01), public discrediting of the journalist’s work
(R(329) = −0.206, p < 0.001), and other threats or intim‐
idations (R(330) = −0.164, p < 0.01). These negative cor‐
relations mean that younger journalists claimed to have
experienced these threats more often than older ones.

Focusing now on ideology, there is a significant
correlation of this variable with having experienced
hacking or the blocking of social media accounts or
websites (R(313) = 0.146, p < 0.01), legal actions
(R(314) = 0.187, p < 0.01), or other threats or intimida‐
tions (R(316) = 0.111, p < 0.05). These positive correla‐
tionsmean that themore conservative a journalist is, the
more they claim to have experienced these threats, and
the opposite for more progressist journalists.

The educational level reached does not show sig‐
nificant differences or any trend that could be taken
into account regarding the experience of risky situations.
Only the three journalists without a secondary education
seem to have experienced more of these situations, but
the reduced size of the sample in this category prevents
any statistically relevant comparison.

Respondents with specialized education in the field
of journalism or communication claimed to have expe‐

rienced more hate or demeaning speech (M = 2.47;
SD = 1.228) than did those without education of this kind
(M = 2.13; SD = 1.199; t(332) = −2.325, p < 0.05, d = 0.28).
There are also significant differences regarding the
experience of public discrediting (t(211.698) = −3.533,
p < 0.01, d = 0.41), which was higher among journal‐
ists who had completed specialized studies in the field
(M = 2.45; SD = 1.236) than among those who had
not (M = 1.96; SD = 1.137). Journalists with specialized
studies had experienced more surveillance (M = 1.98;
SD = 1.202) than those without such studies (M = 1.56;
SD = 1.118; t(312) = −2.904, p < 0.01, d = 0.41). A simi‐
lar pattern is apparent regarding the hacking and block‐
ing of social media accounts and websites. Those with
specialized education experienced more of this kind
of threat (M = 1.49; SD = 0.939) than those without
(M = 1.27; SD = 0.769; t(236.975) = −2.217, p < 0.05,
d = 0.26). Harassment was more frequently experienced
among respondents with studies in the field (M = 1.55;
SD = 0.947) than among those without (M = 1.27;
SD = 0.766; t(2422.837) = −2.873, p < 0.01, d = 0.33).
Finally, the experience of other threats or intimidations
was more frequent among those respondents who had
completed studies in the field of journalism or commu‐
nication (M = 1.80; SD = 0.992) than among those who
had not (M = 1.50; SD = 0.921; t(333) = −2.545, p < 0.05,
d = 0.31).

No significant influence on the experience of risky sit‐
uations was observed regarding years of experience as a
journalist, the level of responsibility, and work on a spe‐
cific newsbeat or general topics.

There were some differences based on the way the
news outlet for which the journalist worked was funded.
Experience of hateful or demeaning speech was signif‐
icantly more common among journalists working for
private news outlets (M = 2.50; SD = 1.185) than it
was for those working in other types of media differ‐
ent from public or private ones (M = 2.02; SD = 1.094;
F(2, 343) = 3.553, p < 0.05). The same is apparent when
we consider the experience of public discrediting, which

Table 2. Experience of different risky situations during the past five years by Spanish, Italian, and Greek journalists.

Percentage of the journalists who had
Situation M SD experienced the threat to some extent

Demeaning or hateful speech 2.36 1.206 66.8%
Public discrediting of work 2.30 1.211 65.0%
Stalking 1.46 0.891 76.9%
Other threats or intimidation 1.69 0.964 42.0%
Surveillance 1.89 1.189 43.6%
Hacking or blocking of social media accounts or websites 1.42 0.873 24.8%
Arrest, detention, or imprisonment 1.05 0.328 02.9%
Legal actions against them because of their work 1.36 0.752 23.4%
Sexual assault or sexual harassment 1.17 0.617 09.7%
Other physical attacks 1.15 0.483 11.3%
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is more common among journalists working for private
media (M = 2.41; SD = 1.242) than among those work‐
ing for other types of media (M = 2.00; SD = 1.071);
F(2, 102.414) = 3.412, p < 0.05). These differences are
also present regarding the experience of sexual assault
or harassment, which was more frequent for journalists
working in private media (M = 1.18; SD = 0.651) than in
other types (M = 1.05; SD = 0.282; F(2, 109.841) = 4.283,
p < 0.05). The other risky situations did not show signifi‐
cant differences based on this variable.

The experience of public discrediting of the journal‐
ist’s work exhibited significant differences according to
the scope of the news outlet (F(3, 352) = 4.749, p < 0.01),
being higher among journalists working for regional
(M = 2.61; SD = 1.172) or local (M = 2.51; SD = 1.150)
media than among those working for transnational
media (M = 1.89; SD = 1.201). Therewere also differences
regarding the experience of the hacking or blocking of
social media or websites (F(3, 148.620) = 3.641, p < 0.05),
which were more common for journalists working in
regional media (M = 1.64; SD = 0.916) than for those
working in national ones (M = 1.28; SD = 0.774). No other
situation showed significant differences for this variable.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

After the murders of the Maltese journalist Daphne
Caruana Galizia in 2017 and the Slovakian journalist Ján
Kuciak in 2018, the concern about the safety of European
journalists grew (Coelho & Alves Rodrigues, 2020). This
article has shown that Spanish, Italian, and Greek jour‐
nalists do not perceive to be affected so much by violent
threats as by a discursive form of threat, that has gained
ground due to multiple factors. Although violent crimes
are those that capture the most attention among media,
scholars, and public opinion, wemaintain that discursive
threats—on the authority and legitimization of both jour‐
nalismand journalists—are equally dramatic. This kind of
attack is a constant feature of the environment in which
journalists have to work—an environment where their
legitimacy is not adequately recognized. Such attacks—
hateful or demeaning speech, public discrediting, and
threats perpetrated by any social actor—have gained
presence, becoming the most common threat to the
Mediterranean journalists’ safety. In recent years, many
studies have analyzed the challenges to the authority of
journalism (Carlson, 2017; Van Dalen, 2021). The data
used here give consistency to those concerns in a con‐
text in which the effects of digitization and economic cri‐
sis are considered even more influential.

Among the various factors that we analyzed, per‐
haps the most important is the fact that younger jour‐
nalists perceive these discursive threats to a greater
extent. Concerns about the digitalization of journalism
(Waisbord, 2020) appear to be even more challenging
when the younger generation is the one perceiving itself
as working in a context that does not consider safe and
in which journalists feel that their work is delegitimized.

It is also interesting that it was precisely the respon‐
dents with higher education levels who more strongly
perceived these discursive and non‐discursive attempts
to delegitimize their work, which is indicative of the fact
that this influence is perceived by those who should
know the importance of autonomy. Journalists who had
completed specialized studies in the fields of journalism
and communication claimed to have experienced more
situations that posed a threat to their safety. This seems
partly counter‐intuitive because having specialized train‐
ing should lead to higher and better‐paid positions, and
notmake a journalist more vulnerable. However, it might
make a journalist more aware of those risks, so they
can better recognize them. This result significantly con‐
tributes to the boundary work literature (see Carlson
& Lewis, 2015), because it makes it possible to iden‐
tify a specific group that is struggling for its legitimacy
not against the machine (Belair‐Gagnon & Holton, 2018)
or the audience (Robinson, 2010), but to affirm its pro‐
fessional right and duty to tell the truth about cur‐
rent affairs.

The rest of the factors analyzed concerned only very
specific types of threats and the patterns were not signif‐
icant when talking about discursive and non‐discursive
threats. The goal of studying those threats more in detail
was to observe these cases in particular. We now briefly
review and interpret them further.

Gender differences were not particularly common.
Though it might be considered surprising that female
journalistswere not significantlymore commonly victims
than male ones in situations such as hate speech, as pre‐
vious studies have suggested (Antunovic, 2019; Sarikakis
et al., 2021). The clearest threat experienced by women
is sexual assault—significantly more female journalists
suffer from it—which corresponds with the literature
findings on the subject (Harris et al., 2016). More sur‐
prising is the rather low level of reported sexual assault.
Even though our study does not seek to explain these dif‐
ferences, one possible explanation might be the compar‐
ison with other (mostly discursive) threats. In absolute
terms, sexual assault may be a significant and worrying
issue, but the number of occasions on which it happens
may be smaller than those of other threats. Therefore,
even if some studies have shown that sexual assaults are
rather common, they are still reported less frequently
than other threats faced by journalists.

Another factor that showed significant effects was
the political ideology of the journalists. About this, it
was found that more conservative journalists experi‐
enced more threats (mostly non‐discursive ones) even
though the effect sizes were rather small. This may also
be considered surprising, given that much of the exist‐
ing literature focuses on the threats posed by far‐right
movements (Figenschou & Ihlebæk, 2019). However, the
risk might come from both sides, as previous work on
affective polarization has shown (Iyengar et al., 2019).
Polarization is not likely to be the only factor explaining
possible differences in the perceptions of conservative
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and progressive journalists. Another potential explana‐
tion is the fact that at the time of the survey, the Italian
and Spanish governments were respectively center and
left leaning politically, and this may have contributed
to the conservative journalists’ perceptions about the
menaces against them. The ideological proximity model
usually explains these dynamics (Curini, 2022). However,
future researchmight need to further explore its connec‐
tion with the topics studied in this article.

Regarding the funding and scope of the news out‐
lets for which the journalists worked, the differences
were not generalized, and the effect sizes were also
rather small. But it seems that journalists working for
private and regional media were the ones claiming to
have experienced the most threats. It could be argued
that public‐funded and national or transnational plat‐
forms are more stable and secure, thus being able to
support and protect their journalists, whoperceive fewer
threats, whereas those working for private and regional
(and maybe even local) platforms may be less protected
or may have more precarious situations. Other factors,
such as public exposure (in theory, greater in platforms
with larger scope) or perceived risk of the threat (in local
outlets being closer to the threat may increase the per‐
ception of risk) could also play a role, but they seem less
explanatory of these findings. In any case, more research
needs to be conducted in this regard.

The years of experience as a journalist, the level
of responsibility, and the fact that they work on a
specific newsbeat or on general topics (all of them
being individual professional factors) played no signifi‐
cant role. The first two could have been expected to
show some differences, given that experience and level
of responsibility tend to give journalists a higher status
and a greater capacity to deal with potential threats.
However, this does not seem to affect their perceptions
of these threats. In regards to the third factor, no com‐
parisons were made between beats. Future studies will
be able to further explore the potential existence of dif‐
ferences here.

It is important to stress that this study does not
measure the existence of threats, but rather the per‐
ceptions of the journalists about them. Consequently,
these perceptions may differ according to the aforemen‐
tioned factors, even though the experiences may be sim‐
ilar. In general terms, discursive threats exhibit greater
variability among different groups. Thus, the experience
of hateful speech, the public discrediting of one’s work,
or other threats and intimidations present significant
variations depending on some of the factors studied.
Other threats, like physical attacks, stalking, or sexual
assault, present fewer or almost no significant differ‐
ences. One potential and preliminary explanation might
be that the perceptions about having been a victim of
hateful speech or similar discursive menaces differ from
one person to another, whilst having been a victim of
legal actions or physical violence might be more homo‐
geneously perceived.

Overall, the main finding is that younger and more
educated journalists claim to have experienced more
threats, especially discursive threats. Among other rea‐
sons, this could be explained by the fact that new gen‐
erations have gained awareness of the risks posed by
discursive threats and are more sensitive to discursive
challenges. This is the first step for journalists to com‐
bat increasinglyworrying threats—such as hate speech—
and defend their legitimacy against intruders.

Finally, a limitation of this study is that the analy‐
sis reported did not seek representativity, for which a
larger and more probabilistic sample would have been
needed. The purpose of the analysis was exploratory
with the goal to test the influence of some independent
variables on the dependent ones, for which no repre‐
sentative samples were needed. Furthermore, a snow‐
ball distribution procedure was followed in Greece and
Spain and for that reason, only those journalists with
stronger opinions about the topic were likely the ones
who participated in the survey. Even though this strategy
might be adequate for exploratory studies like this one,
future research with larger and representative samples,
especially regarding Spanish and Greek journalists, will
be able to furnish more consistent observations. Lastly,
although no results seem to hint that way, it is not pos‐
sible to completely remove the potential effect of the
Covid‐19 pandemic, given that the study was conducted
during the third semester of 2021. Future replications
will be able to test potential longitudinal changes.
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1. Introduction

Democratic stagnation has been on the rise since the
beginning of the 21st century (Carothers & O’Donohue,
2019). The crumbling support for traditional parties,
the rise of illiberal political leaders exhibiting autocratic
traits, the increasing influence of authoritarian powers,
and the unprecedented levels of political polarization
are becoming a major challenge for new and estab‐
lished democracies alike (Arbatli & Rosenberg, 2021;
Carothers & O’Donohue, 2019; Kaufman & Haggard,
2019). In Europe, old patterns of consensual competition
between the center‐right and the center‐left are being
challenged by political polarization and populism, endan‐
gering, hence, traditional political institutions and norms

(Carothers & O’Donohue, 2019). This is reflected in the
recent rise of anti‐establishment parties in Europe, and
in the increasing distance between political parties and
the erosion of a common ground between their respec‐
tive voters (Casal‐Bértoa & Rama, 2021). Attempts to
conceptualize political polarization pose a complex ques‐
tion on how to draw a line between positive polarization
that enriches democratic processes and harmful polariza‐
tion that hinders the legitimacy of the entire system and
the values it represents (Carothers & O’Donohue, 2019;
Pausch, 2021). Kaufman and Haggard (2019, p. 418) con‐
ceptualize polarization as “a cumulative process through
which cross‐cutting cleavages are submerged into a sin‐
gle, re‐enforcing dimension that pits ‘us’ versus ‘them’
on a range of issues.” According to DiMaggio et al.
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(1996, p. 693), polarization is both a state and a process.
Polarization as a state refers to “the extent to which opin‐
ions on an issue are opposed in relation to some theo‐
retical maximum.” Polarization as process refers to “the
increase in such opposition over time” (DiMaggio et al.,
1996, p. 693). Polarization is dangerous because it hin‐
ders group formation at the center of opinion distribu‐
tion and fosters the formation of groups with irrecon‐
cilable policy preference (DiMaggio et al., 1996). Acute
political polarization leads voters “trade off democratic
principles for partisan interests,” making highly polar‐
ized societies more vulnerable to democratic backslid‐
ing (Svolik, 2019, p. 23). Pausch (2021) highlights four
characteristics of polarization: discrepancy of opinions,
group formation that divides the world into “us versus
them,” purism and the rejection of reconciliatory posi‐
tions, and the existence of a political struggle to promote
polarized positions.

The European Union (EU) has never been a polar‐
izing political project in Spain. Historically, the public
opinion in the country reflected a high degree of pro‐
Europeanness, as well as a strong consensus among
Spanish elites regarding European affairs (Vázquez et al.,
2014). Moreover, empirical studies, such as the one con‐
ducted by Sojka and Vázquez (2014), demonstrate that
the identification of Spanish elites with the European
project (above 90% identify with the EU) is stronger than
the identification of Spanish public with it (60%). Among
Spanish elites, political elites show the highest levels of
identification with the EU, followed by media and union
elites (Sojka & Vázquez, 2014). This general agreement
among the elites and the citizens on Europeanization has
resulted in clear support for the idea of shared govern‐
ability between the EU and its member states (Sojka &
Vázquez, 2014).

Having this context in mind, the aim of this study
is to analyze Spanish media discourses on the EU in
an attempt to identify polarizing narratives related to
Europeanization, and key areas in which such narratives
arise. It also attempts to identify the actors behind the
emergence of polarizing narratives and the communica‐
tive strategies they deploy to promote them.

2. Europeanization and Polarization in Spain

Following Dutceac and Bossetta (2019, p. 1054), we
use the term Europeanization to refer to “any pro‐
cess whereby a feature of the domestic (whether it
be an identity, a policy, or a discourse) takes on a
European dimension.” Europeanization in Spain has been
marked by a strong political pro‐European consensus
from the moment Spain first applied for membership
in the European Community (EC) until today (Avilés,
2004; Real‐Dato & Sojka, 2020; Ruiz & Egea, 2011).
After the death of Franco, “Europeanism” become a
national project promoted by the leading political figures
of the transition period. The emerging political consen‐
sus identified freedom and democracy with moderniza‐

tion and Europeanization (Ruiz & Egea, 2011). Joining
the EC was largely perceived as an opportunity for Spain
to overcome years of isolation during Franco’s dictator‐
ship. In the early years of accession, the Spanish pub‐
lic opinion believed that the greatest benefit derived
from EC membership consists in Spain’s increased role
in world affairs (Powell, 2007). While marginal, some
Euroscepticism existed in the first decades following
Spain’s accession to the EC. For example, the United Left
(IU) criticized the neo‐liberal orientation of European
institutions and their democratic deficit (Avilés, 2004;
Ruiz & Egea, 2011). The IU’s position could be catego‐
rized as “soft” Euroscepticism. The latter is defined as the
existence of:

Not a principled objection to the European integra‐
tion or EU membership but where concerns on one
(or a number) of policy areas lead to the expres‐
sion of a qualified opposition to the EU, or where
there is a sense that “national interest” is currently at
odds with the EU’s trajectory. (Taggart & Szczerbiak,
2008, p. 8)

Today, as Arregui (2022, p. 1) points out, the EU “has
become the most important frame of reference for
[Spanish] national actors.” The early stages of Spain’s
membership in the EC were marked by European and
local debates that lead to the adoption of the Single
European Act in 1987, culminating in the establish‐
ment of the single market. Spain had to prove that
it is a trustworthy partner, capable of developing a
“Europeanist” approach that transcends narrow national
interests (Powell, 2007). Thismeant that the government
of Felipe Gonzalez had to support initiatives that pur‐
ported to deepen the EC without demanding too much
in return in a period of internal economic crisis. The EC’s
decision to grant regional, structural, and development
funds to enable less developed members to adapt to
the single market helped the Spanish government to pro‐
mote the idea that “deepening” the EC is fully compati‐
ble with the promotion of national interests (Ruiz & Egea,
2011). Fear of peripheralization was evident as early as
1989 in governmental circles due to the economic vulner‐
ability of Spain. As a result, Spain vehemently rejected
the idea of “multi‐speed Europe,”which entailed that the
different European countrieswould integrate at different
levels and pace, depending on their internal political sit‐
uation (Powell, 2007).

The unanimous support for joining the EC did not
reflect a unified vision of Europe. The twomajor Spanish
parties—the Spanish Socialist Worker’s Party (PSOE) and
the Popular Party (PP)—had different visions on how
Europe should be constructed. For the PP, it was a project
that should be based on cooperation between states,
rejecting, hence, the idea of a federal model of the EU.
On the other hand, the socialists believed in the con‐
struction of a more social Europe, in the adoption of the
European Social Charter, and in the territorial cohesion
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of the EU (Avilés, 2004; Powell, 2007). The debates on
the adoption of a European constitutional treaty demon‐
strated best the gap that existed then between the PP
and PSOE. While the PP government, led by Jose Maria
Aznar, was in favor of a European constitutional treaty, it
insisted that Spain should retain the same power within
the EU institutions that it had under the Nice Treaty. This
position was not shared by the PSOE (Ruiz & Egea, 2011).
The PP was also very critical of the European policies of
Felipe Gonzalez, accusing him of failing to defend Spain’s
national interests in the EC. The PP’s neoliberals argued
that Spaniards had become accustomed to a wide range
of public subsidies, under the auspices of González’s
European policy, which were incompatible with genuine
socio‐economic modernization (Powell, 2007). However,
when the PP came to power, Aznar’s own rhetoric res‐
onated with that of the PSOE. To justify the implemen‐
tation of internal reforms, required for incorporating
the single currency, the government argued that it was
in Spain’s interest to make more Europe and not less
Europe (Roch, 2019). Both parties had also shown a sim‐
ilar approach to the eurozone crisis, and both imple‐
mented drastic austerity measures under the auspices of
EU institutions. Both parties supported the 2011 amend‐
ment of Article 135 of the Spanish Constitution, which
prioritized the payment of the Spanish debt over social
spending (Roch, 2019). This suggests that the ideological
gap between the two parties on the construction of the
European project is not very significant.

2.1. Europeanization and End of Bipartidism in Spain

Spain was hit hard by the eurozone crisis and by the
austerity measures mandated by the EU. This led to
the emergence of anti‐austerity publicmobilizations that
voiced criticism of European institutions. In 2011, the
15‐M movement emerged as a social movement against
austerity measures (Feenstra et al., 2017), and it set
the stage for the emergence of new political parties
ending decades of bipartisanism in Spain (Pavan, 2017).
The institutionalization of these social movements led to
the establishment of Podemos (in English, “We Can”) in
2014, a political party that presented itself as an alter‐
native to the traditional left (della Porta et al., 2017).
While Podemos challenged the neoliberal policies pro‐
moted by national and EU institutions and elites, it did
not reject the European project altogether. Instead, it
attempted to redefine the meaning of Europeanization,
as reflected in the words of one of its most prominent
founders, Pablo Iglesias (Iglesias, 2015, p. 27): “The strat‐
egy we have followed is to articulate a discourse on the
recovery of sovereignty, on social rights, even human
rights, in a European framework.” A 2014 manifesto,
initiated by the founders of the party, alludes to the
“crisis of legitimacy of the EU,” with the EU mandated
austerity measures being labelled as a “financial coup
d’état” against Southern European countries (Podemos,
2014, p. 1). Podemos described the amendment of

Article 135 of the Spanish constitution as “the surrender
of sovereignty” (Fernandez, 2014). The party portrayed
Europe as a fractured project between the North and
the South (Roch, 2019), with Southern Europeans want‐
ing to recover “the dignity and the future” of their peo‐
ples (Fernandez, 2014).While emphasizing that the party
“loves Europe” if it means “freedom, equality, and fra‐
ternity,” Podemos accused the Spanish political elites of
wanting to convert Spain into “a German colony.” It also
accused European elites of corruption, linking the pres‐
ident of the European Central Bank, Mario Draghi, to
Goldman Sachs, and comparing Jean‐Claude Juncker to
Al Capone (Fernandez, 2014).

Some mainstream media outlets attempted to asso‐
ciate Podemos with far‐right positions towards the EU.
This was met with an increasing effort by Podemos to
present itself as a pro‐European party, fighting for a new
social democracy in Europe (della Porta et al., 2017).
In the 2015 elections, the party’s manifesto lacked an
explicit criticism of the EU. Reference to the EU included
mainly a call to advance the European integration in key
policy areas, such as single fiscal policy, eurobonds, com‐
mon EU budget, common defense, and security policy
(Real‐Dato & Sojka, 2020). Likewise, in the 2016 elec‐
tions, the EU was barely present in the manifesto of
Unidas Podemos (United We Can), a coalition formed
by Podemos and IU. The manifesto included a posi‐
tive stance towards European integration, calling for the
democratization of the eurozone economic governance,
the flexibilization of the Stability and Growth Pact, and
the creation of a common fiscal policy and a European
investment plan (Real‐Dato & Sojka, 2020).

Another newly established far‐right party that intro‐
duced Eurosceptic discourses was VOX. The party
became the third parliamentary party in the November
2019 general elections (Real‐Dato & Sojka, 2020).
The party was formed in 2013 bymembers of the PPwho
were disappointed with the policies of the government,
which they perceived as too moderate (Real‐Dato &
Sojka, 2020). VOX capitalized on the migration crisis and
the political crisis triggered by the separatist process in
Catalonia to rally political support. Both crises had bear‐
ing on the public perception of the EU (Real‐Dato& Sojka,
2020). Like Podemos, VOX did not advocate a straight‐
forward rejection of the European integration project.
In the 2014 European elections, VOX defined itself as
deeply Europeanist (VOX, 2014). Failing to gain seats,
VOX intensified its nationalist and nativist positions in
subsequent national, regional, and European elections.
This entailed the adoption of a Eurosceptic stance call‐
ing for the respect of the supremacy of national law over
EU law and promoting an inter‐governmental model of
the EU (Lerín, 2022; Real‐Dato & Sojka, 2020). In its 2019
manifesto for the European elections, VOX reasserted
its “Europeanist vocation,” while concurrently rejecting
“the goal of turning the Union into a disguised federal
state,” which in the party’s view has been achieved
“fraudulently in recent years by reducing the [number
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of] issues that require unanimity within the Council, con‐
ferring greater power on the Commission” (VOX, 2019,
p. 5). VOX also called for repealing or adopting a “radical
amendment” of Article 7 of the Lisbon Treaty, in order to
prevent the EU from interfering in the democratic deci‐
sions of member states based on the “respect for demo‐
cratic values” clause (VOX, 2019, p. 8). VOX accused the
EU and its institutions of political bias against certain
member states due to the influence of leftist ideologies.
Referring to the successionistmovement threatening the
territorial integrity of Spain, the manifesto accused the
EU of being “stingy in defending the unity of Spain as
the basis and foundation of Europe,” describing the cur‐
rent state of integration as “European project of elites far
from reality” (VOX, 2019, p. 6).

However, the Eurosceptic stance of both Podemos
and VOX lacks consistency when analyzed over time.
This suggests that their discourses on the EU are usu‐
ally shaped by their electoral strategies (Real‐Dato &
Sojka, 2020).

2.2. Media and Europeanization in Spain

The Spanish media is characterized by a high level of
political parallelism (Teruel‐Rodríguez, 2016). This term
refers to “a pattern or relationship where the structure
of the political parties is somewhat reflected by the
media organizations” (de Albuquerque, 2018). In such
contexts, polarization requires the confluence of polit‐
ical and media actors (Teruel‐Rodríguez, 2016). In the
absence of anti‐European agenda in the Spanish politi‐
cal landscape, it is not surprising, then, that media elites
in Spain show high levels of identification with the EU
(Sojka & Vázquez, 2014). However, Spanish media out‐
lets remain highly focused on national political systems.
The coverage of the EU is given a lower priority (Sotelo,
2009). A study by Berganza (2009) suggested that more
attentionwas given to the EUby the Spanishmediawhen
the new socialist government prioritized Spain‐EU part‐
nership over the United States–Spain bilateral relations,
prioritized by the previous government.

Another feature of the coverage of the EU by
European media in general is its dependence on offi‐
cial sources. As a result, the media tend to reproduce

the messages of experts, especially in economic mat‐
ters (Arrese & Vara‐Miguel, 2016). Rivas‐de‐Roca and
García‐Gordillo (2023) point out that excessive depen‐
dence on official sources could create a journalism of
statements, that mostly consists of the transferal of the
interests of the political class to citizens. This could
enhance the existing distrust among citizens towards
media, as pointed by Pérez‐Escoda (2022).

A comparative study by Menéndez (2010) suggested
that evenwhen amedia outlet is pro‐European it can still
portray the EU negatively. According to him, there were
more negative stories about the EU in pro‐European
Spanish media (and in France and the UK) compared
to positive or neutral stories. This could be explained
by the general tendency of the media to highlight neg‐
ative or conflicting news to attract readers. The prioriti‐
zation of negative frames, such as the recurrent use of
the term “crisis,” could eventually diminish the publics’
identification with the European project (Rivas‐de‐Roca
& García‐Gordillo, 2023).

3. Objective and Methodology

This study analyzes Spanish media discourses on the EU,
and it aims to identify polarizing narratives related to
Europeanization and key areas in which such narratives
arise. It also attempts to identify the actors behind the
emergence of polarizing narratives. The study adopts a
qualitative methodology using content analysis in the
first phase of analysis, and critical discourse analysis
(CDA) in the second one. This allowed the research team
to engage in a deeper reflection on the analyzed news
items in line with the framing theory (Porismita, 2011).
The sample was obtained from six different Spanish
nationwide media outlets, selected based on four crite‐
ria (see Table 1): (a) ownership (public/private), in order
to represent both models existing in the Spanish media
landscape; (b) format (traditional/digital) to guarantee
the representation of the digital media market; (c) edito‐
rial line (conservative/liberal) by selecting media outlets
from the most conservative to the most liberal editorial
lines; and (d) type of media (TV stations and newspa‐
pers), for representing the media with the largest read‐
ership and viewership in Spain.

Table 1.Media outlets description according to the selection criteria.

Media outlets Ownership Format Editorial line Type Readership/Viewership*

ABC** Private Traditional Conservative Newspaper Fourth position
Antena 3 Private Traditional Soft conservative TV station First position
El Confidencial Private Digital Conservative Newspaper First position***
elDiario.es Private Digital Liberal Newspaper First position***
El País Private Traditional Liberal Newspaper First position
RTVE Public Traditional Soft liberal TV station Second position
Notes: * According to the 2021 KREAB Report (Cabirta et al., 2022); ** the oldest conservative daily newspaper in Spain; *** first posi‐
tions as rigorous digital media outlets.
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3.1. Sample and Row Material

One of the major challenges in obtaining the final sam‐
ple was deciding on how to access news items and sub‐
sequently make a final selection. The research team
opted for the Twitter accounts of all selected media to
carry out a massive data download. Spanish media use
their Twitter accounts for their agenda‐setting and to
reach their audiences directly via an alternative chan‐
nel (Casero‐Ripollés et al., 2022). Using the scrapping
technique, which is the most adequate for managing a
huge amount of data, all data from 12 Twitter accounts
belonging to the selected media outlets were down‐
loaded and stored during a period of nine months (July
2021 to March 2022). The selection of the chronologi‐
cal period was stablished in the context of the European
project Mediatized EU. The accounts selected were:
El País (@el_pais; @elpais_espana; @elpais_inter), ABC
(@abc_mundo; @abc_es), El Confidencial (@ECInter;
@elconfidencial), elDiario.es (@eldiarioes), Antena 3
(@antena3int; @A3Noticias), and RTVE (@rtvenoticias;
@telediario_tve). The scrapping technique was applied
by using the web browser from NVivo software called
NCapture that allowed a quick and easy capture of all
tweets posted in the Twitter accounts of the selected
media outlets.

The filtering process was carried out by using key‐
words previously agreed upon by the researchers and
considering the research objectives. Table 2 shows the
monthly filtered news items per media during the
selected period. A final sample of 543 news items from
July 2021 to March 2022 were selected for analysis.

3.2. Methodological Stages: Content Analysis and
Critical Discourse Analysis

Once the final sample was obtained, all data stored in
Excel sheets was downloaded to NVivo SQR Software
in order to proceed with a dual‐step analysis. The first
stage consisted of content analysis, which according to
Thayer et al. (2007), is more appropriate for commu‐
nication research since it reveals hidden connections
between concepts and relationships among ideas that

might seem disconnected at a first glance. As in previ‐
ous works related to the project (García‐Carretero et al.,
2022; Pedrero‐Esteban et al., 2021), analytical standards
were agreed upon in variousworking sessions. The codes
developed and modified by a researcher were taken
into account by the rest of team using the same oper‐
ational definitions for each category to maximize cod‐
ing neutrality. A code book was designed and followed
by all researchers in order to ensure a rigorous analy‐
sis. The coding process related to the content analysis
included two different steps:

1. Coding all news items based on attributes, defined
as a set of characteristics describing the units
of analysis of our research. The attributes were
designed in a deductive way. The team relied
on theoretical references to define the attributes
of analysis, such as media, authorship, approach,
stance toward the EU (pro/neutral/anti), journal‐
istic genre, and semiotic elements used in each
piece of information.

2. Assigning theme‐based nodes for an in‐depth con‐
tent analysis. These nodes are understood as cat‐
egories or containers generated while examining
the selected data. As pointed by Guix (2008, p. 28),
in the content analysis “we should establish the
categories in an inductive way, i.e., by creating the
various labels under which we will order our infor‐
mation as they emerge from the exploitation of
our sources.” In this study, two different categories
were created: main actors involved in the analyzed
items and dominant topics.

The content analysis provided us with quantitative data
that allowed a second stage of analysis using CDA for
an in‐depth study of the identified polarizing narratives
and discourses. As stated by Van‐Dijk (2016, p. 204) this
is not a methodological approach per se but “an ana‐
lytical practice that can be found in all discourse stud‐
ies areas…the CDA is defined as the study of discourses
within an attitude.” This practice allows researchers to
analyze social problems, discursive power relations, and
the relationship between the text analyzed and society,

Table 2. Sample description per media and month.

News items selection per month

Media outlets No. tweets Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Total

ABC 27,708 7 6 5 11 15 8 7 14 9 82
Antena 3 18,325 5 1 5 9 9 8 6 7 11 61
El Confidencial 21,804 9 0 9 12 23 4 7 18 12 94
elDiario.es 24,902 8 7 11 17 28 14 10 18 17 130
El País 35,592 10 6 3 8 9 7 7 13 17 80
RTVE 34,613 8 7 7 13 11 12 10 17 11 96
Total 162,944 47 27 40 70 95 53 47 87 77 543
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offering an important interpretative frame. As Fairclough
(2003, p. 163) described it previously: “Explanation is
a matter of seeing a discourse as part of processes of
social struggle, within a matrix of relations of power.”
The adoption of this approach helps decoding mean‐
ings and connections implied in the analyzed news items.
According to Berelson (1971), such analysis lies in the
description of objective, systematic, and quantifiable
manifest content. Lately, the development of critical dis‐
course studies has legitimized this methodology, which
has become a valid and rigorous approach to study
the ways in which discourses and ideologies are dis‐
seminated across different channels of communication
(Machin, 2013; Van Leeuwen, 2013).

Although CDA is a flexible analytical approach, it is
essential that it is carried out in a standardized way.
As López‐Noguero (2002) points out, this standardization
allows us to detect polarization in the discourses. To this
end, the research team used the Memo functionality
from NVivo SQR Software based on the creation of col‐
laborative working spaces. Memos are defined as:

A type of document that enable the team to record
the ideas, insights, interpretations or growing under‐
standing of thematerial in your project. They provide
a way to keep your analysis separate from (but linked
to) the material you are analysing. (NVivo, 2022)

Specifically, the research team used “memos for a code.”
This process was enabled by the previous content ana‐
lysis phase. Once the memos were written, the team
carried out a critical analysis of the discourses that con‐
tain a polarizing effect according to the “us vs. them”
rhetoric and other communicative strategies (Van‐Dijk,
2016). The analysis also considers Foucault’s (1991) lim‐
its and forms of the sayable, conservation, reactivation,
memory, and appropriation.

4. Results

4.1. Content Analysis: Topics and Actors in Spanish
Media Outlets Discourses

The detection ofmain topics inmedia discourseswas one
of themain objectives of the first stage of analysis. In this
regard, the following topics were detected in the news
items discussing the EU. Each Spanish media outlet can
show a higher or lower percentage of coverage of cer‐
tain topics depending on its own media agenda. Figure 1
displays these topics per media outlet.

Our content analysis revealed that one area in which
polarizing narratives are more prevalent is EU politics.
Our codification also introduced (soft) Euroscepticism as
a sub‐category. Table 3 shows the percentage of both
categories, EU Politics and Euroscepticism represented
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Figure 1.Main topics detected in the content analysis stage permedia in percentages. Notes: For missing categories: Social
relations–social problems (human rights, LGBTI, etc.); global politics (UK–Gibraltar, etc.); defense and cybersecurity issues;
disinformation and fake news; Spain–Internal politics–national, regional, and local issues; EU countries–Internal politics–
national, regional, and local issues.
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Table 3. Presence percentage of topics EU Politics and Euroscepticism in Spanish media.

Antena 3 ABC El Confidencial El País elDiario.es RTVE

EU Politics 3.14% 15.06% 20.05% 13.77% 41.56% 6.42%
Euroscepticism 7.41% 8.59% 20.21% 6.06% 54.97% 2.75%

Right‐wing Left‐wing

EU Politics 38.25% 61.75%
Euroscepticism 36.21% 63.78%

in the Spanish media discourses. As shown in this data,
elDiario.es is the Spanish media outlet that scored
highest in both categories: EU Politics (41,56%) and
Euroscepticism (54,97%). In comparison, the two TV sta‐
tions scored lowest in these two categories. If we ana‐
lyze this data from a political perspective, we realize that
media outlets on the left give more importance in their
agenda setting to EU politics (61.75%), and account for
63.78% of news items giving visibility to Euroscepticism,
compared to right wingmedia with an average of 35.25%
for EU Politics, and 36.21% for Euroscepticism.

Analyzing in depth (the CDA method) the discourses
that emerge from the two above‐mentioned categories,
the selected media show a clear pro‐European tendency
in their discourses on EU Politics (62.90%) and illustrate
the anti‐EU discourses stemming from Eurosceptic par‐
ties within the EU (71.53%; see Figure 2).

Likewise, this research has detected the sources and
actors most relied upon by the Spanish media when
explaining the topics listed above. In this sense, repre‐
sentatives of EU institutions as well as representatives
of the EU member states, including those of the Spanish
government, are the main actors detected (see Figure 3).

4.2. Critical Content Analysis: Three Poles of Polarization
in Spanish Media Outlets

4.2.1. North–South Divide

Fear of marginalization and the attempt to challenge
power asymmetries between the North and the South
within the EU is still vivid in media discourses on the EU,

even when the EU itself is praised. Discourses on the
Next Generation funds is a good example of it. The Next
Generation funds are presented as a window of oppor‐
tunity for the future of the Union, as reflected in state‐
ments such as “Europe in this last year has been a space
for opportunities” (Gallardo, 2021a). The adoption of
the funds is described as a “historic” decision (Gallardo,
2021a), and “without a doubt, a gigantic step” (Gallardo,
2021a). These funds are viewed as an opportunity for a
deeper and more just economic integration, as stated in
an item published by elDiario.es: “In this crisis, unlike in
previous crises, the economic health of Southern Europe
is to be prioritized” (Gil, 2021a). Even Von der Leyen’s
state of the union address, covered by the Spanishmedia,
is based on this narrative: “A just recovery lies ahead,
[one] that avoids social fracture and prepares us for
future crises” (Gallardo, 2021d). This speech is described
by a TV host as “moving,” emphasizing that “we have
heard theword soul on several occasions,” and thatmany
of its headlines “are called to improve people’s lives”
(Gallardo, 2021d).

However, the praise of the European funds is paral‐
leled with a discourse that attempts to discredit previ‐
ous fiscal measures advocated by Germany within the
EU. The said measures exemplified the power asymme‐
tries that exist between the North and the South in
Europe. To challenge this asymmetry, different actors in
the media resort to intertextuality, i.e., constructing the
significance of the (historic) recovery funds by compar‐
ing them to the previous (notorious) austerity measures.
This is reflected in the statement of a progressive mem‐
ber of the European Parliament (Garrido) on RTVE:

Pro-EU–Advantages

27.5%
24.2%

12.8%

0.9%

71.5%

62.9%

An�-EU–Advantages Neutral discourses

EU Poli�cs

Euroscep�cism

Figure 2. Pro, anti, and neutral discourses detected in the CDA stage within the topics EU Politics and Euroscepticism.
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Figure 3.Main actors detected in the content analysis phase.

The European Union has responded in a very differ‐
ent way than it did when the terrible financial cri‐
sis hit 10 years ago. [In] the great recession there
was austerity, austerity, austerity. And now the dis‐
astrous [outcomes] of austerity are seen. Now the
opposite has beendone—investment—and the proof
of that are the 750 billion euros that are going to be
injected into the European economy for the recov‐
ery, [in accordance with] the famous recovery funds.
(Gallardo, 2021d)

Previous measures, such as the Stability and Growth
Pact, are criticized for being rigid and outdated with fru‐
gal states being portrayed as an obstacle, as reflected
in an excerpt from elDiario.es: “But the governments
of northern Europe, fiscally conservative, are reluctant
to make efforts to substantially relax fiscal rules, com‐
pared to the positions of the southern countries” (Gil,
2021c). Another item in elDiario.es titled “Paradigm
Change in Brussels?” highlights that “gone are the days
of the Troika’s diktat and of the men in black to access
European money” (Gil, 2022a). The same piece contin‐
ues as follows:

The European Commission tries to escape from the
long shadowof the Troikawhile enduring 800,000mil‐
lion euros worth of debts to finance the recovery of
the EuropeanUnion that is struggling to get out of the
coronavirus pandemic thanks to the vaccines negoti‐
ated and bought by Brussels for 27. Looking back in
the mirror of a decade ago, Germany’s resounding
nein on eurobonds has turned into Brussels enduring
the largest joint debt in its history. (Gil, 2022a)

Using the Foucauldian concept of memory (Foucault,
1991),which refers to the particularway inwhichwe look
at old discourses, such quotes suggest that Eurosceptic
discourses on the austerity measures, adopted more
than a decade ago, are engraved in public memory albeit
dormant. The newmeasures adopted by the EUonly reaf‐
firmed the validity of such critical old discourses that sym‐
bolize a highly polarizing moment in the history of the
EU, leading to the emergence of new critical approaches
to Europeanization such as the ones voiced by Podemos
against the austerity measures.
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4.2.2. East–West Divide

The EU’s decision to withhold funds from Hungary and
Poland due to human rights and rule of law concerns
gives rise to the discourse that human rights and the rule
of law are central components of the European integra‐
tion process and of Europe’s identity. Therefore, the EU
must act firmly to protect them. Conditioning the recep‐
tion of the recovery funds with respecting these values
is endorsed by media discourses across the board. These
values become the site of contestation between the
EU, fully supported by Spain, and states that argue that
their sovereignty trumps European normative standards.
This polarization is presented by the Spanish media as a
conflict over the identity of Europe. Europeans (or true
Europeans) are portrayed as strong supporters of these
values. For example, in its item “The Europeans want the
funds to go only to countries that respect the rule of law,”
the ABC covered the Eurobarometer on the state of the
union and reported that the EU citizens view the rule of
law and democratic values as key values that should be
respected bymember states. Furthermore, European cit‐
izens support withholding funds from governments that
fail to respect European values (“Los europeos quieren,”
2021). Statements by Spain’s political elites show full
support of the EU withholding funds from Hungary and
Poland. An example of this explicit support could be
found in the following statement by IU:

The discriminatory law against the LGTBQ commu‐
nity passed by the Hungarian government requires a
firm reaction, and I am glad to have listened today to
Mr. Michel and Mrs. Von der Leyen’s…clear position
in defense of the rule of law. (RTVE Noticias, 2021)

Likewise, statements by the political forces from the right
display endorsement of the EU position:

The European PP defends the rule of law among the
27 member states, and this is an immovable princi‐
ple for us. That is why we were one of the signato‐
ries to the call for European funds to be conditional
on compliance with the rule of law by all parties.
(Gallardo, 2021c)

The only party that objects the sanction imposed on
Hungary and Poland is VOX. This is reflected, inter alia,
in the statement of Jorge Buxadé, vice‐president of the
party: “We have not created the EU to subject the gov‐
ernments that have been legitimately appointed by their
people to the path that it decides” (Gallardo, 2021c).
However, even the conservative media criticized VOX’s
positions on such issues. The piece “The cavern of
Santiago Abascal” is one example of that. The item crit‐
icized Abascal’s anti‐European stance (“Abascal doesn’t
like the euro or Europe”) and his position on key human
rights issues:

[VOX] poisons society with the sinister choreogra‐
phy of xenophobia, machismo, nationalism, anti‐
Europeanism, homophobia, obscurantism, and resis‐
tance to the evidence of climate change. Nothing bet‐
ter than Abascal’s messianism to excite the instincts
and stimulate the emotions….He would like Spain to
be the Hungary of Orbán, the Poland of Law and
Justice. (Amón, 2021)

These discourses also create the dichotomy of “us vs.
them,” with “us” being true Europeanists who believe
in human rights values, such as the case of Spain, and
“them” the ultra‐nationalists who want to access “all
the benefits of being a member of the European Union,
including resilience and recovery funds, without fulfilling
any of the obligations and duties, starting with respect
for European law that all the rest of us comply with”
(Gallardo, 2021e). Supporting LGBTQ rights becomes a
key distinguishing criterion between “us” vs. “them.” This
is exemplified in headlines, such as “Brussels squeezes
Hungary and Poland with the revision of European
funds for their authoritarian and homophobic drift” (Gil,
2021b); likewise, the Hungarian prime minister, Viktor
Orbán, is described as “ultra‐conservative,” for linking
homosexuality with pederasty: “The Hungarian govern‐
ment is absorbed in its homophobic drift” (RTVE Noticias,
2021). One item on RTVE even compares Orbán’s censor‐
ship of books on LGBTQ rights to policies of Nazi Germany:

In Hungary, they want books to be marked with a
label. It is very similar to what the Nazis did with
degenerate art, etc., and it is a super harmful thing to
know that these are not just stories for LGBT families.
They are stories for all audiences that simply show an
LGBT reality. (Gallardo, 2021b)

4.2.3. Internal Divide

While the Spanish political landscape remains highly
pro‐European, Europeanization and EU policies can be
used as a leverage to feed internal political polariza‐
tion. In other words, it is not the EU itself that is a
subject of contestation, it is the way EU related poli‐
cies are implemented or promoted by rival political
parties. Regarding this internal polarization, two main
issues were detected: macro‐farms and discourses on
the renewal of General Council of the Judiciary (Consejo
General del Poder Judicial [CGPJ]). Both issues represent
polarized discourses across the right vs. left division, and
between the same political camp (left vs. radical left).

In January 2022, a controversy emerged in the
Spanish media over a statement by Spain’s Minister for
Consumer Affairs, Alberto Garzón, on macro‐farms in an
interview to The Guardian. In it, Garzón stated that meat
produced inmacro‐farmswas ofworse quality thanmeat
produced in extensive livestock production systems, in
addition to being more harmful to the environment.
This statement was interpreted by his political rivals
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as downgrading the quality of Spanish meat. The fact
that European Commissioner for Agriculture Janusz
Wojciechowski supported Garzón´s position added fuel
to the polarizing effect of the statement. This issue is
of relevance as it not only divides the government and
the political opposition, but also the governmental coali‐
tion itself. Some of the most significant headlines were:
“Garzón reaffirms himself after Moncloa’s disapproval:
‘What I said is impeccable’” or “Evil Garzón and green
nuclear,” “Unidas Podemos questions Sanchez’s ‘loyalty’
for ‘giving fuel to a right‐wing hoax’ against Garzón,” or
“Garzón says the controversy over his statements is a ‘use
of disinformation’ to wear him down.” The controversy
reaches the EU, and its officials end up defending the
Spanish minister on what had happened:

The minister for consumer affairs never said in the
interview that Spanish meat was of poor quality or of
worse quality than that of the rest of the European
partners. What he did say was that the production of
macro‐farms—applicable anywhere in the world—is
of poorer quality than that of extensive production.
(Gil, 2022b)

Another issue where EU standards were utilized by the
opposition to criticize the government on a highly polar‐
ized issue in Spain is the renewal of the CGPJ. Beyond
being a highly polarized political issue in Spain, the
renewal of the CGPJ had been expressly requested by the
EU: “Brussels urges the renewal of the Spanish judiciary
and constitutional bodies” (Gil, 2021a). This is used by
the opposition as an argument against the government,
as reflected in the following statement:

The European Commission says very clearly that
there is a lack of independence of the figure of the
attorney general in Spain….Europe has said it very
clearly, and that is what the Partido Popular is in
favor of. We are defending the same as the European
Commission. (Gallardo, 2021c)

However, some media outlets criticize the polarizing dis‐
courses propagated by the opposition with the publica‐
tion of EU report on the rule of law in Spain, reminding
the former of its own role in the CGPJ crisis: “In effect,
the PP did agree on the renewal of RTVE, but has refused
to do the same with the judicial governing body or the
Ombudsman, for example” (Gil, 2021a).

5. Conclusions

Our study on polarization in media discourses related to
Europeanization reveals that even in contexts where the
EU is strongly supported by political and media elites,
polarization can still emerge. In such contexts, the aim
of polarization is not to discredit the EU and its institu‐
tions, but to bolster certain perceptions and visions on
the construction of the EU and its identity. Polarizing dis‐

courses can also be utilized to challenge power asym‐
metries between member states or to reinforce them.
In both cases, the aim is to improve the position of
the state within the EU. This type of inter‐state polariza‐
tion was detected by our study in relation to fiscal mea‐
sures adopted by the EU, and in relation to human rights
and the rule of law issues. In relation to fiscal policies,
the North–South divide is contested in media discourses
by all Spanish actors. Resort to intertextuality to praise
the Next Generation funds by discrediting old austerity
measures is a strategy that aims to challenge the hege‐
mony of Northern States. In relation to the promotion of
human rights and the rule of law, the construction of the
East–West divide also serves as a tool to promote Spain’s
vision of the EU and its identity and values. It also ben‐
efits Spain by positioning it in the group of states that
genuinely represent European values. A second type of
polarization is internal one, but it does not affect the EU
itself; instead, it uses the EU and its policies as a leverage
to discredit political rivals.

The polarizing narratives detected by our study
reflect the Eurosceptic discourses that surfaced with the
emergence of Podemos and VOX. In relation to Podemos,
it seems that discourses on the austerity measures and
the German influence are still vivid in the public mem‐
ory and were recently validated, as reflected in the dis‐
courses on the Next Generation funds. As for VOX, its
position on sanctioning Poland and Hungary for their
human rights and rule of law record remains consistent
with its European electoral program that calls for the pri‐
macy of national laws over EU law. Its position is also con‐
sistent with its criticism of LGBTQ rights.

The novelty brought by our study is conditioned by
two factors. Firstly, by the end of bipartidism in Spain and
the emergence of two opposite and radical political par‐
ties (Podemos and VOX). Both parties have adopted an
incoherent stance towards the EU, amounting at times
to Euroscepticism. It remains to be seen whether their
future stance towards the EUwill bemore consistent and
whether they are able to increase their role and influence
in the political life of the country. Secondly, our study
is conditioned by a specific post‐Covid context and the
beginning of a war in Ukraine (as the study covers the
period between July 2021 and March 2022). This period
was marked by two major crises that resulted in a higher
visibility of the EU in the European media landscape and
a more robust collective action at the EU level.

Although the concept of polarization is a complex
one (DiMaggio et al., 1996; Kaufman & Haggard, 2019),
an increasing number of authors point out to this phe‐
nomenon as the end of consensus (Magre et al., 2021;
Pausch, 2021; Rodríguez‐Virgili et al., 2022; Svolik, 2019).
The analysis in this article yields interesting conclusions
for academics, media outlets, and policy makers, which
can be summarized as follows. First, while the Next
Generation funds have improved the imageof the EUand
reflected a radically different response to the economic
crisis triggered by the Covid‐19 pandemic compared the
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EU’s response to the economic crisis of 2008, this by
itself is insufficient to erase past experiences of periph‐
eralization. This is evident in the continuous comparison
between the (notorious) austerity measures, adopted
during the eurozone crisis, and the new (historic) funds
that are perceived as genuinely beneficial to all themem‐
bers of the Union. This suggests that any future attempt
to reintroduce rigid fiscal policies would be met with
resistance and could lead to the surge of new wave of
Euroscepticism, critical of the hegemony of the North
and power asymmetries within the EU.

Second, polarization along the East–West axis could
undermine the protection of human rights and the rule
of law.When the contestation of European human rights
and the rule of law standards results in the construction
of a clear dichotomy between “us” vs. “them,” the space
for dialogue and consensus is eroded. It is worth noting
that while the “us vs. them” dichotomy on this issue in
Spain remains on the inter‐state level, the fact that VOX
objected the sanctions imposed on Poland and Hungary
poses the risk that this polarization could become inter‐
nal one.

As a third conclusion, Rodríguez‐Virgili et al. (2022,
p. 97) argue that after studying 40 years of polarization in
Spain it seems “that we are at the moment of maximum
polarization since the approval of the 1978 Constitution.”
It is not surprising then, that even if Europeanization is not
a polarized political project in Spain, the EU canbeused as
a leverage to discredit political rivals. This was evident in
discourses on the controversy over macro‐farms and also
in discourses on the failure to renew the CGPJ. Beyond
fueling internal polarization, this could risk turning the
European integration into a polarized political project.

While our analysis is based on a limited timeframe
(July 2021 to March 2022), it offers evidence of a grow‐
ing andworrying phenomenon,whose impact is seen not
only in the political or the media sphere, but it is rein‐
forced by technological disruption and the influence of
social networks.
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There is a common agreement in considering populism as aManicheanworldview that oversimplifies and polarizes political
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1. Introduction

Populist radical right (PRR) parties are on the rise in
Western Europe (Zulianello, 2020). Their emergence and
electoral success have generated considerable scholarly
research (Ostiguy et al., 2020) that has dug into their dis‐
tinctive elements (Hawkins et al., 2012).

In particular, there is wide agreement on considering
populism as a Manichean worldview that oversimplifies
and polarizes political options reducing them to a sym‐
bolical struggle between an “us” and a “them” (Mudde

& Kaltwasser, 2017). Accordingly, the populist construc‐
tion of both “the people” and its “Others” has been the
focus of comprehensive literature (Betz, 2017). PRR par‐
ties’ xenophobic and anti‐immigration stances have been
deeply scrutinized (Cervi et al., 2020).

Nonetheless, studies have so far devoted little atten‐
tion to showing how these parties discursively address
their political opponents (Van Kessel & Castelein, 2016).
Although this aspect has been tangentially touched
on by previous works (Capdevila et al., 2022; Cervi
& Carrillo‐Andrade, 2019; Marcos‐Marne et al., 2021),
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mainly focusing on the anti‐elitist aspect of populism
(March, 2017), very few studies have dedicated exclu‐
sive attention to the construction of political opponents
(Berti & Loner, 2021).

Therefore, this article aims to make an empirical con‐
tribution to the current debate about PPR parties disclos‐
ing how political opponents are constructed in the dis‐
course of contemporary PRR parties. To do so, we study
the discourse of two PRR parties in Southern Europe:
Lega in Italy andVox in Spain. After providing an overview
of PRR parties and their discourse and the role social
media plays in their communication, the article applies
clause‐based semantic text analysis (CBSTA) to a dataset
of tweets by the two party leaders, Matteo Salvini and
Santiago Abascal, concluding that both politicians iden‐
tify themain political opponent as “the left” who are stig‐
matized through the use of two main rhetorical devices:
demonization and character assassination.

2. Populism

While populism is one of the trendiest research topics in
contemporary literature (Ekström et al., 2018), it is also
one of the most contested concepts in the field of politi‐
cal science (Kefford et al., 2022).

Most literature single out the existence of three
main conceptual approaches to studying populism
(Kaltwasser et al., 2017): the ideational approach, the
political‐strategic approach, and the sociocultural or
communicative/performative approach.

Arguably, the dominant approach today is the
ideational approach, defining populism as a “thin‐
centered” ideology that considers society to be ulti‐
mately divided into two antagonistic and homogenous
groups—“the pure people” and “the corrupt elite”—
and that politics should be an expression of the volonté
générale (Mudde, 2004, p. 543). This conception sug‐
gests that populism does not offer a complete worldview
and fails to exhibit the degree of consistency, depth, and
scope of other fully developed, “thick” ideologies such as
socialism and liberalism.

This approach entails the main benefit of disclosing
why populist parties are so varied and flexible regard‐
ing their programs, organization, and leadership and pro‐
vides the possibility to connect the supply and demand
sides of populism (Mudde & Kaltwasser, 2012, p. 10).

The political‐strategic approach, mainly represented
by Weyland (2001, p. 14), states that populism can be
defined as a “political strategy through which personalis‐
tic leaders seek or exercise government power based on
direct, un‐mediated, un‐institutionalized support from
large numbers of mostly un‐organized followers.”

The third strand gathers different approaches which,
taken together, provide the conceptual tools for broadly
making sense of populism as a particular mode of politi‐
cal communication (Moffitt, 2016).

Mostly following Laclau’s (2005) seminal work
on political logic, but also Wodak’s (2015) historical

approach to critical discourse analysis, discursive scholars
have suggested shifting the focus of analysis away from
ideologies to concentrate on how discourses are con‐
structed. Populism is, therefore, viewed as a discourse
that seeks to confront “the people” against “the elite,”
and studies examine the ways in which this construction
takes place and how these signifiers play out to simplify
theworld’s complexities (Stavrakakis et al., 2018) and trig‐
ger emotional reactions (Krzyżanowski & Ekström, 2022).

Other authors have centered their analysis on the
non‐verbal and stylistic aspects of the phenomenon.
Ostiguy (2009, 2017), the main proponent of the socio‐
cultural or performative approach, for instance, argues
that populism should be seen as the “flaunting of the
low” in politics, paying attention to language, body lan‐
guage, gestures, and ways of dressing. In line with this
approach, Moffitt (2016) defined populism as a distinct
“political style,” a particular repertoire of mediated per‐
formance that includes the appeal to “the people” versus
“the elite,” “bad manners” as well as the performance
of crisis.

We contend, together with Ekström et al. (2018)
and Kefford et al. (2022), among others, that the above‐
mentioned approaches, especially the ideational and
the discursive‐performative approach, are not mutually
exclusive; thus, there is “room for synergic and cumula‐
tive work” (Olivas, 2021, p. 834).

First, as Ostiguy (2017, p. 74) points out, there are
clear connections between the “believe in” and the
“act as,” that is to say, between the ideological and
the communicative/performative aspects of populism.
In other words, although diverse definitions may dif‐
fer on which requirements or sets of criteria to use, all
these approaches coincide on a conceptual core of basic
attributes associated with populism and its manifesta‐
tions, such as the Manichean interpretation of politics,
anti‐elitism, and an idealized conception of the people.

Second, and most importantly, granting that populist
ideas, as with any other ideas, need to be communi‐
cated to reach the audience and achieve the communica‐
tor’s goals, disclosing the communicative tools used for
spreading them should be just central (De Vreese et al.,
2018) or at least a needed complement to the scrutiny of
populist ideas. This growing recognition of the centrality
of discourse has led many proponents of the ideational
approach to use the term “discourse” and “ideology”
interchangeably (Hawkins & Kaltwasser, 2017, p. 514).

Ergo, aligning with De Vreese et al. (2018), we com‐
bine Mudde’s (2004) ideology‐centered and Hawkins’
(2010) discourse‐centered understanding of populism,
considering populism as a discursive manifestation of a
thin‐centered ideology. Accordingly, in our analysis, we
will not only focus on disclosing the “set of basic assump‐
tions about theworld” contained in the populistmessage
but on “the language that unwittingly expresses them”
(Hawkins et al., 2012, p. 3). Conceiving populism as an
ideology articulated discursively by political actors and,
as such, an expression of political communication not
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only allows bridging political science and communication
studies’ literature but also grants the chance to deepen
the understanding of populism, expanding the analysis
to take into consideration broader communicative and
performative repertoires.

3. Populist Radical Right Parties and Their Discourse

According to Mudde’s (2007) influential definition, three
main features characterize the PRR party family: pop‐
ulism, nativism, and authoritarianism.

Populism has been defined in the previous section.
However, it is important to stress that, as previously
explained, due to the thinness of populist ideology,
populist actors combine populism with one or more
other ideologies, so‐called “host ideologies” (Mudde &
Kaltwasser, 2017, p. 21). While left‐wing populists often
incorporate some form of socialism into their ideology,
nationalism, particularly in its exclusionary, nativist form,
is the most common addition for right‐wing populists.

Nativism is the belief that states should be inhab‐
ited exclusively by members of the native group (the
nation) and that non‐native elements (persons and
ideas) threaten homogeneous nation‐states (Mudde &
Kaltwasser, 2017). Under a nativist notion of citizenship,
populists’ characteristic appeal to the people becomes
an appeal to “our people,” the “pure” people (Betz,
2017). Accordingly, PRR parties distinguish “the people”
from the “Others,” aliens who do not belong to “us”
and are consequently considered enemies, accused of
conspiring—together or with the direct or indirect help
of the elite—against the people (Mudde & Kaltwasser,
2017). Exactly as for the elites, the selection of whom
to identify as “Other” depends on the contextual discur‐
sive opportunities (Koopmans &Muis, 2009); however, a
vast strand of literature has shown that in recent decades
most right‐wing populists in Western Europe have cap‐
italized on the growing concerns on immigration, acti‐
vating people’s grievances against immigrants (Cervi &
Tejedor, 2021; Betz, 2017) and ethnic minorities, (Cervi
& Tejedor, 2020).

Authoritarianism (the belief in the value of obey‐
ing and valuing authority, granted that it is their own)
requires the government to have a significant moral
weight in citizens’ freedoms and rights (Hooghe &Marks,
2018), favoring strict order and severe punishment for
violations (Mudde, 2007). This characteristic perfectly
matches another key feature of populism: anti‐pluralism
(Galston, 2017). Pluralism emphasizes the inevitability
and desirability of differences in society, calling for insti‐
tutions that protect minority rights and differences in
the pursuit of a majority will. Thus, those who adhere
to pluralism are normally inclined to think of popu‐
lar sovereignty as a dynamic and open‐ended process.
Populism, on its side, treats it as the fixed, reified, and
unified will of the people (Espejo, 2011), craving moral
clarity. Therefore, whereas pluralism sees political rela‐
tions as essentially those of cooperation and dialogue,

populism sees a naturally antagonistic world, rejecting
any form of difference (Mudde, 2007).

The label “radical,” finally, refers to both the outspo‐
ken position at the far end of the political spectrum on
issues related to immigration and ethnic diversity and
the disruption of political norms, emerging from the
rejection of pluralism.

This disruption becomes particularly evident observ‐
ing populist leaders’ discourses, positioned clearly on
the “low” end of Ostiguy’s (2009) low‐high continuum,
triggered through the continuous appeal to common
sense and enacted using “badmanners” (Winberg, 2017).
The frequent use of vulgar language, aimed at pulling
away from the lexicon of mainstream politicians (Berti
& Loner, 2021), in particular, has been considered a
key element in fostering the perception of authenticity
(Forchtner & Kølvraa, 2017), strengthening a sense of
closeness to “the people” (Ostiguy et al., 2020), and gen‐
erating hostility towards the elites.

Last but not least, as noted by Meny and Surel (2002,
p. 17), “populism advocates the power of the people,
yet it relies on the seduction by a charismatic leader.”
A recurrent populist trope, in fact, also entails the rep‐
resentation of a salvific leader who is at the same time
a “man of the street,” that is to say, “one of us” and
the savior, the “champion of the people” (Bracciale &
Martella, 2017).

4. Populist Radical Right Parties and Social Media

The effectiveness of PRR parties’ communication would
be incomprehensible without considering the impact of
new technologies. Social media disintermediation pro‐
vides direct communication with citizens, allowing pop‐
ulists to circumvent the journalistic gatekeepers that are
often hostile to them (Groshek& Engelbert, 2012). In this
way, they can capitalize, not only on the generalized mis‐
trust in traditional politics but also the mistrust towards
mainstreammedia (Fawzi, 2019), presenting themselves
as authentic, thus closer to the “people.”

In addition, social media’s attention economy
makes them the arena par excellence of emotional‐
ity (Hameleers et al., 2017). This feature inherently
runs counter to the key traits of establishment politics,
perfectly matching with populists’ discursive dynamics
(Gerbaudo, 2018), which spread a fragmented ideology
(Engesser et al., 2016) characterized by emotional ele‐
ments (Hameleers et al., 2017) and a simplified dichoto‐
mous vision of the world. Especially in right‐wing pop‐
ulism (Hameleers, 2020), the use of anger and fear
exacerbates the distance and antagonism between the
people and the elites or between the people and such
outgroups as migrants (Cervi, 2020a).

As such, populist messages entail a high potential for
virality that allows them to acquire news value (Wodak,
2015); in other words, “the more provocative the mes‐
sage, the more traditional media might be compelled to
turn it into news” (Berti & Loner, 2021, p. 5).
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5. Methods

5.1. Selection of the Cases

Understanding the comparative method as a method
for identifying and explaining similarities and differences
between cases using common concepts, we compare per
genus et differentiam (Sartori, 2005) two parties that
belong to the same party family and share common fea‐
tures but operate within divergent political contexts.

Both Vox and Lega exemplify radical right‐wing pop‐
ulism (Zulianello, 2020) and can be considered critical
case studies in their social media communication. Lega,
in particular Salvini’s personal massive use of social
media (Cervi, 2020b), has been identified as the core ele‐
ment of both the construction of his political and medi‐
ated persona (Bobba, 2018) and his electoral success
(Diamanti & Pregliasco, 2019). The effective use of social
networks has also been found to be key to Vox’s mobi‐
lization strategy (Barrio et al., 2021, p. 246) and success
(Capdevila et al., 2022).

In addition, the two countries share a similar fas‐
cist past. However, while Italy has been widely recog‐
nized as “the promised land of populism” (Tarchi, 2015,
p. 1), Spain is witnessing a new—and, for many analysts,
unexpected—rise of this form of politics (Marcos‐Marne
et al., 2021).

Last but not least, during the analyzed time frame,
Vox was in the opposition and Spain was ruled by a
left‐wing coalition (Marcos‐Marne et al., 2021), while
Lega, despite disagreeing on many points, formally
supported the technocratic government led by Mario
Draghi (Garzia & Karremans, 2021). Therefore, we can
expect that the two parties might show similar discur‐
sive strategies but also some contextual differences con‐
cerning both their political and discursive opportunities
(Koopmans & Muis, 2009).

5.2. Data Collection and Annotation

Scientific literature has shown that Twitter is largely
used by political elites for agenda‐building purposes
(Parmelee, 2013), especially by populist actors (Jacobs
& Spierings, 2018). Accordingly, our empirical analysis is
based on a Twitter dataset.

Recognizing the centrality of leaders in PRR parties
(Meny & Surel, 2002), the official Twitter accounts of
the two party leaders were selected for the analysis.
Tweets published by the party leaders,Matteo Salvini and
Santiago Abascal, were downloaded using the Twitter API
from January to August 2022, excluding retweets. The
total number of tweets collectedwas 1,901 for Salvini and
1,698 for Abascal. After downloading all the tweets, only
those mentioning political opponents were selected.

Understanding that in the center of politics lies the
competition for political power—intended as the abil‐
ity to shape and control the content and direction of
public policy (Stoppino, 2001)—by political opponents,

we understand all those groups that compete in the
respective electoral arena. Accordingly, political oppo‐
nents were defined as political parties/groups officially
recognized as being part of the electoral process that
can support candidates for elections on a regular basis
(Sartori, 2005). In addition, individual politicians com‐
peting in the same arena were also considered political
opponents, acknowledging the growing personalization
of politics (Garzia, 2011). Therefore, to be included in the
sample, tweets had to mention Italian or Spanish politi‐
cal parties or individual politicians.

Due to the relatively small n, tweets were analyzed
manually. First, we isolated all the tweets containing par‐
ties’ names and personal names of politicians operating
in each country.

In a second round, acknowledging that discursive
practices happen within specific sociocultural contexts
that require a deep understanding of both the textual
and contextual facts (Ekström et al., 2018) and in affor‐
dance to the driven context that might embed latent
messages, the rest of the tweets were analyzed through
content analysis, in order to guarantee that all the tweets
referring to parties and politicians using other wordings
(nicknames, metaphors, indirect reference to current
news, etc.) would be properly included in the sample.

The methodology implemented was created by the
Populism Team to compile the Global PopulismDatabase
(Hawkins et al., 2019): Each tweet was double‐coded in
its original language by two authors who did not share
their work with each other until it had been completed.
Discrepancies were subjected to a reconciliation session
to adjust criteria. The final Cohen’s kappa inter‐rater
agreement was 0.97, showing nearly perfect agreement
among the coders.

5.3. Data Analysis

After analyzing whom the two leaders identify as their
political opponents, our main aim is to disclose the con‐
struction of actors. Accordingly, we consider Twitter’s
texts as narrative texts that tell a story made of actors.
Narratives are the core mechanism of constructing real‐
ity at the sociocognitive level: According to Mayer (2014,
pp. 66–71), by “translating experience into the code of
story—with plot, and character, and meaning,” it allows
the incomprehensible to be transformed into some‐
thing meaningful.

Accordingly, Franzosi’s (2010) model of CBSTA was
implemented. This model starts from the premise that
any story, in any language, can be analyzed, taking into
account the structural categories subject–verb–object
(Aslanidis, 2018). Concretely, thus, CBSTA consists of
extracting triplets formed by the elementary syntactic
components of language: subject–verb–object. Triplets
allow one to deconstruct and reconstruct a narrative into
clusters (Popping & Roberts, 2014), allowing one to code
not only the signifiers but their structure in a statement,
unveiling the actions of political subjects, the objects
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of those actions along with their positive and negative
affect, and the combination between these elements
(Aslanidis, 2018).

CBSTA, therefore, allows both quantitative and qual‐
itative analysis: The quantitative dataset, composed of
the retrieved triplets, shows word co‐occurrences and
can be analyzed by qualitatively observing the attributes
of the actors and their actions, along with epithets and
adjectives (Franzosi, 2010).

Textual analysis is widely recognized as one of the
best techniques developed to measure the rhetoric of
politicians (Hawkins et al., 2012); CBSTA, in particular,
as suggested by Aslanidis (2018), and proven by differ‐
ent studies (Cervi, 2020b; Cervi et al., 2021), appears to
be a particularly fitting instrument for measuring pop‐
ulist discourse.

Onlywritten text was considered: All multimedia con‐
tent (videos, images) was excluded from the sample. For
each main actor, we selected the characteristic seman‐
tic triplets to establish the lexical universes built around
each of the aforementioned actors. Consequently, we
qualitatively observed adjectives, verbs, and objects to
establish relationships between actors and consequently
draw the frameworks of reference.

6. Results

6.1. Selection of the Opponents

The total number of tweets collected for Salvini is 1,901,
of which more than half (956) contain mention of polit‐
ical opponents. As for Abascal, the result is even more
overwhelming: 56%of the tweets containmention of the
political opponents.

Thus, it is possible to state that, coherently with the
populist dichotomous vision of the world, most of the
tweets are dedicated to attacking the adversary.

It is also interesting to note that there is very little dif‐
ference in the percentage, showing that although Lega in
the analyzed timeframe formally supported the govern‐
ment, while Vox was in opposition, their behavior does
not seem to change.

As per the selection of whom to target, Figure 1
shows that the majority of the references refer to indi‐
viduals. In the case of Salvini, out of 956 tweets contain‐
ing mention of political opponents, 587 contain person‐
alized references; Abascal calls out individual politicians
800 times out of a total of 951 tweets.

In other words, both leaders personify their “ene‐
mies” (Garzia, 2011) by choosing specific individuals as
targets. While Salvini mostly refers to the politicians by
their names, Abascal tends to use nicknames or ref‐
erences to their political position (The Minister, etc.).
In addition, it is possible to observe how official party
names are less frequent, being the “Other” category
most recurrent. In this category, we have collected all the
mentions of political parties that do not contain their offi‐
cial names; rather, they are roughly or derogatorily iden‐
tified by their ideological positioning: The Communist,
Los Progres (ironic epithet to mock leftwing leaning indi‐
viduals), etc.

Unsurprisingly, Salvini’s tweets entirely refer to
the left (100%). The only party mentioned is Partito
Democratico, and the most recurrent definition is “the
Left,” defined by other adjectives that will be analyzed
in the next session. This is due to the Italian party system
being divided into twomain blocks, the center‐left led by
Partito Democratico and the center‐right, the coalition to
which Lega belongs (Zulianello, 2020).

On the other hand, the Spanish political system is
more complex since its multiparty system (Gray, 2020)
is crossed by the traditional right–left axis and mul‐
tiple territorial axes. Accordingly, Vox confronts both
the left, mainly represented by the Socialist Party and
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Figure 1. Distribution of the retrieved tweets.
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Unidas Podemos (governing in coalition by the time
of this research), and the center‐right party, Partido
Popular in the traditional axis, togetherwith regionalists/
separatist parties on the territorial axis (Fernández‐
García & Valencia Sáiz, 2022). However, Abascal refers to
the Socialist Party and its partner in government, Unidas
Podemos, in 82% of the tweets that mention political
opponents, clearly defining them as the main opponent.
In the rest of the tweets, he targets independentist par‐
ties (11%), and only 3,7% of the tweets mention the
Popular Party. Both these actors are more frequently
framed as “allies” of the left rather than subjects of
the tweet. A residual 0,3% is dedicated to other parties
(mainly regionalist parties from other areas of Spain).
As per the general references, exactly as in Salvini’s case,
the most recurrent definition is “the Left,” followed by
mentions of Catalan independence parties.

6.2. Construction of the “Enemy”: Demonization

As previously mentioned, both Salvini and Abascal
mainly refer to political opponents as “the Left.”

Table 1 displays the semantic triplets defining the
left, illustrating the construction of the enemy. Salvini
mainly refers to the left as “these” but also as “com‐
munists” and “them,” stressing out the typical populist
dynamic of the “us vs. them.” Similarly, Abascal identi‐
fies the political opponent with “the Left,” but he also
describes the opponent as autarchy, dictatorship, or
“the Government” since, as previously mentioned, the

Spanish government ismade up of the Socialist Party and
Unidas Podemos.

In both cases, the opponents shownopositive quality
and are represented as incapable, shameless, and guilty.
In the case of Salvini, the accent is placed on their dis‐
tance from “normal people” about whom they have no
knowledge. The Left is accordingly identified as “radical
chic.” The term, coined in the 1970s by American journal‐
ist TomWolfe to satirize composer Leonard Bernstein for
hosting a fundraising party for the Black Panthers, aims at
lampooning upper‐class individuals who endorse leftist
radicalismmerely to garner prestige rather than to affirm
genuine political convictions (Colantone et al., 2022).

To stress this distance from the “real world,” they
are also portrayed as lacking common sense, living on
another planet (“live on planet Mars”), or with words
openly referring to madness, specifically fuori (from
“fuori di testa,” literally out of their mind, a colloquial
word to say that someone has lost his head). In addition,
“the Left” is portrayed as only interested in “keeping their
chairs” (poltrone), that is to say, holding their position
of power without really caring for the will or interests of
the people.

Abascal, on his side, also underlines the elitist aspect
of the ruling class and their distance from “normal peo‐
ple” by using the expression progres. However, he openly
refers to the left‐wing parties ruling the country as crimi‐
nals identifying with a dictatorship. Figure 2, for instance,
displays how the Spanish government is identified as a
criminal “gang.”

Table 1. Semantic triplets defining “the Left.”

Variable Salvini Abascal

Subject The Left The Left

Definitions The Left, them, these, the communists The Left, the autarchy, the dictatorship,
the government

Positive adjectives — —

Negative adjectives Inept, useless, crazy, irresponsible, shameless, Criminal, dictatorial, shameless, irresponsible,
guilty, fuori, incompetent, radical chic, guilty, progre
buonisti, live on planet Mars

Positive actions Like, defend, love, show tenderness Empathize, defend

Object Immigrants, illegals, poltrone Immigrants

Negative actions Have no clue, do not care Do not care, are unable, hate, betray, attack

Object The people, normal people, Italians Spaniards, citizens

Figure 2. Santiago Abascal’s Tweet. Note: “Spain needs a government which serves the people, not a gang who serves
personal, global, or independentist interests.”
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Both politicians, therefore, implement the strategy
of demonizing their political opponents. The concept of
demonization resonates with what Sabatier et al. (1987)
identified as the “devil shift,” the tendency for people
to exaggerate the power and maliciousness of politi‐
cal opponents. In its original conception, the devil shift
appears unintentional, but the narrative policy frame‐
work (Katz, 2018) has widely shown how it corresponds
to an intentional strategy to build a villain figure.

Recognizing that human beings make sense of them‐
selves by defining themselves and rhetorically construct‐
ing binaries implies that the role administered to the
“Other” sets meaningful boundaries (Thurlow, 2010,
p. 227). Demonization can be defined as a process
through which a source promotes “a symbolic construc‐
tion of reality created under the conceptual simplifica‐
tion protagonist–antagonist” (Civila et al., 2020, p. 2), in
which the ideas of the sender are exposed as correct
and justified, while the demonized group is accused of
going against the common interest, dissociating them of
an equitablemoral nature to the “us”(Romero‐Rodríguez
et al., 2015). Accordingly, the demonization of the oppo‐
nent provides the opportunity to represent the people
as victims (Maronitis, 2021).

Previous studies (Michener et al., 2021) have shown
that the perceived remoteness of those in high‐status
positions in the eye of the lower social strata fosterswhat
Lamont (2018) calls the “recognition gap,” causing feel‐
ings of alienation, exclusion, discontent, and resentment.
The political opponents are accordingly represented as a
danger to the people (those who suffer from their inca‐
pacity, lack of interest, etc.) and coherently, with PRR par‐
ties’ nativist ideology, only represented as showing com‐
passion or positive attitudes only toward the immigrants.

In addition, by stressing that “the Left” is persecut‐
ing, obsessed by, or insulting them, both leaders can also
present themselves as victims, creating a further bond
with “the people.” Victimhood here should be under‐
stood as a performative action taking place on a public
stage in which actors create and project performances
of their life experiences, anxieties, and motives tailored
to audiences (Maronitis, 2021).

Thus, acknowledging that the hero–villain narratives
are “ethically constitutive” stories which “have special
capacities to inspire senses of normative worth” (Smith,

2003, p. 59), the protagonist, that is to say, the hero,
generally attracts empathy, affinity, and positive feelings,
because the qualities assigned to the character resonate
emotionally with the audience (Homolar, 2022).

In other words, highlighting that “the Left” accuse
or insult them, both Salvini and Abascal can straighten
their position of “champion of the people” (Bracciale
& Martella, 2017). Figure 3 displays a perfect example
of this dynamic: According to Salvini, a “desperate left
exploit a murder to accuse Salvini, his party, and there‐
fore Italians of being racist.”

As previously anticipated, coherently with the dif‐
ferent settings of the Spanish political system, Abascal
also identifies independence movements, especially in
Catalonia, as political opponents. Although statistically,
the mentions of these parties are not as meaningful as
the references to the left, it is worth analyzing them
since, for Vox, the unity of Spain is as central as their posi‐
tioning on the left–right continuum (Fernández‐García &
Valencia Sáiz, 2022; Marcos‐Marne et al., 2021).

Parties asking for Catalonian independence are
demonized following the same discursive pattern pre‐
viously illustrated (see Table 2). In particular, they are
defined as separatistas (those who want to break away
from Spain) or openly as “those who want to break
Spain” and called out as a mafia or terrorists and, as
such, framed as a danger to the homeland. Interestingly,
they are never called by their official name but only with
derogatory epitomes, somehow discursively underlining
their illegitimacy.

On the other hand, the Popular Party, Spain’s main
center‐right party, is not only less frequently mentioned,
but also its discursive treatment is completely different.
Table 2 illustrates how, while independentists are demo‐
nized, the Popular Party is treated like a legitimate polit‐
ical competitor and framed as weak or incapable while
also being granted positive qualities when it agrees with
or supports Vox’s political stances.

This difference, on the one hand, stresses the party’s
intrinsic anti‐pluralism (Galston, 2017), showing an open
rejection of worldviews that differ from theirs. On the
other hand, it highlights an opportunist change of tone
when dealing with a party with which Vox has formed—
and might form—different alliances and coalitions in
regional and local government (Barrio et al., 2021).

Figure 3. Matteo Salvini’s Tweet. Note: “A desperate left uses a poor guy murdered to accuse me, Lega, and millions of
Italian of racism. Shameless.”
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Table 2. Semantic triplets defining the Catalonian independentist parties and the Popular Party.

Variable Catalonian independentist parties Popular Party

Definitions Separatistas, those who want to break Spain “El PP”

Positive adjectives — Show good intentions

Negative adjectives Criminal, dangerous, threat, enemies Weak, unable, irresponsible, guilty
of Spain, mafia, terrorist

Positive actions — Have understood

Object — VOX, Spaniards

Negative actions Hate, want to break, destroy Cannot or are not able to, lack the capacity

Object Spain Spaniards, citizens

6.3. Character Assassination

As displayed in Table 3, Abascal personalized attacks
unsurprisingly mainly focus on Pedro Sanchez, Spanish
prime minister and leader of the PSOE. In the case of
Salvini, the most recurrent names are not members of
the government but politicians from the left, particularly,
Calenda and Letta.

The attacks against Sanchez, Calenda, and Letta,
respectively, do not consist of argument‐based political
criticisms but, through aggressive tones, irony, mockery,
and insult (Schwarzenegger &Wagner, 2018), they focus
on individual traits and behaviors. Their aim, in other

words, is not to engage in a political debate with the
opponent but rather to undermine the opponent’s rep‐
utation (Berti & Loner, 2021).

These political figures are targeted as individuals
using their alleged personal flaws (such as ignorance or
stupidity) or characteristics (being posh, aloof, or distant)
and mocked in their personal style (such as wearing or
not wearing a tie, as illustrated in Figure 4).

These kinds of attacks can be defined as “character
assassination,” that is to say, “a deliberate and sustained
effort to damage the reputation or credibility of an indi‐
vidual’’ (Samoilenko et al., 2016, p. 115) that works
similarly to argumentum ad hominem (Wodak, 2015).

Table 3. Semantic triplets of the main political enemies.

Variable Salvini Abascal

Subject Calenda, Letta Pedro Sanchez

Definitions These, Enrico (for Letta), Renzi’s friend Swindler, hustler, dictator (el autócrata)
(for Calenda)

Positive adjectives — —

Negative adjectives Ignorant, Bocciati, goes to the beach with Dangerous, ignorant, useless, stupid, dictator,
a tie (for Calenda), posh, stupid, obsessed shameless, far (from reality and from the people),
(by Salvini) do not wear a tie

Positive actions Like, defend, love, show tenderness —

Object Immigrants, illegals —

Negative actions Have no clue, do not care, are dangerous, Ruin, damage, betray, hate
hate, attack, has an obsession

Objects Home, Italy, Italians, people, us, me People, working class, Spain, Spaniards, our
homeland

Figure 4. Santiago Abascal’s Tweet. Note: “Not only does he not wear a tie. The problem is that he is shameless.”
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Character assassination directed toward individuals is
often not focused on political and professional actions
but rather on the target’s personality and behavior and
can include insults, defamation, and irony (Samoilenko
et al., 2016).

Interestingly, following this dynamic, the most recur‐
rent characters after the previously mentioned are two
women who seem to have been chosen based more on
their symbolic meaning than on their position. As illus‐
trated in Table 4, Salvini mainly points out Laura Boldrini,
president of the Chamber of Deputies, between 2013
and 2018, as having no institutional mandate in 2022,
and Abascal focuses on Irene Montero, Minister of
Equality since 2020.

The harsh attacks against Laura Boldrini are a leit‐
motif of Salvinian rhetoric (Cervi, 2020b). The reason
why Boldrini seems to be the perfect personification of
“the enemy” is that she is represented as the archetypi‐
cal example of the above‐mentioned “radical chic.” Such
individuals, politicians, and intellectuals of the left are
believed to “earn a lot of money,” “have no clue about
the real problems of people,” and actually “not care
about the people,” being in favor of immigrants. Boldrini
is accused of being a buonista, meaning a “do‐gooder,”
a neologism for those who carry out unnecessary acts

of kindness which transforms a positive attribute, good‐
ness, into an insult.

The background of this word, from a historical per‐
spective, comes from the term “pietism,” used by the
Fascist regime, after 1938, against those who positioned
themselves in favor of Jews who were being harassed
by racial laws. Here, too, a virtue (piety or compassion)
becamedistorted into a vice, a source ofweakness (Cervi,
2020b). Accordingly, she is made fun of by portraying her
as out of her mind and obsessed with Salvini, calling her
“this” (seminal to “she,” someone who does not deserve
to be called by their name or title), and by identifying her
by reference to her physical appearance as “tiger eyes”
(see Figure 5).

Similarly to Boldrini, Irene Montero is depicted as a
sort of “source of every evil,” but if Salvini embodies in
Boldrini the “immigrant loving elite,” Abascal identifies
in Montero the perfect representation of the “feminazi”
(Bernardez‐Rodal et al., 2022).

Exactly as in the previous case, she is mostly defined
as “that lady/person” (again, someone who does not
deserve to be called by her name or title), mocked as
“la marquesa de Galapagar,” referring to her being Pablo
Iglesias’ partner, and described as a danger for Spaniards
(see Figure 6).

Table 4. Semantic triplets for Boldrini and Montero.

Variable Salvini Abascal

Subject Laura Boldrini Irene Montero

Definitions Tiger eyes, lady, this La marquesa de Galapagar, that lady, that person

Positive adjectives — —

Negative adjectives Buonista, live on another planet, hopeless, Criminal, dangerous, ignorant, crazy, feminazi,
obsessed (by Salvini) threat (to our sons)

Positive actions Like, defend, love, show tenderness Empathize, defend

Object Immigrants, illegals Immigrants, rapists

Negative actions Have no clue, do not care, hate, attack, Damage, harm, endanger, watch TV series, hate,
has an obsession fear, insult, accuse

Objects Home, Italy, Italians, people, us, me Spain, Spaniards, our homeland, us, Vox, the people

Figure 5.Matteo Salvini’s Tweet. Note: “Didn’t you miss tiger‐eyed Boldrini?”

Figure 6. Santiago Abascal’s Tweet. Note: “It’s an international scandal that this person is still the minister. She is a threat
to our children.”
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7. Conclusions

Our study has focused on two similar parties, Lega and
Vox, operating in divergent political contexts. Our find‐
ings, on the one hand, show that, despite the differ‐
ences, both parties identify the left as the main oppo‐
nent. Because of the structure of the party system, these
findings are not surprising in the Italian case. In fact,
although in the analyzed time frame Lega formally sup‐
ported the technocratic government led byMario Draghi
(Garzia & Karremans, 2021), Italian political competition
is always based on the confrontation of the center‐right
versus the center‐left block (Zulianello, 2020).

In the case of Vox, it is interesting to note that despite
the unity of Spain being as central to the party as the
right–left continuum (Barrio et al., 2021), for Abascal, the
left epitomizes the political enemy.

In both cases, the discursive construction of “the
Left” is based on two main strategies: demonization, the
framing of opponents as “enemies of the people” who,
along with dangerous “Others” such as immigrants, con‐
spire against the “people” and are blamed for everything
that is “wrong” in society; and character assassination
of individual politicians through personal attacks, which
aim to undermine their reputation and deflect atten‐
tion from the real issues towards their personal traits
and actions.

The demonization of political opponents, deprived
of any positive qualities and emotionally blamed
(Hameleers et al., 2017) for all the “evil,” allows populist
leaders to capitalize on the anger of those groups who
perceive that their lives have been ignored, marginal‐
ized, or negatively affected by the actions of politicians
(Horwitz, 2018). In this way, the subsequent victimiza‐
tion of the “people” offers populist leaders the chance
to establish a powerful bond.

In other words, this discursive dynamic appears very
similar to that identified by other studies (Carr & Haynes,
2015; Cervi et al., 2020) regarding the framing of immi‐
grants as the “Others”: Both dynamics consist of blaming
the othered “Other” (Williams, 2010) through emotional
appeal, avoiding any rational discussion and capitalizing
on citizens’ discontent.

In addition, in the specific case of Abascal, another
political opponent is targeted, although its presence is
less relevant from a quantitative perspective: indepen‐
dentist parties. These parties are not even dignified by
being called by their official names; rather, they are
referred to as separatistas or enemies of Spain and
framed as a danger to the homeland. In the same vein, it
is interesting to observe that these parties aremoremen‐
tioned and called out as allies of the government rather
than being the subject of tweets. On the other side, the
Popular Party, which represents the main center‐right
option, is hardly ever mentioned, but when it is, it is
treated as a legitimate political competitor.

As seen, therefore, while Salvini’s populist dichoto‐
mous vision of theworld is accompaniedby a political sys‐

tem whose structure allows him to identify one political
enemy to be blamed for everything, Abascal, whomainly
focuses on the left (identifiedwith the government), also
has to deal with independentists, that are framed as ene‐
mies of the nation andwith the Popular Party, positioned
on the right side of the political spectrum and poten‐
tially representing a possible ally, is regarded as a legit‐
imate competitor.

In addition, we have observed how these emotional
attacks aremostly personalized. Personalization, besides
being a central feature of much contemporary political
communication (Garzia, 2011), is a key element of pop‐
ulism, which tends to construct charismatic leaders who
claim to be the only authentic representatives of the peo‐
ple (Mudde & Kaltwasser, 2017).

In this sense, social media constitute a breeding
ground for personalized politics: Communication can
be filtered, re‐framed, and re‐contextualized, allowing
populists to directly reach their audience (Groshek
& Engelbert, 2012 and showcase their authenticity
(Forchtner & Kølvraa, 2017) and closeness to the people.

Thus, character assassination becomes the ideal dis‐
cursive strategy to fully exploit social media affordances
to strengthen populist communication (Berti & Loner,
2021), focusing on opponents’ personal lives and quali‐
ties, that is to say, on their personae, to undermine their
reputation. In the same way, personalizing the “enemy”
strengthen the “us vs. them” dichotomy that character‐
izes populist discourse.

Choosing a target that symbolically embodies all the
“wrong” in society and attacking them through the use
of mockery, insults, or impoliteness not only allows pop‐
ulists to distance themselves from establishment politics,
characterized bymoderation and issue‐based arguments
(Gerbaudo, 2018) but fosters polarization that has been
proven to benefit them (Schulze et al., 2020).

In conclusion, our study has shed some light on PRR
parties’ discursive construction of the political “Other.”
Nonetheless, our results are inherently limited to the
cases under analysis. Accordingly, future studies should
extend the universe to prove if there is a common pat‐
tern outside Southern Europe.
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Abstract
Concerning individual or institutional accountability for online hate speech, research has revealed that most such speech
is covert (veiled or camouflaged expressions of hate) and cannot be addressed with existing measures (e.g., deletion of
messages, prosecution of the perpetrator). Therefore, in this article, we examine another way to respond to and possi‐
bly deflect hate speech: counter‐speech. Counter‐narratives aim to influence those who write hate speech, to encourage
them to rethink their message, and to offer to all who read hate speech a critical deconstruction of it. We created a unique
set of parameters to analise the strategies used in counter‐speech and their impact. Upon analysis of our database (man‐
ual annotations of 15,000 Twitter and YouTube comments), we identified the rhetoric most used in counter‐speech, the
general impact of the various counter‐narrative strategies, and their specific impact concerning several topics. The impact
was defined by noting the number of answers triggered by the comment and the tone of the answers (negative, positive,
or neutral). Our data reveal an overwhelming use of argumentative strategies in counter‐speech, most involving reason‐
ing, history, statistics, and examples. However, most of these argumentative strategies are written in a hostile tone and
most dialogues triggered are negative. We also found that affective strategies (based on displaying positive emotions, for
instance) led to a positive outcome, although in most cases these narratives do not receive responses. We recommend
that education or training—even machine learning such as empathetic bots—should focus on strategies that are positive
in tone, acknowledging grievances especially.
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1. Introduction

Concerning individual or institutional accountability for
online hate speech, we argue that, because most online
hate speech is covert, current measures regulating hate
speech are insufficient. For example, the 2016 Code of
Conduct from the EU Commission falls short in several
regards (Konikoff, 2021), including concerns about the
qualifications of those deleting hate messages and the
fact that artificial intelligencemodels used to detect hate
speech are 1.5 times more likely to flag tweets writ‐
ten by specific communities (Silva et al., 2016). Covert
hate speech entails even more problems, as it uses

implicit meaning and indirect discursive strategies to
express hatred, including derogativemetaphors (Musolff,
2015), inferences (Baider, 2022), and humor (Weaver,
2016). Such covert expressions fall outside the legal
definitions of hate speech, and thus purveyors of such
hateful speech remain unaccountable before the law.
Examination of how hate speech is regulated by social
media platforms such as Facebook and YouTube (Fortuna
& Nunes, 2018; Hietanen & Eddebo, 2022) underscores
the diverse interpretations of what constitutes hate
speech. For this reason, we argue for greater empha‐
sis on counter‐speech rather than censorship (Strossen,
2018) as the best way to deflect or halt hate speech.
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We suggest the use of counter‐narratives, which we
define as any form of expression that aims to influ‐
ence those who sympathise with or take part in abu‐
sive speech. These narratives can encourage those who
write hate speech to rethink their message, while at the
same time, they offer a critical counter‐argument to all
who read the hate speech. They also offer another point
of view and can potentially trigger positive feelings for
victims of discriminatory narratives. The present study
discusses the most frequent types of counter‐narratives
and their impact, based on analysis of our database of
manual annotations of 15,000 Twitter and YouTube com‐
ments (collected within the IMsyPP EU program).

2. Addressing Online Hate Speech: Censorship
vs. Dialogue

Since the 1990s, research targeting hate speech has
noted the prevalence of hostile and aggressive con‐
tent in online platforms, which might suggest that the
medium itself is partially to blame—insofar as it offers
anonymity, instantiation of communication, depersonal‐
isation, deindividuation, etc. (cf. Baider, 2020). In fact,
Wodak (2015, p. 207, emphasis added) concluded that
“the more anonymous the genre, the more explicit exclu‐
sionary rhetoric tends to be.”

2.1. Overt and Covert Hate Speech

Indeed, many of the advantages of digitisation, e.g., con‐
nectivity, access to new knowledge, and the creation of
new relationships, have led to the rapid rise in cyber hate
across the internet. As recently as 20 years ago, social
media platforms, online fora, and group discussionswere
found to be prime locations for the collection and ana‐
lysis of (violent) discriminatory discourse (Herring et al.,
2002, p. 371). Such discourses manifest in various ways,
including Twitter mobbing, trolling, cyberbullying, and
sexting—all of which may fall under the umbrella term
“hate speech” depending on the definition applied.

And herein lies part of the problem: the many,
often contradictory, official definitions of hate speech.
As early as 1965, the United Nations General Assembly
Resolution 2106, in their International Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, defined
hate speech as “the promotion of racial hatred and dis‐
crimination” based on “ideas or theories of superior‐
ity of one race or group of persons of one colour or
ethnic origin,” and as speech that would incite “racial
discrimination, or acts of violence…against any race or
group of persons of another colour or ethnic origin”
(United Nations, 1965, p. 3). The International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights, adopted by the United
Nations General Assembly Resolution 2200A (XXI) and
commonly used in court cases, defines hate speech as an
“any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that
constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or vio‐
lence” (United Nations, 1966, article 20). Most research

studies are based on the broad definition suggested
by the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human
Rights (2009, pp. 37–46), which is the principal institu‐
tion of the Organisation for Security and Cooperation
in Europe dealing with the “human dimension” of secu‐
rity: “The expression of hatred towards an individual or
group of individuals on the basis of protected characteris‐
tics, where the term ‛protected characteristics’ denotes
amember of some specific social group that could, on its
own, trigger discrimination.’’

In EU countries, all judgments and social network
regulations are based on the 2008 European Union
Framework Decision, which delineates hate speech
as statements “publicly inciting to violence or hatred
directed against a group of persons or a member of such
a group defined by reference to race, colour, religion,
descent or national or ethnic origin” and “publicly con‐
doning, denying or grossly trivialising crimes of genocide,
crimes against humanity and war crimes” (Council of the
European Union, 2008, Article 1).

Further, there are some scholars (Gelber, 2019) who
define hate speech as speech that causes harm to a
degree sufficient to warrant government regulation, rea‐
soning also followed by some legal judgments; for exam‐
ple, the case of a BritishNational Party poster bearing the
message “Islam out—Protect the British people,” accom‐
panied by a photo of the World Trade Center towers in
flames and a sign with the Islamic crescent barred, which
was legally judged as hate speech and banned (Norwood
v. the United Kingdom, 2004). Another such example is
Leroy v. France (2008), where Leroy was convicted of
publicly condoning terrorism with his 2001 cartoon pub‐
lished in a Basque newspaper. The cartoon represented
the attack on the World Trade Center with the caption:
“We all dreamt of it….Hamas did it.” Because the humor‐
ous use of a well‐known catchphrase to express criticism
against the United States was also glorifying extreme vio‐
lence and death, the locutionary act was judged con‐
demnable. However, the likelihood of causing harm, i.e.,
the perlocutionary effect, was also decisive in Leroy’s
condemnation since the Basque country is politically sen‐
sitive to terrorism. Thus, we can see that to determine
whether the speech qualifies as hate speech, the courts
must consider the social, historical, and cultural context,
and “under what circumstances targets are vulnerable to
harm” (Leroy v. France, 2008)—a definition that is very
similar to that of the 2012 Rabat Plan of Action (United
Nations, 2012).

Considering the various legal definitions, therefore,
it is clear that covert hate speech is difficult to moder‐
ate and regulate, even though this disguised means of
expressing hatred or calls for violence has sometimes
been successfully addressed under present legislation
(cf. Norwood v. the United Kingdom and Leroy v. France,
amongmany). Indeed, it is not difficult to replace explicit
stereotypes, which could be prosecuted, with implicit
ones, and thus communicate hateful comments through
other means. These covert means use disguised ways to
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express racism, sexism, homophobia, or any bias against
a specific community that could incite violence (Baider,
2020; Ben‐David & Fernández, 2016; Matsuda, 1989).
They are based on the same stereotypes and harmful
prejudices as found in overt hate speech but use indirect
strategies to express hateful sentiments, and/or a very
negative stance towards specific communities. These
covert strategies include metaphors (Musolff, 2015), sar‐
castic remarks or humour (Hill, 2008; Weaver, 2016),
conspiracy theories (Baider, 2022), dog‐whistling strate‐
gies (a strategy that refers to the use of words, phrases,
and terminology that mean one thing to the public at
large, but that carry an additional, implicit meaning only
recognised by a specific subset of the audience; Bhat &
Klein, 2020, p. 168), and memes (Askanius, 2021); even
absence or silence can be used to invite hateful infer‐
ences (Hill, 2008, p. 41). They function as “Othering”
mechanisms that breed anger, disgust, contempt, and
fear towards a specific community—all emotions that
are core to hatred, which in turn is core to extremism.
It is extremely difficult to legally address these indirect
expressions of hate speech; often speakers can escape
accountability by pleading an excuse such as “I did not
mean it” in cases of sarcasm for instance, or by using
hedges such as “no offence, but” when uttering an insult‐
ing remark, etc. This type of hate speech is themost com‐
mon form of racism, sexism, homophobia, etc., found on
social media, supplanting overt hate speech by a huge
margin (Bhat & Klein, 2020). In our data, less than 10%
of comments are overt hate speech.

If the last ten years have seen an ever‐growing
dependency on automatic detection mechanisms to
identify hate speech (Fortuna & Nunes, 2018), it is
clear that online participants who want to express
extremely negative attitudes have found solutions to cir‐
cumvent censorship.

2.2. Hate Speech Management

Hate speech is typically managed by one or more of four
responses (Benesch et al., 2016; Citron & Norton, 2011):
deletion or suspension, inaction, education, and counter‐
speech. The response of inaction implies not respond‐
ing to the abusive message and can lead to one of two
consequences. On the one hand, ignoring a hate‐filled
message can lessen its impact, as it neither encourages
nor feeds the debate and its (possible) ensuing thread.
On the other hand, it can imply that such speech is
acceptable. The education response involves training,
media literacy, and national or international campaigns
to inform the public, especially the youth, about hate
speech, its consequences, and the best ways to address
the messages. While this solution is important, it is more
of a long‐term investment.

A more immediate measure would be to increase
accountability within computer meditated communica‐
tion. Brown (2020, p. 32) has argued for different lev‐
els of governance regarding hate speech: the modera‐

tion level, which would primarily concern social media
companies; and the regulatory level, which would con‐
cern agencies. The regulatory level is typically assumed
by governments or their agencies, which guide inter‐
net governance and enact legislation. In fact, there are
already a number of legal measures that enforce some
degree of communication etiquette in computer med‐
itated communication—e.g., international instruments
such as the 2019 UN Action Plan on hate speech and the
2016 Code of Conduct enacted by the EU Commission,
the latter being the most drastic measure, which is
also closely monitored (Pingen, 2021). This EU Code of
Conduct mandates that social media companies remove
or disable access to—and within 24 hours—what has
been deemed illegal hate speech on the basis of the 2007
Framework definition.

According to Brown (2020, p. 32), responsibility
for the second type of governance, moderation, is to
be assumed by internet platforms and ordinary citi‐
zens. Social platforms have therefore delineated their
own limitations on freedom of speech. As an exam‐
ple, Facebook has a complex set of rules determin‐
ing what constitutes hate speech, and even considers
covert hate speech in some cases. They will take down
straightforward animal metaphors such as “migrants are
filthy cockroaches” and well‐known wordplay such as
“refugees and rape‐fugees.” However, they will differen‐
tiate between “migrants are so filthy” (non‐violating—
ignore) and “all English people are dirty” (violating—
delete), or “fucking migrants” (non‐violating—ignore)
and “fucking Muslims” (violating—delete). To under‐
stand their evaluation of the statements, we have to bear
in mind that:

1. A statement such as “migrants are filth” is deleted
since the metaphor “migrants are DIRT” is an
established metaphor in racist discourse. This
example reveals that covert hate speech (here, a
metaphor), even if not always identified as such by
Facebook, is nevertheless covered in its anti‐hate
speech rules.

2. The statement “all English people are dirty” is
deleted because condemning people based on
their nationality violates hate speech laws, a rule
consistent with the Council of Europe definition
specifying nationality as a criterion that warrants
the label of hate speech.

Therefore, while it is the task of artificial intelligence
mechanisms to detect hate speech, these mechanisms
follow the social media regulators’ understanding and
definition of hate speech. This raises both questions
and concerns over the legitimacy of anyone other
than trained lawyers deciding what is hate speech.
Indeed, to evaluate what qualifies as such is hard
enough for human beings, never mind artificial intelli‐
gence systems. Moreover, it appears that such rules are
devised by socially homogeneous teams (Baider, 2020)
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since artificial intelligence models have been found to
flag tweets written by African Americans as offensive
1.5 times more often—in other words, a false positive—
than tweets written by other communities (Sap et al.,
2019). This is explained by the over‐sensitivity of hate
speech classifiers, e.g., “nigger” or “bitch,” which do not
signal hate speech when used in specific settings; rather,
they can signify relational proximity in some communi‐
ties of practice (Baider, 2020; Culpeper, 2021).

However, although deleting a message limits its
spread on a specific network, it encourages the author
to post the samemessage on another, less‐censored net‐
work. It does not challenge the arguments or the resent‐
ment expressed in such messages.

Moreover, critics argue that blocking free speech is
a dangerous precedent and that these measures may
restrict freedom of expression, which is recognised by
the European Court of Human Rights as a fundamen‐
tal human right and a basic condition of democratic
societies, as well as necessary for individual develop‐
ment. Indeed, the danger with such laws is that they
could be used to curb dissent and pursue “persecution
of minorities under the guise of anti‐incitement laws”
(United Nations, 2012); for example, blasphemy laws
can threaten inter‐religious dialogue and ban legitimate
debate. Clearly, transnational regulation of hate speech
is not an easy task (Burnap & Matthew, 2015).

Most relevant to our study is the first solution, dele‐
tion or suspension, which we argue cannot address
covert hate speech. It does not respond to the need
for an immediate answer to the millions of messages
exchanged every day.

We suggest that counter‐speech would be the best
solution, since debate “is nearly always preferable to cen‐
sorship and removal of content, including when deal‐
ing with extreme or radical content, whatever its origin”
(Bartlett & Krasodomski‐Jones, 2016, p. 5). In fact, over
20 years ago Richards and Calvert (2000) argued that
the best way to combat hate speech would be to add
more speech, i.e., to use counter‐speech to tackle hate
speech. Indeed, the advantages of counter‐speech are
far greater than those of deletion—one example is using
specific argumentation to respond in particular social
contexts, hopefully destabilising the presupposition on
which hate speech is based (McGowan, 2009). While
counter‐speech should respect freedom of speech, we
found in our data that it is often violent, ultimately defeat‐
ing the purpose of halting spiraling violence. A message
that responds to the stereotyping that is core to hate
speech offers readers another point of view and a chance
to “take back” cyberspace. In fact, it may be our responsi‐
bility as forum participants to address such issues rather
than let them pass unattended, as the use of automatic
bots to respond to hate speech is a very recent solution
to counter the massive number of message exchanges
(Ashida & Komachi, 2022).

Counter‐speech is not an entirely new subject, and to
date, there are a number of studies examining its effect

on hate speech. The most important studies will be dis‐
cussed in the next section.

2.3. Counter‐Speech: Definition and Impact

Definitions of counter‐speech vary; for example, Bartlett
and Krasodomski‐Jones (2016, p. 5) propose “a crowd‐
sourced response to hateful messages,” which means
a direct response to harmful speech using any form of
expression, whether a text, a meme, a hyperlink, etc.
The researchers focus on argumentation based on logic
or affect, whereas counter‐speech aims to deconstruct
hate speech and weaken its impact. Other scholars posit
that counter‐speech can also take the form of an alterna‐
tive narrative (Braddock & Horgan, 2016; Briggs & Feve,
2013). Alternative narratives make a deliberate choice to
change the narrative, focusing on positive stories to pro‐
mote tolerance and debunk the presupposition onwhich
the hate speech is based. In any case, in this article, we
use counter‐speech as a hypernym that includes alterna‐
tive narratives and counter‐narratives.

Counter‐narratives should attempt to affect the
behavior and the thinking of those who sympathise with
or take part in spreading prejudices. Most important,
they should foster critical thinking, tackle the source
of prejudice (McGowan, 2009), and provoke reactions
(i.e., spark a dialogue even if it is fierce; Gemmerli,
2015; Silverman et al., 2016). At the same time, they
should also point out the complexity of the issue, and
facilitate exposure to alternative viewpoints (Bartlett &
Krasodomski‐Jones, 2016); they should encourage read‐
ers to condemn hateful comments, trigger positive feel‐
ings (such as empathy) for victims of discriminatory nar‐
ratives, and/or trigger some doubt that could lead to a
change in attitudes (Gemmerli, 2015; Silverman et al.,
2016). While arguments exchanged between strangers
may lead to a favourable change in discourse, this is very
rare (Bartlett & Krasodomski‐Jones, 2016; Benesch et al.,
2016; Ernst et al., 2017; Konikoff, 2021; Schieb & Preuss,
2016; Wright et al., 2017). Most research is based on
small experiments such asMunger’s (2017), which attest
to the power of in‐group norms and the need to tackle
this phenomenon if we want to reduce racism. The stud‐
ies above argue that the most effective messages do not
lecture the audience, rather, they must offer something
to think about and reflect on (Braddock & Horgan, 2016;
Gagliardone et al., 2015).

For that matter, Benesch and his colleagues, who
define hate speech as “dangerous speech” (see Benesch,
2014; Benesch et al., 2016) were the first to suggest a
series of strategies for writing counter‐speech and reduc‐
ing the impact of hateful comments: (a) present the
facts in order to correct misstatements or mispercep‐
tions; (b) point out hypocrisy or contradictions to dis‐
credit the accuser; (c) warn of offline or online conse‐
quences of such action; (d) claim some affiliation to give
weight to the counter‐speech; (e) denounce the speech
as hateful; (f) use humour and sarcasm to deescalate
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conflict and encourage social cohesion; (g) adopt a pos‐
itive tone to appeal to the other participants; (h) adopt
hostile language to potentially persuade a participant to
delete their message.

The few large‐scale research projects that have
focused on counter‐narratives have used these param‐
eters. For example, they were the basis for the Conan
project in which Chung et al. (2019) created the first
large‐scale, multilingual dataset of hate speech and
counter‐narrative pairs, i.e., type of hate speech vs. type
of counter‐speech.

However, hate speech is foremost a type of argumen‐
tation, i.e., an attempt to persuade others that a specific
community or individual is a danger to them; Stephan
et al. (1999) examined hate‐filled comments from a psy‐
chological perspective and concluded that the concept
of “threat” was core to hate speech, especially racism.

Therefore, when writing a counter‐narrative, it is
important to first identify the strategies of argumenta‐
tion and determine if they are dependent on the topic,
and then identify their impact and focus on deconstruct‐
ing the presuppositions of their comments. To deter‐
mine the most effective type of counter‐speech we will
address two research questions that have not yet been
answered with big data:

RQ1: What counter‐speech argumentative strategies
are used in situ on a large‐scale basis?

RQ2: What is the impact of each of these differ‐
ent strategies in relation to the different identified
topics?

3. Data, Methodology, and Results

To answer our research questions, we begin with a quan‐
titative approach, drawing statistics from data that has
been annotated.We focused on strategies of argumenta‐
tion used in counter‐speech to understand which strate‐
gies arewidely used (RQ1) and the impact of these strate‐
gies (RQ2). Before presenting our results, we describe
the data of our corpus and the annotation scheme we
developed for the project.

3.1. Data and Teamwork

We worked with data available within the IMsyPP EU
project (2020–2022): 15,000 annotated Facebook posts

and YouTube comments focused on several topics known
to trigger hate speech, i.e., migration, politics, and LGBTQ
issues. The category “politics” is an umbrella term cover‐
ing a variety of political topics (e.g., India helping Pakistan
during the Covid‐19 pandemic). The comments and posts
referring to migration were collected from Facebook
in 2015, when an unprecedented number of migrants
flooded into Europe, while the comments related to
LGBTQ and political issues were collected in 2020 from
YouTube. Each comment was first annotated for trigger‐
ing hate speech and offensive speech, whether it was
covert or overt, resulting in 9,700 comments annotated
by eight annotators working in pairs. All comments were
then tagged twice for counter‐speech and assessed for
impact; ultimately, the idea was to offer recommenda‐
tions. The datasets are all in English and are compara‐
ble, insofar as they have a similar number of comments.
The datasets were all annotated by the same team for a
period of one year (see Table 1 for a summary of the data).

3.2. Methodology

We had to first decide on a set of parameters to anno‐
tate the counter‐narratives, so we turned to earlier
research studies, notably Benesch (2014) and Benesch
et al. (2016), whose parameters categorising counter‐
speech have been widely used (see, e.g., Braddock &
Horgan, 2016; Chung et al., 2019; Tuck & Silverman,
2016). As noted earlier, these parameters are: presenting
facts, pointing out hypocrisy, warning of consequences,
claiming some affiliation, denouncing the speech as hate‐
ful, using humor and sarcasm, adopting a positive tone,
and adopting hostile language.We also added using mul‐
timedia, as Benesch et al. (2016) advised.

As we noted above, counter‐narratives must be
tested and evaluated in terms of their strategies as well
as their impact—for example, a measurable change in
behavior. Therefore, we created a category titled impact,
wherein we took note of the number of answers trig‐
gered by the comment and the tone of the answers
(whether negative, positive, or neutral).

Wenext ran a two‐week pilot study to test these crite‐
ria, which ultimately resulted in the creation of our own
set of annotations. Our pilot study revealed several short‐
comings in the criteria, as follows:

1. Some of Benesch’s criteria were absent from
our annotations, e.g., warning of consequences,

Table 1. Datasets used for annotations.

Data

Number of comments Number of annotated comments Source of dataset Topic Language

5,873 3,700 Facebook Migration English
3,009 3,000 YouTube Politics English
5,979 3,000 YouTube LGBTQ issues English

Total: 14,861 Total: 9,700
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claiming some affiliation, and pointing out
hypocrisy, or too difficult to be distinguished from
other choices;

2. We found other elements being used, such
as “acknowledging grievances,” that were not
present in Benesch’s criteria;

3. The criteria “presenting facts” was found to be too
broad, since merely offering data may not be suf‐
ficiently convincing. It does, however, show the
audience that the accusations are not substanti‐
ated, so we subdivided the category by adding
“using statistics,” “using history,” and “using exam‐
ples or testimonies”;

4. We found that emotional appeal should be anno‐
tated in its own right; it is a subdivision of classic
rhetoric as is argumentation;

5. We included conspiracy theories, which came up
as a variable in migration data and then in political
debates.

Thus, we decided it was necessary to review criteria
used in several other domains known for their work on
counter‐speech, i.e., the fields of data mining (for exam‐
ple, Fortuna & Nunes, 2018), psychology (Stephan, 1999;
Stephan et al., 1999), discourse analysis and rhetoric
(Baider, 2019, 2020; Wodak, 2015).

Eventually, we determined a new set of criteria,
which we used to work on another set of annotations.
The criteria now included:

1. The specific topic, since we had three data sets;
2. A rhetoric category, subdivided into argumenta‐

tion (and further divided into logic or reasoning,
statistics, examples, history, and other facts) and
emotional appeal or affective rhetoric, to allow
us to consider the affective dimension of rhetoric
(subdivided into insult, personal attack, empathy
with acknowledging grievances, displaying posi‐
tive emotions, displaying negative emotions, and
sarcasm);

3. A multimedia category, to identify the role of shar‐
ing links; we also included images and emoticons
in this category;

4. An impact category (asmentioned above, this com‐
prises the number of comments and the general
tone of comments; however, we also annotated
the tone of the counter‐speech to have some cor‐
relation with the tone of answers to that specific
counter‐speech);

5. A notation of to which comment the counter‐
speech is addressed, so that at a later stagewe can

further correlate the variables of the comment and
the counter‐speech.

Weekly monitoring of the annotator results ensured con‐
sistency and coherence in the process. From a database
of 14,861 comments, 1,500 (10%) were annotated as
counter‐narratives (Table 2).

4. Detailed Discussion of Results

4.1. Rhetoric Used in Counter‐Speech Across Topics

In the next section are a number of graphs summarising
our results. We keep the original (mis)spelling in the quo‐
tations. The first column of all graphs gives the statistics
referring to the migration database (MIG); the second
gives the results for the political issues database (POL);
the third is for the LGBTQ database. The number before
these abbreviations refers to the number of the com‐
ments in our database. In this section, we look at our
results in terms of the questions we posed initially: What
counter‐strategy strategies are most effective? Are some
strategies more effective for certain topics?

4.1.1. Use of Argumentation

The strategic use of reasoning is high across all topics dis‐
cussed, with an average of 78% for all categories, and
with the political issues database displaying the highest
percentage (86%). This result is surprising, considering
that most research into online speech has found high
spontaneity and a lack of control (Herring et al., 2002;
Yus, 2011). In response to this seeming inconsistency, we
might suggest that those who engage in counter‐speech
will be less prone to outbursts in expressing their views,
as perhaps theywill have been educated or trained in the
use of counter‐narratives. The following examples show
some of the reasoning strategies we found in the MIG
and POL databases:

You could be made a refugee at some point in your
life, have some compassion, madam, or best stay
silent. (a; 37 MIG)

Sir, leave aside the jokes; state the truth, and use
face masks and protect yourself and those near and
dear to you from this harmful virus that is spreading.
(b; 49 POL)

In (a) the argumentation uses the reversal of role tac‐
tic: “You could be in their shoes.” In (b) several words of

Table 2. Numbers of annotated counter‐narratives.

No. of comments annotated for
No. of comments analyzed triggering overt or covert hate speech No. of annotated counter‐narratives

14,861 9,700 1,500
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advice are offered in an effort to halt a participant’s sar‐
casm. The comment in (b) refers to a video posted by the
government and its recommendations for Covid‐19.

Statistics are predominant in the migration dataset
(11%), which can be expected (Figure 1): The fact that the
number of migrants or foreigners is hugely exaggerated
is well‐known (Wohlfeld, 2014). In the following quota‐
tion (c), the participant gives numbers to explain the
plight of the asylum seekers from Syria and dismisses the
stereotype of young men migrating to Europe from the
Middle East with statistical facts:

Most of them settled in Lebanon? You make it sound
so nice. [In fact] 70% of the 1m[illion] Syrian refugees
in Lebanon live below the poverty line…36% of those
entering Europe are children and women. But in your
eyes even Muslim children are violent. (c; 77 MIG)

We find the use of examples, which are generally per‐
sonal experiences, more prominent in the migration and
LBGTQ datasets (Figure 2). The “history” argument is
also quite common and is used to counter the idea that
Muslims are prone to violence or that they condone ISIS
violence, as in (d), or to counter LGBTQ stereotyping, as
in (e):

As a British Muslim, [I say to] people commenting
on this, I thought I’d tell you all this has nothing
to do with Islam! Islam goes against the killing of
all innocent people! So do not think this is Islam!
(d; 1466 MIG)

I’m transgender. I served 14 years active duty. And
I didn’t do it for any purpose except to Serve My
Country. (e; 510 LGBTQ)

In (f), by pointing out the history of the Vikings, the
counter‐argument dismisses the preceding allegations
that Westerners bring civilisation to the countries they
invade, and that today migrants only take advantage of
the host nations. In (g), in response to hateful messages
about gay marriage because of religious principles, the
counter‐speech argues that religion is a historical artifact
and is based on tradition rather than truth or fact:

You mean the Vikings who spent most of their time
abroad raping and stealing all the goodies? And also
took over a lot of other countries. :D :D (f; 4947 MIG)

Religion is just a mix of history and the world in terms
that humans can understand, especially for filling in
the gaps. If an undiscovered tribe saw a helicopter fly
over, they’d call it a flying beast because birds are the
only thing they have to compare to. It wasn’t any dif‐
ferent 2000 years ago. It’s just that now it’s to dowith
tradition more than anything else. (g; 166 LGBTQ)

4.1.2. Use of Affect

Regarding the use of affect, Ernst et al. (2017) noted
the degree of hostility often found in counter‐speech.
Our results point to a level of hostility and negativity
in counter‐speech equal to that of hate speech. If we
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Figure 1. Reasoning vs. statistics used as arguments for the three topics.
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group together the negative categories (insults, personal
attacks, sarcasm, and display of negative emotions), we
obtain an average of 73% for all topics of hostile counter‐
speech; respectively, 77% for migration, 66% for politics,
and 76% for LGBTQ issues.

How hostility is evidenced, however, is specific to
the topic debated (Figure 3): Insults are rare in political
debates, while sarcasm prevails when countering LBGTQ
“bashing” (33%), as seen in the following quotations:

Have you been drinking? (20 LGBTQ)

God can come have a chat with me about what
people should have anger about [responding to a
previous comment referring to the wrath of God].
(63 LGBTQ)

Too absurd to bother commenting on. Number of gay
peoplewhohave died as a result of thewrath of god 0.
Find a sensible argument or give up. (73 LGBTQ)

Other signs of hostility, such as personal attacks and
insults, were found in our migration data (Figure 4):

You only see what you want to see. Pretty much like
an ostrich. (h; 13 MIG)

That’s the most self‐centered statement I’ve heard
all day. No. We will continue to discuss them until
they’re safe from harm, have food and can work.
(i; 71 MIG)

Although previous research targeting online speech gen‐
erally, and online counter‐speech specifically, has under‐
lined the negativity of the messages or posts (Ernst
et al., 2017), we nevertheless noted that almost a quar‐
ter of interventions were managed in a positive way.
The rhetoric surrounding political issues is more often
positive (34%), in comparison to migration (22%) or
LGBTQ issues (24%); the two latter topics are more
emotional and involve fundamental values such as reli‐
gious values.

A more successful counter‐speech strategy involves
presenting positive emotions, as in the following exam‐
ples. The speaker in (j) tries to appease verbal violence
against a woman in a video wearing a veil in support of
Muslim women, and in (k) the writer tries to derail racist
rants against Pakistan by suggesting that India can help,
if only on humanitarian grounds.

Listen guys….The woman just wanted to show some
love and solidarity with Muslim women. Don’t make
a big deal out of it. (j; 3309 MIG)

Onhumanitarian grounds alone,we canhelp Pakistan
also [the topic is about India giving medicine against
Covid‐19 to Pakistan]. (k; 739 POL)

To summarise the main counter‐speech strategies, our
data show a predominant use of argumentation, even
though we know that the specific topics are better
served by other types of counter‐speech. We have also
observed a notably limited use of statistics or historical
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Figure 3. Hostile speech in counter‐speech for the three topics.
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examples when discussing political issues, but a high
use of logical arguments. In contrast, the migration
topic seems to favour the use of statistics, which should
inform educational training programs in counter‐speech:
Knowing facts and statistics are importantwhen respond‐
ing to racist comments. We noted heavy use of sarcasm
and personal attacks in responses to homophobic (and
racist) comments.

The most‐recorded strategy, whether in argumenta‐
tion or use of affect, was a hostile stance. This is among
the tactics recommended by Benesch et al. (2016), as it
canmake the commentator feel embarrassed because of
their statement. The power of hostile comments to gen‐
erate dialogue was confirmed in our study.

4.2. Impact of Counter‐Speech Strategies

As explained in our methodology section, we evaluated
the success of counter‐speech strategies in relation to
two variables and in line with the literature (de Latour
et al., 2017; Silverman et al., 2016): (a) whether the
comment initiated a dialogue, i.e., triggered a response
(whether positive or negative is not important); and
(b) what the tone of the responses triggered by the
counter‐speech was.

4.2.1. Number of Answers on Average

In broad terms, almost half the counter‐speech strate‐
gies generated comments for all categories considered;
moreover, we found no statistically significant differ‐
ence among the three datasets concerning the impact
of counter‐speech. Therefore, we give the average num‐
bers across all topics (see Table3).

Table 3. Average number of answers to counter‐speech.

Number of answers to counter‐speech Percentage

0 46%
1–5 51%
5–10 0%
More than 10 0%

4.2.2. Correlations Between Strategies and Number
of Answers

We found no evidence of a statistically significant rela‐
tionship between the different argumentative strate‐
gies and generating a dialogue (i.e., triggering several
answers between 1–5), although some emotional appeal
(affective) strategies were found to be correlated with
generating a dialogue.

We found a positive correlation between generating
a dialogue and using personal attacks, while in contrast,
counter‐speech that is less aggressive, e.g., displaying
positive emotions and acknowledging grievances, is less
likely to generate a dialogue.

Additionally, the correlation coefficients suggest that
there is no real relationship between generating dia‐
logue and the strategies of using insults, sarcasm, or dis‐
playing negative emotions.

4.2.3. Impact of the Tone Used in Counter‐Speech

We found that the tone of the counter‐speech may influ‐
ence the tone of the response: There is a positive corre‐
lation between a negative tone in the counter‐narrative
and a negative tone in the response; however, there is
no correlation between a negative tone in the counter‐
narrative and a positive tone in its response. These cor‐
relations suggest that since most counter‐narratives are
classified as having a negative tone, they will generate a
dialogue with negative answers.

In contrast, a counter‐narrative with a positive tone
correlates with a positive tone in the response. This find‐
ing indicates that, although counter‐speech that is posi‐
tive in tone is less likely to generate a dialogue, when it
does, the resulting exchange is likely to be positive.

Counter‐narratives that are classified as positive in
tone are more likely to use statistical facts as part
of their argumentative rhetoric, and to acknowledge
grievances as part of their affective rhetoric (Table 4).
We can observe in Table 4 a positive correlation between
acknowledging grievances and generating answers as
well as between acknowledging grievances and using a
positive tone.
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Table 4. Correlations for the strategy of acknowledging
grievances.

Correlations for acknowledging grievances

Number of answers 27%
Positive tone 71%

We conclude, therefore, that if a counter‐speech aims to
generate a positive dialogue, it would be most effective
if it used facts, statistics, or acknowledged grievances
while avoiding a hostile tone.

4.3. Summarising Results

Our first research question examined the counter‐speech
strategies used in situ in a large sample. Our analysis
revealed that the majority of counter‐narratives expose
or ridicule the authors of offensive comments. We found
this to be true for the majority of narratives, which used
argumentative strategies (70% of the chosen strategies,
on average for the three topics under investigation), as
well as for the 30% of strategies that used affective
rhetoric, where most narratives were highly negative,
featuring insults, personal attacks, and negative emo‐
tions. We found that although humor is seldom used,
sarcasm is prevalent in both covert hate speech and
counter‐speech. Thus, whether argumentative or affec‐
tive, these strategies exacerbate verbal violence and fuel
the negativity, further polarising the debate. Importantly,
analysis of our findings led us to conclude that the par‐
ticular strategy selected in counter‐arguments is highly
influenced by the social context as well as by the topic
under discussion.

Our second research question measured, from a
quantitative perspective, the impact of the various
strategies on the different topics. The general results
reveal that dialogue is rarely sparked: most often the
counter‐speech is ignored. Moreover, in the case that
dialogue is generated by counter‐speech, it is usually
because of its hostile tone, especially if it contains a
personal attack. It would appear that positive dialogues,
the ultimate aim of counter‐speech, are only generated
by acknowledging grievances or displaying positive emo‐
tions, two strategies that are not often encountered in
online heated debates.

5. Concluding Remarks

In summary, our results indicate that the tone of the
counter‐narrative is highly important and should be the
first consideration when responding to hate speech.
In contrast, we found, in our data, that most counter‐
speech took a hostile tone, and although this is a strat‐
egy recommended by Benesch et al. (2016), our results
show that this is ineffective: It only puts the “oppo‐
nent” on the defensive and often leads to continued
verbal violence. Our results, therefore, confirm a num‐

ber of earlier studies that found hateful posts were
most often responded to with disagreement, conflict,
and derision (Bartlett & Krasodomski‐Jones, 2016; Maity
et al., 2018). Nevertheless, we did identify some argu‐
mentative strategies that led to a positive outcome: the
use of historical facts and/or personal examples corre‐
lated with generating dialogue, even when the tone was
negative. Positive‐toned responses—which we consider
a marker of the effectiveness of a counter‐narrative—
resulted when the comment acknowledged the writer’s
grievances or used a positive emotional tone. Yet we
found that very few counter‐narratives (on average 10%)
used these strategies. We, therefore, recommend that
educational training—even machine learning and empa‐
thetic bots—should focus on such strategies.
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Abstract
Researchers have discussed Hong Kong’s localist identities, nativist sentiments, and populism, but have not widely exam‐
ined the extent towhich populism could be perceived in education in Hong Kong. As the chief participants of the Occupying
Central and the radical Anti‐Extradition Bill movements in Hong Kong were students, this suggests the need to explore the
relationship between populism and education, particularly the then‐controversial liberal studies textbooks. According to
contemporary news reports, liberal studies textbooks containedmuch content stigmatising the Chinesemainland. Previous
studies of liberal studies textbooks applied qualitative discourse analysis methods. In this study, mixed‐method analysis
was applied to a specialised corpus comprising seven commercial liberal studies textbooks containing 248,339 Chinese
characters in total to explore the extent to which liberal studies textbooks contain information concerning the key fea‐
tures of populism—the heightened division between the inner and outer groups. A division was found between positive
images of Hong Kong and negative images of China in the narratives of commercial liberal studies textbooks. Accordingly,
the textbooks can be understood to contain populism. The present study advocates that relevant educational watchdogs
in Hong Kong provide more guidance on the writing and publishing of liberal studies textbooks in the future, keeping
the enquiry‐based spirit of the liberal studies course fulfilled, and urges stakeholders of Hong Kong education to consider
teaching peace education and developing a more inclusive environment.
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1. Introduction

Since 2014, when the Occupying Central movement
broke out in Hong Kong, researchers have discussed
Hong Kong localist identities and activities, nativist sen‐
timents, and populism. Synonyms for these phrases
increased until the radical Anti‐Extradition Bill move‐
ment in 2019 (e.g., Chow et al., 2020; Chun, 2020; Li &
Xiao, 2020; Lowe&Tsang, 2017;Ma, 2018;Ng&Kennedy,
2019; Sautman & Yan, 2015; Veg, 2017; Vukovich, 2020;

Zamecki, 2018). However, scholars have notwidely exam‐
ined the extent to which the influence of populism could
be perceived in education in Hong Kong. It is noteworthy
that the chief participants in the Occupying Central and
the radical Anti‐Extradition Bill movements were univer‐
sity and pre‐tertiary school students (see Li & Wu, 2022)
and student unions. For example, the student union at
the University of Hong Kong was among the radical pop‐
ulist groups (Ng & Kennedy, 2019), indicating the need
to explore the possible seepage of populist culture in
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some educational fields of Hong Kong. The present study
adopts a critical perspective on education, employing
Bourdieu’s (Bourdieu & Passeron, 2000) theory of edu‐
cation as a field of cultural arbitrariness, with textbooks
perceived as a medium of cultural arbitrariness, rather
than couriers of objective truth.

Accordingly, the present study examines textbooks
for the mandatory liberal studies (LS) course in Hong
Kong secondary schools for studentswishing to enter uni‐
versity. Launched in 2009 by the Education Bureau (EDB),
the LS course was a symbol of Hong Kong’s educational
system reform, transitioning from the British mode of
3–2–2–3 (three‐year junior secondary school, two‐year
senior secondary school, two‐year pre‐university, and
three‐year university study) to the Chinese mode of
3–3–4 (three‐year junior secondary school, three‐year
senior secondary school, and four‐year university study;
Li et al., in press). The LS course had six themes:
“personal development and interpersonal relationships,
Hong Kong today, modern China, globalization, public
health, and energy technology and the environment”
(Li & Wu, 2022, p. 130). The original purpose of the LS
course was to nurture lifelong learners with critical think‐
ing abilities and inclusive spirit by having students apply
enquiry‐based learning to social topics (Chiu et al., 2018).
Since 2012, the LS course has been suspected of politicis‐
ing students who participate in radical protests, despite
the fact that Chiu et al. (2018) surveyed 2,896 students
from25 secondary schools in Hong Kong found thatmost
students did not develop radical thinking and seldompar‐
ticipated in political activities.

However, the LS course became the focus of signif‐
icant controversy in 2019. According to contemporary
news reports (“Xiuli fengbo yizhounian,” 2020), the text‐
books contained much content stigmatising the Chinese
mainland, potentially misleading students; some crit‐
ics like Tu (2020) also reported that LS teachers in
St Stephen’s College had students comment in an exam
on the advantages of participating in radical protests
rather than evaluating the protesters’ behaviour holis‐
tically. Noting that the LS course, designed to nur‐
ture students’ critical thinking, in fact inculcated biases,
Wu (2021) suggested that the EDB had delegated LS text‐
book composition to several commercial publishers and
maintained no censorship over the textbooks before
2019. Li and Wu (2022) added that the EDB did not
specify official LS textbooks (LST), allowing teachers to
choose any textbook from commercial publishers. Such
measures and attitudes of the EDB thus allowed bias to
enter (Li & Wu, 2022). Although the EDB requested that
commercial publishers voluntarily submit their LST for
review, only eight publishers submitted their LST to the
EDB in 2020 (Li & Wu, 2022).

To pinpoint possible biases in commercial LST, Li et al.
(in press), Li and Wu (2022), and Wu and Li (2022) analy‐
sed several LST, identifying contrasts between “politically
correct” Hong Kongers and “morally stained” Chinese
mainlanders, the “developed and Westernised” Hong

Kong and the “chaotic and back‐watered” Chinese main‐
land, and “commendable” radical protests and “ineffec‐
tive” peaceful demonstrations. These authors found that
the textbooks highlighted the dangers of Hong Kong’s
assimilation to the Chinesemainland, inculcating in read‐
ers a rejection of almost everything about China. These
findings echo those of Silberberg and Agbaria (2021)
regarding the heightened division between the insider
group (Hong Kongers) and the outsider group (those of
the Chinesemainland) from a populist viewpoint, as well
as Moffit and Tormey’s (2014) descriptors of the key ele‐
ments of populist style: the notion of crisis (depicting
China’s assimilation of Hong Kong in the LST) and dissem‐
inating “bad manners” in political discourse (commend‐
ing radical protests in the LST). These LST may thus be
suspected of contributing to populist views.

However, earlier research on LST (e.g., Li et al.,
in press; Li & Wu, 2022; Wu, 2021; Wu & Li, 2022),
although informative, applied qualitative discourse ana‐
lysis, unavoidably “cherry‐picking” texts that conveyed
particular meanings (Mautner, 2007), rather than provid‐
ing a verbatim overview of the texts. In this study, mixed‐
method analysis was applied to a specialised corpus,
comprising seven commercial LST containing 248,339
Chinese characters to explore:

RQ1: How were the semantic preferences and
prosody of China and its synonyms manifested in the
LST corpus?

RQ2: Howwere the semantic preference and prosody
of Hong Kong manifested in the LST corpus?

The answers to these research questions should facili‐
tate a more detailed comparison of the depictions of the
inner and outer groups.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Populism and Education

“Populism” derives from the Latin populus, “the peo‐
ple,” although today populism is often referred to as a
political doctrine (Heywood, 2013) centred around ten‐
sions between groups claiming to represent the will of
the “pure people” against the “corrupt elite” or the
regime (Laclau, 2005; Mudde, 2004). Bergmann (2020,
p. 36) stated that populism appeals to people across
social strata to move against the dominant elite, who
are “siding with international actors against the nation
and the people.” However, Mudde (2004) highlighted
the “thin‐centred ideology” of populism, contending that
populism parasitises other host ideologies, e.g., nation‐
alism, socialism, liberalism, religion, racism, and even
neoliberalism. Therefore, populism today is not only
about the masses resisting the elite, but also describes
the building of boundaries in the name of the masses
to exclude the people (i.e., majority‐insiders) from the
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threatening others (i.e., minority‐outsiders). Relevant
examples include Israel, where religious populism led the
majority insider‐Jewish citizens to exclude Arab citizens
(Silberberg & Agbaria, 2021); Zimbabwe, where neolib‐
eral populism excluded anyone, including Zimbabwe
nationals, withWestern backgrounds in favour of insider‐
majority Black Africans with no Western education
(Hwami, 2013); and the US, where Trump‐led racist pop‐
ulism excluded Asian international students and immi‐
grants from membership with insider‐white majority US
citizens (Kirby, 2021).

The relationship between populism and education
is somewhat debated. Norris and Inglehart (2019) and
Spruyt (2014) opined that people with higher education
are less likely to hold populist opinions, and Saurette and
Gunster’s (2011, p. 199) explanation of the source of
academic knowledge may indicate why highly educated
people are unlikely to be populists, as academics belong
to the elite. However, recent studies, including those
by Hwami (2013) and Silberberg and Agbaria (2021),
have demonstrated that populism has infiltrated higher
and pre‐tertiary education systems. Meanwhile, Hong
Kong university students’ participation in radical populist
groups (Ng & Kennedy, 2019) and the divisive contrasts
between Hong Kongers and Chinese mainlanders in LST
(Li & Wu, 2022; Wu & Li, 2022) suggest that populism
might have infiltrated some aspects of Hong Kong’s edu‐
cational system.

2.2. A Critical Perspective on Education: System
and Textbook

Employing a critical perspective, Bourdieu and Passeron
(2000) demonstrated how education, or what they
termed “pedagogic action,” could be understood as a
system of symbols imposed by the dominant class or
through cultural arbitrariness, whereby the culture of
the dominant class not only becomes the legitimate
form of knowledge accepted in society but devalues and
marginalises the symbols and culture of the lower classes
(Bourdieu & Passeron, 2000). Therefore, students whose
family backgrounds and cultural symbols are closer to
those of the dominant class experience smoother school‐
ing than their peers from a lower social class (Bourdieu
& Passeron, 2000). It is easier for students from higher
than from lower social classes to achieve higher educa‐
tion; those from lower social classes must either aban‐
don their innate cultural symbols for academic achieve‐
ment or are eliminated from school through academic
failure that locates them in their home culture (Bourdieu
& Passeron, 2000). In this way, education systems par‐
ticipate in maintaining or reproducing existing social and
power structures:

[Pedagogic actions] tend to reproduce the system of
cultural arbitrariness characteristic of that social for‐
mation, thereby contributing to the reproduction of
the power relations which put that cultural arbitrary

into the dominant position. (Bourdieu & Passeron,
2000, p. 10)

Bourdieu and Passeron (2000) characterise such edu‐
cation as a form of symbolic violence against people
from the lower classes, indicating that a precondition
for symbolically violent education to prevail is that peo‐
ple remain unaware of its nature through camouflage
by pedagogic authorities. They identify two layers of
pedagogic authority delegates: institutional (e.g., edu‐
cation ministries, bureaus, schools, and degrees) and
vicarious—the teachers and the regulatory apparatus
(syllabuses and textbooks). An example of an encounter
with pedagogical authorities is that of a student who
works hard on a subject from his/her admiration for a
teacher, without considering the hidden cultural arbi‐
trariness that the teacher may be delivering. Bourdieu
and Passeron (2000) defined pedagogic authority as
a default position that legitimises everything students
learn in school.

Therefore, from a Bourdieusian perspective, edu‐
cation delivers cultural arbitrariness, as do textbooks.
As Apple and Christian‐Smith (1991) asserted, textbooks
are a site of the reconciliation of social, cultural, and
political power, and reflect their writers’ preferences and
interests. However, for ordinary students, textbooks are
frequently perceived as absolute authoritarian and legit‐
imate sources of knowledge (Gulliver, 2010).

3. Research Methodology

Corpus‐based critical discourse analysis (CDA) is used
here to examine the portrayal of China and its synonyms
(e.g., the Chinese mainland, continent) and Hong Kong
across the seven LST targeted in this study. Fairclough
(2015) believed that the relationship between language
and society is both internal and dialectical. The goal
of CDA is to go beyond the text, considering sociocul‐
tural contexts (Bednarek & Caple, 2012). Fairclough’s
(1995) three‐dimensional conception of discourse (i.e.,
text, discourse practice, and sociocultural practice) is
adopted herein. However, as CDA has been criticised
for its arbitrary selection of small‐scale research texts
(Fowler, 1996; Stubbs, 1997; Widdowson, 2000), cherry‐
picking (Baker & Levon, 2015; Mautner, 2007), or decon‐
textualization of meaning, the corpus linguistics method
is included in viewof its empirical and quantitative poten‐
tial (Cheng, 2013) to handle large‐scale textual data.
The present study should thus be understood, follow‐
ing Tognini‐Bonelli (2001, p. 65), as corpus‐based rather
than corpus‐driven, where the former involves “mak[ing]
use of the corpus itself to expound, test, and exemplify
theories and descriptions that were generated before a
large corpus become available to inform language study.”
In contrast, the corpus‐driven approach functions induc‐
tively, using the data and patterns observed in the corpus
itself to identify regularities and exceptions (Baker, 2006).
Baker and McEnery (2005, p. 223) point out that the
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corpus‐based approach has the advantage of affording
discourse analysts a more complete and detailed under‐
standing of the meanings and functions of certain word
choices in texts. Corpus‐based CDA is particularly effec‐
tive for examining ideological issues in textbooks; a good
example is the work of Hong and He (2015). Here, a
corpus‐based study seems appropriate for gaining a rel‐
atively detailed understanding of the meanings of the
terms “China” and its synonyms and “Hong Kong” in the
chosen commercial LST. Indeed, commercial LST were
once reported to contain their writers’ subjective pref‐
erences (Wu, 2021), thus not entirely embodying the
intended enquiry‐based learning spirit of the LS course.

In practice, a specialised corpus, named LST, was
compiled from seven commercial LST, totalling 248,339
words. Convenience sampling was used in selecting the
textbooks, although this inevitably risks introducing sub‐
jectivity. However, the authors were based elsewhere
than Hong Kong, and as by the time the research was
conducted, border travel was restricted due to Covid‐19,
they only had access to the LST in their local libraries.
When selecting which LST to include in the corpus,
the first criterion was that it considers the theme of
“Hong Kong today” or “modern China,” because these
two themes of LST have been found to be controver‐
sial (see Li & Wu, 2022; Wu, 2021). The second crite‐
rion was that different versions of a textbook from the
same publisher (like the third and fourth New Horizon
Liberal Studies: Today’s Hong Kong, published in 2016
and 2020, respectively, by the Hong Kong Educational
Publishing Company) should contain obvious revisions.
Supplementary File 1 provides details of the LST corpus
and information on the textbooks included.

The Corpus tool AntConc Version 3.59 (Anthony,
2020) was used to process the data and generate concor‐

dance lines containing the keywords. Each concordance
line was analysed manually to identify the semantic pref‐
erence and prosody of the keywords. Semantic prefer‐
ence refers to “the restriction of regular co‐occurrences
to items which share a semantic feature” (Sinclair, 2004,
p. 142) and semantic prosody is the determiner of the
meaning as a whole, expressing attitudinal and prag‐
matic meaning (Sinclair, 2004). Both semantic prefer‐
ence and prosody belong to Sinclair’s (2004) descriptive
model of the co‐selection of lexical items. The present
study examined lexical items because individual words
do not create meaning; instead, “meaning resides in
extended units” (Cheng, 2012, p. 154). The coding
scheme of descriptions of Hong Kong and China’s syn‐
onyms in the corpus is based on Chen (2014) and
Ross and Caldwell’s (2020) articulation of Martin and
White’s (2005) language appraisal system for interper‐
sonal meaning at the level of discursive semantics.
Of Martin and White’s (2005) key elements of attitude,
engagement, and graduation of the appraisal system,
Chen (2014) particularly emphasised attitude in labelling
texts’ negative and positive meanings, and subdivided
attitude into three semantic regions: affect, judgement,
and appreciation. Affect is the polarity of emotional
response of an expression, which Ross and Caldwell
(2020, p. 16) exemplified thus: “Trump is calm/angry.”
Judgement presents a moral evaluation of behaviours,
which Ross and Caldwell (2020, p.16) exemplified with
“Trump is cool/weak.” Appreciation is defined as the aes‐
thetic quality of semiotic texts and natural phenomena,
exemplified thus: “His speech was brilliant/horrible.”
Table 1 presents examples of the coded texts for affect,
judgement, and appreciation in the present study, and
lists the coding author’s general judgement of the texts
as positive or negative.

Table 1. Examples of text coding (highlighted words are indicators of positive or negative expressions).

Semantic regions
of attitude Sentence examples from the LST Coding author’s judgement

Affect After the “black‐hearted vaccines” outbreak in China in 2016, parents
could not pursue the case and were eventually forced to protest on
the streets, while some were jailed (Ming Pao Educational
Publications Editorial and Advisory Board, 2020, p. 181)

Negative description

Judgement In 2016, China’s Gini coefficient reached 0.465, suggesting a severe
gap between the rich and poor (Zang et al., 2019, p. 49)

Negative description

To a certain extent, the spirit of the rule of law protects the civil rights
of Hong Kong residents and motivates them to fulfil their civic
obligations (Chan et al., 2013, p. 132)

Positive description

Appreciation China has a serious acid rain problem (Wu et al., 2013, p. 89) Negative description

Hong Kong’s culture has been influenced by Chinese and Western
cultures such that it has developed into a unique local culture
(Hung et al., 2020, p. 47)

Positive description

The court system in Hong Kong is clear, its commercial rules are
thorough, and there are laws governing how to invest (Ng et al.,
2016, p. 112)

Positive description
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4. Results

4.1. China and Its Synonyms

4.1.1. About China

Four primary semantic preferences and prosodies were
identified across 289 instances in the concordance lines
relating to China. The first was “China’s environmental
issues” (189 out of 289 instances, 65.39%), as China
was co‐selected with phrases related to several types
of environmental pollution, such as “environmental pol‐
lution,” “sea water pollution,” “groundwater pollution,”
“air pollution,” “water pollution,” and “the largest pol‐
luter,” showing that China’s environmental issues are fre‐
quently discussed in the LST corpus. Regarding “China’s
environmental issues,” “China” is found to co‐occur with
phrases and clauses with negative connotations (96 out
of 189 instances, 50.79%), such as “China’s looming envi‐
ronmental crisis,” “the country with themost serious soil
erosion,” “disaster,” “still deteriorating,” “seriously dam‐
aged,” “deterioration of ecological environment,” “wors‐
ening pollution problem,” “severe pollution of under‐
ground water,” “deteriorating air pollution,” “acid rain,”
and “a serious threat to the health of civilians.” All the
co‐occurring phrases and clauses used with China in the
LST corpus highlight China’s severe environmental pol‐
lution; thus, the semantic prosody is unfavourable, con‐
firming that China’s environmental situation is depicted
negatively in the LST. Some examples are shown in
Table 2. In contrast, only three concordances were found
to mention China’s environmental issues positively, rep‐
resenting 1.58% (three out of 189).

The second semantic preference regarding China
in the LST corpus concerns “social issues in China,”
and represents 9.69% (28 of 289 instances), as evi‐
denced by co‐occurrence with phrases concerning
social events in China. Corresponding semantic prosody

concerning “social issues in China” was “negative”
(17 out 28, 61.71%), as evidenced by its co‐occurrence
with phrases with negative meanings, such as “black
heart/contaminated food,” “black‐heart vaccines,”
“unscrupulous merchants,” “unsafe drinking water,”
“imbalance in gender ratio,” and “negative social events,”
whose semantic prosody highlights negative aspects of
China. Examples are given in Table 3.

The third semantic preference noted in reference
to China relates to “China’s economic development,”
amounting for 14.19% (41 out of 289) of instances
with the surrounding phrases “China’s economic devel‐
opment,” with the semantic prosody of “problematic
and full of challenges,” accounting for 63.41% (26 out
of 41 instances), e.g., “the side effect of population
stagnation,” “low birth rate,” “facing challenges,” “the
emergence of a series of social problems,” “disparity
between the urban and rural areas,” “regional disparity,”
“gap between the rich and the poor,” “social polariza‐
tion,” “a series of environmental problems,” “meeting a
bottleneck,” “having traditional culture shock,” “corrup‐
tion,” “pose a serious problem,” and “a massive waste
of resources.” The prosody of this language use shows
China’s “reform and opening up” led to many problems
and challenges for China. Examples are presented in
Table 4. By comparison, only five out of 41 concordance
lines (12.20%) portray China favourably.

The final semantic preference relating to China is
the “Chinese legal system,” which represents 14.19%
(31 out of 289) of the cases, as evidenced by co‐selection
with the words “legal system” and “judicial system.”
The corresponding prosody contends that the system
is “flawed and needs to be improved,” as evidenced by
co‐occurrences with phrases such as “full of challenges,”
“denial of justice,” “many problems and shortcomings in
the Chinese judicial system,” “needs to be improved,”
“the rule of law has not yet become widespread,”
“China’s judicial system is not complete,” and “flawed

Table 2. Examples of negative descriptions of China’s environment in the LST corpus.

1 China’s groundwater pollution is also severe (Ming Pao Educational Publications Editorial and Advisory Board,
2020, p. 146)

2 In recent years, air pollution in China has been a significant issue, with sandstorms ravaging the nation, with the
first resulting from preventing and controlling sandstorms. However, a new issue has emerged (Ming Pao
Educational Publications Editorial and Advisory Board, 2020, p. 147)

3 China’s economic recovery, which relies heavily on the steel, cement, and energy industries, has caused air
pollution (Wu et al., 2013, p. 89)

4 Water pollution has also led to the emergence of “cancer villages” in China, with many residents around water
sources drinking untreated sewage discharged into the rivers by enterprises upstream, resulting in large‐scale
cancer in villages (Zang et al., 2019, p. 141)

5 Water pollution has grave consequences for human life. Approximately 30% of China’s freshwater is no longer
drinkable and cannot even be utilised to irrigate farms; there is also a risk of agricultural product contamination
(Zang et al., 2019, p. 141)

6 China has a serious acid rain problem (Wu et al., 2013, p. 89)
Note: Authors’ English translations.
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Table 3. Examples of negative descriptions of China’s social issues in the LST corpus.

1 After the “black‐hearted vaccines” outbreak in China in 2016, parents could not pursue the case and were
eventually forced to protest on the streets, while some were jailed (Ming Pao Educational Publications Editorial
and Advisory Board, 2020, p. 181)

2 In China, counterfeiters and low‐quality goods are common, and unscrupulous merchants show no regard for
people’s health as it is not to their benefit (Zang et al., 2019, p. 67)

3 Three hundred and twenty million Chinese citizens drink unsafe drinking water (Wu et al., 2013, p. 88)

4 China’s long‐term economic development and overall national strength may be adversely affected by the decline in
population. In contrast, other demographic issues such as an insufficient birth rate, a rising elderly population, and
an imbalance in gender ratio will seriously undermine China’s sustainable development (Ming Pao Educational
Publications Editorial and Advisory Board, 2020, p. 91)

Note: Authors’ English translations.

legal system.” A further semantic prosody of the “legal
system” is “needing improvement,” only accounting for
54.83% (17 out 31 instances). Examples are presented in
Table 5. Notably, only one out of 31 concordance lines
(3.23%) mentioned the Chinese legal system positively.

4.1.2. About the Chinese Continent

In the LST corpus, we found two other synonyms for
China: the Chinese continent and the Chinese main‐
land. “Chinese continent” appears 14 times in the LST
corpus, co‐occurring with negative phrases in 50% of
cases (seven out of 14 instances): “the deteriorating
human rights in China,” “contaminated food is ram‐
pant on the continent of China,” “against indiscrimi‐

nate admission of continental students to universities in
Hong Kong,” “Chinese continent tourists’ clamour,” and
“Hong Kongers fight the continentals in the metro.” This
reveals that the term “continent” is portrayed negatively.
Examples are given in Supplementary File 2 and Table 6.
However, no concordance lines represented “Chinese
continent” positively.

4.1.3. About Mainland China

“Mainland China” is another term used to refer to
China occurring 121 times in the LST corpus, tending to
co‐occur with words and phrases having predominantly
negative connotations, representing 12.40% (15 out of
121 instances), such as “fake products,” “unscrupulous

Table 4. Examples of negative descriptions of China’s economic development in the LST corpus.

1 China’s long‐term economic growth and overall national strength may be influenced by a declining population and
consequently low birth rate (Ming Pao Educational Publications Editorial and Advisory Board, 2020, p. 91)

2 An increasing disparity between urban and rural areas and unequal social development accompanies China’s rapid
economic expansion (Hung et al., 2020, p. 178)

3 Corruption occurs endemically among the Chinese authorities, and corruption cases continue unabated (Zang
et al., 2019, p. 64)

4 In 2016, China’s Gini coefficient reached 0.465, suggesting a severe gap between the rich and poor (Zang et al.,
2019, p. 49)

Note: Authors’ English translations.

Table 5. Examples of negative descriptions of China’s legal system in the LST corpus.

1 Increased corruption has resulted from China’s flawed legal system and the inadequate supervision of officials,
who are not required to declare their assets (Zang et al., 2019, p. 80)

2 Coupled with China’s flawed legal system and lack of routes of recourse, disputes can quickly lead to widespread
rallies and demonstrations, which does not benefit social stability (Zang et al., 2019, p. 80)

3 The awareness of the rule of law has not yet become widespread in China, and many people still look to petitions
and other channels to defend their rights (Zang et al., 2019, p. 132)

4 Corruption among officials in China is still a severe problem, and government officials are holding back the pace of
judicial reform (Zang et al., 2019, p. 131)

Note: Authors’ English translations.
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Table 6. Examples of negative descriptions of Chinese continent in the LST corpus.

1 A social media page titled “Against Indiscriminate Admission of Continental Students to Universities in Hong Kong’’
asks universities to restrict the number of mainland China students accepted (Ng et al., 2016, p. 208)

2 Some continental Chinese guests were angry because they could not obtain chips from the China Pavilion.
In contrast, others rushed into the China Pavilion and assaulted the public security agents distributing chips.
The situation was somewhat chaotic (Wu et al., 2013, p. 164)

3 The human rights situation in continental China continued to deteriorate in 2017 (Zang et al., 2019, p. 70)
Note: Authors’ English translations.

businessmen,” “fake drugs,” “flaws exist in the main‐
land Chinese judicial system,” “numerous reports of poi‐
soned food in mainland China,” “poisoned milk pow‐
der,” “corruption in the mainland,” “counterfeit tourist
attractions,” “poor petrol quality in the mainland,” and
“the mainland tourists behave in a uncivilized manner.”
The Chinese mainland is thus represented unfavourably
in the LST corpus (Table 7). As with “Chinese continent,”
no corresponding concordance lines favourably portray
the Chinese mainland.

4.1.4. About Chinese

In the 119 concordance lines relating to Chinese, we
found an apparent semantic preference for “identity,”
accounting for 29.41% of cases (35 out 119 instances),
as in phrases such as identity, multiple identities, and
identity recognition. Analysis of the concordance lines
shows that Chinese national identity andHongKong iden‐
tity are juxtaposed for comparative purposes, indicat‐
ing that identity issues are prominent in the LST cor‐
pus. The predominant semantic prosody is “contradic‐
tory,” accounting for 37.14% (13 times out 35 instances),
as in phrases such as “a strong contrast between the
identity of being Hong Kongers and of being Chinese
mainlanders,” “the conflicts between Hong Kong people
and Chinese,” “the younger generations’ sense of belong‐
ing toward Chinese national identity is weakened,” “the
younger generations’ sense of belonging toward Chinese
national identity is reduced,” “therefore, they began
to reject their Chinese identity,” “the younger genera‐
tions do not necessarily recognize their Chinese identity,”
“they hold a reserved attitude towards Chinese identity,”
“their recognition of their ‘Chinese’ identity is relatively
weak,” “Hong Kong inhabitants began to distance them‐

selves from being Chinese,” “make them distance them‐
selves from being Chinese,” “it inevitably reduced Hong
Kong people’s self‐identification as Chinese,” and “Hong
Kongpeople tend to think of themselves asHong Kongers
rather than Chinese.”

The semantic prosody of the Chinese people regard‐
ing “identity” in the LST corpus indicates a division
between two identities (Chinese national identity versus
Hong Kong identity) presented as contradictory. Chinese
national identity is projected as distanced from Hong
Kong’s identity. A concordance analysis demonstrates
that the LST corpus considersHong Kongpeople’s percep‐
tions of their Chinese national identity to be negative, so
much so that they have rejected it. This division is further
underscored by emphasising Hong Kongers’ unique iden‐
tity as distinct from Chinese identity. This is illustrated in
the following examples (see Table 8).

An LST cited an anonymous survey as a method to
discount Chinese identity:

A mainland website conducted a survey on “if there
is an afterlife, would you like to be Chinese again?”
The results showed that 65% of the respondents no
longer wanted to be Chinese. What a surprise! We
cannot imagine Chinese mainlanders rejecting their
Chinese national identity. (Chan et al., 2013, p. 248)

By contrast, only one concordance line mentioned
Chinese favourably, by quoting a positive view of Chinese
identity.

4.2. About Hong Kong

Two primary semantic preferences and prosodies are
found in 117 concordance lines mentioning Hong Kong.

Table 7. Examples of negative descriptions of Chinese mainland in the LST corpus.

1 There have been numerous reports of poisoned food in mainland China (Hung et al., 2020, p. 84)

2 Corruption in mainland China is a significant issue (Ming Pao Educational Publications Editorial and Advisory Board,
2020, p. 199)

3 Combined with the low quality and high sulphur content of mainland China’s gasoline, this has compounded the
environmental damage caused by car emissions (Zang et al., 2019, p. 142)

4 Income disparity among mainland Chinese households is a severe problem (Wu et al., 2013, p. 61)
Note: Authors’ English translations.
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Table 8. Examples of negative descriptions of Chinese identity in the LST corpus.

1 Some young people believe it is impossible to create a trusting relationship with those in authority and propose
severing links with China; as a result, their sense of Chinese identity is eroded (Hung et al., 2020, p. 181)

2 In recent years, the increasing number of Individual Visit Scheme visitors from mainland China has impacted the
daily lives of Hong Kong residents and eroded their sense of belonging to a group with Chinese identity (Hung
et al., 2020, p. 184)

3 In terms of economic development, Hong Kong is ahead of mainland China. The residents’ superior financial
standing has led them to view themselves as separate from the “Chinese” and to discriminate against and demean
mainland Chinese, preventing them from identifying as “Chinese” (Ng et al., 2016, p. 220)

4 Before the handover, the British Hong Kong government systematically “removed the sense of national identity’’
by infrequently discussing China’s modern development in primary and secondary school curricula, which
developed feelings of unfamiliarity with Chinese identity (Ng et al., 2016, p. 224)

Note: Authors’ English translations.

First, Hong Kong often appears with phrases such as
“law‐ruled region,” “the rule of law,” and “judicial sys‐
tem,” such that there is a semantic preference for “Hong
Kong’s judicial system” in 91 out 117 instances (82.05%),
in which the dominant semantic prosody regards “Hong
Kong’s judicial system” as “solid and good” 57 times
(62.64% of the 91 instances). It co‐occurs with phrases
with positive connotations, such as “autonomous judi‐
cial system,” “good legal foundation,” “fairness,” “that
Hong Kong ranks the top in terms of the rule of law,”
“the rule of law is the core value of Hong Kong,” “Hong
Kong people’s evaluation of the law has maintained a
high level for many years,” “the government of Hong
Kong attaches great importance to and actively upholds
the rule of law,” “high transparency in the judicial system
of Hong Kong,” “Hong Kong has always been a society
ruled by law,” “Hong Kong has a solid foundation in the
rule of law and a sound judicial system,” “the court sys‐
tem in Hong Kong is clear,” and “making Hong Kong a fair
and cleanmetropolis.” BothHong Kong andChina share a
semantic preference for “judicial system,” but with differ‐

ent semantic prosody; while China’s is “flawed and prob‐
lematic,” Hong Kong’s is “good and solid.” Examples are
presented in Table 9. Only one out of 91 concordance
lines (1.09%) portrays Hong Kong’s legal system nega‐
tively: “I don’t think Hong Kong can be called a society
ruled by law as Hong Kong’s laws cover the rich” (Chan
et al., 2013, p. 114).

In addition, Hong Kong appeared with phrases asso‐
ciated with “culture,” “different cultures,” “unique local
culture,” “Western cultures,” “diverse culture,” “inclu‐
sive and diverse society,” and “diverse cultural environ‐
ment.” This shows that Hong Kong’s second semantic
preference (26 out 117, 22.22%) is “Hong Kong’s local cul‐
ture.” Of these, 17 instances (65.38%) carry ameaning of
“diversity and inclusion,” e.g., “Hong Kong, a confluence
of Eastern and Western cultures, has formed a diverse,
free, and pluralistic culture,” “Hong Kong is a pluralistic
and inclusive society,” “Hong Kong has a pluralistic cul‐
ture,” and “Hong Kong’s cultural diversity.” Table 10 pro‐
vides examples.

Table 9. Examples of descriptions of Hong Kong in the LST corpus.

1 Hong Kong has an autonomous judicial system, so its citizens have the law to follow, and the law constrains the
power of those in authority (Hung et al., 2020, p. 103)

2 Hong Kong’s legal and judicial institutions maintain the rule of law, and law enforcement agencies (such as the
Police, Customs and Excise Department, Independent Commission Against Corruption, etc.) have collaborated to
make Hong Kong a fair and clean metropolis (Chan et al., 2013, p. 114)

3 The court system in Hong Kong is clear, its commercial rules are thorough, and there are laws governing how to
invest (Ng et al., 2016, p. 112)

4 According to the World Justice Project’s Rule of Law Index, a non‐governmental organisation, the international
community recognised the legal situation in Hong Kong (Hung et al., 2020, p. 38)

5 To a certain extent, the spirit of the rule of law protects the civil rights of Hong Kong residents and motivates them
to fulfil their civic obligations (Chan et al., 2013, p. 132)

6 Hong Kong has a strong foundation in the rule of law and a robust judicial system, which enabled it to maintain
a high standard of the rule of law both before and after the handover (Ng et al., 2016, p. 32)

Note: Authors’ English translations.
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Table 10. Other example descriptions of Hong Kong in the LST corpus.

1 Hong Kong is an inclusive and diverse society (Chan et al., 2013, p. 266)

2 Regarding food, architecture, language, and religion, Hong Kong’s cultural diversity offers a unique blend of the
old and the new, the East and the West (Hung et al., 2020, p. 45)

3 Hong Kong’s culture has been influenced by Chinese and Western cultures such that it has developed into
a unique local culture (Hung et al., 2020, p. 47)

4 Hong Kong‐style cafés are accessible to all classes in Hong Kong, and the food is a blend of cuisines, reflecting
Hong Kong’s diverse culinary culture (Hung et al., 2020, p. 47)

Note: Authors’ English translations.

5. Conclusions

The LST corpus shows a division between positive
images of Hong Kong and negative images of China’s syn‐
onyms in the LST, corroborating Li et al. (in press) and
Li and Wu (2022). The LST corpus analysis also revealed
language discouraging the self‐acknowledgement of
Chinese identity, also echoing Li and Wu (2022), who
asserted that LST directly called for Hong Kong people
to distance their identity from that of mainland Chinese.
These findings demonstrate a key feature of populism,
the heightened division between the inner and outer
groups (Silberberg & Agbaria, 2021). Therefore, the
textbooks can be understood as containing populist
elements that exclude the outer group, China, from
the local inner group, Hong Kong. This echoes Ng
and Kennedy’s (2019, p. 112) framing of Hong Kong’s
emerging populism as localism‐based “populist radi‐
cal regionalism.’’

By August 2020, eight LST publishers had submit‐
ted their LST to the EDB for revision, and these newly
revised LST are now in use (Li & Wu, 2022), containing
less language distancing Hong Kong from the Chinese
mainland and including references to Chinese national
role models, Nobel Prize winners, and Olympic cham‐
pions (Li & Wu, 2022) to inculcate Chinese national‐
ism among Hong Kong students. The National Security
Law of China has also been enacted in Hong Kong, and
many radical populists, such as Joshua Chi‐Fung Wong
and Jimmy Chee‐Ying Lai, have been prosecuted. Some
Hong Kong tertiary institutes recently included the cere‐
mony of raising the national flag and singing the national
anthem in their weekly assemblies for the first time.
Chinese nationalism seems to have won over populism
in Hong Kong, but what is noteworthy is that national‐
ism is often a symbiont of populism (Mizushima, 2018),
also creating a distinct inner group and outer group
(Bergmann, 2020). Perhaps nationalism could be seen
more clearly as quasi‐populism. Thus, using one kind of
populism to counter another, as appears to be happen‐
ing now, will temporarily alleviate but likely not resolve
chronic social cleavages in Hong Kong. Rather than devel‐
oping anti‐populist fantasies, the stakeholders of Hong
Kong education are advised to develop peace education
and a more inclusive environment. This is certainly an
area that demands further study in the future. As the

LS course was originally designed as an enquiry‐based
subject, encouraging students’ inclusiveness and critical
thinking (Chiu et al., 2018), biased textbooks do not rep‐
resent the true spirit and original educational intention
of the course; however, Bourdieu and Passeron (2000)
warned that the textbook as a pedagogical authority
serves to legitimise the content it delivers, even if the
contents involve cultural arbitrariness. Therefore, it is
equally important for educational watchdogs in Hong
Kong to provide more guidance on the writing and pub‐
lishing of LST in the future.
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